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SAFEGUARDS AND SECURITY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
PROGRESS REPORT

October 1990-September 1991

Compiled by
Darryl B. Smith and Genara R. Jaramillo

ABSTRACT

This report describes the activities carried out by the Los Alamos Safeguards
and Security Research and Development (R&D) program from October 1990 through
September 1991. The activities presented in the first three parts—Science and
Technology Base Development, Basic Systems Design, and Onsite Test and Evalua-
tion and Facility Support—were, for the most part, sponsored by the Department of
Energy's Office of Safeguards and Security (DOE/OSS). The activities described in
Part 4—International Safeguards—were supported by the International Safeguards
Division of the Office of Arms Control and Nonproliferation (OACN/IS). Part 5
describes several safeguards or safeguards-related activities that have sponsors other
than the DOE/OSS or OACN/IS. The final part of the report lists titles and
abstracts of Los Alamos safeguards R&D reports, technical journal articles, and
conference papers that were published in 1991.

Part 1 covers development of the basic technology essential to continuing
improvements in the practice of safeguards and security. It includes our computer
security R&D and our efforts to encourage and disseminate this important
technology.

Part 2 treats activities aimed at developing methods for designing and
evaluating safeguards systems, with special emphasis on the integration of the
several subsystems into a real safeguards system.

Part 3 describes activities specifically directed to the transfer of safeguards
technology. It includes efforts of direct assistance to the DOE and its contractors
as well as consultation on materials control and accounting problems, development
and demonstration of specialized techniques and instruments, and comprehensive
participation in the design and demonstration of advanced safeguards systems.
Although, in several cases, the implementation of advanced technology is described,
the implementation parts of these projects were funded by DOE Program Offices,
DOE Field Offices, or by the facilities themselves, rather than the DOE/OSS; they
are included in this report as the natural and necessary result of our R&D activities.
Part 3 also reports our extensive safeguards training program that makes the
technology more accessible to those who must apply it.

Part 4 covers international safeguards activities, including both support to the
International Atomic Energy Agency and bilateral exchanges with many other
States. All of these efforts provide substantial returns on our investment in
technology transfer, not only in raising the level of safeguards effectiveness
throughout the world, but also in our benefitting from field experiences in
operating environments.

Part 5 highlights a variety of projects, including several in the general area of
arms control verification, our direct support of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) through the Program for Technical Assistance to IAEA Safeguards
(POTAS), and three safeguards projects that were funded by Japan.
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PART 1: SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY BASE DEVELOPMENT

I. MATERIALS CONTROL AND ACCOUNT-
ING (MC&A)

A. Nuclear Materials Detection and Surveil-
lance

The objectives of this project are to develop tech-
nology for controlling nuclear materials by improving
radiation-monitoring techniques for the detection and
surveillance of nuclear materials (for example, portal moni-
tors, verification stations, and remote surveillance instru-
mentation) and to continue to help Department of Energy
(DOE) facilities specify, evaluate, calibrate, and properly
use portal monitors.

1 . Portal Monitor Technology Develop-
ment (P. E. Fehlau, N-2). We continue to pursue
methods to detect and confirm the identity of special nu-
clear material (SNM) by sensing its emitted radiation.
The results of our efforts are transferred to both manufac-
turers and users of the equipment. During this year, we
saw the commercialization of cur neutron-specific portal
monitors, and we supplemented our applications guides1-2

to SNM monitoring with an update report3 on pedestrian
SNM portal monitoring and SNM confirmation tech-
niques. We also continued to transfer technology in an ef-
fort to make effective commercial equipment more readily
available and saw a great improvement in the signal-condi-
tioning electronics of one SNM monitor manufacturer.
Finally, we completed an in-plant test method for hand-
held SNM monitors; began evaluating compact, low-
power, gamma-ray detectors based on detecting scintilla-
tion light from cesium iodide with a photodiode; and con-
tinued to serve as a point of contact on SNM monitoring
and confirmation for individuals in the DOE community
who need advice on procuring, maintaining, or using
SNM radiation detection equipment. These topics are
briefly discussed below.

a. Neutron-Detection-Based SNM Portal
Monitors (P. E. Fehlau and K. L. Coop, N-2).
A neutron-specific SNM monitor has the advantage of a
very low background count rate and, as in the case of our
neutron-chamber detector,4 it can be designed to respond to
both bare plutonium and plutonium contained in a com-
bined neutron and gamma-ray shield. Although neutron-
specific monitors do not respond as well as gamma-ray
monitors to very small amounts of bare plutonium, they
are capable of detecting small amounts of shielded pluto-
nium.* Two major pedestrian neutron portal projects

were underway this year. One was an in-plant evaluation
of our pedestrian neutron monitor at Hanford that disclosed
a readily corrected problem with the monitor's firmware;
the problem was triggered by the extremely low neutron
background in the area. Hanford later terminated the evalu-
ation and returned the portal to Los Alamos as a result of
their change in mission. The second project involved
helping the Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(WSRC) commercialize our pedestrian neutron portal.
This effort eventually led to WSRC awarding TSA Sys-
tems** a contract to produce two prototype portals for
evaluation. Once the prototypes are approved, WSRC
anticipates approving production of additional portals for
installation in sequence with gamma-ray portals for effec-
tive monitoring of small amounts of bare or shielded
plutonium.

Other significant activity with neutron portals dur-
ing the year involved helping the Pantex plant move our
prototype vehicle neutron portal to a permanent location
at its new entry station. The portal will now function as
part of routine security at the plant.

b. Gamma-Ray Portal Monitors (P. E.
Fehlau, N-2). The term "gamma ray" applied to these
monitors reflects their strong point of detecting very small
amounts of SNM by sensing gamma rays. In fact, these
portal monitors most often use plastic scintillators to
detect radiation, and the plastic scintillators detect both
gamma rays and fast neutrons. Hence, the monitors are
not only sensitive to gamma rays but provide a useful,
although not extremely high, level of neutron sensitivity
as well. While this monitor technology is well estab-
lished commercially, it could be improved by increasing
the sensitivity for highly enriched uranium (HEU) in
monitors having battery-powered electronics and by
making portable gamma-ray portal monitors used for tem-
porary service during monitor repairs or for other short
term activity, such as construction, more portable and
more effective. Last year, we reviewed our development
and testing of a portable portal monitor5 based on using
commercially available SNM monitor components. In
our testing we tried to lower the noise levels in the moni-
tor's battery operated SC-750 control unit. After reviewing
our suggestions for improvement, the manufacturer this
year produced a new, low-noise SC-750 that we evaluated.
The result was similar to our improvement with the
original SC-750; the noise levels were much lower and it
was possible to set a much lower signal threshold. Our
evaluation verified that the monitor's response to HEU
with the low-noise SC-750 approximately doubled with-
out any increase in the frequency of nuisance alarms. The

Note that while gamma-ray monitors using plastic scintilla-
tors do sense neutrons from modest amounts of plutonium
inside a thick gamma-ray shield, the neutron-specific moni-
tors can delect much smaller amounts and they can be less
influenced by neutron-shielding materials.

TSA Systems, Ltd., 1820 Delaware Place, Longmom, CO
80501.



manufacturer should be able to provide more sensitive
monitors for HEU in general, and to supply copies of our
low-noise, portable monitor.

In other gamma-ray portal monitoring activity, we
helped Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) develop a
draft procedure for evaluating the performance of SNM
portal monitors as a detection element in an MC&A plan.
Overall, we found that the BNL draft was not adequately
simple and clear and did not successfully combine a large
amount of background information with instructions for
evaluating both SNM monitoring and metal detection.
However, reviewing the document emphasized a gap
between the routine information available from in-plant
verifications of SNM monitor performance and the infor-
mation that may be desired to validate an MC&A plan.
For example, in-plant evaluation verifies performance in a
way designed to provide a desired level of confidence while
also being rapid enough to evaluate all monitors in a plant
on schedule. On the other hand, validating an MC&A
plan may need information on various amounts, forms,
and encapsulations of SNM being removed in a variety of
ways. In the past, we have accumulated a database and
documented the influence of such factors on portal moni-
tor performance, but without emphasis on validation. We
hope to address this matter next year.

c. Hand-Held Pedestrian Monitor In-
Plant Test Method (P. E. Fehlau, N-2). Our
hand-held SNM monitor designs are the basis for the
commercial instruments used by security inspectors at
DOE facilities. We have been developing a procedure for
evaluating in-plant performance of the instruments at the
request of WSRC and the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP). This
year, we completed the procedure, and, with the help of
many individuals from DOE facilities who are participat-
ing in the American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) Committee C26.12, the procedure is now being
balloted by the ASTM as the "Siandard Guide to In-Plant
Performance Evaluation of Hand-Held SNM Monitors."

d. Detectors for Hand-Held SNM Moni-
tors and Confirmation Instruments (P. E.
Fehlau and D. R. Millegan, N-2). When new
radiation detectors become commercially available, their
advertised capabilities may seem attractive for SNM detec-
tion applications. We are investigating the combination
of a cesium iodide gamma-ray scintillalor with a silicon-
diode photodetector. This combination of detectors offers
the potential advantages of high efficiency, good energy
resolution, small detector size, low-power operation, and
freedom from the influence of magnetic fields. We pur-
chased a commercial package that combines the detector
with a preamplifier and evaluated it.6 At low temperatures
(37° F), we found the performance comparable to small
sodium iodide/photomultiplier (PM) detectors at gamma-
ray energies above a few hundred keV. But at room tem-
perature and above, increasing noise degrades the gamma-
ray spectra much below that advertised by the manufac-
turer. After conferring with the manufacturer, evaluating

additional detectors, and using an environmental chamber
to further investigate performance, we found no advantage
over sodium iodide detectors except for the somewhat
smaller size. As the year ended, another manufacturer be-
gan offering a version of the detector that even the original
manufacturer stated is better engineered for low noise. We
intend to evaluate one of these next year.

e. Hand-Held Confirmation Instruments
(P. E. Fehlau, D. R. Millegan, and W. S.
Murray, N-2). About five years ago, we commercial-
ized a gamma-ray confirmation instrument* based on a
light emitting diode (LED)-stabilized sodium iodide detec-
tor and analog regions of interest for confirming types of
SNM.7 Although the instrument has been used a great
deal, it is not as versatile as one using digital techniques
and functioning as a multichannel analyzer (MCA). Dur-
ing this year, RFP attempted to upgrade to a relatively
new, commercially available, hand-held MCA. We already
had evaluated early versions of this new MCA and had
tried to help the manufacturer improve its performance
when RFP asked us to evaluate the version that they
expected to purchase. We did and reported our results.*
The manufacturer responded with a revised instrument for
use at RFP that, unfortunately, lacks detector stabiliza-
tion. Since then, we have been studying the possibility
of using digital methods for LED stabilization of scintilla-
tion detectors. We have measured the variation of the
light output of the stabilization LEDs and the variation in
scintillator light output over a broad temperature range.
Our goal is to eventually make a hand-held MCA with
detector stabilization commercially available, either in the
present commercial instrument or in one that our group
has developed for arms control. We also reviewed the
status of hand-held instruments as confirmation tools in a
conference paper.9

2 . SNM Monitors at DOE Facilities (P.
E. Fehlau, N-2). We expanded our activity in provid-
ing information and advice on matters pertaining to SNM
monitoring to include helping the RFP and Sandia Na-
tional Laboratory-Albuquerque (SNLA) develop formal
documented procedures for applying and maintaining SNM
monitor?. We received a letter of appreciation from the
DOE/Rrcky Flats Operations Office (DOE/RF) for our ef-
forts there. We also helped RFP devise metal detectors
and SNM monitors for evaluating performance. Other fa-
cilities requesting information on testing matters were the
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, the DOE/Nevada Op-
erations Office Nevada Security Branch, SNLA, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), DOE/Richland
Operations, Jhe Hanford Fast Flux Test Facility, the Oak
Ridge Y-12 plant, Argonne National Laboratory-West
(ANL-W), WSRC, and the Weslinghouse Idaho Nuclear
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Company (WINCO). Individuals at two facilities, Han-
ford and RFP, were interested in additional information on
americium buildup in plutoniuirc sources and its relation-
ship to specifying alternative 133Ba sources. Individuals
at several facilities requested specific information on avail-
able monitors to use in procuring new monitors; these
included Hanford, ANL-W, and WINCO. Other informa-
tion exchanges included reviewing our SNM monitoring
research program at the request of the United Kingdom
(UK) attendees of the Joint Working Group 30E/F meet-
ing at Los Alamos on radiological safety and instrumenta-
tion for radiation measurements and assay. We provided
Hanford with response measurement data for use in
benchmarking Monte Carlo calculations for their
NTRACK system designated for use at WSRC. We also
provided SNLA with radiation exposure information for a
depleted uranium (DU) test item used in metal detectors.
Other, more substantial, assistance to facilities is de-
scribed below.

a. SNLA Portal Monitor (P. E. Fehlau,
N-2). We last reported on our assistance to SNLA for
implementing SNM monitoring booths in the new Area
V entry station in the 1989 annual report.10 At that time,
SNLA was beginning to operate the monitoring booths,
which are based on our detection system design, but were
procured and installed by SNLA. Now that the entire Area
V security perimeter is nearing completion, the monitor-
ing booths are being readied for acceptance as part of
routine security. We have assisted in the process by help-
ing to balance the gain of the detectors, which are used in
sets of six in each booth. The problem was the result of
major differences between detectors obtained from different
sources and was solved by renovating the detectors and
extending their balancing range to the range that we origi-
nally specified. To further aid the process, we repeated the
training that we had originally provided for operating and
maintaining the booths and provided documentation on the
basics of SNM monitoring and SNM monitor mainte-
nance.

b. Material Tracking System (P. E. Feh-
lau, N-2). We continued to support SNLA in their
effort to devise a material tracking system for the Pantex
plant. This year, our effort concentrated on transferring
information on radiation detection elements that might be
included in the system and providing equipment for evalu-
ation.

c . Confirmation Instrument Applica-
tions (P. E. Fehlau and R. J. Estep, N-2).
While confirmation procedures are widely used, the in-
strumentation and techniques are unfamiliar to many who
can make use of them. We demonstrated our gamma-ray
instruments to individuals from the Los Alamos waste
management group who can use them to locate HEU
holdup in tight spaces inside glove boxes being prepared
for removal. After we loaned one of our instruments to

the group for their evaluation, they purchased instruments
from the manufacturer for routine use.

We also discussed using the instruments for con-
fuming nuclear-explosive-like assemblies (NELAs) with
the Los Alamos weapons fabrication and assembly group
and eventually transferred instruments to them for long-
term evaluation. We later investigated perceived problems
in the performance of the group's gamma-ray spectrometer,
which is used to confirm depleted and enriched uranium.
We resolved the problem by making them aware of the
need to allow the equipment to warm up and to use suffi-
ciently thick DU check sources to avoid shifting gamma-
ray peak ratios, as was described in our investigation
report.11

3 . Monitoring Packages and Containers
(K. L. Coop and P. E. Fehlau, N-2). Various
methods, ranging from hand-held monitors to large waste
assay systems, could be used to scan packages and con-
tainers for SNM, but users continue to request specific
equipment for sensing concealed and shielded SNM. This
year we saw our neutron-chamber detector design success-
fully incorporated in a commercially produced package
monitor for WSRC. We helped the WSRC select the
instrument by calculating performance for various designs
and reviewing a purchase specification for a monitor that
automatically examines packages for neutron and gamma-
ray emissions and then appropriately routes them either
into a protected area or back to the material access area
(MAA). Preliminary evaluation of the delivered monitor
verified its high sensitivity for detecting bare or shielded
plutonium. Related activities are described below.

a. Modular Multiplicity Counter (K. L.
Coop, G. J. Arnone, N. J. Nicholas, and G. S.
Brunson, N-2). This counter originally was designed
to detect the presence of HEU inside DU, which acts as a
gamma-ray shield, by examining induced fission neutron
statistics; however, its intended application at Pantex was
changed to a less costly passive method. But we expect
other applications to develop, and this year we designed
and constructed a "list mode" pulse-arrival recording mod-
ule for the unit. The unit will record the arrival times of
neutron pulses from up to IS detectors for later neutron
coincidence and multiplicity analysis in a personal com-
puter. We also continued to examine strategies for data
analysis that will lead to determining amounts of material,
fission/(a, n) neutron ratios, and detector efficiency from
the neutron multiplicity data.

b. Compressor-Cooled High-Purity Ger-
manium (HPGe) (J. A. Bounds and P. E.
Fehtau, N-2). HPGe detectors can readily identify
gamma-ray emitting radioactive materials including SNM.
The use of these detectors in materials control has been
limited by the need for cooling them to liquid nitrogen
temperatures, but compressor cooling appeared to be an al-
ternative cooling method. We evaluated it for monitoring



applications. We compared our compressor-cooled HPGe
system with a conventional package monitor system based
on plastic scintillation detectors and found that the great
expense and complex maintenance problems of the
compressor-cooled HPGe system are significant strikes
against it. The one advantage we found is in using the
2.6-MeV gamma ray (from the 232U decay chain) for
monitoring, but the improvement in detection is only
about 50% (that is, half again as much HEU would be
needed for detection in the standard monitor).12 We do not
believe that this modest advantage warrants incorporating
HPGe detectors in monitoring equipment because the 2.6-
MeV gamma ray is only useful for monitoring in a
limited region close to the relatively small detector.

c. FORTH-Based Instrumentation for
Safeguards Applications (K. B. Butterfield, N-
2). Our FORTH-language-based instrumentation is
designed for ease of modification to match a specific task.
There are program modules for data collection, analysis,
and reporting results. The instrumentation uses hybrid
preamplifiers matched to 3He detectors to collect neutrons,
or PM tubes connected to scintillators to collect gamma
radiation. The instruments can be configured for portal
monitoring or for hand-carried operations. The two main
tasks that have been addressed to date are concerned with
portal monitoring: development of a sequential-probability-
ratio measurement system and a time history system.

Our sequential-probability-ratio effort consisted of
developing criteria for terminating data collection and tests
for the presence of excess counts that would lead to an
alarm. We also developed a method of calculating the
coefficients that are used in the sequential-probability-ratio
test.13 These calculations require evaluating the Poisson
probability distribution to determine a miss probability
and a false alarm rate given a background count rate and a
collection interval. In most instrumentation, these coeffi-
cients are stored by an operator and have to be calculated
in a larger computer. The FORTH language provides the
ability to calculate the coefficients in the instrument it-
self, which allows collection times and operating parame-
ters to be optimized at the location of the portal monitor.

Our time history work supported the installation of
new portal monitors at the Los Alamos Plutonium Fa-
cility. We modified a neutron counting instrument to
record the background count rate for up to one week and to
plot the history in 24-hour displays. The instrument is
battery powered and hand portable. Although it was tested
successfully in the laboratory, the instrument was never
deployed in the field.

The FORTH-based instruments that we have devel-
oped for other programs may also have applications in
safeguards. One such instrument, which was developed
for arms control verification, is a Nal(Tl) detection system
that can quickly and easily determine the presence of plu-
tonium. It features an energy calibration routine, a rate
meter, and a scanning mode. We are investigating poten-
tial uses for it in nuclear materials inventory control.

B. Materials Control Subsystems Definition
and Development

This task is to provide the DOE complex with
improved materials control and tracking techniques that
can be interfaced with materials accounting and physical
protection subsystems. The task emphasizes the defini-
tion and development of materials control components and
subsystems for integration with other safeguards sub-
systems to provide defense-in-depth and to maximize total
safeguards system effectiveness.

1 . Digital Image Analysis for Materials
Control (C. A. Steverson and M. Angerman,
N-4). Our proof-of-concept investigations showed that
digital image processing techniques can be applied to
many nuclear safeguards problems, especially in storage
and process areas where materials verification information
aids in maintaining continuity of knowledge of the state
and location of nuclear materials. Expanding on our
previous prototype development,14 we have designed and
begun to implement an intelligent, image-based materials
verification system that can be easily adapted to a wide
range of materials control applications. System-design
software included object oriented design techniques, user
interface design and implementation, image processing and
analysis, user authentication, database management, report
generation, media management, and system configuration
elements. We are evaluating fiber optics for image trans-
mission and analyzing the costs and benefits of host/
processor/camera configurations.

Software. We used an object-oriented software de-
velopment methodology to make the software easy to
adapt to various application environments. This allows
the creation of software elements that can be combined to
produce the functionality necessary for each specific appli-
cation, while minimizing the software maintenance re-
quirements overall. We designed software modules (or
"objects") that can operate on a stand-alone basis or be
combined with other objects to form a "system." For ex-
ample, while facility A may require a materials verifica-
tion system that will (1) detect change, (2) maintain an
event log, and (3) allow media management, facility B
might require these same functions but also (4) user log-
in and log-out capabilities, (5) report generation,
(6) interactive image data review, and so on. For facility
A we combine three basic objects to create a system that
meets the needs of that facility. For facility B, we add the
objects that provide the additional functions.

Software objects currently implemented include
"Login," designed to determine if a request to access the
computer system is being made by a person who is autho-
rized to do so and a complementary "Logout" object that
disables access to the computer system until the next log-
in request. "Change Detection" is an object that basically
delects change; it may be linked with other objects that
determine some action to be taken when change has been



detected. A "Video" object can activate a recording mecha-
nism, for example, or an "Alarm" object can relay infor-
mation about the detected change to a log or some external
trigger. The "Analysis" object can be used to analyze or
categorize a detected change.

Other available objects are "Reports," "Image,"
"Media," and "System Administration." The Reports ob-
ject controls the generation of soft or hard copy that pro-
vides information about system operation. The linage
object allows authorized system users to manipulate im-
age data interactively; this object provides on-screen recall
of all system image data, menu driven image processing,
image editing, and printing of images on any PostScript
printer. The Media object, as previously mentioned, al-
lows access to the data collection mechanism for disk
charges and other data management functions. The Sys-
tem Administration object allows the system guardian to
perform user management functions, system maintenance,
and other controlled tasks, such as system configuration.
All objects are presented to the user as icons that open
into windows. User selectable options within an object
can be selected using a mouse, which creates an intuitive,
easy to operate environment.

Technical software developments included improv-
ing the prototype change detection methods that we had
developed for proof of concept. We now have two detec-
tion methods that can complement one another in any
given change analysis. In one of these, we combined
basic change detection algorithms with a variety of image
filters for increased performance. In the other, we inte-
grated a statistical analysis into the change detection algo-
rithm to discriminate true changes from shifts in lighting
that can occur because of changes in natural lighting or a
failure in the artificial lighting. Because we determined
that one change detection method might be more appropri-
ate in a given circumstance than the other, we incorporated
a way for the system guardian to select which method is
to be used, or to select the order if both are to be used.

Hardware. Since our initial prototype development,
the hardware platform for our image-based verification
system has evolved from the personal computer to a
workstation-class machine. Initially, cost incentives made
the personal computer the only acceptable platform for the
fielding of this system; however, recent large reductions in
the price of commercially available workstations has made
this computationally superior class of machine an attrac-
tive alternative.

For media management, we selected a laser optical
disk that will store data on either a Write Once, Read
Many (WORM) disk or on a rewriteable optical disk.
This option allows each facility to choose an appropriate
medium based on their own cost/benefit analysis.

Image transmission has evolved from the coaxial
cable used in our prototype system to fiber optic cable in
our current implementation. Evolution of this technology
in the commercial sector has now made fiber optics a cost
effective transmission medium with the added benefit of a
cleaner, less "noisy" image.

2 . Application of Infrared Technology
(W. D. Stanbro, C. A. Steverson, R. S. Leon-
ard, and M. Angerman, N-4). The radioactive decay
of plutonium generates sufficient heat to raise the
temperature of some types of samples above room tem-
perature. This temperature change increases the natural
emission of infrared radiation. Commercially available
technology can readily detect and produce images of these
emissions. This suggests the possibility of using infrared
measurements in MC&A applications.

This year, we carried out a series of proof-of-princi-
ple studies to investigate the possibility of using infrared
measurements to estimate the quantity of plutonium in
containers. We used electrically heated simulants, 238Pu-
heat-source standards, and containers of weapons-grade plu-
tonium. Results to date have shown a clear relationship
between the heat/power output of the sample and the
surface temperature of the container as measured with a
commercial infrared imaging system. This relationship is
shown in Fig. 1. It is also clear that to get good quantita-
tive results, it will be necessary to control many factors,
such as the temperature of the environment, the presence
of other heat sources, and the surface characteristics of the
container. This last factor involves reducing the reflectivity
of the surface to increase its emissivity. This can be done
by applying tape or using an anodized aluminum sleeve.

It appears possible to engineer a system to measure
some plutomum-filled containers. It is almost certain that
the temperature signature of these containers could be ex-
ploited for materials controls.
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Fig. 1. Relationship between container sur-
face temperature as measured with an 'nfrared
imaging system and power output from the
radioactive decay of plutonium. Circles are
238pu standards and triangles are weapons-
grade plutonium samples.



3 . Process Monitoring for Anomaly De-
tection (J. Prommel and N. R. Zack N-4; T.
R. Thomas, C-3). In our Wisdom and Sense (W&S)
project we do research on anomaly detection methodology
and develop prototype software for specific applications.
W&S searches data sets for anomalous behavior, that is,
behavior this is statistically rare. W&S finds anomalous
events by comparing behavior characterized in a data set
against two kinds of rule bases:

• expert rule bases, which are manually entered
and based on the knowledge of experts in the
process being monitored, and

• automatically generated rule bases, which are
generated using a statistical approach to de-
termine the rarity of items in the data set.
These data-set items can be viewed individu-
ally or combined in complex ways.

The automatically generated rule bases of W&S are
derived from historical data, that is, data representing nor-
mal behavior. Rule bases generated in this way are called
models of normal behavior. (For a more complete descrip-
tion of the rule base generation software, see Part 5,
Section 3.C.)

The Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) at the
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) offers a
unique opportunity for us to determine the appropriateness
of applying anomaly detection techniques to process moni-
toring data. Unlike other test beds for our W&S software,
the data at ICPP are largely Boolean.

We originally planned to install a test version early
in the spring; however, we found that the raw test data
from INEL, which covered a nine-month period in 1988,
contained many challenges. Before we could apply W&S,
we needed to thoroughly understand the data.

In general, we discovered that the ICPP data are
typical of "real" data. When large amounts of data are col-
lected by many sensors (thousands at ICPP) over months
or years, one can expect the stored data to be "dirty" in the
sense that the numbers recorded will not always reflect the
real state of the system they are supposed to be describing.
We found wide variations in the flow-rate of transfers, the
percent of dilution, and the time delays between the start
of a transfer and the first evidence that it ha J been received.
Moreover, even with such variation, the plant appears to
be in a "steady" state 98% of the time.

This kind of data set causes problems for our statis-
tical approach to anomaly detection. The typical procedure
in such an approach is to use historical data as the training
set to establish "normal" operating conditions, from which
the anomalous conditions can then be distinguished.
Thus, to produce a good training set for anomaly detec-
tion, we must strip the real data of inaccuracies so produce
a set that correctly describes an understandable, orderly
system. Thereafter, the rules that are developed during
training will also be understandable and sensible.

We met with the ICPP staff to determine how best
to proceed: (1) use the current data and generate rules,
(2) wait for the completion of the next "campaign" and
get new data, or (3) simulate data.

We agreed that we should simulate the data by
defining scenarios for a given campaign. By so doing, we
would require little direct help from ICPP personnel; in
addition, our anomaly-detection methodology development
would not be delayed by lack of accurate input to W&S.
We are writing the necessary scenarios of "normal plant
behavior" with input and feedback from INEL. We will
then have ICPP write scenarios for abnormal behavior so
that we can test the implementation of W&S.

Our simulation of data and the complete analysis of
the "real" data are proceeding in parallel. When each is
completed, we will test the W&S software.

C. Nondestructive Assay (NDA) Measurement
Technology

The objectives of this ongoing task are to develop and
adapt state-of-the-art NDA techniques and instruments to
meet the needs of the DOE and commercial nuclear facili-
ties, as well as those of safeguards inspection authorities,
for inventory verification.

1 . Neutron Assay

a. Research Multiplicity Counter Meas-
urements (M. S. Krick and D. G. Langner,
N-l). We have developed thermal-neutron multiplicity
counters15 to assay impure plutonium samples. Unlike
conventional coincidence counters, multiplicity counters
measure the neutron multiplication in the sample and cor-
rect for induced fissions even when the plutonium sample
is not pure oxide or metal.

We have now extended measurements with the re-
search multiplicity counter (the five-ring, dual-mode
counter16) to cans of mixed oxide (MOX) powder. The
plutonium masses ranged from 146 g to 377 g; the 240Pu
traction was about 11.7% for all samples. The uranium/
plutonium ratio varied from 1.44 to 5.99 and the total
oxide mass varied from 891 g to 1400 g.

Five MOX samples were assayed for typically 900
s each (thirty 30-s runs). The multiplicity distributions
for each of the 30 runs were analyzed separately to obtain
30 values for the plutonium assay mass. We used the
average of these values for the final plutonium assay mass
and used the sample standard deviation divided by V30 for
an estimate of its precision. The assay precision was
typically l%-2%.

On average, the assays were biased negative by
about 5%, whereas assays of plutonium oxide (without
uranium) under the same conditions had little bias. Figure
2 shows the assay/accepted mass ratio vs the uranium/
plulonium ratio: the higher the ratio, the larger the bias.
Although these results are preliminary, we think the bias
for high uranium/plutonium ratios is real, because our
present multiplicity analysis algorithms do not take into
account neutron multiplication and absorption in uranium.
We will continue to analyze MOX measurements with
multiplicity counters in 1992.
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Fig. 2. Ratio of assay to accepted mass vs
the uranium/plutonium ratio for five MOX
samples.

b. Pyrochemical Multiplicity Counter
Performance Test ing (D. G. Langner, M. S.
Krick, D. W Miller, N-l; and N. Dytlewski,
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organization (ANSTO)). We have characterized the
pyrochemical multiplicity counter that we designed and
fabricated in 1990 and have begun measuring samples.

The counter consists of 126 3He tubes arranged in four
concentric rings in a polyethylene moderator with an aver-
age spacing between the tubes of 1.59 cm. The end plugs
for the counter are made of graphite, and the 24.1-cm x
37.5-cm sample cavity is cadmium lined. The counter
consists of separate halves from which the neutron counts
are summed. It is capable of operating in either a free-
standing mode with the two halves coupled together by an
external cabinet, or in a glove-box mode with the two
halves placed around a glove box well and then mated.
For a " 2Cf source centered in the sample cavity, the
measured efficiency of the new multiplicity counter is
57.7% and its die-away time is 47.2 us.

Eight small samples, each containing less than 15 g
of plutonium, but with a variety of matrices, were assayed
in the pyrochemical counter using a multiplicity circuit
capable of processing multiplicities of up to 32, The
samples are described in Table I. We used the moments
method developed by Bohnel17 and Cifarelli and Hage13 in
our analysis of the measured multiplicity distributions
from these samples and included a deadtime correction
based on a scheme derived by Dytlewski.19 The assay
calibration was based on values for detection efficiency and
gate fractions derived from measurements of the sample
containing pure plutonium metal assuming that a, the ra-
tio of (a,n) neutrons to spontaneous fission neutrons, is
zero for this sample and its self-multiplication is 1.01.
This value for the self-multiplication in this metal sample
was based on previous measurements of it in another mul-
tiplicity counter.

The multiplicity assays of these samples in the
pyrochemical counter were successful for all but the sam-
ples containing boron and fluorine. The assay of the

TABLE I.
Pyrochemi:

Sample
Type

oxide
oxide
oxide
oxide
oxide
fluoride
metal
oxide

Multiplicity Assay Results
:al Multiplicity Counter

Matrix

none
aluminum
magnesium oxide
silicon
boron
fluorine
none
none

Total Pu
(s)
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
12.4

for Small

240pu

effective
(g)

0.564
0.564
0.564
0.564
0.565
0.563
0.529
0.700

Plutoniuni Samples

Multiplicity Assay

a

1.60
6.12

11.7
2.56

276.0s

159.03

0.0
0.161

M

1.008
1.006
1.006
1.003
1.093
1.052
1.010
0.997

Average for a less than 7

aThe a obtained from the multiplicity assay for these samples is
these samples was obtained from
also suspect

Standard Deviation

Obtained

Results
Assay/

Reference

0.991
1.002
1.040
0.994
6.227
4.758
1.000
1.012

0.999
0.80%

with the

"Known M"
Assay/

Reference

1.010
1.054
1.172
0.981
7.154
5.044
1.000
0.958

1.001
3.6%

negative and therefore anomalous. The a reported for
the total neutron rate by assuming that M = 1. The self-multiplication results are
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sample containing magnesium oxide was high by 4%, but
this is within the precision predicted from the moderately
large a for this sample. For the samples containing
boron and fluorine, the assay values for a were negative
and therefore anomalous. Also the multiplication results
are much too high for samples this small. However, a
can be estimated to within a few percent from the meas-
ured total neutron rate for these samples, given the known
24OPu-effective content and the known detector efficiency,
and by assuming that the multiplication is 1. For these
samples the estimated a is very large and the predicted
precision is several hundred percent. Multiplicity analy-
sis, therefore, cannot be successful for samples whose a's
are so large, even if reasonable measurement times are
used.

For comparison, we also did a conventional two-
parameter assay of these samples using the "known-A/"
technique, which assumes that the self-multiplication of
these samples is 1. These results are given in Table I and
are plotted wiih the results obtained using the multiplicity
analysis shown in Fig. 3. For the samples whose a 's are
less than 7, the two-parameter assay results are accurate to
only 3.6% (1 a), while the multiplicity assays are accu-
rate to 0.8%.

The pyrochemical multiplicity counter is undergo-
ing in-plant test and evaluation (T&E) at the Los Alamos
Plutonium Facility. Analysis of the data obtained to date
is underway, but is not yet completed.

c. Active Neutron Multiplicity Meas-
urements (N. Ensslin, D. W. Miller, and M. S.
Krick, N-l). Active neutron multiplicity counting is a
new NDA technique that we are developing to assay bulk
uranium containing kilograms of 235U. The new tech-
nique uses a neutron multiplicity analysis of data collected
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with a coincidence counter outfitted with AmLi neutron
sources. Neutron multiplicity counters measure the first
three reduced factorial moments of the sample's emitted
neutron multiplicity distribution. These three moments
may be thought of as single (or total), double, and triple
neutron coincidences. For the assay of bulk quantities of
235U, the three measured parameters would be used to
solve for 235U mass, uranium self-multiplication, and the
(ct,n) reaction rate. Such an assay would be similar to
that obtained with the existing active-well coincidence
counter (AWCC), except that the AWCC cannot correct
for strong sample-dependent self-multiplication effects that
currently make it difficult to assay large, irregularly
shaped samples.

We have mathematically analyzed the active-
multiplicity technique to obtain estimates of expected neu-
tron multiplicity count rates and assay precision.20 One
of these calculations is illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows
assay precision [one relative standard deviation (RSD)] for
1000-s counting times as a function of 235U mass for an
optimum AmLi source strength of 2 x 104 n/s. Figure 4
shows curves for three detector configurations: the exist-
ing AWCC, a potential active multiplicity counter, and a
prototype fast-neutron, liquid-scintillator-based multiplici-
ty counter. The curves suggest that the technique will
have sufficient assay precision only for bulk samples of
235U.

To confirm the estimated precision shown in Fig.
4, we measured the multiplicity of several HEU metal
standards. Each standard was measured for a series of 100-
s runs, so that the actual assay precision could be deter-
mined from the scatter in the data. Figure 5 shows the
observed single, double, and triple coincidence count rates.
The singles count rate curves downward because of neu-
tron absorption, whereas the triples count rate curves
upward because of neutron multiplication. The doubles
count rale is nearly linear, reflecting the partial cancella-
tion of these two competing effects.

The measured single and double counting precisions
were found to be close to the calculated values given in
Ref. 20. The sample self-multiplication, as reflected in
the upward curvature of the triples count rate in Fig. 5,
was found to be much higher than expected. The increased
triples count rate means that the final assay precision of
the active multiplicity technique will be much better than
expected. For example, active multiplicity analysis of 4
kg of 235U using a conventional AWCC should have
about 1% assay precision in a 1000-s counting time.

Potential applications of active multiplicity count-
ing include verification of very large samples from the
atomic vapor laser isotope separation (AVLIS) process,
assay of large quantities of HEU metal receipts, and assay
of 5A UF^ cylinders. The multiplicity data would be used
to determine, and correct for, large variations in self-
multiplication from sample to sample. A field T&E with
metal receipt cans is planned at the WSRC 321-M Fuel
Tube Fabrication Facility.

Fig. 3. Assay results obtained with the pyro-
chemical multiplicity counter.
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Active Multiplicity Precision for
235 u Recejpt cans, 1000 s
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235i

Fig. 4. Estimated precision of the active
multiplicity technique for 2 3 S U receipt cans
as a function of the sample's 2 3 5 U mass for
an AmLI source strength of 2 x 10* n/s in a
1000-s counting time.

d. Experimental Shie lded-Cel l Shuffler
(P. M. R i n a r d , N - l ) . We have assembled the
hardware for this shuffler and written the software to
control it. The equipment has been used to study some
fundamental components of shufflers; these data will aid
in future designs.

We also examined the size and spacing of detector
tubes in a detector bank. The optimum configuration for

T 2
2 3 5 U MASS (kg)

Fig. S. Measured response of 2 3 S U metal
standards in an AWCC with added multiplicity
electronics, showing the observed singles ( 1 / 2
scale), doubles, and triples counts/s.

l-in.-diam tubes was found to have the centers 2 in. apart,
with the space between filled with polyethylene. The
detection efficiency dropped with closer or wider spacing.
The moderator in the gaps between the tubes increased the
detection efficiency by 16%. The optimum thickness of
moderator in front of the tubes was found to be 1 in. for
neutrons from 2 5 2Cf and 0.75 in. for neutrons from an
AmLi source.

Reflectors are often used near the ^^Ci sources in
shufflers to increase the flux of neutrons inside the mate-
rial being assayed. This allows smaller sources to be
used, thereby reducing the size and cost of the shufflers.
We studied the effects of different thicknesses of nickel,
iron, lead, and polyethylene with the experimental shuffler
(Fig. 6).

Nickel and polyethylene are more efficient reflectors
than iron, and lead is much less efficient than any of the
others. When we used the detector bank 3s a crude neutron
energy spectrometer by changing the thickness of
polyethylene in front of the tubes, we found that the aver-
age energy of neutrons from the nickel reflector was the
same as from the 2 5 2Cf itself, but the reflected neutrons
from polyethylene were much lower in energy. This rules
out using polyethylene as a reflector in most shufflers
because the energy of the irradiating neutrons is normally
kept high so that they will penetrate the material being
assayed. Nickel appears to be the best reflecting material,
although iron is less expensive and nearly as effective.

(Iron)

(LMd)

0 0.S 1.0 1.5

Reflector Thickness (in.)

Fig. 6. Neutrons from a small 2 S 2 Cf source were
counted with reflectors behind the source. This
count rate was compared to the count rate with no
reflector; the relative count rate is the ratio of
the two rates.
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We will study many additional aspects of shufflers
using the experimental shuffler. One project is to con-
tinue the investigation into the assay of 55-gal. waste
drums in a shuffler that will soon be shipped to the
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant (GDP).

e. Comparison of Waste-Drum Assays
from a 2 5 2Cf Shuffler and a Differential Die-
Away Instrument (P. M. Rinard, H. O. Men-
love, J. K. Sprinkle, Jr., and E. L. Adams,
N-l; K. L. Coop and N. J. Nicholas, N-2). As
part of our ongoing passive/active neutron (PAN) counter
comparison, we made about 2700 passive and active
neutron measurements to better characterize and enhance
the performance of a shuffler designed to assay 55-gal.
drums of waste. This shuffler was built for the Martin
Marietta Energy Systems GDP at Portsmouth, Ohio; it
was used in this study for five months before it was
shipped to the plant.

Capsules of uranium and plutonium were placed at
15 positions in each drum to allow us to examine the re-
sponses from individual locations and to simulate homo-
geneous distributions. We studied 28 different matrices,
including those listed in Table II; a study of the data led to
new application techniques, including an improved correc-
tion for the matrix effects based on the two built-in flux
monitors. Further analysis of the data will examine the

precision and sensitivity with various matrices in a drum,
the effects of the position of localized fissile material
within the waste, upper limits of neutron moderator and
poison concentrations for acceptable assay results, and
self-shielding in a moderating matrix. A technique for de-
tecting an insider's attempted diversion was demonstrated.

Results of the measurements in a differential die-
away instrument are described in the next section. We
will report the shuffler results separately when the meas-
urements are completed and then prepare a combined report
that compares the two instruments.

f. A Capability and Limitation Study
of the Differential Die-Away Assay Method
(N. J. Nicholas, K. L. Coop, and R. J. Estep,
N-2). The differential-dieaway technique (DDT) uses a
pulsed neutron source to interrogate fissile materials in
55-gal. waste drums. The interrogating neutrons, which
are quickly thermalized, induce fast fission neutrons which
in turn are detected in cadmium shielded 3He detectors.
Currently, DDT instruments are widely employed by
waste generators and processors for certifying the fissile
and transuranic (TRU) waste content of drums for eventual
shipment to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). We
have made extensive measurements and developed a de-
tailed description of the capabilities and limitations of our
mobile PAN assay device, which combines the DDT

Table II. Active Mass Results for

MATRIX
Vermiculite
Empty
Vermiculite w/liner
Peal Moss
0.3 kg Borax
0.6 kg Borax
0.9 kg Borax
1.2 kg Borax
1.5 kg Borax
1.8 kg Borax
Polyethylene shavings
Polyethylene beads
2 gal Poly/10 lbs Vermiculite
4 gal Poly/10 lbs Vermiculite
6 gal Poly/10 lbs Vermiculite
8 gal Poly/10 lbs Vermiculite
Poly & Borax in Vermiculite
Vermic & Poly & Borax in Vermic
Alumina
Iron chunks
Poly chunks
Iron & Polyethylene
Junk
Top: Vermic & Poly & Borax
Bottom: Verm ic & Poly & Borax

Various Matrices in Grams

AVERAGE (g)
0.765
0.748
0.800
0.792
0.710
0.758
0.769
0.764
0.715
0.782
0.791
0.880
0.713
0.742
0.696
0.719
0.478
0.631
0.729
0.902
0.944
0.499
0.65
0.405
1.350

MAX/AVG
1.086
1.106
1.062
1.418
1.151
1.260
1.311
1.318
1.758
1.808
1.203
1.603
1.296
2.075
2.141
1.829
2.147
1.552
1.397
1.215
1.552
1.519
1.187
1.554
1.537

of 2 3 9 Pu

MIN/AVG
0.864
0.858
0.877
0.749
0.794
0.791
0.499
0.616
0.452
0.436
0.803
0.033
0.753
0.801
0.844
0.721
0.212
0.406
0.648
0.800
0.854
0.63.1
0.707
0.268
0.269
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method with passive coincidence counting of spontaneous
fission neutrons. We selected 15 volume-defining posi-
tions within a drum (heights of 8, 24,40, 56, and 72 cm
for three radii: 12,20, and 25 cm) and made measurements
at each with the same source (a 30-g cylinder of low-
burnup plutonium) for a wide variety of simulated waste
matrices. We averaged the data from the 15 positions to
simulate well-dispersed fissile material for both the pas-
sive and active mass results. The results are summarized
in Tables II and III, which show the averages and the ra-
tios of the maximum and minimum values to the average
for each drum. The last two drums listed contained a mix-
ture of vermiculite, borax soap powder, and polyethylene
pellets on the top and pure vermiculite on the bottom (and
vice versa) separated by a cardboard disk. The other drums
contained uniform mixtures of material or solid pieces
(chunks) with randomly distributed air gaps. The absolute
values for the active assays are very low compared to the
actual 239Pu content (27.9 g) because of self-shielding in
the plutonium cylinder; only the relative active values are
of importance for this study.

The minimum detectable fissile mass that can be
obtained with the DDT system is a few milligrams under
ideal conditions for an active measurement time of 40 s;
the assay is still reasonably accurate in the presence of a

high spontaneous-neutron background. Problems with the
DDT method occur primarily because it is not designed to
assay self-shielding "lumps" of fissile material, non-
uniform distributions of fissile material, or nonhomoge-
neous waste matrices. Most real drummed TRU waste
falls into one or more of these categories. The complete
results of our study are being published as a Los Alamos
report entitled, "Capability and Limitation Study of the
DDT Passive-Active Neutron Waste Assay Instrument"
The primary purpose of the report is to establish a basis
for comparison with other NDA systems.

In related activities, we presented a talk on the
complementary aspects of the combined thermal and
epithermal neutron (CTEN) interrogation version of the
DDT assay system and the Tomographic Gamma Scanner
(TGS) at WIPP east of Carlsbad, NM. We also reviewed
the NDA projects underway at Los Alamos that could
provide solutions for some of the needs of TRU waste-
project managers at their meetings in Salt Lake City and
at the Savannah River Site (SRS). Finally, we designed a
prototype CTEN system for locating concealed SNM in
208-L drums, completed the metal frame for it, and began
assembling it in the location where the experimental work
will be performed.

TABLE III. Passive Mass Results
of Total Plutonium

MATRIX
Vermiculite
Empty
Vermiculite w/liner
Peat moss
0.3 kg Borax
0.6 kg Borax
0.9 kg Borax
1.2 kg Borax
1.5 kg Borax
1.8 kg Borax
Poly shavings
Poly beads
2 gal Poly/10 lbs Vermiculite
4 gal Poly/10 lbs Vermiculite
6 gal Poly/10 lbs Vermiculite
8 gal Poly/10 lbs Vermiculite
Poly & Borax in Vermiculite
Vermic & Poly & Borax in Vermic
Alumina
Iron chunks
Poly chunks
Iron & Poly
Junk
Top: Vermic & Poly & Borax
Bottom:Vermic & Poly & Borax

for Various Matrices Expressed

AVERAGE(g)
29.88
30.10
30.87
28.73
29.94
29.75
29.67
28.25
28.94
28.57
31.65
30.88
28.80
26.80
27.44
29.09
25.08
29.45
30.61
31.12
21.02
19.27
28.44
23.82
28.31

MAX/AVG
1.048
1.030
1.054
1.132
1.043
1.037
1.046
1.047
1.032
1.053
1.051
2.163
1.160
1.627
1.687
1.484
1.567
1.234
1.725
1.048
1.333
1.244
1.048
1.068
1.167

in Grams

MIN/AVG
0.939
0.955
0.937
0.912
0.943
0.930
0.930
0.926
0.935
0.931
0.889
0.001
0.815
0.743
0.693
0.662
0.509
0.805
0.395
0.912
0.713
0.696
0.919
0.920
0.922
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2. Gamma-Ray Assay

a. In-Process Nuclear Material Verifica-
tion by NDA (D. A. Close, N-2; J. L. Parker
and D. L. Haycock, N-l; and T. Dragnev,
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)).
Gamma-ray enrichment measurements of uranium, and
sometimes plutonium, isotopic fractions can be made on
"infinitely" thick samples. If the isotopic information is
known for MOX samples, an accurate value of the U/Pu
ratio can be calculated. Also, analysis of high-resolution
gamma-ray spectra of arbitrary plutonium-bearing samples
can be used to obtain plutonium isotopic distributions
and 235U/239Pu ratios for MOX. In recent years, R.
Gunnink's Multi-Group Analysis (MGA) code21-22 has
been used to obtain a value for the elemental U/Pu ratio.
Now, the two methods can be combined with information
from measured intensity ratios of gamma-ray pairs from
the same isotope to make an enrichment-meter analysis of
a single high-resolution spectrum from infinitely thick
samples of MOX. This analysis yields both uranium (if
there is not too much Compton interference from the plu-
tonium) and plutonium isotopic distributions, the U/Pu
ratio, and elemental mass fractions. When the sample's
net mass is known, the elemental and isotopic masses can
be computed. We have carried out both computational and
experimental studies of the combined methods, especially
of the accuracy and precision possible for the elemental
ratios and mass fractions.

We measured two series of MOX samples in an
enrichment-meter geometry. A 109Cd source was used to
correct for the counting losses caused by the combined
effects of deadtime and pileup.

The enrichment-meter analysis can accurately and
precisely determine the U/Pu ratio for MOX. The pluto-
nium mass fraction can be determined to a few percent,
but the uranium mass fraction cannot be determined as
precisely because it is calculated from the U/Pu ratio and
the plutonium mass fraction. However, the uranium mass
fraction can be determined with an error of about 5% or
better (compared to the accepted value). Similarly the
americium mass fraction has two contributors to its
determination and uncertainty, the Am/Pu ratio, which is
calculated by MGA, and the plutonium mass fraction.
Obviously, the errors of these independent measurements
must be minimized to keep the errors on the subsequent
mass fractions to a minimum.

The matrix (oxygen) mass fraction is the least well
determined of all the parameters. There is typically a 10%
difference between the present determination of the oxygen
mass fraction and the accepted value, whereas there is only
a few percent (generally 1% or 2%) error in the determina-
tion of the plutonium mass fraction. It will be difficult to
distinguish between different oxygen mass fractions, such
as UO2 and U3Ogp in MOX. The RSD of the plutonium
mass fraction was about three times the RSD of the full-
energy-peak area ratio.

We observed a bias between the MGA results and
the accepted values for the U/Pu ratio as well as a bias

between the MGA results and the present results for the
U/Pu ratio. There is no apparent bias between the present
values and the accepted values. The bias in the MGA
results for the U/Pu ratio can be explained by a particle-
size effect The plutonium x-rays are produced by fluores-
cence. There are two sources of the uranium x-rays: from
the decay of plutonium and from uranium fluorescence.
Because the plutonium isotopics in the sample are known,
the production of uranium x-rays from the decay of pluto-
nium can be calculated. This value for the uranium x-ray
intensity is subtracted from the total uranium x-ray inten-
sity to yield the fluoresced uranium x-ray intensity. The
MGA analysis underestimates the contribution of the ura-
nium fluorescence because of the finite size of the parti-
cles. The more inhomogeneous the sample, the greater
the bias. (See Ref. 23 for a more complete discussion.)
For the MOX samples we used, the bias was about 5%.

b . Measurement of Uranium Isotopic Ra-
tios with the FJxed Energy Response Function
Analysis with Mjiltiple Efficiency (FRAM)
Plutonium Isotopic Code (T. E. Sampson, N-
1). The FRAM plutonium isotopic analysis code24'25 is
the only isotopic analysis code in use that can measure
isotopic distributions in plutonium as well as in uranium
samples of arbitrary size, shape, and composition that do
not contain any plutonium. Reference 25 describes the
first proof-of-principle measurements on uranium covering
a wide range of uranium isotopic distributions (P5\5 frac-
tion ranging from 0.007 to 0.91).

Recently we made a few additional measurements
with a different coaxial detector to further check our initial
results. The samples were Set Number 071 of pure U3O8
from the National Bureau of Standards (NBS SRM-
969/EC-171), consisting of five 200-g oxide enrichment
standards at nominal 235U enrichments of 0.32, 0.72,
1.97, 2.98, and 4.52 atom %. The measurements con-
sisted of a single 2-hour count for each sample; the results
are given in Table IV. The bias and precision of these
results are comparable to that shown in Ref. 25.

The FRAM system, with uranium analysis capa-
bility, is now installed at the Los Alamos Plutonium
Facility for measurements in the uranium fuel fabrication
area

c. Development of a Hybrid Densito-
meter (S.-T. Hsue, N-l). We are developing a hybrid
instrument that combines two solution assay techniques,
K-absorption-edge densitometry and x-ray fluorescence
(XRF), to determine concentrations of uranium and pluto-
nium, and mixtures of the two elements, in solution. The
instrument combines the strengths of both techniques—
the relatively long periods between needed calibrations
(four to five years) and superior precision (0.3% in a
1000-s assay) of the densitometry method and the wide
dynamic range of the XRF method—to determine the ura-
nium concentration and uranium/plutonium ratios. This
hybrid technique has been successfully tested in Europe to
assay the input dissolver solutions of reprocessing plants
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Table IV. Nondestructive Uranium Isotopic Ratio
Measurements

Sample ID

NBS031
NBS071
NBS194
NBS295
NBS446

238IJ/235IJ

Accepted

314.84
139.47
50.48
32.90
21.40

238IJ/235IJ

Measured

300.13
139.94
49.60
32.84
20.92

Measured/Accepted

0.953
1.003
0.983
0.998
0.977

(highly radioactive solutions with a uranium/plutonium
ratio of approximately 100) as well as the product solu-
tions. (See Part 5.IV.B. for another application of the
hybrid instrument)

d. S e g m e n t e d G a m m a - R a y Scanner
(SGS) Bias Corrections (T. E. Sampson, S.-T.
Hsue, J. L. Parker, G. A. Sheppard, and J. K.
Sprinkle, Jr., N-l). We are developing software
corrections for gamma-ray self-absorption in particulates
or lumps of the high-density SNM in a sample. Another
important feature of this software is an attenuation-
correction-factor formalism that explicitly accounts for the
size of the cylindrical (assumed) assay sample. This fea-
ture allows the user to calibrate an SGS using standards of
one size and then assay unknowns of other arbitrary sizes
without introducing bias from the geometrical differences
between the calibration standards and the unknown sam-
ples.

This important advancement minimizes the number
of standards needed for SGS instruments because standards
are no longer required to be in the same type of container
as the unknowns. We have described the effects of these
corrections in Ref. 26 for both typical can-sized and drum-
sized assay geometries with some typical results shown in

For transmissions greater than 0.01, measurements
may be biased as much as 5% to 10% if this rigorous
correction-factor formalism is not used. While the formal-
ism is present in Los Alamos systems installed since
about 1989, the majority of SGS systems in the field do
not have this feature. Users of these other instruments
may, however, use the results of Ref. 26 to estimate pos-
sible biases in their measurements.

As part of our effort to improve our understanding
of NDA measurements of 55-gal. waste drums and to pro-
vide technical input to the recent increased interest in
waste recovery and waste measurements, we plan to meas-
ure the same set of matrix drums used in the PAN counter
comparison (see Part 1, Section i.C.l.e) with SGS. This
will help provide a technically sound database when
choosing between the different measurement techniques.
The SGS, which was designed for drum-sized samples, has

been calibrated and uses the new user-friendly, lump-
correction software.27 Measurements of the 25 (or more)
matrix drums will begin in 1992.

e. Emission and Self-Fluorescence of
X-Rays by Uranium (J. L. Parker, N-l). Both
thorium x-rays from decaying uranium isotopes and self-
fluoresced uranium x-rays are prominent in high-resolu-
tion gamma-ray spectra of uranium-bearing materials.
Useful application of the information carried by those x-
rays has been curtailed because the probabilities of the
uranium isotopes for thorium x-ray emission and for ura-
nium x-ray fluorescence have not been known. We have
made measurements and obtained relative values, primari-
ly, for the probabilities of both processes. Thorium x-ray
emission is very heavily dominated by 235U. In all ordi-
narily occurring uranium isotopic distributions, thorium
x-rays may be used as a valid 23 'U signature. In infinitely

0.001 0.01 0.1
Transmission

Fig. 7. Difference in attenuation correction
factor fCF(at)] for various can diameters com-
pared to a 3.75-in.-dlam can. Geometry Is
that of atypical can SGS, and the assay energy
is 414 keV.
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thick uranium oxide materials, the relative ratios of effec-
tiveness for self-fluorescence, on a per unit mass basis, are
approximately 234U: 235U: 236U: 2 3 8U = 1.13 :1.00:
0.52: 0.028. On a per decay basis, the approximate ra-
tios are 0.00039: 1.00: 0.017: 0.18. These results imply
that, contrary to what has often been stated, gamma rays
are far more important than alpha particles in the self-
fluorescence of uranium.

D. Detector and Electronics Development for
NDA

To meet demands for more sophisticated measure-
ments and more compact measurement equipment for both
materials control and materials accounting, we continue to
develop new NDA detector configurations and to study and
improve detector technology.

1 . Improved Pile-up Rejection (PUR) for
Germanium Gamma-ray Detectors (J. L. Park-
er, N-l). We have made preliminary measurements to
determine the improvement in pileup rejection in germa-
nium gamma-ray detector systems that combine the usual
time interval inspection (Til) with pulse-width inspection
(PWI). A common problem with commercial systems is
that the pulse-pair resolution of the Til-based PUR has
been emphasized, which gives maximum reduction of the
sum peaks and background continuum but produces infe-
rior reduction of high-energy tailing—which for accurate
gamma-ray NDA is usually more important. The basic
conclusion of our study is that the addition of PWI allows
optimizing the Til circuitry to give optimum reduction of
high-energy tailing while producing even better contin-
uum and sum-peak reduction (by up to factors of ~S) than
can Til alone. It is clear that PUR systems using com-
bined Til and PWI can be significantly improved by im-
proving the preamplifier output form and the fast pulse-
forming electronics, and by introducing more sophisticated
pulse-width analysis.

2. Fabrication of the Inventory Sample-
Ill (INVS-III) Neutron Coincidence Counter
(NCC) (M. C. Miller, P. A. Russo, H. O.
Menlove, and J. Baca, N-l). We have fabricated the
INVS-III counter and will test its performance during the
first part of 1992. The counter features a high detection
efficiency (40%) and a uniform axial response over most
of the sample cavity (9 cm). In addition to making these
enhancements, we were able to couple a research version
of the counter to a high-purity germanium detector for the
simultaneous measurement of neutron and g »mma-ray
emissions from the sample.

We reconfigured the endplug of the INVS counter
to facilitate inserting the germanium detector. The ger-
manium detector was specially designed so that the per-
formance of the neutron counter is not compromised when
the detector is inside the INVS counter. The specialized
design includes a longer and narrower endcap as well as

placement of polyethylene behind the crystal to compen-
sate for neutron moderation loss from the insertion of the
detector.

In addition to the ability to combine neutron and
gamma-ray counting into one system, the neutron portion
of the counter has the capability to read out each detector
ring separately. This feature will enable the investigation
of energy-dependent variables, such as (a,n) effects from
different matrices.

We will make a series of benchmark measurements
with the two detection systems, both individually and as a
combined unit. Once these tests are completed, the sys-
tem will be used at a nuclear facility to demonstrate die
simultaneous determination of plutonium isotopics and
24OPy-effective-mass assay, as well as the characterization
of samples that represent larger batches, which also may
be measured by other NCCs.

We reported the status of the new detector design at
the 4th International Conference on Facility Operations-
Safeguards Interface,28 held in Albuquerque Sept 29-Oct
4, 1991.

3. Design and Evaluation of Scintillator/
Photodiode Gamma-Ray Detectors (P. A. Rus-
so, J. K. Halbig, and D. L. Garcia, N-l). A
new generation of commercial scintillator/photodiode de-
tectors has recently become available. The major im-
provements over models available several years ago in-
clude the integration of a new, low-noise preamplifier
wiih a solid state component for significant improvements
in the spectrum quality. The selection of the thallium-
doped cesium iodide, or CsI(TI), crystals for maximum
light output further improved the signal-to-noise ratio.
An evaluation of commercially available CsI(Tl)/
photodiode detectors three years ago gave noise and resolu-
tion (full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) at 662 keV)
results of 60 keV and 8%, respectively.29 The CsI(Tl)
crystal dimensions for these detectors were 1 cm by 1 cm
by 1 cm. This was coupled to a 1-cm by 1-cm photodi-
ode. We obtained the new detectors, which use a 1-cm by
1-cm by 2-cm (thick) crystal with the same photodiode,
this spring. Their lower noise levels (-40 keV) have
resulted in an improved room-temperature resolution of
6%-7% for off-the-shelf detectors. The relative improve-
ment in resolution with decreased noise level increases for
lower energy gamma rays.

The generic advantages over the scintillator/PM
detectors include smaller size, low bias voltages, and
ruggedness. The typical resolution for a high-quality,
2.5-cm-diameter by 5-cm-thick sodium iodide detector is
7%. Such detectors are in frequent use in applications
requiring holdup measurements with portable instruments.
The possibility of equivalent performance and efficiency
coupled with reduced size, improved ruggedness, and low
bias voltages has prompted a development effort, in
cooperation with two commercial detector manufacturers,
to produce a new CsI(Tl)/photodiode detector with crystal
dimensions and geometry equal to those of the NaI(Tl)
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crystals used for holdup measurements. The new outer
dimensions of the detector will not exceed 3.2 cm in
diameter and 7.S cm in length. The resolution design goal
is 7%.

Our initial development efforts this summer fo-
cused on an experimental comparison of the detector per-
formance for three alk native methods of coupling this
size and shape crystal to the 1-cm by 1-cm photodiode.
The manufacturer has selected one of the three coupling
techniques. The final detector has been assembled and
tested with a selected small CsI(Tl) crystal to verify the
performance with optimum coupling. The large, cylindri-
cal selected CsI(Tl) crystal will soon be incorporated into
the detector assembly for final testing.

4. Multiplicity Shift-Register (MSR)
Electronics Developments (J. K. Halbig, N-l).
The application of neutron multiplicity counting to the
assay of SNM is just beginning, and significant electronic
hardware systems do not yet exist. To meet this need, we
carried out several activities to develop electronics for
multiplicity counting.

We provided a 256-channel multiplicity counting
circuit that could be used with existing shift-register elec-
tronics packages, so that research on the feasibility of
multiplicity counting could continue. We also began de-
veloping a prototype MSR that can be used as a model for
a commercial version.

The multiplicity counting test circuitry is based
primarily on small and medium scale integration tech-
nology. The circuitry was prototyped and retrofitted into
existing nuclear instrumentation module (NIM) shift reg-
ister prototypes for testing. After two such prototypes
were built and tested, a paper on the developments was
presented at the 1991 IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium
and Medical Imaging Conference in Santa Fe, NM, in
November 1991. A photograph of the electronics package
along with a specially designed detector is shown in Fig.
8. Two additional packages were fabricated for internal
use by Safeguards Assay personnel.

We have nearly completed the design of a NIM ver-
sion of the MSR that uses applications specific integrated
circuits (ASICs) to implement the needed multiplicity
functions. This new implementation will have all of the
features needed to fully test and evaluate the multiplicity
technique and will form the basis for commercialization of
the circuitry.

5 . Electronics Development for a Minia-
ture MCA (J. K. Halbig, N-l). We are developing
a new hand-held, miniature MCA for safeguards and arms
control applications. We have three goals: small size,
low power consumption, and high count-rate performance.
Our concept for development is to create circuit building
blocks from which solutions to various problems requir-
ing MCAs can be quickly constructed. The applications

range from the classical—in whi'-h one uses amplifiers,
pulse height analysis circuitry, keyboards, displays, data
storage, bias supplies, and resident intelligence—to newer
applications for remote and unattended operation for which
one needs only the pulse-height analysis circuitry, data
storage, and resident intelligence.

We have already implemented one design that has
resident intelligence, low-voltage power supplies, pulse-
height analysis, local data storage, and external binary and
analog command and read-back capabilities. This design,
which has 4096-channel resolution, fits on three printed
circuit boards each 2.5 x 6 in. (see assembly in the center
of Fig. 9). It uses programmable ASICs to reduce its size
and power consumption.

We developed a communications protocol that
allows the new MCA to be set up and interrogated by an
external computer. Resident software responds to com-
mands to set-up parameters such as conversion-memory
size and count time. In addition, software controls data
acquisition and data transmission. In addition to the
usual "acquire and then transfer data" mode, the unit has a
mode that allows it to "acquire" while transmitting a pre-
viously acquired spectrum.

A prototype of this design has been interfaced to an
intelligent barcode reader to support the Oak Ridge Y-12
Plant holdup measurement program. The barcode reader is
able to control the MCA to cause it to acquire spectra for
a preset time and then to transfer the data to the bar-
code reader for storage along with a barcode read at the
site of the measurement. The new miniature MCA tech-
nology also is being combined with a new amplifier with
a high-count-rate capability for international safeguards
applications.

6. Compact Neutron Detector (R. Biddle,
N-l). We are developing a compact neutron detector that
attaches directly to a Reuter-Stokes 3He tube. Our design
goals are to position the amplifier and discriminator
circuitry, high-voltage coupling network, and the high-
voltage source in the same package so that the tube can be
replaced. A prototype unit has been fabricated and is
being tested.

7 . Low-Profile Junction Box (R. Biddle,
N-l). We are developing a new low-profile junction
box; its design requires a relocated and smaller amplifier/
discriminator printed circuit board and a potted high-
voltage section. The new design reduces the volume of
the junction box by more than 50%, reduces the sus-
ceptibility to moisture, simplifies the interconnections on
multiple junction box detectors, and uses a fiber optic ca-
ble to provide a remote event indicator. A prototype has
been built and is being evaluated. Thorough environmen-
tal testing has demonstrated a very high tolerance to mois-
ture. We are now testing for radio-frequency interference/
electromagnetic interference sensitivity.
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Fig. 8. Becky Cordova of
Group N-l holds the multi-
p l ic i ty electronic package
while standing next to a multi-
plicity counter.

E. Technology
Measurements

Development for Holdup

We have an ongoing task to develop and document
specialized instrumentation for in-plant holdup, waste,
confirmatory, and inventory-verification measurements to
meet current and anticipated needs of the DOE and com-
mercial nuclear facilities.

1 . Tests of the Generalized-Geometry
Holdup (GGH) Software (P. A. Russo, C. W.
Bjork, R. W. Likes, J. A. Painter, and T. R.
Wenz, N-l). Version 1.0 of the GGH software30 was
tested in plant holdup measurement applications and in
training applications during 1991. We used HPGe
gamma-ray detectors in these tests, primarily because of
the increased benefits of automation in the analysis of the
more complex high-resolution spectra.

The Los Alamos National Laboratory Phase II duct
holdup measurements began in the late spring of 1991
(see Part 3.I.B.3). These activities were scheduled for
portions of Los Alamos facilities in which the Phase I
(survey/semiquantitative) low-resolution holdup measure-
ments indicated the presence of holdup. The Phase II
holdup measurements designated for some facilities re-
quired HPGe detectors, both for isotope identification and
for assay of multiple fissile isotopes. The GGH software
was used to calibrate these assays for three isotopes
(representing two different elements) and to perform the
assays. Some preliminary results from these measure-
ments are available (see Part 3.I.B.3), and a detailed report
is being prepared.

We presented our new DOE training course on the
NDA of SNM holdup at Los Alamos in February 1991
(see Part 3.III.A.2.a). The pluionium holdup measure-
ment exercises that were included in this course required
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Fig. 9. Small circuit boards for the miniature MCA.

quantitative determination of plutonium holdup simulated
by inserting sealed, plutonium-bearing reference materials
into ducts, pipes, and other equipment. Most of the meas-
urements performed in the holdup exercises involved low-
resolution gamma-ray detectors. Because of the variable
age and bumup of the plutonium reference materials, large
2^1Am interferences caused positive biases in the low-
resolution assay results for some of these simulated
holdup situations. The GGH software was used in high-
resolution holdup measurements to demonstrate the use-
fulness of this approach in holdup measurements that may
be subject to biases from interference effects in the low-
resolution gamma-ray spectra.

We expect to continue testing the GGH software
through 1992. The tests will include additional Phase II
duct holdup measurements at Los Alamos, further appli-
cations to training in holdup measurements, and possible
additional applications at the Los Alamos Plutonium
Facility.

2 . Status of Compact Neutron Detector
Development for In-Line Monitoring (P. A.
Russo, R. S. Biddle, F. A. Duran, N - l ; T. A.
Kelley, C-9; M. H. West, NMT-2). We have de-
veloped a new, automated neutron detection system for
monitoring the two hydrofluorination processes at the Los
Alamos Plutonium Facility.31 The system includes two
independent, compact neutron detectors, each consisting of
a single 3He tube and compact electronics that we de-
veloped.32 A laptop PC has been programmed to auto-
mate the acquisition, storage, analysis, and readout of data;
control the setup and readout of the interfaced hardware
components (high-voltage power supply, sealers, and digi-

tal to analog converter); perform quality tests for meas-
urement control purposes; enable editing of the parameters
that govern the assay and data analysis; and archive and
retrieve data. The program will also transfer the data to
the process control computer when the necessary serial
link is established.

The automated neutron detection system has been
installed in a test setup at the plutonium facility. One of
the two independent 3He detectors is mounted in the
polyethylene shield of the newly redesigned stirred-bed
hydrofluorinator. The shield is secured to the top of the
stirred-bed furnace, which is undergoing cold hardware
tests. The second detector is presently external to any fur-
nace system and is inserted in a small polyethylene sleeve.
(Eventually, the second detector will be mounted on the
second stirred-bed furnace.) Both detectors are being tested
for long-term stability. In these efforts, the measurement
control (bias check) reference sources are being character-
ized, and the bias c!.cck procedures are being tested. In
addition, variations in the detection efficiency with source
location (within the stirred-bed boat and in the room as
background) are being studied with ^ ^ f sources. Fol-
lowing installation in the process line, an in-line calibra-
tion of the assay will be performed. The stined-bed hard-
ware will be installed in the process line of the plutonium
facility early in 1992.

3 . Evaluation of Software-Driven, Digi-
tal Gain-Drift Compensation for Scintillator
Gamma-Ray Spectra (P. A. Russo, T. R, Wenz,
and J. A. Painter, N-l ) . In low-resolution gamma-
ray measurements of holdup, software algorithms used
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previously for digital gain-drift compensation in high-
resolution spectra have recently been applied successfully
to reference peaks from medium- to high-burnup pluto-
nium. The approach can be used for spectra of low-
burnup plutonium and uranium as well. This capability
replaces analog methods that require americium-seeded
scintillator crystals. Seeding of crystals results in large
and unacceptable sacrifices in resolution for the smaller
NaI(Tl) crystals used in the newer, more compact detectors.

The capability of software to digitally compensate
for gain drift was evaluated experimentally using the Los
Alamos compact sodium iodide detector (see Part 3.II.B.3)
and a portable MCA. The data reduction and analysis was
automated by the GGH software program (see Part 1,
Section I.E.I). For this evaluation, we acquired gamma-
ray spectra with various amplifier gain settings, gross
count rates, and continuum background levels. The com-
pensation method requires determining the centroid of a
well-defined reference peak in each spectrum.

We monitored the 241Pu-237U 208-keV-peak cen-
troid in spectra of medium- and high-burnup plutonium
that we acquired in a controlled sequence of measurements.
With the automated algorithms to compensate for gain
drift, relative drifts (at the 1-sigma level) were within 1%
over a 10% range of amplifier gain settings at constant
count rates, within 0.5% with a factor of 5 range in con-
tinuum background rates at constant amplifier gain set-
tings, and within 0.25% with a factor of 30 range in count

rates at constant amplifier gain settings and relative con-
tinuum count rates. These results are shown in Figs. 10-
12.

We are preparing a detailed report that describes the
gain-drift compensation method, the experimental evalua-
tion, and the evaluation results.

F. Computation Physics and Simulation for
NDA Technology Development

Mathematical modeling and simulation are power-
ful tools to improve our understanding of NDA techniques
for measuring nuclear materials, to increase our assay
ability, and to reduce the cost of designing NDA instru-
ments. We have an ongoing program to improve and use
these tools and to generate and maintain the physics data
libraries necessary for realistic modeling and simulation of
NDA instruments and measurements.

1 . Neutron Assay

a. Deadtime Corrections for Neutron
Multiplicity Counters (M. S. Krick and D. W.
Miller, N-l; N. Dytlewski, ANSTO). The dead-
time correction procedure developed by Dytlewski19 cor-
rects the moments of the multiplicity distributions rather
than the distributions themselves. This technique is very
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useful when the three-parameter multiplicity analysis is
done in moments form, because it is then not necessary to
invert large matrices. For simplicity, the deadtime model
assumes a constant, paralyzeable deadtime and assumes
that the neutron pulse stream is random. The errors that
result from these approximations are not yet well known.

We measured the deadtime of our research multi-
plicity counter16 to be 77.4 ns. This was done by meas-
uring 252Cf sources with various neutron yields in the
center of the counter and adjusting the deadtime until the
triples/doubles coincidence ratio was nearly the same for
all the sources. We used a 32-(JLS gate length because that
was the value used for the plutonium assays.

We did two additional deadtime experiments to test
the deadtime correction technique. In the first, we
measured a series of 252Cf sources at a position in the
detector that corresponded to half the central efficiency.
The purpose was to reduce the correlations in the pulse
stream. The preliminary result is that, in the range
measured, the deadtime correction procedure is insensitive
to the correlations.

The second experiment was to study the deadtime
correction procedure as a function of the gate length. For
a fixed count rate, a longer gate corresponds to a larger av-
erage multiplicity and a more difficult deadtime correction.
Longer gates were found to give poorer corrections than
shorter gates. For example, a deadtime that corrects a
32-|i.s gate accurately up to a count rate of 200 kHz will
undercorrect by about 3% at 200 kHz with a 64-jxs gate;
with a 128-p.s gate, it will undercorrect by about 7%.
This is not expected to be a problem in most practical
situations, but shows that the deadtime correction proce-
dure can still be unproved.

b . Calculation of Assay Variance for
Neutron Coincidence Counting (M. S. Krick
and N. Ensslin, N-l; N. Dytlewski, ANSTO).
Variance calculations for conventional thermal NCCs were
performed by N. Dytlewski and compared with meas-
urements of 252Cf, plutonium oxide, and plutonium
metal. Theoretical error models33 do not match the obser-
vations very well, so the models were modified semi-
empirically to improve the agreement. With the new
models, the variances for the coincidence rates for 252Cf
agree within a few percent for count rates up to at least
230 000 counts/s; for plutonium oxide the agreement is
also within a few percent up to at least 900 g of pluto-
nium (~16% 240Pu). However, for plutonium metal the
calculations generally underestimate the variance of the
coincidence rate; the underestimate becomes greater as the
neutron multiplication increases and reaches a factor of 2
to 3 at a neutron multiplication of 2.

We developed a model for the variance of the assay
mass for plutonium measurements in neutron multiplicity

counters; a multinomial distribution was assumed for the
multiplicity distributions. Calculated and measured stan-
dard deviations for the assay masses generally agreed
within 10% for plutonium oxide, but the standard devia-
tion was underestimated for metal samples with large neu-
tron multiplication. Our figure-of-merit code34 also gave
standard deviations in good agreement with measurements
for plutonium oxide.

The variance calculations and measurements are
described in detail in a paper that we have submitted for
publication.35

2 . Waste Crate Slab Counter Design (D.
G. Langner and M. C. Miller, N-l; J. Wachter,
NMT-4). We have examined a number of possible con-
figurations of slab counters to measure low level waste
(LLW) and waste destined for burial at the WIPP facility.
The requirements for this system are as follows:

• discriminate waste at the 100 nanocuries/gram
level in reasonable measurement times in an
environment susceptible to varying neutron
background rates,
measure higher level waste destined for the
WIPP facility with a reasonable accuracy;
be somewhat transportable so that its location
can be changed if necessary; and

• when set up, be stable enough to withstand an
earthquake of magnitude 7 on the Richter scale.

The configuration that we have chosen is shown
schematically in Fig. 13. The system will consist of four
slabs each having twenty 152-cm-long 3He tubes. The
slabs will be of the type designed for the Plutonium Fuel
Production Facility (PFPF) in Japan with some modifica-
tions. These slabs are discussed in Ref. 36. The modifi-
cations will consist of adding 1.27 cm of polyethylene to
the front of the slabs to optimize their efficiency for the
WIPP application. Also, 7.62 cm of polyethylene will be
added to the back of the slabs to partially shield them from
the neutron background. Instead of moving the slabs rela-
tive to the object to be measured, as is the case at PFPF,
the slabs will be bolted to the floor and supported by a
sturdy framework. The crates will then be moved between
the slabs during measurement by a conveyor system.

With the four slabs placed optimally for the two
different types of waste container, their detection efficiency
wiU be about 4%. We expect that it will be possible to
discriminate she LLW in counting times of 1 to 9 hours
for the average crate depending on the neutron background.
We expect that the system will be able to measure WIPP
crates to a 1-a accuracy of about 20% for loadings near the
WIPP upper limit in 1 hour. Our calculations have
shown that this latter accuracy is determined primarily by
the geometric response of the counters rather than the
count time.
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Fig. 1 3 . Waste crate will be approximately 18 cm off the floor on a
conveyor. For each crate there will be two measurement positions. Slab
centers are 160 cm apart in i. direction and 152 cm apart in the x direction.

G. Chemical and Isotopic Measurement Tech-
nology

Chemical analysis methods provide the reference
base for materials accounting and product quality assurance
in the nuclear industry. In this ongoing task, we develop
new, highly reliable methods of chemical analysis to
determinate plutonium and uranium in all varieties of
nuclear fuel-cycle materials with emphasis on automated
chemical analyzers to improve turn-around time and reduce
analyst bias and error. Development and refinement of
this technology for the wide range of plutonium and ura-
nium compositions is essential to achieve timely, accurate
materials accounting for safeguards.

1 . Advanced Automated Plutonium Titra-
tion System (M. D. Randow, D. Temer, D. D.
Jackson, and L. E. Wangen, CLS-1). Accurate
and timely plutonium assay is vital for nuclear materials
accountability. The method widely used to assay high-
purity plutonium metal is titration of a Pu(III) solution to
Pu(IV) with Ce(IV) titrant to a photometric end point.
We developed an automated instrument for this titration
that eliminates analyst bias in locating the end point,
approximately doubles sample throughput with much less

stress on the analyst, and reduces the radiation exposure to
the analyst. The initial automated titration system was
developed with minimal modification to the manual
procedure; only the titration was automated.

For both safeguards and reprocessing reasons, it is
desirable to reduce the sample size and quantity of liquid
waste generated. Because the first automated titration
system used a 250-mg plutonium sample and generated
considerable liquid waste, we modified the method to use a
smaller sample size of 40-mg plutonium while main-
taining the high precision of the measurement. The liquid
waste generated is reduced by a factor of five from about
175 ml to 35 ml per sample. We also automated addi-
tional steps of the analysis, particularly the reduction step.

In the analysis, the plutonium metal sample is dis-
solved in hydrochloric acid and the plutonium is com-
pletely reduced to Pu(III) before titration. Originally, the
reduction was done manually by passing the plutonium
solution through a lead reductor column. Considerable
analyst skill was required to assure that no sample was
lost during the reduction step. We developed an automated
method for reducing the plutonium using a Ti(III) solu-
tion. The Ti(III) effectively reduces all the plutonium to
Pu(III), and the excess Ti(III) is oxidized with nitric acid.
We developed a procedure that reduces the effect of gas
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bubbles, generated during oxidation of the excess Ti(III),
on the absorbance measurements used to locate the end
point. The entire analysis, with the exception of sample
preparation, is performed automatically.

We installed the advanced titration system in an
open-front box and initially tested it in the automated
mode by processing weight aliquots of an iron solution
containing the equivalent of 40 mg of plutonium. The
precision compared favorably at 0.05% RSD with the
large-scale instrument currently in use for plutonium
assay. Initial testing with plutonium samples resulted in
slightly poorer than expected precision, ranging from
0.06% to 0.10% RSD. After indentifying and correcting
several minor problems, we improved the precision of the
assay to an acceptable level.

A standardization of our eerie sulfate titrant with
six weight aliquots of a solution prepared from New
Brunswick Laboratory (NBL) certified reference material
(CRM-126) plutonium metal gave an RSD of 0.03%
RSD, based on subsequent analyses of a series of 10 dif-
ferent samples and over SO aliquots, ranged from a low of
0.049% to a high of 0.092%. These higher than expected
precisions were attributed to a small leak in the titanium
chloride reductant line which caused intermittent, erratic
results. A new reagent line was installed to eliminate the
leak.

The titanium chloride reductant solution used to re-
duce the plutonium to Pu(III) before titration is much
more corrosive than anticipated. Although the compo-
nents of the automated dispensers that contact the solution
are made of relatively inert materials, the titanium chloride
solution is extremely corrosive causing components such
as valves and syringes to malfunction. We are investigat-
ing other materials of construction. Components that
contact the titanium chloride, such as reagent lines and the
dispenser, may need to be replaced on a regular schedule to
maintain long-term precision.

We have prepared a Los Alamos report that docu-
ments the automated titrator; it should be available early
in 1992.

2 . H i g h - P r e c i s i o n Spectrophotometric
Method for Plutonium Assay (D. A. Burns, P.
Mendoza, E. J . W. Lujan, D. Temer, D. D.
Jackson, and L. E. Wangen, CLS-1). Spectropho-
tometric methods of assay often have advantages of sim-
plicity, convenience, and speed and are often particularly
suitable for automation.

As reported last year, we decided to evaluate an
automated procedure to assay plutonium using continuous
flow analysis (CFA) based upon a manual method rou-
tinely used in our laboratory to determine the plutonium
content of high-purity plutonium oxide materials. This
method is based on the reduction of plutonium to the +3
state by addition of ascorbic acid in hydrochloric acid fol-
lowed by measurement of the absorbance spectrum of
Pu(III) chloride in the visible region.

The CFA method requires about 6-7 minutes per
sample; most of this time is needed for the absorbance
signal to reach steady state after the sample and reagents
are mixed. Because of the time required to analyze each
sample, we are studying the possibility of using seg-
mented flow analysis (SFA), in which air bubbles are
introduced into the flowing system, rather than CFA.
SFA is commonly used to reduce the time required to
reach steady state. The bubbles break up the flow stream
into many shorter segments in which mixing is accom-
plished much more rapidly, thereby shortening analysis
time. A reduced analysis time would also require less
sample and standard, thereby producing less liquid waste.
Cross contamination also could be minimized.

We have assembled an automated SFA system that
is currently being evaluated for the analysis of samples
from plutonium-containing acidic chloride solutions from
process streams. The system includes an ISCO autosam-
pler, an Alpkem multichannel peristaltic pump, a flow
cell, an HP-8452 UV-Vis spectrophotometer, and an IBM-
PC (or compatible) data acquisition and control computer.
Light travels between the spectrophotometer and the flow
cell by fiber optics. This allows many of the system's
components to be located outside the glove box for ease of
maintenance and adjustment. Extensive effort was put
into software development to make the system easy to
operate.

A multichannel peristaltic pump moves liquids
through the system in small diameter tubing. Flow rates,
and thus mixing proportions, are controlled by variable in-
ternal diameters of the tubing. The tubes and correspond-
ing flow rates currently used give a reagent-to-sample vol-
ume ratio of 1.444 to 0.72, or about a 20:1 dilution of the
sample. Air pumped into the reagent stream in regular
intervals at a rate of 90 bubbles per minute forms the air-
segmented stream. Sample (or standard) is then superim-
posed upon this stream such that an equal volume is added
to each liquid segment. For a 60-second sampling time,
there are approximately 90 segments for each sample.

After introduction of sample, the liquid flows
through a helical coil for mixing. In this mixer, each
segment is repeatedly inverted to induce rapid and efficient
mixing. From here the sample passes through a debubbler
before entering the flow cell. The solution absorbance is
measured in the flow cell. Source light from the spec-
trophotometer travels through an optical fiber to the flow
cell, through the sample, back through an optical fiber,
and is returned to the HP-8452 for detection by the photo-
diode array.

For best quantitative results, absorbance is meas-
ured after steady state is achieved. The concentration
change at the tip of the sampling probe is essentially a
square wave. However, after mixing with reagent, this
square wave degrades somewhat as the air-segmented
stream passes through the mixing coils and tubing.
Steady state response occurs after several seconds of "wash
in" time. After the absorbance has been recorded, and
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before another sample is introduced, the system is washed
to keep it clean and reduce cross contamination. Quantita-
tion is based on absorbance differences at five wave-
lengths. Each analysis requires 0.086 mL of sample or
standard, consumes 1.4 mL of reagent, and generates 2.5
mL of waste. The system can process 40 samples/hour.

The software is written in Microsoft QuickBASIC
version 4.5 to be compatible with hardware control rou-
tines provided by Hewlett-Packard. The software performs
two functions:

controls operations of the ISCO autosampler
and spectrophotometer, and

• collects and reduces the absorbance data from
the spectrophotometer.

We installed the SFA automated system in a glove
box for the analyses of plutonium standards and samples;
the system is presently undergoing shakedown testing.
Weight aliquots of standard solutions at four different con-
centrations were processed in automated mode with results
as given in Table V. Although these results are not as
good as results from some previous data that had led us to
expect values of about 0.5%, more recent results have
given precisions ranging from 1% to 3% RSD. We are
investigating reasons for this degradation in performance.
We suspect that insufficient light intensity may be a ma-
jor source of error and are obtaining a new light source for
evaluation.

3 . Reference Material Characterization
(T. K. Marshal], T. R. Hahn, A. P. Lovell, J.
W. Dahlby, and D. D. Jackson, CLS-1). Physi-
cal standards (reference materials) must be available for
evaluating and calibrating both NDA and chemical analy-
sis methods. A variety of standards are needed to meet the
requirement of DOE Order 5633.3 that all measurement
methods be calibrated using CRMs. We have an ongoing
project to characterize CRMs and develop suitable packag-
ing for these materials as requested by the NBL.

The system that we have selected for the primary
packing containers for the NBL CRM 126 Plutonium
Metal Standard, which is used as an assay standard, con-
tinues to perform well. Small pieces of clean, shiny
plutonium metal were sealed into a variety of small con-
tainers in an inert atmosphere. Any oxidation of the plu-
tonium metal is easily noted by the change in appearance
of the metal. Most of the packaging systems that we
tested were unsatisfactory because the metal oxidized after
a few months. The shortened, modified version of the
original system, which uses evacuated, heat-sealed glass
tubing, shows no evidence of reaction of the metal after
more than a year. This system has been selected as the
primary container for the plutonium metal CRM.

Preliminary characterization of the high-purity plu-
tonium metal for use in preparing the NBL CRM 126
Plutonium Metal Assay Standard has begun. Because of
difficulties of shipping and ES&H activities, little progress
was made on preparation of the reference materials.

Table V. Automated
Solutions

NUMBER of SAMPLES
AVERAGE(g/L)
STAND. DEV.
RSD(%)

Analysis

13
36.6
0.32
0.88

11
75
0
0

of Standard

.5

.58

.76

12
110.0

0.80
0.73

12
148

1
0

.5

.44

.97

H. Measurement Control and Calibration

We have an ongoing task to develop physical standards
and proven methods of measurement control and cali-
bration to give confidence that NDA measurements are
within the accuracy and precision limits necessary for ma-
terials accounting. We also participate in the preparation
of consensus standards as part of our technology transfer
activities.

1. NDA Calibration Standards. The accu-
racy of NDA measurements depends on the attenuation,
multiplication, and absorption effects of the contained
SNM. An acceptably small number of physical (calibra-
tion) standards can be obtained by carefully considering the
range of materials to be measured and by providing correc-
tion factors for known effects, based upon an understanding
of the measurement physics and laboratory measurements.

a. Design and Fabrication of Segmented-
Gamma-Ray-Scanner Plutonium Drum Standards
(S.-T. Hsue, N-l; S. M. Long and V. L. Long-
mire, NMT-4). A set of plutonium drum standards is
being fabricated for Los Alamos National Laboratory. It
consists of three drums that contain 30 g, 100 g, and 200
g of plutonium oxide. Because of the size of a 55-gal.
drum, it is difficult if not impossible to mix the SNM
directly in the drum to achieve a uniform distribution. A
more practical approach is to mix the SNM with a low-Z
matrix in 4-L bottles and distribute these in the drum so
that they represent a uniform distribution. We previously
used a Monte Carlo simulation to study the optimum
location of these bottles in the drum37 and determined that
the void between the bottles should be filled with the
matrix material.

We selected diatomaceous earth, which we used
previously in a set of can standards, as the appropriate
matrix material. The density of diatomaceous earth (0.26)
is sufficiently low that the transmission at 400 keV with
a full drum (0.22) is reasonable. For the voids between
bottles, we found that celotex has the same density as
diatomaceous earth, and because both are composed of
low-Z elements, the transmission properties are quite
similar. Transmission measurements through celotex and
diatomaceous earth agreed to within 0.4% at 413 keV.
Because celotex is rigid and has the same transmission
property, we decided to use it to fill the void between
bottles. Figure 14 shows a side view of the drum standard
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bottles. Figure 14 shows a side view of the drum standard
containing the 4-L bottles. Each drum holds twenty 4-L
bottles. The standards are being fabricated.

b . NDA Standards for Uranium and Other
Nuclear Materials (T. E. Sampson and S.-T.
Hsue, N-l). We are working with facility personnel at
the Los Alamos Plutonium Facility to define requirements
for drum standards for SGS measurements of 2:"U. These
standards will be identical in construction to those cur-

rently being fabricated for measurements of 239Pu and will
consist of modular units of 4-L wide-mouth plastic bottles
containing a mixture of diatomaceous earth and U3Og
enriched to 93% in 23SU. Each drum will contain 20 of
these modular units inserted into holes cut in a celotex
matrix. Because the density of the celotex matrix is a near
perfect match for the density of the diatomaceous earth,
the drum will have a very uniform density with a
widespread and nearly uniform uranium distribution.

Filled with cellutex

Plutonium and
diatomaceous
earth

35.75 In.

2.5 In. longer
than normal
drum

11.375 In.

22.50 In.

Fig. 1 4. Side view of the drum standard.
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Three standards containing 30 g, 100 g, and 200 g of ura-
nium will be fabricated. Fabrication at the Los Alamos
Plutonium Facility will probably not begin until the
latter part of FY 1992.

We also consulted with Los Alamos Plutonium
Facility personnel to define requirements for SGS can
standards for measurement of other nuclear materials.
These standards, which were modeled after the successful
239Pu can standard campaign38 completed in 1990, have
been completed.

2 . Measurement Control and Measure-
ment Error Studies (S.-T. Hsue and T. E.
Sampson, N-l). We continue to study and document
quantification of measurement errors and the limitations in
extracting measurement errors from measurement control
data. We have submitted an invited paper39 for publica-
tion in the Journal of Nuclear Materials Management, this
paper discusses the general problem of assigning NDA
measurement errors.

Error assignment for NDA instruments is quite
complex. In the paper, we discuss the random error and
bias estimates for two NDA systems, one measuring uni-
form homogeneous samples and the other measuring
heterogeneous waste samples. Actual measurement data
are used to illustrate the error estimates. The entire meas-
urement system/material category combination must be
carefully examined to accurately assess measurement
uncertainty for each measured item. We illustrate the
inadequacy of the common practice of assigning a single
measurement uncertainty to all measurements from a
given NDA instrument

Measurement control procedures often do not give
the user the information that they are assumed to give.
This is because for many types of NDA instruments the
measurement errors are sample dependent. The measure-
ment control sample provides uncertainty information
only on that sample—a situation unlikely to be matched
by any other sample. The practical solution to this
dilemma is to make more use of already available informa-
tion such as individual sample counting statistics, results
of controlled studies on difficult-to-measure materials, and
the judicious use of expert knowledge in the assignment
of errors to individual samples.

3 . NDA Consensus Standards. A writing
committee for consensus standards is made up of represen-
tatives from the user community, commercial manufac-
turers, and research and development (R&D) laboratories; a
standard can be written only after all members of the
writing group understand the technology. As MC&A
technology matures and moves from R&D for individual
applications into well-established methods used at many
facilities, it joins the ranks of traditional assay techniques
or MC&A procedures documented by the ASTM or
American National Standards Institute (ANSI). Because of
the broad range of (he members' interests and backgrounds,

members approve an ASTM or ANSI consensus standard
only after widespread understanding and agreement on the
technique.

a. American National Standards Institute
Nondestructive Assay Committee Activities (T.
E. Sampson, N-l). T. E. Sampson of the Safeguards
Assay Group is a member of the writing group that is
revising ANSI N15.36-1983, American National Standard
for Nuclear Materials—Nondestructive Assay Measure-
ment Control and Assurance. This committee, which is
chaired by Yvonne Ferris of EG&G, Rocky Flats, has rep-
resentatives from DOE Complex sites, the Nuclear Regu-
latory Commission (NRC), and government contractors.
Revision of the standard is well underway but will require
another year or more to complete. Our ongoing effort in
measurement control and measurement errors is proving
very useful in addressing the needs of this standard.

b . Americai Society for Testing and Ma-
terials Nondestructive Assay Committee Activi-
ties (S.-T. Hsue, a .id J . K. Sprinkle, Jr . , N- l ;
K. L. Coop, N-2). Our participation in the activities
of Committee C-26.10 of the ASTM helped develop the
Standard Test Method for the Nondestructive Assay of
Plutonium in Scrap and Waste by Passive Coincidence
Counting, which is now being balloted by the parent
committee, C-26. The Standard Test Method for the Meas-
urement of Radioactive Materials in Homogeneous
Solutions is nearing final form. Much of the data to
support the claims in the precision and bias section of this
standard method will be from instruments designed by Los
Alamos.40-41

Two new standards are having a difficult time get-
ting started. A lack of consensus is the root cause for not
making substantial progress on either the Standard Guide
for NDA of Nuclear Material in Waste by Passive-Active
Prompt Neutron Counting or the Standard Guide for NDA
of SNM Holdup Using Gamma-Ray Spectroscopic Tech-
niques. Both of these topics are not well understood, have
few published results, and need further discussion.

I . Automated MC&A Technology

The goal of this ongoing task is to provide the
DOE with the technology for creating and automating an
accurate database and managing the information.

Design Methodologies for Safeguards—
Prototype Distributed MC&A System (E. A.
Kern and M. J . Roybal, N-4). In a joint effort
with the Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC), we are
developing a new generation nuclear material accounting
system. This new system, which has been given the code
name Local Area Network Material Accounting System
(LANMAS), is based on a client-server design. In a
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client-server configuration the clients are intelligent ter-
minals such as IBM-compatible PCs connected through
ethernet to a server that is typically a high-performance
microcomputer. The server maintains the integrity of the
database and satisfies the client's requests to retrieve and
store data while the clients provide their own user interface
and process the requests to retrieve and store data at the
server. A major advantage of the client-server approach is
that a significant portion of the processing that would
normally be done on the server is handled by the clients.
This significantly reduces the processing at the server and
also the network traffic. The net result is a major im-
provement in overall system performance. Other advan-
tages of the client-server approach are reduced development
times because the database and user functions are decou-
pled, reduced hardware and software costs because of the
use of PCs, and increased functionality.

In its current configuration, the LANMAS software
running under the OS/2 operating system on the server
consists of the Microsoft local area network (LAN) Man-
ager for network management and the Microsoft/Sybase
sequential query language (SQL) Server for database man-
agement. SQL Server is a relational database management
system that offers all the advantages of flexibility and ease
of use that is inherent in these types of systems. The
client software will run under the Microsoft Windows
Graphical User Interface (GUI) and is being built using the
Microsoft QuickC for Windows development platform.
QuickC for Windows is a fourth generation development
language with a powerful source code generator that al-
lows us to develop a complete prototype Windows appli-
cation without writing any source code.

LANMAS is potentially applicable to many of the
MC&A systems currently in use at DOE and NRC facili-
ties. Some of these systems have been around for more
than ten years; the hardware and software costs a lot to
maintain. In addition, these systems lack the function-
ality and user-friendliness that is expected of modern
systems. Because each site has its own conventions and
ways of conducting business, we are developing
LANMAS so that it can be tailored to the preferences and
requirements of each installation. We expect LANMAS
to be operational in the second half of 1994.

Over the past year, we have built three prototypes
to demonstrate the LANMAS concept. The first proto-
type, which had a very limited user interface, demonstrated
that we could network computers together in a client-
server configuration and successfully manipulate data in
the database in a heavy usage environment with adequate
response times and no data corruption. We also proved
that the use of stored procedures in the database-query-and-
retheval operation can reduce overall processing times by
at least 30% while providing increased data protection.
The second prototype used a more realistic database and a
more sophisticated user interface. The third prototype ran
under Microsoft Windows and used Revision 2 of the
current LANMAS database.

We have completed the Software Requirements
Specifications and the Functional Requirements Specifica-
tions documents at the Revision 0 level and the Detailed
Database Design at the Revision 2 level. The database ta-
bles have been built and installed on the server computer.
Development of the prototype of the complete LANMAS
system is underway. We will use this prototype, which is
being generated without any of our own source code, to
verify the user interface against user requirements. It also
will serve as a starting point for the complete LANMAS
code.

J . MC&A Data Analysis and System Evalu-
ation Technology

We have an ongoing project to develop and adapt
statistical, mathematical, and decision-analysis tools to
support improved MC&A at DOE facilities. The results
of the project are for use by DOE Held offices and contrac-
tors in evaluating the effectiveness of existing systems
and proposed upgrades and in analyzing MC&A data to
detect and resolve anomalies.

1 . System Evaluation and Analysis

a. THIEF (W. D. Stanbro, N-4; P. W.
Henriksen, IS-11). THIEF is an interactive computer
game that allows the user to simulate an insider trying to
remove SNM from a nuclear facility. All facility charac-
teristics can be changed by the user. THIEF simulates the
facility's physical protection, materials control, and ma-
terials accounting systems. The game runs on IBM-PC
compatible computers that have EGA or VGA graphics
adapters.

We have completed a new version of THIEF,
Version 2.0, that includes an improved user interface,
collusion between adversaries, and increased flexibility in
defining some safeguards elements. We also have written
a new users manual to support the new version of the
software.

b . Optimal Allocation of Resources (A.
Zardecki, N-4). When selecting the safeguards option
to protect SNM from diversion or theft, the system de-
signer must choose the most effective measures to counter
a variety of threats. In limited budget situations, the
designer must make choices with a fixed supply of dollars
and time to apply to the problem. We have developed the
Resource-Allocation Optimization Program for Safeguards
(RAOPS) to help the system designer make the hard
choices.

In complex facilities the possibilities for theft
follow a nonserial arrangement. In a serial arrangement,
there is a single SNM location and the adversary has only
one path to follow. In the nonserial, or divergent, ar-
rangement addressed by RAOPS, there are multiple loca-
tions for SNM, and the adversary may follow a branching
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series of paths to the selected target. In the serial case, the
adversary sequentially encounters locations where safe-
guards options can detect unauthorized actions. In the
divergent case, there are additional branch points where the
adversary faces multiple choices. An equivalent way to
characterize a nonserial configuration is in terms of the
flow of resources. A nonserial multistage structure exists
when at least one stage in the system receives resources
from more than one stage or provides resources to more
than one stage. A mock facility, shown in Fig. 15, is an
example of a divergent configuration.

Let L[x(k),u(k).k] denote the nondetection proba-
bility associated with state x(k) and decision u(k) variables
at stage k. Our algorithm relies on the dynamic program-
ming optimization of a multiplicative objective function,
which has the form

N

J = ft L[x(k)MkM]
k=\

(1)

The system equations describe how the state variables at
stage k + 1 are related to the state variables at stage k.
These equations are written as

(2)

where g is a known function.
For the resource allocation problrn, g is simply a

difference of x and u:

x(k+ \) = x(k)-u(k) (3)

As is well known,42 this basic dynamic programming
procedure prevents the combinatorial explosion (curse of
dimensionality) from occurring. The generalization of the
basic procedure to nonserial systems depends on the spe-
cific form of the configuration of activities.43

To accommodate a potential failure of safeguards
options, we now introduce—at each stage—a binary
stochastic variable controlling the return. The objective
function thus becomes

N

*=1
(4)

where £(£) = 1 and 0 refer to success and failure, respec-
tively. We further assume that the probability of success
p{%,u,k) of a given option u at stage k is known; the
probability of failure is then regarded as the probability of
a complementary event, equal to 1 - p.

The solution to this problem of stochastic opti-
mization under risk is given in terms of a recursion rela-
tion, which applies to an expected value of the objective
function. The basic equation for the optimum return is

I(X,$,N)= min £ p (Z,u,k)
ueU %

JL (x,u£,k) xl[g (x,u,k),£,k

with the starting condition given as

= min X p
ueU £

• (6)

In Eqs. (5) and (6), the summation over t, is in fact a
weighted sum over the two possibilities of success and
failure. Numerical examples of this procedure are given in
Ref. 44.

We have begun distributing the new version of
RAOPS that includes both divergent and convergent con-
figurations of activities. From the standpoint of safe-
guards, the divergent configuration corresponds to the
fixed total budget for a facility; this budget branches to
different subfacilities. Although the convergent configura-
tion presents a greater computational challenge, it would
probably be used infrequently. It essentially corresponds
to a situation in which each subfacility has an independent
budget

To treat the problem of defense in depth, we apply
the stochastic optimization to an expected value of the
objective function. This aliows us to model the perfor-
mance of safeguards options. A realistic approach relies
on the probability of success, or failure, of the option
under consideration.

c . Fuzzy Risk for Risk Assessment and
System Performance (A. Zardecki, N-4). To
characterize safeguards system performance, and also the
system risk, we use an approach based on the notion of
fuzzy sets and linguistic variables. A fuzzy set can be
regarded as a function that maps the universe of discourse
to a continuum of possible choices; such a function can
be used to describe imprecise terms. Fuzzy sets, seen as
states of fuzzy systems, thus become an algebra of
approximate reasoning. The elements of this algebra are
linguistic variables whose values are words or sentences in
a natural or artificial language. For example, the values
of the linguistic variable age may be young, middle-aged,
or old.

Fuzzy set theory, originally developed by Zadeh, is
today a subject of several monographs.45-46 Fuzzy set
theory was developed to generalize classical set theory to
allow the possibility of partial membership in a set. In
everyday life, one finds many examples of sets for which
membership is not well defined. Some examples are the
set of all tall men, the set of very large trees, or the set of
all protective mechanisms that provide security against a
certain threat.
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Fig. 15 . Divergent configuration of seven activities.

We illustrate the notion of a membership function
and define the operations of addition and multiplication of
fuzzy sets. This is followed by a description of the appli-
cation of these concepts to risk and performance analysis.

Intuitively, a fuzzy set is a class that admits the
possibility of partial membership in it Let X = [x] de-
note a reference set (universe of discourse). Then a fuzzy
set A in X is a set of ordered pairs

= {x,XA{x)} , x e X (1)

where %A(X) is termed the grade of membership of x in
A. We assume for simplicity that XA(X) is a number in
the interval [0,1] with grades 1 and 0 representing, respec-
tively, full membership and full nonmembership in a
fuzzy set. As an example, consider a linguistic variable
confidence factor with values low, medium, and high, re-
garded as fuzzy sets. With the universe of discourse speci-
fied, arbitrarily, as the set of integers 1.....9, the fuzzy
sets low, medium, and high are represented graphically in
Fig. 16.

A finite fuzzy set A having n elements on X is
expressed as

(2)

With this notation, the basic algebraic operations
are introduced through the so-called extension principle:

A + B = £ min [XA(xi),XB{xj)] I (x,- + */)

A x B =
>J

AIB = X min

(3)

,and(4)

(5)

The operation of division requires AIB to be reduced to a
set of integers. Using the terminology borrowed from
object-oriented programming, we have overloaded the op-
erators +, x, and /, thus extending their domain of
definition to fuzzy sets.

The entities on which the basic operators act con-
stitute either primaries or hedged primaries of a natural
language of linguistic variables. The primaries are low,
medium, and high, as well as the fuzzy numbers between
1 and 9. An example of a hedged primary is fairly low or
pretty high. The complete syntax of the natural language
we use closely follows the monograph of Schmucker.47
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This syntax includes more involved constructions, such as
relational phrases and composite relations.

An immediate application of our performance
evaluation method is in risk assessment. This method
applies to a system composed of units that can describe
the system hierarchically. One merely climbs the tree of
decomposition, computing the risk of each interior node
from the risk values of its descendants, until one arrives at
the root node.

At the lowest level, the terminal nodes have three
associated attributes: probability of failure, severity of
loss, and confidence factor. The fuzzy product of these
attributes, defined as an extension of the product of real
numbers, results in a component risk indicator of the
node. The component risk indicators of the descendants of
each parent node are then weighted by the weight factors
to produce the parent node's risk indicator. The weight
factor, therefore, adds or subtracts weight from the risk
indicators as they are merged into higher level indicators.
The nonterminal nodes, which rely on their descendants,
do not require the three attributes of terminal nodes.

When our algorithm is implemented on a com-
puter, we are in a position to simulate a variety of
systems, studying their weakest nodes that lead to the
highest risk. This is reminiscent of the method of Gayral,
et al.,48 to assist a protection system.

As we did for the risk assessment model, we now
construct the model that characterizes the performance of a
safeguards system. As an illustration, we consider a sim-
plified model of a facility that consists of two divisions
Dl and D2. Divisions Dl and D2, in turn, comprise three
and two sections, respectively. We refer to the sections of
Dl as SI, S2, and S3, whereas the sections of D2 are
denoted by 77 and 72; this is indicated in Fig. 17.

At the lowest level, the component performance
indicator is given by Eq. (1) as a product of no-diversion,
reliability, and assurance. We quantify the attributes of
the components in terms of complex phrases compatible
with the natural language we use. The overall figure of
merit, on the other hand, is quantized at eight levels; its
value is determined through the shortest-distance analysis.

The computation yields the figure of merit as a
measure of performance for the facility; it also leads to the
localization of the poorest performing link of a complex
facility, thus leading to the possibility of improving
performance.

With this methodology, we propose a new figure of
merit, useful in containment/surveillance problems and in
safeguards, based on linguistic variables. In many cases
of practical interest, this may be a more adequate descrip-
tion of performance than the description employing
numeric variables. Future research will focus on the re-
finements of our model and on its applications to realistic
facilities.

2 . Anomaly Detection—Neural Networks
(J. A. Howell, N-4). A necessary feature of an
automated safeguards system is the ability to detect an
anomalous event, identify the nature of the event, and rec-
ommend corrective action. We have developed a prelimi-
nary application based on a neural network that can detect
anomalous states of a process monitoring system.49

Our approach is based on the ability of a network
to model complex, nonlinear, real-time processes. It is in
the form of a predictive method in which we predict a
future state of the system based on present and past states.
This prediction is the focus of the work underway. We
will determine the requirements for a near-real-time
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Fig. 17. Simplified scheme of a facility composed of divisions and sections.

anomaly detection system that would integrate materials
control, materials accounting, process control, and secu-
rity system data.

Modern safeguards systems for nuclear materials
handling typically distribute control through operator con-
trol consoles. Because of the complexity of die processes
and the large and diverse amount of data, efficient auto-
matic algorithms are necessary to interpret the data and
ensure secure plant operation. Data analysis techniques
used to ascertain plant conditions must not only recognize
normal facility operations but also be able to respond to
non-norma (anomalous) conditions. This requires a good
understanding of the underlying processes. With this
understanding one can build a model for anomaly detection
that is based on the same hypothesis as that used in com-
puter intrusion detection; exploitation of system vulnera-
bilities involves non-normal system use. Thus, if we can
build a model of normal system behavior, we can detect
non-normal or unsecure system behavior.

To model a plant process, we use neural comput-
ing, a method that is an attempt to create a computer
model that matches the functionality of the human brain.
This model assumes that information processing takes
place through the interactions of many simple processing
units, each sending excitatory and inhibitory signals to
other units. In traditional expert systems, knowledge is
explicitly stored as rules. However, the generation of
rules is not a well understood process and cloture is diffi-
cult to ascertain. Neural networks, on the other hand,
learn from examples. They tend to be robust because
knowledge is distributed uniformly around the network,
with ;,,Iormauon being processed in parallel. Another fea-
ture is their efficiency; they can process large amounts
of data in near real time.

There are two steps in the operation of a net-
work: learning and recall. Learning is the process of

modifying the network in response to "training" examples
presented to it. These examples are a set of observables
that provide a signature metric for normal activity. This
set must be chosen very carefully so that in the muiti-
variate space of parameters describing the plant, the ob-
servables adequately span the variable space. During the
learning process, the connections in the network change
and adapt, forming a model of the relationship of the out-
puts as a function of the inputs. In the recall step, new
data are presented to the trained network and output is
produced

At present, the most robust neural net architecture
for function approximation is a feed-forward, back-propa-
gation network. This class of networks has been able
to outperform nearly all of the traditional methods in
the accuracy of time-series prediction. The objective is to
determine the value of the time series at some future time,
given a number of past and present values. Because this
is analogous to our problem of predicting the state of a
plant, it is a promising algorithm to use for our
experiments.

To determine whether a neural network could be a
useful tool in anomaly detection, we simulated the op-
eration of a plant and used past and present states of
various instruments as input and the future states of these
instruments as output. We experimented with a back-
propagation network using simulated data from an ex-
tremely simple process monitoring system. Our prelimi-
nary results suggest that the neural network approach may
offer an efficient and reliable algorithm for materials con-
trol and accounting. Using simulated data, our test net-
work successfully detected loss of material from a closed
system and approximated the amount of material lost. We
are optimizing the network and enhancing its capabilities.
An important goal is to develop the network so that it can
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function with a high degree of accuracy even when given
noisy input. This is essential if die network is to func-
tion in an operating facility.

For our network, we simulated data from the pro-
cess monitoring system of a small cell in a processing
plant. We trained our network on records of normal cell
operation, including transfers of material between tanks in
the cell. The network was then tested on new records of
plant operation. Some transfers in the test data represented
normal material transfers and some represented diversions
of material from the cell (anomalous transactions). For
each data record, the network predicts the current volume
in the tanks.

Our test network successfully detected loss of ma-
terial from a closed system and approximated the amount
of material lost. The network was trained to predict that
when material leaves a tank, it should appear in another.
In normal material transfers, the network very accurately
predicted the new tank volumes. When presented with test
cases in which material was diverted from a tank, the pre-
dicted tank volume differed from the reported volume.
Thus an anomalous state had been identified. The security
officer would be informed that material had been diverted
and in what amount. Interestingly, even after an anoma-
lous transaction, in which material had been diverted,
normal transactions were recognized as such.

Based on our experiments, we conclude that neural
networks offer an exciting alternative methodology for de-
tecting anomalies in MC&A. With the ability to analyze
data in parallel, they offer an efficient methodology for
processing the large amounts of data generated by com-
plex facilities. Anomaly detection implemented by means
of neural networks can be used to detect material loss.
This could be a tool for realizing real-time integrated
safeguards.

3 . Variance Propagation (VP)

a. Materials Accounting with Sequential
Testing (MAWST) (J. F. Hafer, N-4; R. R. Picard,
A-l). MAWST is a computer program useful in dealing
with common materials accounting problems. Given the
necessary data, MAWST can calculate material balances,
amounts of materials in inventory, shipper/receiver differ-
ences, and so on. More importantly, MAWST propagates
measurement uncertainties for each quantity. MAWST
can also carry out sequential analyses for data observed
over time.

We have modified the original version of MAWST
to upgrade the ordering and format of the Measurement
Value File. Our report, N-4/91-633, Version 2.0 of
MAWST: Materials Accounting With Sequential Testing,
contains a general revision of the text material and de-
scribes the new input file formats.

We also are developing versions of MAWST to run
on PCs. The original MAWST computer code is imple-
mented in FORTRAN for use on a VAX-class machine

with large virtual memory. We found a need in the user
community for the MAWST code in the C language for
implementation on PCs. We converted the basic algo-
rithmic engine directly to C and changed the virtual
memory feature to a memory allocation model for the PC;
however, it can only run problems that are considerably
smaller than those handled by the VAX model. We also
have implemented a di>.k version that can run large prob-
lems, but at a lower computing speed. We are developing
a combination model of disk and memory management

Appendix C of the current users manual, Utility
Codes, is included in the MAWST report This appendix
describes three utility programs that can be used on the
MAWST input files before compiling/running MAWST
to improve its running efficiency. The three codes are as
follows:

DUPCHK: identifies and removes static
items from the measurement val-
ue file,

SORTMEAS: sorts the instrument names in the
measurement error file in descend-
ing order in accordance with the
frequency count of the occurrence
of the instrument names in the
measurement value file, and

GETPARAM: reads the measurement error file,
the measurement method file, and
the measurement value file to
determine the minimum values of
the dimension parameters for the
MAWST variables.

b. VP Code (E. A. Kern, N-4). Our VP
code is a menu-driven, user-friendly program that calcu-
lates the variance of the materials balance for a material
balance area (MBA) and performs some systems analysis.
VP, running on IBM compatible PCs, is an "off-line"
tool that can be used in the preliminary design phases of
an MC&A system to establish the sensitivity to loss of
material. The code is used in systems studies at Los
Alamos and in the Variance Propagation and Systems
Analysis Workshop. VP was developed in FY 1990 and
is now in a maintenance phase where additional capabili-
ties are added as needed.

We added a graphical output capability to VP in
FY 1991. This makes it possible to generate plots of
(1) variance vs the materials balance interval and
(2) probability of detection -s material loss for given
false alarm probabilities. The plots can be viewed both
on the computer monitor and on hard copy from a dot
matrix or laser printer. The addition of this graphical
output capability to the VP code has greatly enhanced its
usefulness both as a teaching tool and in systems design
and analysis studies.
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I I . COMPUTER SECURITY

We have an ongoing responsibility to develop, col-
lect, organize, and disseminate computer security informa-
tion to the DOE and DOE contractors. This responsi-
bility also involves operations and field support, computer
security technology transfer, and R&D in several areas of
computer security.

A. Network Studies

The objective of this activity is to provide technical
support, conduct computer security studies of site net-
works, and conduct other long-term special studies.

1 . Sandia National Laboratories Com-
puter Network (D. J. Bailey, N-4). As part of an
ongoing program to examine and test the security of
major DOE computing networks, we are studying the
SNLA Computing Network. The two-year study, started
in November 1990, is being done by computer security
experts from SNLA, the DOE/ Albuquerque Operations
Office (DOE/AL), Los Alamos National Laboratory, the
National Security Agency (NSA), academia, and the pri-
vate sector. Five studies under the SNLA Computing
Network Security Study are being carried out by Sparta,
Inc.,* SNLA, and Los Alamos. These studies include
Intecom PBX security, SOMNET/MILNET security,
password policies at SNLA, Unicos security, and the secu-
rity of the inter-partition file transfer. The studies of
password policies and the security of Intecom PBX have
been completed. Technical oversight for the overall study
has been provided by a steering committee that meets
quarterly to review progress and provide guidance.50'52

2 . Wide-Band Communication Network/
Nuclear Weapons Complex Network (WBCN/
NWCnet) (J. A. Howell, N-4). The goal of this ac-
tivity is to assist in the establishment of overall security
for the NWCnet and to provide a technical basis for certi-
fication by the DOE's Technology Development Branch/
Weapons Quality Division and accreditation by the DOE
Office of Safeguards and Security (DOE/OSS). This ac-
tivity is supported by the DOE Technology Development/
Weapons Quality Division.

a. NWCnet Code Review. We are directing
an effort by Marble Associates, Inc., to analyze, interpret,
and review the NWCnet gateway software. This effort is
proceeding, and we are responding to requests for further
information and documentation. Marble began with a
look at the code from a high-level design perspective and
are proceeding down to (he level of coding practice.

Although Marble's work is not yet complete, their
analysis so far has pointed out some structural, stylistic,
and error-checking issues. When looking at a program's
content, they principally check to ensure that the code per-
forms as described. They have found no codes that do not
perform.

In doing the analysis, they modified and enhanced a
public domain utility, CALLS, that displays the calling
tree. This utility will be useful to us in future projects.
They also have developed two tools to aid in the evalua-
tion process: Code Inspector and NXcalls. The first uses
a cross reference of functions, procedures, global variables,
macros, structs, typedefs, yacc tokens, methods, and
classes and runs on a NeXT computer. The second navi-
gates the function-calling structure of a given program.
With these tools, it is easy to find the functions that could
be affected by changes in another function. This is impor-
tant, for security reasons, when examining code changes
in new versions.

It was necessary to create these tools because there
are no good commercial tools to meet the unusual needs
of this project The VMS compiler used for building the
WBCN software accepts certain constructs that are
unknown in the UNIX world. The code is also quite large
(-30 000 lines).

We have begun to test our acquired commercial
software tools (Hindsight, Saber C, etc.) on NWCnet
software. Tests performed using Hindsight on the NWChet
software have produced a structure chart for each of
the four modules: WBCNSIMP, WBCN, MTS, and
DPCMS. The largest module, DPCMS, contained 61
files with 182 functions and 13 331 lines of code; the
structure chart was very large. From this chart we were
able to derive a calling tree, the internal code structure, and
information on the module's complexity.

b . Software Review Facility. We have
the ongoing task of reviewing code written by others to
determine whether there are any security concerns and
whether it can be used for its stated purpose. In support
of this activity, we have begun a project to establish a
software review facility that consists of a workstation
with several software review packages (that is, a toolkii),
some of which may be commercial. This facility is to
give the reviewer insight into the software from the stand-
point of design, software engineering methodology, clari-
ty, and consistency. The task is intended to culminate in
a unique software toolkit to assist those who are responsi-
ble for software certification or review and lo help conduct
preliminary computer security studies of security-critical
software. It will enhance, but not replace, the human
reviewer.

A critical objective of the task is to reduce the cog-
nitive overload and duration of systems evaluation. In the
past, large-scale systems evaluation has required many
man-years of effort spread across many calendar years.

Sparta, Inc., 7926 Jones Branch Drive, McLean, VA 22102.
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Because no mechanism exists for preserving the history of
previous analyses, new versions of the code require
complete re-evaluation.

We have surveyed the commercial market and ob-
tained demonstration copies of some of the relevant
commercial packages and literature on others. Several
packages have been acquired or ordered: Hindsight, Vdiff,
SBrowse, Saber C, ANSI C, and Gnu C. We are still
reviewing other packages: Logiscope, Software Refin-
ery, Teamwork, and BattleMap. With these tools avail-
able on a workstation platform, the process of software
review wili be enhanced. We plan to purchase a variety of
these packages, each of which provides some unique fea-
ture. Because each provides slightly different facilities, we
are attempting to purchase a set of tools that complement
each other but have little redundancy. We are also negoti-
ating with a company in Boston to develop a special tool,
"The Evaluator's Toolkit" that will include many of the
features that are missing in commercial packages.

c . Anomaly Detection and Audit Trail
Analysis. We are investigating a new technique for
anomaly detection in computer systems. This technique,
based on neural networks, has been applied with some
success to the anomaly detection problem in safeguards.
Neural networks are described in general in another section
of this report (see Part 1, Section U.2).

To determine whether a neural network could be
useful in anomaly detection for computer security, we
simulated the type of data one obtains from a computer
audit log and then used a back-propagation network to
predict, in a very simple test using a small subset of the
information from the log, the user who was logged in. A
second simulation predicted the user's priority given the
user id, time of day, and day of week. Our preliminary
results suggest that the neural network approach may offer
an efficient and reliable algorithm for anomaly detection in
computer security.

Actual data available from the NWCnet were not
sufficiently complete to be used as a part of this test.

B. Network Security Research and Develop-
ment

The "Department of Energy Classified Computer
Security Program Long Range Plan Fiscal Years 1990 -
1995" identified the need to devote more resources to secu-
rity issues related to local and wide area networks used to
connect an increasing number of large and small comput-
ers. Networking presents unresolved technical challenges
in maintaining and ensuring the compatibility, function-
ality, integrity, security, and management of networked
systems.

The objectives of this task are to examine and iden-
tify DOE needs and conduct research and development in
the areas of computer networking to provide technological
advice and assistance for the growing demands of data and
network security.

1 . Graphical Network Representation
(GRPHREP) Model (J. S. Dreicer, N-4). The
GRPHREP model is a computer-based tool that provides
the capability to investigate and determine security con-
cerns related to computer networks. This tool also can
be applied to some problems other than security that are
characteristic of graph-structured problems, such as
design, path routing, scheduling, network control, cycle
generation, connectivity, resource contention, and travers-
ability. The analytical foundation of the GRPHREP
model is based on graph theory; abstractly, a network, a
distributed system, and a parallel machine are specific
graph-theoretical problems.

The network security service developed in the
GRPHREP model is a reflection of the functionality
manifested in the Los Alamos National Laboratory Inte-
grated Computer Network (ICN). The network security
service is not similar to the conventional client-server
model under which print and file servers typically op-
erate. That client-server model relies on die client to
request services through an interface and for the server to
provide interface-defined services (specific and application
restrictive). Instead, this network security service is
more of a hybrid; it is an integrated and interconnected re-
source sharing service. Thus, network security service is
not just like file servers and print servers in networks and
distributed systems, but is similar in concept.

In GRPHREP, our characterization of a network
security service is very general and simple. It leverages
the existing definition of a network and does not cause
any fundamental changes to the analytical basis of the
model. A network is any collection of two or more in-
terconnected subsystems (components). Interconnection
indicates the ability to exchange information or, in this
instance, services. Thus, network security service is the
ability to check security on served components, with the
computation executed on server components. This defi-
nition of a network security service conforms to the
definition of a network, in that it merely expands the
capacity of components. The checking capability of the
server is limited to the security features resident on it and
the features being served to it by any other server. Simi-
larly, the checking capability of the served component is
limited to the security features that are resident on it and
those it is being served by any server. Service is really a
formalism for the computational operation of controlling
and exchanging situation-specific information in a prede-
termined manner.

Now that the GRPHREP model includes represen-
tational and functional capabilities for network security
service it is complete :"> terms of a network security
model. These capabilities have enhanced and strength-
ened the utility of the model with respect to conducting
security studies and analyzing existing and proposed net-
works. The implementation of network security service
can be viewed as a first step in attempting to develop a
model of distributed system functionality. The network
security service is a hybrid resource-sharing service that
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is integrated and interconnected. Future work for the
GRPHREP model should begin to implement complete
representational and functional capabilities for distributed
or parallel systems. The logical and prudent choice is to
first implement a complete representation of distributed
systems. Once this has been accomplished, it would be
possible to leverage those representational capabilities to
model massively parallel systems.

This year, we conducted a validation study of the
GRPHREP model using Los Alamos National Labora-
tory's ICN. The Los Alamos ICN is a large, multilevel,
complex, and dynamic network with explicit security re-
quirements (because of the national security nature of the
information processed at Los Alamos).53-54

2 . PC-Based Graphical Network Model
(L. A. Stoltz and J. S. Dreicer, N-4). We have
developed the Graphical Network Security (GNETS) sys-
tem to investigate security in computer networks. It pro-
vides a means of evaluating the security of a computer
network operating under the guidelines found in DOE
Order 5637.1, "Classified Computer Security Program."
GNETS is a PC-based system developed to be used by
system security personnel to check the security of existing
networks and to evaluate the security of proposed
networks.

The GNETS system allows the user to "build" a
computer network graphically. As computers are added to
the network, the intelligent graphical interface prompts
the user for relevant computer characteristics and security
information. As the computer network is created and
depicted, a dynamic analysis process inspects the security
of the network and warns the user of any security risks.

In FY 1991, we increased the functionality of the
GNETS system, introduced a testing phase, and increased
system exposure in the DOE community. The increased
functionality of the system includes a help facility, an
abort option, and printing capability. Other, minor modi-
fications were made continuously throughout FY 1991.

We also completed the alpha-testing phase of the
GNETS system and, correcting the initial bugs and mak-
ing some minor modifications, put the system through a
beta-testing phase. The beta-testing phase not only
provided pertinent feedback but also gave more exposure
to the GNETS system. In addition to this exposure, we
demonstrated the system at the 1991 DOE Computer
Security Group Conference.

The GNETS beta-testing phase included two inter-
nal testers, both from Los Alamos National Laboratory,
and six external testing sites: LLNL, DOE Headquarters-
Germantown, the Defense Intelligence Agency, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Allied-Signal Aerospace Company,
and INEL. Details of this testing phase are found in Ref
55. Feedback from the beta-testing phase is being incor-
porated into the GNETS system in prepfjation for a DOE-
wide distribution. The GNETS User's Guide is being
modified and prepared for final distribution.

3. University Collaborative Efforts in
Computer Security (A. B. McCabe, INM; J.
S. Dreicer, N-4). In cooperation with the University
of New Mexico-Albuquerque, we designed and are devel-
oping a prototype detection system for network-level
intrusion. The prototype system monitors base-level in-
formation in network packets (source, destination, packet
size, time, and network protocol), learns the "normal" pat-
terns, and announces anomalies as they occur. The goal
of this activity is to determine the applicability of current
intrusion-detection technology to the detection of network-
level intrusions. In particular, we are investigating the
possibility of using this technology to detect and react to
worm programs. Three aspects of network/distributed sys-
tems make them more vulnerable to attack than indepen-
dent machines: 1) networks typically provide more
resources than independent machines, 2) network systems
are typically configured to facilitate resource sharing, and
3) global protection policies applied to all of the ma-
chines in a network are rare. The first phase of this
project demonstrated the method of data collection from an
ethernet and explained the importance of data preprocess-
ing. The second phase of the project provides a detailed
description of the Learning Classifier System and the
Genetic Algorithm and is currently implemented using
MIT Scheme.56

C. Computer Security Technology Develop-
ment

The overall goal of this project is to identify the
fundamental issues in DOE computer security and to con-
duct research and development activities in these areas to
provide practical, cost-effective solutions for the DOE and
its contractors. These activities have included developing
automated tools to aid in the review of Automatic Data
Processing (ADP) Security Flans and an advisory tool for
the Computer System Security Officer (CSSO).

1. Automated Advisor Tool (W. J.
Hunteman, N-4). The rapid expansion of computer
security information and technology has done little to help
the security officer identify and implement the safeguards
needed to secure a computing system. We have developed
a prototype, knowledge-based computer security system,
the Computer Security Advisor,57 to provide expert
knowledge to the security officer. The Advisor was de-
signed to provide an integrated collection of policy re-
quirements, safeguards, potential attack scenarios, and
expert knowledge to the security officer. The system
helps develop a comprehensive list of safeguards based on
policy requirements, collect a detailed description of the
local computing environment, and produce a list of safe-
guards applicable to the local computing environment
with guidance on the required implementation approach for
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each safeguard. The prototype contains the software nec-
essary to help users interact with the system to describe a
computing resource and then analyze the description for
compliance with the policy requirements in DOE Order
5637.1.

2 . Security Plan Assistant (SPA) (W. J.
Hunteman, N-4). SPA is an expert system designed
to help the security plan preparer and the reviewer develop
or review a security plan for completeness and consistency
with DOE requirements. It contains all of the security
plan requirements necessary to satisfy DOE Order 5637.1.
In addition to the required sections, SPA includes security
plan experience collected from computer security experts
at Los Alamos. The SPA software and a users manual58

have been delivered to DOE/OSS, and the availability of
the SPA software was announced in the Computer
Security News. Copies are available on request to DOE
sites.

3 . Distributed Systems (W. J. Hunteman,
N-4). Parallel and distributed computing systems are
now being installed and used in the major computing
centers in DOE facilities. The parallel and distributed sys-
tems use architectures that differ significantly from tradi-
tional systems. The computer security issues created by
the new architectures will require new techniques for secu-
rity testing, certification, and accreditation. Development
of the new techniques requires an identification of the
architectures used in DOE, an analysis of the security is-
sues, a comparison of current DOE computer security
policies with the new issues, and development of the ap-
propriate tools and guidelines to properly protect classified
information processed on these systems. We have identi-
fied the parallel and distributed architectures currently used
within the DOE and the existing computer security
models for parallel and distributed computer systems in an
effort to develop a more comprehensive informal computer
security model.

D. Computer Security Training and Aware-
ness

For several years, we have had an ongoing project
to develop, deliver, and maintain a comprehensive com-
puter security education curriculum designed to meet the
computer security education needs of the DOE and to
deliver the education through appropriate means such as
video tapes or live classes.

1 . T r a i n - t h e - T r a i n e r C l a s s e s ( H . C .
Rosenblum, N-4). We presented two seminars at the
DOE Central Training Academy (CTA) in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Both seminars were in the train-the-trainer
format in which the participants from various DOE sites
are provided with the necessary tools (workbooks and
slides are given to each participant) to present a CSSO
training seminar at their sites. There were 27 participants
at the CTA seminars.

2 . Computer Security Operations Man-
ager-Computer Security Site Manager (CSOM-
CSSM) Syllabus (H. C. Rosenblum, N-4). We
completed a proposed annotated syllabus for the CSOM-
CSSM course and sent it to DOE/OSS for review. The
revised syllabus provides a greater emphasis on the mini-
mum level of computer science knowledge required by
CSOMs and CSSMs to fulfill their computer security re-
sponsibilities. The revised syllabus draws from computer
science curricula, textbooks, and the experience of recent
computer science graduates and instructors with computer
security backgrounds. Further work on the development
of the CSOM-CSSM course has been suspended at the
direction of DOE/OSS.

E. Computer Security Headquarters Support

As part of our overall responsibility for developing
computer security technology, we provide technical sup-
port to the DOE/OSS information security program in
identifying and defining fundamental issues in information
security. We support the technical evaluation of security
software and hardware as required by DOE/dSS. We pro-
vide technical guidance to help define the policy, R&D,
and the implementation agendas necessary to resolve
DOE-complex-wide issues in information security.

1 . Managing Software Risk: A Method
for Certifying Software for Use in Classified
Computer Systems (L. M. Harris, J. A. Howell,
and D. J. Bailey, N-4). As part of the program to
protect classified information and classified computing fa-
cilities, DOE Order 5637.1 imposes certain conditions on
how software is introduced and maintained within classi-
fied computing environments. Because classified com-
puter systems must incorporate security mechanisms to
protect the information that is processed or stored by the
computer, any changes in the classified environment
(including the addition of software) must be appraised for
their effects on system security. Certifying application
software for use within a classified computer system is
one way of managing the risk associated with handling
classified computer information. We convened a small
working group to produce guidelines for introducing soft-
ware into classified computing environments and have
developed a certification procedure that assesses the rela-
tive risk of installing and running software. The proce-
dure, which can be used for all types of software, is based
upon a four-step "fuzzy" risk assessment methodology; it
can be used to determine whether the software is capable
of producing a security-relevant failure. These guidelines,
envisioned as a simple-to-use paper tool, will enable a
CSSM or designate to determine with reasonable con-
fidence that it is safe to use the software in a classified
environment

To illustrate the problem, an analogy can be drawn
between software certification and the personnel clearance
procedure. The personnel clearance procedure (basically,
an assessment of risk) uses a series of personal interviews
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to collect information concerning the external characteris-
tics of an individual. These external characteristics are
used to establish confidence in an individual's relative
trustworthiness. Once trustworthiness has been estab-
lished, a decision to grant a clearance can be made. If an
individual is determined not to pose a security risk, a secu-
rity clearance is granted and the individual will be allowed
to work within a classified environment The same can be

- applied to software certification. Information regarding
the external characteristics of the software can be collected
and measured to determine whether the software poses
a security risk to the system. Once the degree of risk
has been established, a decision can be made regarding
installation.

Software certification procedures apply generic risk
analysis models to evaluate the vulnerabilities to, and the
impact of, a successful threat against a target (a computer
system for example) by determining the overall effective-
ness of system safeguards. Risk analysis models identify,
measure, and respond to risks by meeting three basic ob-
jectives. First, they determine the overall effectiveness of
the system's safeguards; second, they identify the system
vulnerabilities; and third, they establish cost effective
safeguards.

As applied to risk analysis problems, fuzzy set the-
ory is used to select system safeguards (protection mecha-
nisms). Fuzzy risk analysis models yield soft probabili-
ties, which are considered by many to be more reliable
estimates of probability. In addition, the use of fuzzy sets
makes it possible to add information necessary for the
decision-making process as that information becomes
available. We have chosen to apply such a fuzzy risk
analysis methodology to the problem of software certifica-
tion because its approach to decision making allows the
decision maker to deal with more realistic situations, that
is, situations in which decisions are necessary, but the
information to be used in formulating a decision is vague,
imprecise, or ambiguous. Fuzzy risk assessment models
allow for partial memberships in sets. Fuzzy set theory
better describes real-life set membership situations, and
fuzzy sets are closely connected to natural languages,
which allows measurement by qualitative rather than quan-
titative means.

To introduce software into a classified environment,
one must follow a model that is basically a fuzzy-risk
analysis:

• assess the risks associated with using the soft-
ware;

• assess the effects of the software on the sys-
tem's security mechanisms; and

• verify that the software works properly,
embodies no security breaches, and does not
interfere with existing security functions.

Our software certification procedure follows this model by
allowing the user to evaluate the relative trustworthiness
of the software, estimate the likelihood of a security-
relevant failure, estimate the consequence of that failure,
and evaluate the risk of using the software in a classified
computing environment.

Figure 18 is a high-level illustration of the certifi-
cation process. The first step in the certification procedure
is to rate a number of external software characteristics (or
attributes) according to their perceived level of trust. The
attributes, which represent external measures of security
failures, will be measured in five fuzzy linguistic terms
ranging from "very high" to "very low" in accord with the
degree of confidence the e valuator has that the specific at-
tribute does not constitute a security failure. We refer to
an attribute/trust pair as a confidence index; the set of all
attribute/trust pairs becomes the confidence indices, or
confidence table (Fig. 19).

To date, the working group has identified ten at-
tributes, including the following:

• History—the length of time the software has
been in use.

• Provenance—the origin, or birth certificate, of
the software. We assume that freeware, com-
mercially developed software, and privately
developed software have different levels of risk
associated with their use.

• Performance—Has the software been reviewed?
Are benchmarked, objective results of the
software's performance available?

• Reliability—does the software function as
purported? Does it contain known bugs or
problems related to its use?

• Consequence—to which vulnerabilities is the
computer system or information subject? Can
data be damaged, destroyed, or leaked? Can
hardware be damaged or destroyed? Can the
software cause denial or delay in the use of
system resources?

Once the level of trust for each external characteristic has
been determined, the collection of confidence indices can
be transferred to the confidence table, which is then used
to establish the overall trust in the software. Once the
overall confidence has been established, a procedure will
be developed to convert the indices into a risk value that
will be applied to the risk table (see Fig. 20) to produce a
risk rating.

The value of the risk rating will determine whether
the software can be installed, if it needs further investiga-
tion, if it will be quarantined (not used until further
tested), or if its use will be forbidden. A set of quarantine
procedures will be written; they will contain guidelines for
initiating a quarantine, suggest areas requiring further test-
ing, propose possible test criteria, and establish conditions
under which a quarantine can be lifted.

Although the basic model for software certification
has been developed, further questions must be answered:

• What attributes (external measures) are appro-
priate for inclusion in the confidence table (see
Fig. 19)?

• How are the measures determined?
• How is their effectiveness determined (perhaps

by cluster analysis)?
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What procedures will be used to map the con-
fidence table values onto the risk table (see
Fig. 20)?

A final set of external measures, along with criteria for
describing die various indices, needs to be developed. The
working group must determine how to evaluate the conse-
quences of a security-relevant failure and how to determine
quarantine guidelines (that is, how to indicate when a quar-
antine is necessary and how to determine when to lift it).

In addition, a method needs to be developed to meas-
ure whether this certification process provides effective
discrimination between "good" (secure) and "bad" (unse-
cure) software. Once each of the above questions has been
answered, the software certification methodology should
be tested on a reasonable sample of software products.

2 . A Guide for Writing Security Require-
ments (D. J. Bailey, N-4). We have written a draft
report, "A Guide for Writing Security Requirements," that
describes how to write a statement of security require-
ments and provides criteria for judging a set of security
requirements. In the guide a distinction is made between
security constraints, which are negatively expressed state-
ments of what a system is expected not to do, and func-
tional security requirements, which are positively expressed
statements of what the system must do to guarantee that
the security constraints are satisfied. The guide develops a
set of evaluation criteria to be applied to the security re-
quirements proposed for any product. The evaluation
criteria allow developers and evaluators to criticize the
security requirements before developing the product. This
ability should lead to more easily accredited secure sys-
tems because developers and accreditors can agree in ad-
vance about what security controls are necessary.59
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F. Computer Security Technology Transfer
and Field Support

We have an ongoing task to provide technical sup-
port and assistance in computer security to DOE/OSS and
to the DOE user community. This support includes re-
views and evaluations, information collection and dissemi-
nation, and liaison with industry, academia, and other
government agencies.

1 . Computer Security Newsletter (K. G.
Redle, ADP-4). During FY 1991, one issue (April)
of Computer Security News was published and distributed
to between 1000 and 1200 people. The second issue was
distributed in December 1991. Activities that related to
newsletter production included planning, contacting poten-
tial authors, researching computer security periodicals for
articles, writing and editing articles, ensuring timely clas-
sification review, submitting articles for review by the
Los Alamos staff and DOE/OSS, and collecting feedback
on how to improve die newsletter.

The focus of newsletter publication efforts has been
to maintain professional quality publications while en-
hancing them with graphics and layout features that add
interest and eye appeal to the substantive matter; both
graphics and layout were revised this year.

2 . Bulletin Board (H. C. Rosenblum,
N-4). We have maintained an active computer security
bulletin board and/or conferencing system for the DOE
community for the last four years. During the spring of
1990, the PC-based bulletin board was replaced with Sun
3/260 hardware, the Sun operating system, and Caucus—
commercial conferencing software. We designed the
conferencing system as a forum to be used by DOE em-
ployees and DOE contractors for die exchange of unclassi-
fied computer-security-related information and ideas.
Items available for downloading on Caucus include com-
puter security toolkit items, DOE orders and documents,
NSA documents, Federal Information Processing Stan-
dards publications, computer security newsletter articles,
Computer Incident Advisory Capability (CIAC) informa-
tion bulletins, Computer Emergency Response Team bul-
letins, Defense Data Network Security bulletins, and
CIAC software and other announcements. Statistics for
the system indicate a significant drop in use during the
last quarter year. In view of the reduced conferencing sys-
tem participation and OSS budget reductions in the FY
1992 Computer Security: Technology Transfer and Field
Support subtask, it was suggested that maintenance of the
conferencing system be discontinued in FY 1992.

3 . Computer Security Enhancement Re-
views (CSERs). Our computer security self-evalua-
tion guide is a description of the methodology used by
computer security experts at Los Alamos to conduct the
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CSERs supported by DOE/OSS. The report is designed
to transfer the methodology to other DOE facilities to
allow them to conduct their own versions of these reviews
with the goal of improving their individual computer se-
curity programs without requiring frequent CSERs by Los
Alamos personnel. The computer security self-evaluation
guide, which is based on our CSER experiences at many
DOE and DOE contractor sites, was completed and deliv-
ered to DOE/OSS and several DOE sites that requested
jt60,61

4 . Computer Security Workshop—DOE
Computer Security Group Meeting (J. A. How-
ell, N-4). An important step in developing a secure
computer system is obtaining accreditation to use it. This
step is a decision, made by someone in authority, that
sensitive data in the system are adequately protected. The
process normally consists of several steps, accompanied
by supporting documentation that enough has been done
to make the system secure. To help the DOE community
to better prepare itself for this accreditation process, we
organized a workshop that was held on May 6, 1991, at
the DOE Computer Security Group Conference in
Concord, California. The workshop consisted of presenta-
tions and group discussions on "How to Build an Accred-
ited System." This workshop provided participants with
tools, ideas, and methods to ease the burden of getting a
system accredited and to make the system more secure.
Our purpose was to convince attendees to

• produce much of the accreditation documenta-
tion early in the development cycle,
record and preserve the analysis used to derive
security requirements to facilitate future devel-
opment, and

• perform the analysis in a structured way to
reduce arguments about the sufficiency of the
proposed protections.

Participants first heard short presentations on the roles of
the accreditor, the CSSM, and the CSSO. There was an
overview of threat analysis that described a procedure for
using the threat analysis to derive security requirements
for the system being built. The process was followed
through to selection of security features to be used to
mitigate perceived threats. We emphasized the importance
of structure, top down design, and completeness. (Com-
pleteness addresses the question of whether all of the
threats have been considered and whether the security is
enough.)

Then, in a role-playing format, the participants dis-
cussed four scenarios describing a hypothetical network to
be built. Each scenario was more difficult th;in the previ-
ous one. The participants generated requirements for each
of the systems under consideration and proposed solutions
to implement them as accredited systems.

Leaders and organizers of the workshop were from
Los Alamos National Laboratory, EG&G Albuquerque,
Allied Signal (Kansas City), and DOE Headquarters.

Attendees were given several handouts: a general
introduction to the workshop, description of the scenarios
to be discussed in the workshop, an accreditation check-
list, notes on threat analysis, and the report "A Guide for
Writing Security Requirements."

5 . Computer Security Field Support

Field assistance is our main method of distributing
OSS-sponsored technology developments to the field for
implementation. At the guidance of DOE/OSS, field
assistance activities are cost shared or totally funded by the
requesting DOE sites and, when cost shared, approval
from DOE/OSS is obtained before conducting the work.
Field assistance activities were provided to RFP; the DOE
Idaho Operations Office (DOE/ID); the DOE Pittsburgh
Naval Reactors Office; DOE/OSS Headquarters Operations
Division; and Allied Signal Aerospace Co., Kansas City
Division.

a. CSERs. Requests for field-supported
CSERs were received from DOE/ID, the DOE Pittsburgh
Naval Reactors Office, and DOE/OSS Headquarters Opera-
tions Division. According to DOE/OSS direction, the
costs of the CSERs were shared with the approval of
DOE/OSS.

b . Rocky Flats LAN. At the request of the
DOE/RF, we assisted in the assessment of the physical
installation of the classified LAN at the RFP. The
assessment was funded by RFP and drew on technical
expertise developed through OSS-funded projects.

c. Computer Security Procedures. At
the request of Allied Signal Aerospace Co., we assisted in
the review and evaluation of the Kansas City Division's
computer security procedures for completeness, continu-
ity, and compliance with DOE orders. We also conducted
a CSER of the Kansas City Division. All costs for these
activities were funded by Allied Signal Aerospace Co.
The capability to provide technical services to field sites
leverages and relies on the DOE/OSS Computer Security
Science and Technology Base program at Los Alamos.

6. Field-Supported On-Site Training (H.
C. Rosenblum, N-4). Requests f i r field-supported
on-site computer security training were iece>veci from
EG&G, RFP, and Allied Signal Aerospace Co., Kansas
City Division. The training, which is based on the
DOE/OSS-sponsored CSSO course conducted by Los
Alamos staff at the CTA, leverages the OSS-developed
training curricula and materials by reducing the need for
the individual sites to develop similar materials. Six
training classes provided computer security training to
about 200 CSSOs. Costs for the on-site training were
funded by the requesting sites.
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PART 2. BASIC SYSTEM DESIGN, INTEGRATION, AND EVALUATION

I. S A F E G U A R D S S Y S T E M S METHOD-
OLOGY DEVELOPMENT

A. Basic System Design and Integration

The objectives of this task are to develop and trans-
fer to field personnel a methodology for designing safe-
guards systems that emphasizes integration of materials
control, materials accounting, physical protection, and
operational activities such as process monitoring. It is in-
tended to improve the effectiveness of safeguards resources
through an integrated approach to DOE policy, orders, and
implementation of safeguards activities.

Some of the projects desciibed here are supported,
in part, by facility implementation funding.

1. Integrated System at ANL-W (J. S.
BaJImann, N-4). Responsible management of SNM
mandates accurate and timely materials accounting sys-
tems. Through the years, these systems have matured
from clerk-based systems, updated on a batch basis with
few (if any) built-in checks, to sophisticated near-real-time
systems. One such system is ARGonne Unified Safe-
guards (ARGUS), a computerized materials accounting/
materials control system jointly developed by ANL-W,
Los Alamos, and SNLA. ARGUS is installed in the Fuel
Manufacturing Facility (FMF) at ANL-W, where fuel for
the IFR and EBR-II experimental reactors is fabricated.
The database of SNM accounting records is distributed
between PCs in various process areas, and messages are
sent electronically between computers to maintain near-
real-time reporting capability.

An enhanced version of ARGUS, which includes
transaction pre-authorization and data archiving using
optical disks, is scheduled to be completed in 1992.

One advanced feature of the enhanced ARGUS is
material movement pre-authorization. As transactions are
entered into the materials accounting database, they can be
checked for conformance to a set of planned transactions.
An unplanned transaction can be analyzed by the system
and judged to be benign, or to be an indication of suspi-
cious activity, possibly an ongoing diversion or removal
attempt.

Two software components make up a pre-authoriza-
lion system. The first is a planner, which is used by a
person with the authority to plan facility operations.
He/she provides specific information on material identifi-
cation, operators, and locations that will be involved in
the planned operation. This information is stored as a set
of planned transactions, which will be used by the second
half of the system, the plan checker. The software will
run without user input and will monitor transactions as
they are entered into the inventory.

The plan-checking software makes decisions about
transactions based on a set of rules. Rules express secu-
rity requirements applied to individual transactions. For

example, a rule may express the requirement that a ma-
terial movement between two areas takes place within a
certain time window, or that two operators perform the
move.

To be useful, a transaction checking system must
also have built-in intelligence so that legitimate opera-
tions are not mistaken for illegal ones. In addition, the
planner must receive automated guidance to avoid making
conflicting plans. We are developing a prototype material
movement planner that includes these features.

2. Materials Control in the New Special
Recovery (NSR) Facility (B. Crain, Westing-
house SRS and R. C. Bearse, University of
Kansas). Westinghouse personnel at the SRS have de-
veloped a powerful and comprehensive accounting system,
called Nuclear Material Accounting System (NucMAS),
for their operations at SRS. This system is based on the
relational database software INGRES and runs on VAX
computers. Several installations of this software are al-
ready in use at SRS, and other applications are planned
including a special version for NSR that will automati-
cally process the accounting messages generated by the
system.

NucMAS collects much detailed data, but only a
few standard reports are used to determine the account-
ability integrity of the processes that NucMAS oversees.
We have undertaken a study of NucMAS information and
determined that there are several additional measures of
accountability that can be used to improve process safe-
guards. During FY 1991, equipment and software were
selected and ordered. The equipment was delivered during
the last week of the fiscal year and installation has started.

Three DEC BVAX3100 work stations, each
equipped with three 600-MB disk drives, were acquired.
The VAX VMS operating system was selected as was the
INGRES database system. These are the software systems
currently in use by the NucMAS network. Care is being
taken to assure that the physical configuration and soft-
ware installation are as identical as possible for each of the
three computers.

One workstation will be installed in the NSR com-
puter area and connected to the NucMAS computer net-
work. This computer will be used to acquire data from the
other networked computers without a major impact on
normal operations. A second computer is installed at
SRS outside NSR. Data will be brought to this computer
for demonstration analysis of prototype packages that
we develop for this project. This computer also will be
used for package development. The third system is in
Lawrence, Kansas, where it is being used to develop
prototype packages for analysis of NucMAS data. (This
computer will not have access to NucMAS data.) Soft-
ware developed there will be transported to WSRC for
testing.
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3 . Safeguards Issues o f Long-Term
Waste Management at DOE Sites (K. K. S.
Pillay, N-4). Radioactive waste management is not
often regarded as a safeguards-sensitive step in the fuel cy-
cle because the materials concerned are relatively unattrac-
tive for diversion or theft Of the major waste forms pre-
sent at DOE sites originating primarily from defense fuel
cycles, only those officially categorized as high-level
wastes (HLWs), TRU wastes, and miscellaneous radioac-
tive materials (MRMs) are considered to have potential
safeguards concerns. Safeguards issues of spent fuels from
civilian fuel cycles are discussed elsewhere in this report
(see Part 4.II.A.1 and Part 4.II.A.2).

Until the early 1970s, almost all radioactive wastes
generated at DOE facilities were disposed of as unmeasured
streams. About 53% of TRU wastes generated through
1970 is believed to have been disposed of at commer-
cial sites outside the DOE complex.62 The change to
retrievable-storage mode was the beginning of better ac-
counting of TRU wastes and their SNM content. Another
noteworthy development was the change in definition of
TRU wastes in 1982, which resulted in an overall reduc-
tion in TRU waste volumes because of the revised classi-
fication.63 The amount of transuranics in wastes gener-
ated after this period may be reasonably well estimated;
however, more than 75% of the known inventories of
TRU wastes are classified as "buried" wastes generated
before the advent of "retrievable" storage.

We are examining the safeguards issues of waste
materials to give the DOE an opportunity to consider the
.ieed for near-term actions necessary to address the issues
identified in a detailed report on this subject.64

a. Waste Inventories and t he i r SNM
Contents. None of the waste forms of potential safe-
guards concern have had an accurate accounting of their
SNM contents. Some of the reported SNM contents of

various waste forms presented in Table VI are current best
estimates and are likely to change when better estimates
become available.

In addition, it may be possible for some of these
waste forms to contain part of the fissile materials declared
as inventory differences (IDs) at US nuclear material
production facilities. For example, the cumulative in-
ventories of three defense production facilities reported in
die open literature include over 1 tonne of plutonium and
a variety of other fissile materials.65 These open literature
sources indicate that HLW and TRU wastes stored in DOE
sites may contain more than 13.5 tonnes of fissile
materials.

The present US strategy for long-term management
of radioactive wastes involves direct disposal of spent
nuclear fuels and vitrified HLWs in common geologic
repositories and a separate geologic repository for TRU
wastes. The scenarios for long-term isolation of these
waste forms in geologic repositories have distinct and
unique safeguards problems, and they are quite different
from those encountered in developing safeguards systems
for conventional bulk-handling and item-accounting facili-
ties. Transuranics distributed in TRU-waste forms placed
in geologic repositories are extremely difficult to recover.
Similarly, fissile materials dispersed in vitrified wastes
would be even more difficult to recover.

b . Is There a Safeguards Concern? Pres-
ently, all of the HLWs and TRU wastes stored in the US
are at DOE facilities under protective custody. It is highly
unlikely that these materials will be stolen from their
present storage locations. However, movement of these
waste forms for geologic emplacement may be monitored
for estimating the quantities of SNM being transferred to
disposal facilities, and they may be kept under con-
tainment and surveillance (C/S) until they are placed in
their final disposal location.

TABLE VI. Waste Inventory at DOE Sites af

Waste Form Quantities

HLWs

TRU wastes

MRMs (DOE

aThis is an e
estimates are

bRef. 63.

381 000 m3

(100 million gallons)
289 000 m3

(10 million ft3)
sites)** 260 tonnes

stimate of fissile content of HLWi
not available for the fissile contents <

1.8
1.3

3.0
5.7
1.3

the End of 1989

Quantity of
Fissile Materials

tonne of Pu a

tonne of Np + Am a

tonne of TRUs

tonne of 2 3 5 U ,
tonne of 2 3 3 U,

and 0.4 tonne of Pu

> at Hanford only. Similar
)f HLWs at other DOE sites.
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The SNM content of TRU wastes may be estimated
using a variety of NDA techniques,66 but the SNM con-
tained in vitrified HLWs is not yet readily estimated by
NDA techniques. However, the vitrification process re-
quires removing stored wastes and converting them,
through batch processing, into a calcine. It may be pos-
sible to sample these calcines in batches and get a better
estimate of their SNM content through destructive analy-
sis. Thus, there are opportunities to better estimate the
SNM contents of HLWs and TRU wastes during process-
ing and packaging for geologic placement.

This is the appropriate time for the safeguards
community to decide whether the HLW and TRU wastes
designated for geologic disposal are potential safeguards
problems. If there are concerns, certain actions can be
taken to resolve those concerns. On the other hand, it
would be possible to make a decision to designate all the
HLWs and TRU wastes in the US inventory as discards
from fuel cycles with no safeguards relevance.

4 . Presentation Systems for Safeguards
Information (W. D. Stanbro, M. F. Mullen, J.
M. Prommel, R. Whiteson, W. J. Hunteman,
and R. S. Leonard, N-4). The increase in automation
in present and planned nuclear facilities presents the op-
portunity for increased use of process and other plant data
for MC&A purposes. Before this potentially large
amount of data can be useful, it must be collected and dis-
played in a form that is meaningful to those with the
responsibility for MC&A.

We began this project by looking at the possibili-
ties for displaying the information in a way that would be
easily understood. However, it soon became apparent that
producing useful displays begins further back in the
process. Data from plant sensors, as well as more tradi-
tional MC&A data sources, are often not easy to combine
and correlate because they are asynchronous and in differ-
ent formats. Much of the data is also inherently noisy.
Therefore, the first step is a process known as "data
fusion." This involves collecting the information from
the various sources and combining to form a coherent data
stream. Once this is done, it is possible to develop
specialized measures that communicate the appropriate
information to the user. The final step is the actual
generation of appropriate displays that are sent to the user
interface.

Another major conclusion that we drew from the
study is that to make the output usable by individual
users, it is necessary to maximize the user's control of the
data fusion and display processes. This could be done
through a bi-directional user interface that allows the user
to reach back into the information system and request
information from various data sources, direct the nature of
the data fusion operation, specify the type of information
to be displayed, and finally indicate the actual form of the
display. It is important that a trained user be able to do
this without resorting to any actual programming.

Although systems such as the one described here do
not currently exist, we feel that the current effort to

reconfigure the weapons complex offers an opportunity to
develop and implement such features.

B. Computer Simulation Development

Computer-based modeling and simulation has his-
torically been a useful, but cumbersome, tool for safe-
guards systems design and evaluation. Recent advances in
commercial software and hardware have made it possible
to develop much more flexible modeling and simulation
tools to support safeguards. Our Safeguards System
Group has developed a computer simulation program Fa-
cility Simulation (FacSim) that can be used to model the
operation of nuclear material processing facilities in the
DOE nuclear materials complex. FacSim can describe
material movements, processing activities, personnel
activities and movements, material measurements and ma-
terials accounting activities, vault utilization, and many
other aspects of facility operation. Safeguards personnel
can use FacSim to evaluate ID variances and to determine
the effects of different measurement technologies and al-
ternative materials accounting structures and procedures.
Production personnel can use the program to predict pro-
cessing results for current facility structure and operating
modes and to evaluate the impact of alternative processing
strategies and new technologies. These capabilities make
FacSim useful in safeguards evaluation and upgrade stud-
ies, production planning, designing process upgrades and
new facilities, and waste minimization programs.

FacSim (C. A. Coulter, R. Whiteson, and
A. Zardecki, N-4). FacSim can be used to model
many of the processing and safeguards operations that oc-
cur in a nuclear materials processing facility. The pro-
gram FacSim itself is generic and contains no facility
information. Instead, it reads a set of data files that
describe the facility's physical and operational structure
and uses these data files to simulate facility operation to
determine the facility's operational and safeguards charac-
teristics. This procedure is shown schematically in Fig.
21.

The facility data file is the largest and most com-
plex of the data files required by FacSim. It contains a
number of different types of process and safeguards infor-
mation, as shown in Fig. 22. Each of the data categories
shown in Fig. 22 is itself composed of a number of data
subclasses, as indicated in Fig. 23 for the case of meas-
urement information. In particular, the data blocks that
specify process equipment and operations logic may con-
tain dozens or even hundreds of individual data values
because they must specify all aspects of process operation
from selection of process feeds to rules for process opera-
tor breaks.

Because FacSim's structure completely separates
the computer program from the facility information, all
that is required to produce a new simulation model is to
collect the necessary information about the facility and its
safeguards system and to organize it in the logical format
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Fig. 21. FacSim reads a set of data files at
execution time and uses the information they
contain to generate the process and safe-
guards results of the operation of a simulated
facltity.

required for FacSim's data files. No programming is nec-
essary. In addition, the facility representation in FacSim
has been carefully designed so that it is possible to begin
with a low-detail model and incrementally add facility in-
formation until a detailed representation of the facility has
been obtained. This permits both rapid prototyping and
detailed simulation analyses to be carried out with the
same simulation program, so that the initial prototype
evolves into the final complete model by enhancing—
rather than by discarding—earlier versions of the model.

Some of the applications of FacSim that have been
carried out to date are as follows:

• performed a detailed simulation of process
operations for the Los Alamos Plutonium
Facility,

• designed and sized a modular facility to replace
RFP under the complex reconfiguration
program,

• evaluated alternative operating plans for pro-
cess areas at RFP and SRS to determine both
capacity and waste generation,

• determined ID variances for the Special Isotope
Separation facility (subsequently cancelled) and
for certain generic pyrochemical and MOX fuel
facilities, and

• studied a proposed aqueous-processing alterna-
tive to the pyrochemical flow sheet that is
being considered for complex reconfiguration.

FacSim is currently being used by process person-
nel at Los Alamos, RFP, and SRS. In addition, safe-
guards personnel at RFP have indicated an interest in
using FacSim to examine materials accounting alterna-
tives for the new operational conditions that will be in ef-
fect when that facility resumes operation.

Facility

Data

Operating shifts

Nuclear materials

Process operators

Vault areas

In-process storage

MBAs

Measurements

Balance closures

Process equipment

Process logic

Material transfers

Fig. 22. The major classes of infor-
mation contained In the facility data
file are shown.
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Instrument type 1

Instrument type 2

Fig. 23. Some of the subcomponents of
facility measurement data are shown.
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We are continuing FacSim development in the fol-
lowing areas:

• improving FacSim's performance and its user
interface,

• enhancing FacSim's process simulation capa-
bilities,

• extending the range of safeguards system ele-
ments described by FacSim, and

• adding detail to current FacSim models and
developing new models for additional facilities
and facility areas in the DOE nuclear materials
complex.

The following sections give more detail about this on-
going development.

1 . Development of an OS/2 Version of
FacSim. We developed FacSim to operate on IBM PC-
type computers to make it accessible to the widest range
of safeguards and process personnel. As the complexity of
models developed with FacSim has increased, so has the
performance of this class of computers, and it has proved
to be completely feasible to develop complex simulations
using this computer platform. However, the initial DOS
version of FacSim became increasingly inefficient as the
size of the models increased, because it had to spend
greater and greater amounts of time swapping memory to
permit the larger models io run within the limited amount
of computer memory that could be accessed by DOS. For
this reason, we began to develop an OS/2 version of
FacSim to take advantage of the extended memory-access
capabilities of OS/2. Early efforts to develop an OS/2
version of FacSim were thwarted by "bugs" in the OS/2
version of the vendor-supplied simulation language.
However, a usable OS/2 version of the simulation lan-
guage was eventually provided, and an OS/2 version of
FacSim has now been in use for some months. The per-
formance improvements of this new version have been
dramatic; decreases in simulation time by more than a fac-
tor of 30 have been observed for some models, and the
performance advantage of the OS/2 version of FacSim
over the DOS version can be even greater for still larger
models.

In addition to developing the OS/2 version, we also
have begun a much more extensive revision of FacSim;
the entire program is being rewritten in a new computer
language for use in a different operating environment.
Several developments combined to motivate the decision
to undertake this complete transformation of FacSim.

• The simulation language in which FacSim was
originally written, although flexible and pow-
erful, is not modular; a single Tile contains all
the data structure definitions for the entire pro-
gram. This has caused problems because even
one small change in this data-definition file
requires that the entire program be recompiled
and relinked—a time-consuming process given
FacSim's increases in size.

• A powerful new general-purpose object-ori-
ented computer language, C++, has become
available. C++ provides so many language-
extension capabilities that the need for a spe-
cialized simulation language has now largely
disappeared. Furthermore, C++ is modular,
and its object-oriented nature permits a more
logical and maintainable format for the simula-
tion program.
Microsoft has introduced a new multi-tasking,
large-memory operating environment, Win-
dows 3.0, which has received wide acceptance.
It now appears that Windows 3.0 and its suc-
cessors, rather than OS/2, will be the "wave of
the (near) future" for IBM PC-type platforms.

For this reason, we are rewriting FacSim in C++ to oper-
ate under Microsoft Windows 3.0 and are simultaneously
redesigning the format of the FacSim data files to conform
to the GUI of Windows 3.0. Most of the simulation-
specific extensions to C++ that are required for this pur-
pose have already been developed and tested, significant
portions of the FacSim program have been converted to
C++, and some sections of the new GUI have b_^n devel-
oped. The conversion effort is a demanding one, but the
result will be a version of FacSim that is much easier for
the user to operate and for the developers to maintain and
extend.

2 . New Process Simulation Capabil i t ies .
Initially, FacSim was designed to describe a generic batch-
processing facility. As the range of FacSim applications
has expanded, it has been necessary to also represent some
facility areas that contain tanks and/or continuous-flow
processes. In many cases a balch-processing description
of a continuous-flow process gives completely satisfactory
results, but there are a few situations in which such a
batch-processing approximation fails to capture some of
the salient process features, for example, material resi-
dence times. For this reason, we are extending FacSim to
provide a description of continuous-flow operations as
well as batch operations. Features that have been added to
FacSim for this purpose include:

• Tanks and pipes. Tanks and tank farms, as
well as the pipes that connect them, can now
be defined and simulated.

• Continuous and repetitive-batch feeds. The
batch-processing version of FacSim assumed
that all feed was added to the process at the
beginning of processing. The extended version
allows feed to be added continuously or in
repetitive batches during the course of process-
ing.

• Continuous and repetitive-batch product gen-
eration. The previous version of FacSim as-
sumed that all products were generated at the
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end of processing. The extended version per-
mits products to be generated continuously or
in repetitive batches at any time during process
operation.

• Process logic extensions. To support the addi-
tional processing decisions required by con-
tinuous and repetitive-batch operations, new
decision-making criteria based on facility status
have been added to the large number of such
criteria that had previously been implemented
in FacSim.

Data input procedures required for the above features to be
completely operational have not all been designed and
tested. We are developing them within the context of the
new GUI of the Windows 3.0 version of FacSim.

In addition to the major enhancements required for
the description of continuous-processing operations, we
have also made a number of minor process-logic additions
to provide additional options for use in describing process
operations and interprocess communication. We also have
enhanced FacSim's capability to display a facility flow-
sheet that graphically depicts all material flows within the
facility. This enhanced flowsheet-display capability aids
the analyst in developing the facility data files and assists
facility operations personnel in visualizing the complex
process interactions that can occur in large facilities. The
user can now print the flowsheet en a PostScript printer,
although the large quantity of detailed material flow
information that is available interactively in the screen
display cannot be represented in the printed version of the
flowsheet.

3 . Safeguards System Description. The
most extensive FacSim enhancements planned and under-
way are concerned with the description of the structure and
operation of the facility safeguards system. Work is in
progress in the following areas:

». Safeguards System Anomaly Detec-
tion Algorithms. One of the goals of the computer
simulation program is to develop and test an appropriate
set of pattern-recognition/anomaly-detection algorithms
for their potential usefulness in evaluating the status of a
facility safeguards system. We have begun by developing
methods for applying sequential statistical tests and neural
networks to safeguards indicators.

Sequential statistical tests generalize the classical
statistical decision-making choice "accept the null hy-
pothesis or reject the null hypothesis" by providing a third
alternative: "neither accept nor reject the null hypothesis,
but instead make another observation." The concept of
sequential tests was developed by Wald,13 who proposed a
sequential test based on likelihood ratios. A sequential
test subsequently developed by Page67 for quality-control
applications has received favorable attention in the safe-
guards arena as an effective detection method for certain

types of material diversion. We have developed and tested
C++ procedures for implementing both Wald's test and
Page's test for a variety of one-dimensional probability
distributions and for normal distributions in multiple vari-
ables. These procedures will be incorporated into the new
C++ version of FacSim and initially used to test material
balance closure results for evidence of material diversion
It is our plan to subsequently consider applying sequential
statistical tests to other safeguards-relevant facility pa-
rameters as well.

In addition, because well-designed neural network
algorithms have been shown to display excellent pattern-
recognition capabilities, we are exploring the use of neural
networks for safeguards applications. In an initial test, we
considered a model system consisting of two tanks con-
nected by transfer lines equipped with a set of valves and
"trained" the neural network on sets of tank-level, valve-
setting, and flow-rate values that corresponded to normal
operation. Then we presented the network with the data
for an anomalous situation in which part of the flow
between the tanks was diverted. The network gave an
unequivocal signal that an anomaly in operation was
occurring and provided a good estimate of the amount of
material that had been diverted. A description of the test
and its results was presented at the 1991 Annual Meeting
of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management and will
appear in the meeting proceedings.49

b . Insider Adversary Scenario Genera-
tion. Experience in applying FacSim to the simulation
of numerous material processing facilities has shown that
unexpected effects can sometimes occur from the unantici-
pated interaction of independent event sequences in a fa-
cility. For this reason, we are enhancing FacSim to study
adversary scenarios as they unfold within the course of
simulated facility operation. Examination of adversary
scenarios in the context of facility operations will help to
determine the extent to which adversary actions might be
affected by time-dependent facility status conditions.

Generating adversary scenarios required adding loca-
tion and path information to the set of facility descriptors
and developing algorithms for determining adversary ac-
tions based on facility status indicators and adversary char-
acteristics such as risk aversion. Recent work has fo-
cussed on the latter of these requirements. The design of
an algorithm for generating adversary action sequences has
two primary objectives: it should allow generation of a
comprehensive set of adversary scenario alternatives, and it
should mimic actual adversary thinking to the greatest de-
gree possible. A method that appears to meet both these
requirements is a "best-first" search that uses an appropri-
ate value function to assign a figure of merit to each pos-
sible adversary action (bagging material out of a glove
box, transferring an SNM item to an inappropriate loca-
tion, falsifying a measurement result, etc.). The possible
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adversary actions originating from the current situation are
determined and listed, with those having a higher figure of
merit being nearer the top of the list. Then the first ac-
tion on the list is examined; if it does not lead directly to
achievement of the adversary goal of interest, all the ac-
tions possible from the situation that it creates are deter-
mined and added to the list in order of their figures of
merit This process continues until a path to the adver-
sary goal is found or a pre-determined number of possi-
bilities has been explored. If a path to the goal is
determined—or at least a sequence of actions that may
bring the adversary nearer to a goal—the adversary must
decide whether to attempt the actions, based on his or her
estimate of the probability of detection (which may not be
the same as the true probability of detection) and on his or
her aversion to risk. The figure of merit for each adver-
sary action is currently assumed to be a linear combina-
tion of the perceived probability of detection in executing
the step and the perceived progress toward the goal that the
action will achieve if successfully completed. The best-
first search procedure has been implemented in C++ code
and will be incorporated in the new C++ version of
FacSim.

We also plan to explore the possible usefulness of
neural networks in conjunction with search methods for
generating insider adversary scenarios. Searches in large
"trees" can be very time-consuming, but efficiency can be
enhanced by "remembering" that certain branches lead to
nonproductive results. We plan to examine the feasibility
of training a neural network with the results of tree
searches to make the adversary grow "smarter" from his or
her adversarial experiences.

c. Computer Network Representation.
We have begun to examine issues related to the security of
both process and safeguards computer systems. In this
study we are working jointly with personnel in the com-
puter security section of our safeguards R&D program.
Present emphasis is on the development of a general set of
graph-oriented data structures that will support flexible and
accurate descriptions of a wide variety of computer sys-
tems and networks.

4 . FacSim Applications. During FY 1991,
we worked with personnel from the Nuclear Materials
Technology Division at Los Alamos to develop new or
improved simulation models for a number of existing and
proposed nuclear material facilities in the DOE complex.
Among the models developed or extended were the
following:

Rocky Flats Plant
Building 771 (the prototype is complete)
Laboratory solutions recovery (the prototype
is complete)
Building 774 (the prototype is nearly
complete)

• Westinghouse SRS
FB-line (the prototype is complete)
Aqueous alternative for plutonium process-
ing after complex reconfiguration (the proto-
type is nearly complete)

Los Alamos Plutonium Facility
(the previously developed model has been
extended and further validated)

In addition, we have developed a FacSim model for a
generic MOX conversion/fuel fabrication plant and used it
to determine ID variance estimates for an assumed set of
measurement instruments and MB As. The results of this
simulation were presented at the American Nuclear Soci-
ety's Fourth International Conference on the Facility
Operations-Safeguards Interface and will be published in
the meeting proceedings.68

I I . S A F E G U A R D S S Y S T E M S APPLICA-
TIONS

Support for Headquarters Initiatives

The objective of this task is to provide technical
support to DOE/OSS in understanding IDs and MC&A
practices at operating facilities, to review existing orders,
to support development of the MC&A portions of Master
Site Plans and Master Safeguards and Security Agree-
ments, and to address DOE-complex-wide cost/risk bene-
fits of applying proposed safeguards measures.

On-Site Headquarters Support (G . L.
Barlich, N-4)

From September to December 1990, Gail Barlich
was assigned to the Planning and Technology Develop-
ment Branch of DOE/OSS at Gertnantown, Maryland.
Her assignments included editorial work on the DOE
Safeguards and Security Technology Development Direc-
tory, evaluation of technology needs, development of
planning documents, and work on several technology
evaluation papers.

In April 1991, Ms. Bariich returned to DOE/OSS
for a longer assignment in the Policy Division as part of
the Materials Control and Accountability Branch. Pri-
marily she has been coordinating responses to specific
findings from the 1990 Secretary's Task Force on Safe-
guards and Security with documentation and action plans.
A multi-year plan for domestic policy and technology
development has also been a product of this work. Ms.
Barlich also coordinated short-term assistance from other
scientists at Los Alamos in the areas of technology need
evaluation, Headquarters working groups, and DOE order
revision.
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Support for Headquarters (K. E. Thomas • category determination procedures,
and N. R. Zack, N-4) • safeguards for waste and termination of safe-

guards, and
During the past year we have been involved in sev- • measurement control.

eral projects in direct support of headquarters. Wepartici- We also are helping write a guide to accompany the
pated in the Security Systems Working Group efforts to revised MC&A order, DOE 5633.3A. Los Alamos contri-
revise security orders. In addition, we suggested numerous butions include measurement control, material attractive-
versions of performance requirements for inclusion in the ness and category determination, physical inventory proce-
MC&A order, as well as provided recommendations on dures, performance measures, and ID evaluation,
implementation of performance requirements. Other assis-
tance in revising the MC&A order included

• attractiveness level definitions,
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PART 3. ONSITE TEST AND EVALUATION AND FACILITY SUPPORT

I. FIELD CONSULTATION AND DEMON-
STRATION

The tasks described in this part of the report are de-
signed to demonstrate, test, and evaluate onsite improved
safeguards technology and to assist in upgrading materials
measurement, control, and accounting capabilities and
practices throughout the DOE complex. Many of the
projects described here are partially supported by facility
implementation funds.

A. Instruments and Measurement Systems
for Uranium and Plutonium Processing Fa-
cilities

A wide variety of measurement problems are still
extant at facilities that process nuclear materials. The
goal of this ongoing task is to improve NDA measure-
ment technology for uranium and plutonium processing
facilities and to demonstrate each technique in an operating
process line. It includes improving existing measurement
capabilities, in-line T&E of new measurement technolo-
gy, and developing and demonstrating integrated measure-
ment systems.

1 . Applications at Los Alamos

a. Passive/Active NCC Evaluation and
Characterization (J. E. Stewart, N-l; R. M.
Eutsler and J. Gladson, NMT-1; and J. R.
Wachter, NMT-4). We originally calibrated the
passive/active NCC69'70 in all three modes of operation
using N-l standards. The original calibrations are de-
scribed in Table VII. [See "Report of The NDA Standards
Advisory Group," (December 15,1988) (report attached to
Memo N-l-88-1143) for a description of the LAO and
UISO standards.]

After the original calibrations, we investigated Ihe
feasibility of actively assaying 1-10 g 235U in 10-20 lb of
tungsten-metal furnace parts. This assay is difficult

because tungsten is a relatively strong thermal neutron
absorber (at theoretical density, about 5 times more than
iron, but 94 times less than cadmium). This limits the
penetrability of the interrogating neutrons in the active-
thermal mode (no cadmium). In the active-fast mode
(with cadmium), penetrability is good, but sensitivity is
limited to -50 g in 1000 s.

We obtained tungsten metal pieces and made active
measurements using thin HEU discs and foil strips. The
discs and strips are described in Table VIII. Approxi-
mately 10 lb of tungsten pieces were placed in a 1-L,
stainless steel, slip-lid dressing jar (VoUrath 88010). The
sealed discs and foils were placed as uniformly as possible
among the tungsten pieces. The jar was placed on a 5-cm
stand for all measurements. We determined that even with
the penetrability problems, the active-thermal-mode assay
gives better sensitivity than the active-fast-mode assay.
The observed effect of tungsten shielding the foils was a
reduction by a factor of 3.7 in the measured reals response
(active-ihermal-mode assay), compared to foils in an
empty can. Also, in addition to tungsten-matrix shield-
ing, the HEU metal discs and foils shield themselves.
This is shown in Fig. 24.

Figure 24 is a plot of measured response vs 23SU
mass for various combinations of foils and discs dis-
tributed among the tungsten pieces. To achieve the statis-
tical precisions shown, long count times were required
(50 ks to 200 ks). Three separate linear calibrations are
shown, corresponding to three distinctly different average
thicknesses of 235U metal. The slopes of the three lines
decrease as the thickness increases. This is the self-shield-
ing effect of the HEU for thermal neutrons.

From process information, it is probable that the
uranium deposited on tungsten furnace parts is quite thin.
We therefore recommend using the top line of Fig. 24 for
calibration, because it represents material 0.5 to 1 mil
thick. This calibration line has been entered into the
AWCC software that operates the passive/active NCC in
the active modes. The NCC code operates the instrument
in the passive mode.

TABLE VII. Original Calibrations for Passive/Active Counter

Mode

Passive - cadmium

Active - cadmium

Active - no cadmium

Material Type

Pu oxide powder

U oxide powder

U oxide powder

Standards

LAO series
(variable mass)

UISO series (variable
enrichment)

UISO series (variable
enrichment)

Calibration
Mass Range

10-150 g240PUeff

10-1000 g235U

10-100 g ^ U
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Table VIII. Description of HEU Discs and Foils Used for Tungsten-Matrix
Calibration Measurements

Item

Disc: Al-6

Disc: Al-7

Disc: Al-9

Strip: Laminate 1

Strip: Laminate 2

Strip: Laminate 6

Dimensions

Thickness: 10 mils
Diameter 2 in.

Thickness: 9 mils
Diameter 2 in.

Thickness: 21-22 mils
Diameter 2 in.

Thickness: 0.75 mils
3.125 in. by 18 in. foil

Thickness: 0.56 mils
3 in. by 18 in. foil

Thickness: 1.1 mils
1.5 in. by 18 in. foil

2 3 5U Enrichment

93.15

93.15

93.15

93

93

93

««u
(a)

8.92

8.44

20.02

11.64

8.66

8.59
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Fig. 24. Active-passive
counter (active-thermal
mode): calibrations for
HEU (93* 23SU) In tung-
sten matrix.
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235 U(g)
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Figure 25 shows the precision of the assay mass as
a function of the assay mass for measurement times of 1
ks, 5 ks, 50 ks, and 200 ks. These errors arise only from
counting statistics. Errors from variations in tungsten
loading in a can or HEU sell-shielding are not included.
These should be small if control over can positioning and
can loading is exercised and all HEU is in thin deposits.
Table IX gives the 3-a sensitivity limits (that is, the
2 3 5 U mass value for which the assay mass is three times
its counting error) for four counting times. Note that the
sensitivity varies inversely with the square root of the
count time.

The WIPP disposal criteria for a single 55-gal.
drum are (1) no more than 200 g 2 3 5 U, (2) no more than
15 items total, and (3) the mass for any single item may
be taken as

/n + 2 am,

where am is the assay error. Using these criteria and val-
ues from Fig. 25, the maximum number of identical
items that may be placed in a drum can be obtained for
different counting times. Table X shows these results.
Thus, if the WIPP disposal criteria alone are used, little or
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Fig. 25. Active-passive
c o u n t e r (active-thermal
mode): assay precision vs
2 3 5 U mass for four meas-
urement times.

100

nothing is gained by going to very long counting times.
However, if the production rate of the items is small,
50 ks measurements (overnight) on each item are recom-
mended. This approach will produce reasonably precise
interim values for drums and also allow useful com-
parisons when the drums containing these items are
assayed in the 252Cf shuffler.

b . In-PIant T&E or Pyrochemical Mul-
tiplicity Counter (D. G. Langner and M. S.
Krick, N- l ; and J. R. Wachter, NMT-4). We
moved the pyrochemical multiplicity counter to the Los
Alamos Plutonium Processing Facility at the end of
August. Since then, the Nuclear Materials Measurement
& Accountability Group (NMT-4) has measured a variety
of both pure and impure plutonium-bearing materials with
the counter. These materials contained from SO to almost
4000 g of plutonium. This test and evaluation ended in
December. The data from these measurements are being
analyzed.

c . Instruments for the Los Alamos Nu-
clear Material Storage Facility (NMSF) (T. E.
Sampson, N-l). Over the past several years, we have

Table IX. Measurement Sensitivities
vs Count Time
Counting Time

(ks)

1
5

50
200

2 3 5 U Sensitivity
(grams)

4
2
0.6
0.3

coordinated the procurement, fabrication, and installation
of a suite of NDA instruments for the count room in the
new Los Alamos NMSF. The following types of instru-
ments have been procured: commercially produced sys-
tems, commercially produced hardware with Los Alamos-
installed software, hardware and software developed by Los
Alamos, and instruments developed by other DOE fa-
cilities.

The combination of commercial hardware and Los
Alamos software was to have been evaluated after the in-
struments had been in service for about a year. However,
facility opening has been delayed and this evaluation can-
not take place until after a two- or three-year reconfigura-
tion of the NMSF has been completed.

In the meantime, some of the instruments may be
installed in other operating facilities at Los Alamos. We
will follow their use under these circumstances and report
any important results.

d. Extension of the Solution Assay In-
strument (SAI) to Low-Concentration Pluto-
nium Solutions (S.-T. Hsue and T. Marks, N-
1). The major aqueous process used to recover and purify
plutonium at the Los Alamos Plutonium Facility is
anion exchange in nitric acid. This process is well suited
for purifying plutonium because Pu(IV) is more strongly
sorted than any other ion, and few other metal ions show
even moderate sorption from nitric acid. A continuous-
feeding dissolver has been installed to speed up the dis-
solution and, because it is not a batch process, the
concentration and isotopic distribution of the solution
are unknown. This dissolved plutonium solution (100-
150 g/L) is loaded on the anion exchange column; the
eluate stream contains the purified plutonium with
concentrations ranging from 5 to 50 g/L. The effluent
contains most of the impurities with trace amounts of
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Table X. Maximum Number of Identical Items Per WIPP Drum vs 23SV Item Mass
and Counting Time

2 3 SU mass (g)
per item

1
2
3
5
7

10
15
20
25
30
35
40

1 ks

53 (15**)
42(15**)

34 (153)

25 053)
20 (IS3)

15
11
8
7
6
5
4

5 ks

89 (15a)
61 (15a)
47(15a)
32 (15a)
24 (15a)

17
12
9
7
6
5
4

50 ks

144 (15a)
83 (15a)
59(15a)
37 (15a)
27 (15a)
19 (15a)

13
9
7
6
5
4

200 ks

167 (15a)
91 (15a)
62 (15a)
38 (15a)
27 (15a)
19 (15a)

13
9
7
6
5
4

aNo more than 15 items can be placed in one drum.

plutonium (-10 ppm or more depending on the success of
the separation).

At the request of the facility, we developed a new
generation of SAI41 to determine the plutonium concentra-
tions and isotopic distributions simultaneously. The
instrument will assay a wide range of solutions (1 g/L to
300 g/L) with mixed impurities in the plutonium recovery
operation. Several of these units have been installed in
the Plutonium Facility and have performed well. They
have been used to assay both the input solutions to the
anion exchange separation as well as the eluate stream.
We also are investigating whether the SAI can be modified
to assay the solutions from the effluent streams of the
process.

The effluent stream from the anion exchange con-
tains most of the impurities with trace amounts of pluto-
nium. The major interferences arise from the 241Am and
237U present in the solution. Americium emits a strong
59.54-keV gamma ray that needs to be filtered so that it
does not dominate the count rate. The 237U emits a
208-keV gamma ray, which, because of its 6.8-day half
life, is quite intense. As a result, the pileup peak of 416
keV (2 x 208) interferes with the 413.71-keV gamma ray,
which is the main peak used in the 239Pu assay. In ad-
dition, the plutonium concentrations are relatively low.

To assay these types of solutions, we need to detect
more efficiently the weak signals from solutions with
relatively low plutonium concentrations. This can be ac-
complished by using a larger, more efficient detector that
views a greater volume of sample than the detector in the
present SAI system. We have purchased a coaxial detector

(50-mm diameter x 40-mm deep) with an efficiency of
20% (at 1.33 MeV) and a resolution of 850 eV at 122
keV, increased the sample volume from 25 mL to 60 mL,
and decreased the distance between the solution and the
detector surface from -13 cm to -6 cm. The SAI hardware
also must be modified to accommodate the larger vial. In
addition to measuring the amount of plutonium in the
waste solutions, we will attempt to determine its isotopic
distribution. We expect that the sensitivity of the system
will be about 10 mg/L in a 2000-s assay.

e. Extension of the SAI to Solutions
Rich in Plutonium-242 (S.-T. Hsue and T.
Marks). Plutonium highly enriched with 242Pu is valu-
able. The Los Alamos Plutonium Facility is recovering
plutonium enriched in 242Pu by a.i anion exchange
process and generating solutions which need to be assayed.

Plutonium-242 emits very few gamma rays that
can be used as an assay signature, so gamma rays from
other plutonium isotopes have to be used for the assay.
Table XI shows the typical isotopic distributions of the
two types of 242Pu. From this table it is obvious that,
because of the relatively low fraction of 239Pu in these
materials, it is not the appropriate isotope to use for the
assay; however, the weight fractions of both 238Pu and
241Pu are reasonably large and can be used. Plutonium-
238 has a gamma-ray peak at 152.68 keV, and 241Pu has
a gamma-ray peak at 148.567 keV; both can be used for
assays.

We are developing an SAI to assay these types of
solutions. The isotopic distribution of the solutions will
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Table XI. Typical isotopk* distribution of two types of 242pu in weight percent

Typel
Type 2

238pu

(wt%)
0.4500
1.035

239pu

(wt%)
0.4364
1.389

240pu

(wt%)
2.401
10.34

241pu

(wt%)
0.9185
3.214

242P u

(wt%)
95.794
83.999

be determined by the MGA2 code71 in which the 242Pu
weight fraction is entered by the operator.

2 . Appl ica t ions a t t h e Westinghouse
SRS

a. Shuffler Assay of Boxed Waste ( C .
W. Bjork, S. C. Bourett, E. C. Horley, M. M.
Pickrell, P. Polk, and C. M. Schneider, N-l),
We have completed a ^ ^ f shuffler design that places the
body of the shuffler on the MAA boundary between a
waste assay room and a waste handling area of a nuclear
processing facility. The design incorporates sliding doors
that move on command from the shuffler-control com-
puter. One door is in the assay room (the input door) and
the other is in the waste handling area (the output door).
The shuffler comprises six polyethylene banks of 3He
detectors; these form the six faces that define the nearly
cubical sample chamber. The doors make two opposing
faces of the chamber. An automated scale weighs the
sample within the chamber, and an automated conveyor
can be used, if desired, to transport the sample into and
out of the chamber. The shuffler includes several physical
security features because it crosses the MAA boundary; for
example, only one door at a time can be opened during
routine use. The shuffler can accommodate 55-gal. drums,
High Efficiency Paniculate Air filters, 21-in. cubical
waste boxes, and smaller waste containers. The plant
supervisor can set a disposal criterion based on detected
SNM quantity (as measured by the shuffler) per unit mass
of waste (as measured by the built-in scale). If the assay
result is larger than the disposal criterion, the package is
rejected; that is, the input door opens and the operator or
the automatic conveyor removes the sample, which can
then be sent for examination or repackaging. A sample
with an assay below the criterion would be removed from
the shuffler through the output door, either manually or
with the automatic conveyor.

Such a pass-through shuffler with an automatic
conveyor (tested and delivered by ERMANCO of
Michigan) is being fabricated for M-area at SRS. A simi-
lar shuffler, using a raised platform flush with the rotation
table, is being designed for H-area at SRS. Samples will
be rolled on wheeled dollies into and out of this shuffler
by the operators.

These shufflers will use recently acquired data plus
any data acquired during their development, including
neutron-flux-monitoring data, to apply corrections for ma-
trix effects. The flux monitors will also be used to moni-

tor the presence of shielded SNM, thereby providing a
diversion sensitivity test. Plutonium-containing samples
will be assayed by passive-neutron-coincidence counting
and by active-delayed-neutron counting.

b . Uranium Billet Shuffler (P. M. Ri-
nard, N-l). A shuffler that we developed and fabri-
cated72 has been installed in building 321-M at SRS to
assay the 235U content in billets before they are extruded
into fuel tubes for production reactors.

Calibration data were taken with standard billets.
Four enrichments were available and date for each enrich-
ment were examined separately. Over a range of 50% to
80% enrichment there is a 15% change in ehv count rate
for billets with die same mass of 235U. This implies that
some of the 23S*U is being fissioned and contributes to the
count of delayed neutrons. Some of the neutrons from the
252Cf source have enough energy to fission 238U, and fis-
sion neutrons from 2 3 5U will also induce fissions in
238U.

We anticipated this effect and use all the calibration
data in the data analysis done by the shuffler's software to
adjust the assay result for the enrichment of a billet. We
produced a calibration curve for each of the four enrich-
ments used (Fig. 26), and the assay software interpolates
among these curves to adjust for the enrichment The av-
erage difference between data points and calibration curves
is about 0.5%. The small magnitude of the enrichment
effect ensures that interpolation among calibration curves
for different enrichments will introduce little uncertainty
into the result.

We also used the measured effect of enrichment on
the count rate from a given mass to develop a single cali-
bration curve with an enrichment dependence. The average
difference between data points and this curve is about
1.5%; thus the multiple-calibration-curve scheme produces
a more precise assay.

c . FB-Lfne Instrumentation Review and
Software Upgrades (T. £ . Sampson and M. P.
Kellogg, N-l). During the past year we upgraded the
software in the FB-Line "Red Pail Waste" SGS at SRS.
We improved the "lump correction" and fixed some bugs
that were discovered in its first year of operation. We also
instructed SRS personnel in the use of the new PuOj-
diatomaceous earth standards38 that were fabricated at Los
Alamos. We continue to consult with SRS personnel on
the operation of this instrument, which, because of its
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Fig. 26. Data for billets of four enrichments are presented and fitted
with curves. When a billet is assayed, its mass is Interpolated from
these curves.

"lump correction" software and its use in conjunction with
a passive NCC, is a pioneering measurement system.

d. Defense Waste Processing Facility
(DWPF) Monte Carlo Calculations (M. C.
Miller, N-l). We are continuing to model the fission
product spectrum arising from canisters in the DWPF
glass-solidification process. The first phase of the project
consisted of a relatively simple model,73 in which the
only radionuclide modeled was 137Cs. We carried out
benchmark experiments to confirm the Monte Carlo simu-
lation. The agreement between the experimental and
calculational results r^iged from 3% to 55%.

The next phase of the project will consist of a more
detailed calculational model that includes the projected
fission product composition. The response from a 25%
efficient germanium detector in the energy region above
400 keV will be modeled using the Los Alamos Monte
Carlo code for neutron and photon transport (MCNP).74

A spectrum can be simulated using a new detector tally in
version 4 of the code.

We are working with WSRC personnel to continue
these calculations under a variety of conditions that will
be determined by the facility and/or the evolution of the
chemical process.

3 . Applications at the Portsmouth GDP

a. T&E of Active/Passive 2 5 2Cf Shuf-
flers For Enrichment Plant Scrap and Waste
(P. M. Rinard, J. A. Painter, and E. L.
Adams, N-l). The first of two identical shufflers that
we developed for the Martin Marietta Energy System's
Portsmouth GDP has been installed and is being used in a
T&E phase on standard 55-gal. drums with various matri-
ces. Since delivery, we installed new software with
enhanced features in the shuffler.

The studies with this shuffler have been interrupted
by a long-term strike at the plant and the changes of per-
sonnel necessary to adapt to the circumstances. Data were
sent to us, and we have been able to expand on these data
by using the second of the Portsmouth shufflers, which
was still at Los Alamos (Fig. 27) until December 1991.

At Los Alamos, we are using drums containing
samples of uranium, plutonium, and neptunium with 28
different matrices to produce calibration curves and im-
prove our understanding of the uncertainties and problems
in assaying large drums of waste.
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Fig. 27. This Is the second of two identical shufflers to assay 55-gal.
drums of waste for the Martin Marietta Plant. A drum is being placed in
the assay chamber below a shielded storage module for a 2 5 2 C f source.

b . Portsmouth Solution Enrichment S y s -
tem (T. E. Sampson, E. C. Horley, R. Biddle,
R. Ferran, J. L. Parker, W. Hansen, and G.
Walton, N - l ; T. A. Kelley, C-9). The Portsmouth
Solution Enrichment System will be a unique robot-
assisted NDA system that measures (a) 2 3 SU concentration
in uranium-bearing solutions by transmission-corrected
passive gamma-ray assay, (b) total uranium concentration
in uranium-bearing solutions by XRF, and (c) 2 3 5 U
enrichment in the same solutions by combining the first
two measurement results. Not only will this instrument
be unique in its multiple measurement capability but it
will be the first system of its kind to use a robot for
unattended operation.

The system will operate over a very wide dynamic
range with a single sample size. We will use a 50-ml
sample of solution and measure the 2 3 5U concentration
over a range from 0.020 g 235U/L to 300 g 235U/L, a dy-
namic range of over 104. Total uranium concentration

will be measured by XRF from 0.2 gU/L to 200 gU/L.
Uranium-235 enrichment will be available where the
ranges overlap (0.2 gU/L to 200 gU/L).

During the past year we procured the robots, which
were delivered to Los Alamos in September 1991. The
robots are undergoing acceptance testing at Los Alamos.
Concurrently, software is being developed on schedule and
we have begun to construct the measurement station.
Two complete systems are scheduled for delivery to
Portsmouth in 1992.

4 . Applications at INEL: Liquid Waste
Stream Monitor (P. M. Rinard, N- l ) . This shuf-
fler has been installed in a hot cell at the ICPP to monitor
a waste stream and generate assays of the uranium concen-
tration every 100 seconds. Although installation has been
completed, the shuffler cannot be calibrated until a shut-
down period in plant operations because solutions with
standard concentrations must be introduced into a special
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flow loop through the shuffler with the valves for the
normal flow closed.

Originally, a flow meter was to provide the shuffler
with the flow rate through the piping, but during installa-
tion it was decided that the possibility of the meter ob-
structing the pipe was too great Therefore, an estimate of
the flow rate will be entered into the shuffler's computer
by the operator.

B. Holdup Determination and Analysis for
Uranium and Plutonium Processing Facilities

Quantifying nuclear materials holdup in processing
equipment and piping continues to pose problems because
of complex geometries, difficult access, large and variable
backgrounds, and lack of appropriate standards for calibra-
tion. The goal of this task is to demonstrate methods for
measuring or otherwise estimating holdup, calibrating
holdup instruments, and analyzing holdup data. It in-
cludes developing dedicated instruments for selected pro-
cess equipment and portable instruments for ad hoc meas-
urements, with T&E at operating facilities. Portions of
several of the projects described here are supported by
facility implementation funding.

1 . Holdup Measurement Uncertainty—
Estimation and Propagation (G. A. Sheppard
and N. Ensslin, N-l). Holdup measurement uncer-
tainties are very difficult to estimate and propagate.
Unknown deposit geometries, unpredictable background
fields, and varying detector placement are only a few of the
factors that affect the uncertainty in duct holdup measure-
ments. In May, we attempted to identify and characterize
some of the holdup uncertainty terms during a peer review
of the methodology for measuring holdup in exhaust ducts
in gloveboxes employed at the RFP.75 We are now col-
laborating with the EG&G Rocky Flats Safeguards Meas-
urements Group in a more detailed study of holdup meas-
urement uncertainties. We are identifying and quantifying
uncertainty terms and estimating their random and system-
atic components. The uncertainty terms will then be
propagated to give a more reliable estimate of duct holdup
uncertainty than current practice permits.

2. Experimental Confirmation of Model
for Interpretation of Duct Contact Holdup
Measu remen t s (G. A. Sheppard, P. A. Russo,
T. R. Wenz, M. C. Miller, and E. C. Piquette,
N-l). In recent years, the use of gamma-ray measure-
ments to nondestructive^ assay SNM holdup in DOE
processing facilities has increased greatly. The recom-
mended measurement approach requires withdrawing the
detector from the holdup-bearing equipment far enough to
validate an assumed point-, line-, or area-source deposit
geometry.76 However, because of facility constraints,
these generalized geometry assumptions are noi always
followed, and some ducts are measured at contact. Quanti-
tative interpretation of contact measurements requires
knowledge of the width of the deposit transverse to the

duct axis. RFP personnel have introduced a method to
obtain data from which this width can be deduced.77 The
method involves taking measurements in pairs, with the
detector viewing the holdup deposit at contact from above
and below the duct The interpretation of the top and bot-
tom measurements to give the deposit width at each loca-
tion requires a model for the detector's response to radial
source position and a model for the deposit geometry. We
have derived a relationship between the top-to-bottom
count-rate ratio and the deposit width that approximates
the detector response and models the deposit geometry as a
uniform strip.'8 We validated the model in controlled
experiments that used thin foils of HEU metal to simulate
duct deposits.

We selected pipes of various diameters to simulate
exhaust ducts and laid foils in the bottoms of the pipes
parallel to their axes. By laying the foils adjacent to each
other, we simulated holdup deposits of varying widths.
The gamma-ray spectrometry system was calibrated in the
manner prescribed for GGH measurements.75 The detector
was positioned to look vertically upward for a bottom
measurement. We then recorded the count rate with back-
ground subtracted in the assay peak region of interest.
Then a spectrum was acquired with the detector positioned
diametrically opposite to the first position. The paired
measurements were repeated for as many different foil
combinations as could be accommodated in each pipe.

In addition, we took data with foils held flat by a
Lexan cover plate. Measurements from above the foils
simulated bottom measurements, and spectra from higher
above the foils simulated top measurements. Care was
taken to assure that the foil(s) filled the detector's field of
view during the "bottom" measurements, and that they did
not fill the field of view during the "top" measurements.

The top-to-bottom count rate ratios were computed
for each measurement pair. The ratio of the corresponding
actual deposit width and geometric field of view is plotted
as a function of count rate ratio in Fig. 28. The predicted
width ratio typically errs from the actual ratio of deposit
width to field-of-view radius by less than 10%. Note the
relative insensitivity to deposit curvature; the model reli-
ably predicts deposit width regardless of pipe diameter and
even if the deposit is flat

For holdup deposits that reside as uniform strips in
the bottom of the duct, the new width model provides a
reliable method for interpreting data taken at contact using
the RFP strategy of positioning the detector at the top and
bottom of the duct. The sensitivity of this technique to
nonuniform deposit thicknesses, however, limits its
application to those cases in which deposit uniformity is
reasonably assured. Where there is evidence of a nonuni-
form deposit geometry, it is preferable to withdraw the
detector from contact with the duct to assure a line-source
geometry.

3 . Los Alamos Duct Holdup Measure-
ment Program (P. A. Russo, C. W. Bjork, and
N. Ensslin, N-l; R. S. Marshall, CLS-1; and
R. W. Likes, Los Alamos Consultant). The
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Fig. 28. Plot of the count rate ratio vs the
width ratio for the Los Alamos width model.
Data were taken with 93%-enriched uranium
foils arrayed In pipes of three different
diameters and also laid on a flat surface.

DOE has mandated the assay of fissile holdup in ventila-
tion ducts to address criu'cality safety concerns and to pro-
vide other assurances related to environmental releases.
The duct holdup measurement activities at Los Alamos
began two years ago with a campaign of measurements
using gross gamma-ray survey techniques to identify hot
spots and to provide some initial estimates of holdup
quantities. These Phase I measurements were designated
to cover 100% of the existing ventilation ductwork.

An evaluation of the Phase I measurements identi-
fied areas that required a quantitative Phase II measurement
of holdup. During the past year, we have provided the
equipment, reference materials, and expertise for these
Phase II gamma-ray spectroscopy measurements. We also
performed the calibrations and the holdup measurements
and provided the quantitative results for the duct holdup
efforts.

The equipment used in the Phase II holdup meas-
urements includes the commercially manufactured version
of the Los Alamos-developed Portable Multichannel Ana-
lyzer (PMCA) and other technologies and instrumentation
developed at Los Alamos during the past three years in
support of holdup measurements. Approximately one half
of the areas designated for Phase II measurements have
been measured. A summary of the Phase II holdup assay
work is presented here.

a. Low-Resolution Duct Holdup Assays
of Single Isotopes. We measured holdup in ventila-
tion ducts in two uranium areas and at one plutonium area

at Los Alamos using low-resolution gamma-ray spec-
troscopy during Phase II. An additional set of low-resolu-
tion plutonium holdup measurements was performed in a
wet vacuum line in a special processing area. The low-
resolution option was acceptable in these cases because
the areas were historically dedicated to activities that
involved a well-defined and limited range of isotopes.
Examination of the digitized, low-resolution, gamma-ray
spectra measured manually confirmed the expected isotope
distributions in all cases. Commercially manufactured
versions of the compact, collimated, shielded NaI(Tl)
detectors developed at Los Alamos (see Part 3.II.B3)79-86

were used for these measurements.

1. Uranium Holdup Measurements. Quan-
titative holdup assays of 235U were obtained using the
186-keV gamma ray. The CGH calibration was performed
at this energy using an 8-g HEU reference foil in a point-
source geometry. A 0.5-g HEU check foil was charac-
terized at the time of the calibration and used throughout
the holdup measurement activities to verify the absence of
calibration bias. The region of interest for the 186-keV
peak was from 161 to 211 keV with a high-energy con-
tinuum background region from 241 to 291 keV. The
peak channel of the 60-keV gamma-ray peak from an
^4'Am source mounted on the detector was used to moni-
tor the gain for drifts. Room-background net count rates
were measured for every fourth duct measurement, on
average. All spectra were digitized in 512 channels and
stored on PMCA data tapes. The NaI(TI) detector used
for the 235U measurements contained a 2.5-cm-diam by
1.12-cm-lhick crystal.

We measured a variety of ducts; some were large (1-
m-wide), horizontal, and rectangular and others were
smaller, horizontal, and vertical or cylindrical. The detec-
tor positioning hardware consisted of the customized stand
for the Los Alamos "Holdup Tree."81-82 The stand used
for the measurements provided a maximum detector
height of 3 m to access (from below or from the side)
ducts that were 2 to 3.5 m above the floor. A few loca-
tions required manual positioning of the detectors because
of inaccessibility or excessive height.

The holdup assay results were based on generalizing
the geometries of the duct holdup deposits as line sources.
The detector was positioned so that the duct was centered
in the detector field of view and the total duct width was
significantly less than half the full width of the detector
field of view. The line-source measurement is subject to
bias if a nonuniform deposit is measured in a single detec-
tor count at a single measurement location. Therefore, to
eliminate this source of bias, 3 to 20 contiguous loca-
tions, with the detector positioned to overlap the radial
responses for adjacent measurements at the half maxima,
were measured for each designated Phase II measure-
ment. Holdup deposits were assumed to be on the
bottoms of horizontal ducts and on all inner surfaces
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of vertical ducts. All assay results were corrected for the
attenuation effects of the duct walls. The steel duct
thicknesses were measured ultrasonically. The measured
deposit thicknesses were sufficiently small that self-
attenuation corrections were less than 1% and, hence, were
not performed. The known radial response of the detector
was used to correct the assay results (based on the
infinitely thin line assumption) for an assumed finite
width (one half the duct width for horizontal ducts and the
full duct width for vertical ducts) of the deposit. This
correction factor was approximately 1.2, on average,
because of the relatively wide ducts.

2. Plutonium Holdup Measurements.
Quantitative holdup assays of 239Pu were obtained during
the Phase II measurements using the 400-keV complex
peak. We did a GGH calibration at this energy using a 5-
g low-burnup-plutonium metal sphere in point-source
geometry. In addition, we had to assay the extra wet-
vacuum line in the special processing area using the
241Pu-237U 208-keV peak because of the particular iso-
topic distribution. For this reason, a second assay calibra-
tion was performed using a 0.66-g low-burnup-plutonium
metal foil in point-source geometry. Small '37Cs and
239Pu check sources were characterized at the time of the
calibration and used throughout the holdup measurement
activities to verify the absence of calibration bias. The
region of interest for the 400-keV peak was from 375 to
450 keV with a high-energy continuum background region
from 475 to 550 keV. The region of interest for the 208-
keV peak was from 190 to 230 keV with a high-energy
continuum background region from 240 to 280 keV. We
monitored the peak channel of the 662-keV gamma-ray
peak from the '37Cs source frequently for drifts in gain.
Room-background, net count rates were usually measured
for every other duct measurement. All spectra were digi-
tized in 1024 channels and stored on PMCA data tapes.
The NaI(Tl) detector used for the 235U measurements
contained a 2.5-cm-diam. by 5-cm-thick crystal.

The ventilation ducts were either vertical or
(mostly) horizontal steel cylinders with relatively small
(6 to 26 cm) diameters. The wet-vacuum line was a
4-cm-diameter horizontal steel pipe. The detector posi-
tioning hardware consisted of the customized stand for the
Los Alamos "Holdup Tree."81-82 The stand used for the
measurements provided a maximum detector height of
3 m to access (from below or from the side) ducts with
heights up to 3.5 m above the floor. A few locations
required manual positioning of the detectors because of
inaccessibility or excessive height.

The holdup assay results were based on gener-
alizing the geometries of the duct holdup deposits as line
sources. The detector was positioned so that the duct was
centered in the detector field of view and the total duct
width was significantly less than half the full width of the
detector field of view. The line-source measurement is
subject to bias if a nonuniform deposit is measured in a

single detector count at a single measurement location.
Therefore, to eliminate this source of bias, 3 to 20
contiguous locations, with the detector positioned to over-
lap the radial responses for adjacent measurements at the
half maxima, were measured for each designated Phase II
measurement. Holdup deposits were assumed to be on the
bottoms of horizontal ducts and on all inner surfaces of
vertical ducts. All assay results were corrected for the
attenuation effects of the duct walls. The steel duct thick-
nesses were measured ultrasonically. The measured
deposit thicknesses were sufficiently small that self-
attenuation corrections were less than 1% and, hence, were
not performed. The known radial response of the detector
was used to correct the assay results (based on the in-
finitely thin line assumption) for an assumed finite width
(one half the duct width for horizontal ducts and the full
duct width for vertical ducts) of the deposit. This correc-
tion factor was approximately 1.05, on average, because
of the relatively narrow ducts.

The designated Phase II holdup measurements
covered approximately one fourth of the entire ductwork
for the area, but represented more than half of the holdup
estimated from Phase I. Assays were performed at 96 duct
locations.

The plutonium-holdup-mass per unit length of the
wet-vacuum line is shown in Fig. 29. The 500-times-
larger gamma-ray count rate per gram of isotope for the
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Fig. 29. The total plutonium holdup mass per
unit length of duct as a function of duct-
measurement position (with ±1 standard devia-
tion, random error) for the low-resolution assays
performed with the Phase II measurement equip-
ment and procedures. The assay results are based
on the 208-kcV gamma ray of 2 4 1Pu-2 3 7U, and on
the known isotopic composition of the holdup
deposits. Each data point was obtained In a 100-s
count.
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208-keV peak compared to the 400-keV peak provides an
increased sensitivity to the holdup assay of plutonium if
the 208-keV peak can be used. Its lower energy precludes
its use for assaying large deposits, for deposits in bulky
equipment, or for deposits in equipment with unknown/
variable thickness because of the larger attenuation effects
compared to the 400-keV gamma rays.

b. High-Resolution Duct Holdup Assays
of Multiple Elements/Isotopes. High-resolution
gamma-ray spectroscopy measurements were obtained for
ventilation ducts in three areas of one facility. High-
resolution techniques were designated for these Phase II
measurements because the diverse functions of the facility
resulted in ambiguities in the identities of the isotopes
that dominate the measured (Phase I, low-resolution)
gamma-ray activities. Therefore, these Phase II measure-
ments required both isotope identification within the gross
energy region represented by the Phase I survey measure-
ments and simultaneous quantitative assay of three iso-
topes, representing two different elements. We used the
HPGe detector that was custom designed for holdup meas-
urement applications.81

The GGH calibrations as well as the data acquisi-
tion and analysis for the Phase II holdup measurements
were automated by the personal-computer-based GGH
software (see Part 1.I.E.1). All spectra were archived on
floppy disc. Calibrations and quantitative assays were per-
formed for the 239Pu, 238Pu, and 235U isotopes. For the
239Pu isotope, the calibration and assays were performed
at several gamma-ray energies. Check foils of 137Cs and
235U were characterized at the time of calibration and used
throughout the holdup measurement activities to verify
the absence of calibration bias. The GGH software was
used to obtain net count rates for gamma-ray peaks corre-
sponding to other isotopes (such as 228Th) that were
suspected of contributing to the gamma-ray activities
measured in Phase I.

The cylindrical ventilation ducts at the facility were
primarily horizontal with diameters varying from 0.2 to
2 m. We used the "Holdup Tree" to hold the dececior for
these measurements; it was designed for high-resolution
measurements81 using gamma rays in generalized-geome-
try situations. The modified detector arm offered addi-
tional detector height.82 Stands of two different heights
were used, providing maximum detector heights of 2.5 and
4.25 m, to access (from below) the ducts at heights from
2 lo 5 m above the floor.

Only a few hot spots among the measurement loca-
tions showed sufficient gamma-ray activity in the assay
peaks to provide an absolute holdup mass (as opposed to
an absolute limit on the holdup mass) (or any of the three
assay isotopes. One 8-ft length of duct had an integral
holdup of 0.81 ± 0.08 g of 239Pu. Figure 30 shows the
239Pu holdup mass per unit length along that duct as de-
termined by the Phase II data. This plot demonstrates a
practical level of sensitivity to 239Pu holdup in a long
(1000-s) counting time using the high-resolution detector.
The only other measurable holdup observed was a small

deposit of 238Pu (0.002 g ± 20% random RSD, assuming
a point-source deposit). This assay required about a 1-h
count at about 30 cm from the duct. At other locations,
the hot spots proved to be consistent with a 228Th spec-
trum, and no fissile quantities were detected above back-
ground. Limiting quantities of the fissile isotopes have
been evaluated from these spectra. In general, the data
from the gross gamma-ray survey in Phase I provided a
sensitive guide to the locations of holdup, but only the
quantitative measurements in Phase II allowed the emit-
ting isotopes to be identified and the holdup quantified.

C. Improved Materials Accountability for
Bulk Uranium and Plutonium Processing Fa-
cilities

The goal of this task is to test and demonstrate the
advanced materials accountability methods and software
developed in the base technology tasks in operating facili-
ties. It includes the development, demonstration, and
T&E of improved measurement control and calibration
procedures, variance propagation, ID evaluation, and ma-
terials accountability systems both automated and PC-
based that can be used by small facilities or in a single
MBA. Some of the projects described here were supported
in part by facility implementation funding.

Analysis of Holdup Data from Portsmouth
X705 (K. E. Thomas and N. R. Zack, N-4; S.
P. Pederson, A-l). Holdup measurements have been
performed in the X705 recovery building for more than
two years. Approximately 825 individual measurement
points have been identified with 400-700 points measured
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in any single campaign. This measurement task requires
about two man years of effort for each campaign.
Portsmouth personnel asked us to assist in minimizing
the effort in determining the total holdup. The objectives
of this project are to provide advice on the holdup meas-
urement program, develop a sampling plan to decrease
manpower requirements, and develop a means of calculat-
ing holdup and its uncertainty based on sampling plan
results.

Our earlier work focused on the measurement pro-
gram and ways to improve the quality of the data. This
year, we developed a sampling plan for holdup measure-
ments and provided it to Portsmouth for review. The plan
required approximately 200 measurements rather than the
700 measurements performed before the plan. We devel-
oped equations for calculating total holdup and holdup
uncertainty. We also identified the need for a database
management system to permit easy and routine manipula-
tion of hundreds to thousands of individual data points
required for the calculations.

During the course of this work, Portsmouth im-
proved its process cleanout and cleanout verification pro-
cedures, which reduced the amount of holdup at inventory
time to very low and fairly steady levels. Although the
need for the sampling plan and equations has decreased,
Portsmouth is still working to validate the sampling plan
and calculations.

D . Demonstration of Safeguards System Inte-
gration and Evaluation

The objective of this project is to demonstrate inte-
grated systems technology developed under base tech-
nology tasks at small and large production facilities. It
emphasizes the integration of materials control, materials
accounting, physical protection, and process monitoring
through efficient acquisition, organization, and analysis of
safeguards and facility information.

1 . Applications at SRS (W. J. Whitty,
J. S. Ballmann, and J. B. Marchi, N-4). DOE
Order 5633.3 requires that procedures be provided for
establishing ID control limits that are based on variance
propagation or any other statistically valid technique. We
have developed a computer program, MAWST,83 that
calculates material balances, the amount of material in
inventory, variances, and the decomposition of the total
variance into contributions from measurement compo-
nents. The program also provides for sequential analyses
of measurements recorded over time. Thus, MAWST can
provide the variance propagation required for facilities in
the DOE complex.

SNM facilities within SRS are divided into several
separate MBAs. Several different variance propagation
algorithms have been used for limit-of-error (LOE) calcu-
lations in these MBAs. Although each of these methods
was adequate, no one was suitable for routine use for all
MBAs. It was judged necessary to develop a single pro-

gram for routine use in all Separations Department
MBAs. Because Westinghouse personnel had some
experience with MAWST, they chose it as the variance
propagation software. The WSRC Separations Depart-
ment Computer Systems Engineering and Support organi-
zation asked us to add MAWST to NucMAS, which is the
Separations Department's generic computerized account-
ability system for its six MBAs. This software applica-
tion, called NucMASloe, will be a layered product for
NucMAS.

When a material changes status, a transaction up-
dates the NucMAS database through a material balance
equation appropriate for the transaction. These equations
are stored in the database as algebraic expressions in
reverse Polish notation. The basic philosophy behind
MAWST is that a material balance can be represented as
the sum of products of individual measurements raised to
some exponent. These sums of products themselves can
be raised to powers, multiplied, and the resultant products
summed. The NucMAS equations are not suitable for
producing standard input to MAWST because the
NucMAS equations are not required to be in sum-of-prod-
ucts form. The difference between the input grammars of
MAWST and NucMAS requires a translator between the
two equation formats. The traditional abstract data type
for representing equations is a binary tree, with the opera-
tors as nodes and the data values as leaves. The reverse
Polish form is converted to this efficient software data
structure and expanded to a MAWST input file by
NucMASloe. Developing prototypes of the MAWST
grammar, the NucMAS equation parser, and the conver-
sion algorithms for producing a binary tree, and prototyp-
ing and testing were 1990 activities.

We produced preliminary procedural specifications
from the LOE specifications using structured English with
emphasis on modular implementation of the software.
Interface message processors for statisticians and MBA
custodians were designed and procedural specifications for
these interface message processors were written using
structured English. A general module for extracting data
from NucMAS was designed and prototyped as was a
module for deleting inappropriate data from the extracted
data. We wrote a prototype error processor that identifies
and handles errors generated by all NucMASloe's modules.
In addition, a prototype of the statistician interface for
entering or changing the statistical error model was
developed. A major effort in revising data flow diagrams,
entity diagrams, program structure diagrams, and the data
dictionary was required to simplify the design and to allow
the statistician to input the error models. We recently
identified a few minor changes that need to be made to the
Software Requirements Specification; these changes will
be made under formal change control by WSRC. Design
and development standards produced for an earlier task for
the NSR Facility were revised to include standards for the
C language and to change the design methodology and
were reissued.
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Our design effort follows the Jackson method-
ology84 and the structured systems analysis presented by
Gane and Sarson.85 The Deft (Deft is a trademark of
DEFT, Inc.) Professional computer-aided software-engi-
neering software, which employs the Jackson and Gane
and Sarson methods, is being used for analysis and design.

Converting equations to canonical form and copy-
ing the canonical form of the binary tree to a database rela-
tion is an important feature of the original design because
the use of MAWST with other MC&A systems would
not require a totally new interface for each separate
system. If the material balance equation can be expressed
in an algebraic form and can be "loaded" into a relation or
file, the described algorithms and code will perform as
described. This design strategy improves portability
because the same interface design can be used. The major
advantages of the NucMAS design, considering equations
as data and using a relational database product, provide the
flexibility to allow this portability. In addition, our use
of the C language for converting the equations from string
form to tree form and manipulating the tree could greatly
increase the potential use of MAWST at other sites.
Additional information on the use of binary trees to facili-
tate the construction of MAWST input files and to sim-
plify the user interface can be found in Ref. 86. This
work will be pursued later with another version of
MAWST and a workstation platform.

2. Applications at ANL-W (J. S. Ball-
mann, N-4). ARGUS is an integrated safeguards
system developed jointly by ANL-W, SNLA, and Los
Alamos. It incorporates a number of advanced MC&A
elements: the material monitoring subsystem developed
by SNLA and including continuous material monitoring
technology (WATCH), remote barcode data entry
(MAVIS), personnel monitoring, and wireless
networking; the Los Alamos-developed PC-DYMAC
material accounting subsystem; and a serial-port
communications subsystem. ARGUS has been installed
at the ANL-W FMF and currently performs MC&A
functions for the facility.

ANL-W began offline testing of ARGUS in
December 1989 and, after a year of exhaustive testing, was
ready to adopt the system for online use. The Los
Alamos-developed portion of the system has been operat-
ing now for five months and performs to specifications.
The main improvement of ARGUS over ANL-DYMAC
is the near-real-time inventory update capability; as a
transaction is entered, the material inventory is updated.
Within minutes, and usually seconds, the transaction is
communicated to and processed by all computers. New
report types have been quickly designed and produced be-
cause of the flexibility and speed of the underlying
database management system.

We are developing several upgrades to ARGUS to
increase functionality and apply new technology and con-
cepts to an integrated safeguards system. The first, an

optical WORM disk drive and associated software, will
make transaction-archival and inventory backups transpar-
ent, immune to alteration, and greatly resistant to destruc-
tion or damage. WORM technology is used by many
financial and government institutions for permanent
archiving, and while more expensive than 9-track mag-
netic tape backups, cannot be invisibly altered and has a
longer shelf life. ANL-W has purchased optical disk
drives and will begin integration with ARGUS shortly.
Regular backups of the material inventory to optical me-
dia, combined with archiving each transaction, will ensure
data integrity.

FMF operations have been modeled as a set of
inventory transaction templates that will be used by Los
Alamos-developed pre-authorization software to check
transactions for anomalies in real time. Critical fields in
transaction templates will be specified and approved in
advance by operations and supervisory personnel. The
partially completed transactions can be used by operators
to produce complete transactions to update the material
inventory, thereby reducing data entry and minimizing
errors. People entering passwords at the menu will be
checked for their authorization to perform the transaction
and for their presence in FMF. The transaction checking
system will compare amounts entered with stored limits
for certain types of transactions and will flag any errors.
For transactions created from scratch or transactions en-
tered by barcode and received from the material monitoring
system, material movement destinations, use of the wrong
material, and unplanned transactions will also be detected.
A message will be issued if material is moved but not
received at its destination within a specified time.

3 . Distributed MC&A Applications at
Westinghouse-Hanford (E. A. Kern, N-4).
LANMAS is being developed as a joint effort between the
WHC and the Los Alamos Safeguards Systems Group. In
this joint effort, the WHC is providing the overall system
design and Los Alamos is developing the software.
LANMAS, which runs on microcomputers networked in a
client-server configuration, is being developed as the pri-
mary materials accounting system at the Hanford Site, re-
placing the existing SARIS II system. The major incen-
tive for moving to LANMAS is increased functionality at
a lower cost. Although the initial installation of
LANMAS will be at the Hanford Site, LANMAS is being
designed so that it will be portable to other DOE and
NRC installations. Other DOE facilities expressing an
interest in LANMAS include the Westinghouse Bettis
Laboratory, the Knowles Atomic Power Laboratory, the
Idaho Naval Reactor Facility, and Battelle Pacific North-
west Laboratories.

During the past year, three LANMAS prototypes
have been developed and successfully demonstrated at the
Hanford Site. These prototypes have served to prove the
feasibility of the LANMAS system and have helped to
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establish the desired platform for LANMAS development.
A review of the Software Requirements Specifications was
held at the WHC in conjunction with the most recent
LANMAS prototype demonstration. Representatives
from the Westinghouse Betlis Laboratory, the Knowles
Atomic Power Laboratory, and the Bauelle Pacific North-
west Laboratories also participated in the demonstration.

E . Confirmatory Measurements and Shipper/
Receiver Difference Analysis

1 . Shipper/Receiver Confirmatory Meas-
urements (G. A. Sheppard, J. K. Sprinkle, Jr.,
and T. Marks, N-l). Our Shipper/Receiver Confirma-
tory System (SRCS) is capable of determining the unique
gamma-ray signature, or "fingerprint," of a sealed drum of
HEU.87 An SRCS at the point of receipt measures the
gamma-ray signature and compares it with the signature
determined at the point of origin before shipment. A con-
sistent result from the two instruments indicates that ma-
terials control has been achieved and, specifically, that no
SNM has been lost or diverted during shipment. To date,
three SRCS systems have been built. One is in operation
at the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant and one at Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory. A third has been manufactured com-
mercially and delivered to the SRS.

a. HEU Shipper/Receiver Confirmatory
Ins t rument S t a t u s ( G . A . Sheppard, J. K.
Sprinkle, Jr. , and T. Marks, N-l). Final SRCS
installation and training at SRS has not yet taken place
because facility preparations are incomplete. The SRCS
planned for RFP has not yet been delivered because
facility preparations are incomplete. In the interim, this
system has been installed at an HEU storage vault at Los
Alamos for testing and for use in measuring drums before
they are shipped to the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant.

b . Shipper/Receiver Confirmatory Tech-
nology Transfer for SRS (G. A. Sheppard, J. K.
Sprinkle, Jr., and T. Marks, N-l). The Canberra
Nuclear Products Group was the successful respondent to
our request for quotations to fabricate an SRCS to our
specifications. Fabrication was completed and factory ac-
ceptance tests were conducted and passed at the manufac-
turer's facility in October 1990. The Canberra SRCS was
then shipped to SRS, where the electronic components
were assembled and acceptance-tested again in January
1991. The system is currently in storage until the facility
is prepared for it Final installation and training will take
place when the facility is ready.

c . Revised Software Installation for
HEU Confirmatory Measurements (G. A. Shep-
pard, J. K. Sprinkle, Jr., and T. Marks, N-l).
We have written a new menu-based SRCS code in C to

supersede the original text-orieated FORTRAN program.
The new package has been installed on the systems at
SRS and Los Alamos. The Y-12 SRCS will be upgraded
to the new software after it has been modified to provide
conveyor control.

2 . SNM Confirmatory Measurements.
Confirmatory measurements are used to ensure that mate-
rials and items are what they are declared to be. For
SNM, this means that material identified as uranium or
plutonium really is uranium or plutonium, that uranium
is enriched to the correct level, or that waste materials that
should not contain appreciable quantities of these materi-
als do not contain them above the specified limit. We are
evaluating both confirmation systems and instruments.

Pbotof iss ion Package Imaging (R. J .
Estep, N-2). Creating images of the fissile contents of
packages or waste containers is an attractive way to reveal
the presence of highly self-attenuating forms of SNM that
otherwise might not be detected. Our goal is to use pencil-
beam interrogation with bremsstrahlung to produce
photofissions in nuclear materials and then record images
of the fission gamma rays. At present, we are developing
a TGS imaging process using gamma radiation sources
and segmented measurements with an HPGe detector. We
reported the status of our program in a November 1990
conference paper.88 Following that, we increased the size
of our prototype measurement system to accommodate
208-L drums. Initial experience with the enlarged system
led us to reduce the amount of detector collimation to
avoid a bias from the variation in detector efficiency
within each segment. The more efficient, shorter collima-
tor for the HPGe detector improved assay accuracy and led
us to suggest the method as a replacement for the tradi-
tional SGS method. We have reduced our assay time per
drum by a factor of three to SO minutes per drum. The
present TGS scan platform and software will eventually be
used to create images of SNM in packages using LINAC-
induced photofission, but delays in certifying our accelera-
tor building have given us time to improve the imaging
technique, which is directly applicable to the LINAC
method.

F . Materials Control Technology Tes t and
Evaluation

The objective of this task is to demonstrate, test,
and evaluate in DOE production facilities the nuclear ma-
terials control methods developed under base technology
tasks. Parts of the projects described here are supported by
facility implementation funding.

Digi ta l Image Analys is Techniques for
Materials Control (C. A. Steverson, N-4). The
Experimental Inventory Verification System (EIVS) is an
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intelligent camera-based materials monitoring system cur-
rently under T&E at the ICPP at INEL. The system pro-
vides continuous monitoring of materials with the overall
goal of providing data that will allow the reduction of
physical inventory requirements placed upon those
materials.

The EIVS verifies materials by acquiring one refer-
ence image, for each of up to four cameras per unit, that
visually represents the desired state and location of materi-
als being monitored. At user-adjustable intervals there-
after, the EIVS mathematically compares the current
image with the reference image. The ErVS will detect ad-
ditions, removals, or changes in the positions of contain-
ers housing the materials. These data can then be used to
justify reducing physical inventories performed on the
materials or to focus the target of the inventory on those
items where change has been shown to occur. Figure 31
shows a reference image of a typical storage scene, and
shows the resulting image from a change detection where
the position of a container has been slightly altered. The
difference image can be overlaid upon the reference image
to locate the position of the change exactly within the
monitored area.

Because the EIVS user terminal and data storage
mechanism can be \ocated remotely from the cameras,
state and location of materials can be analyzed daily by
safeguards personnel without requiring time consuming
and exposure-intensive physical access to areas where
materials are being stored. The EIVS software and data are
protected by mandatory and discretionary access controls,
as are the various functions within the system such as
media management, report generation, and tools allowing
interactive manipulation of image data collected by the
system. System performance can be analyzed through
statistics maintained for each image processed. These
statistics are stored in system logs and can be used to gen-
erate soft or hard copy reports reflecting system operation.

The EIVS has been installed in an ICPP vault for a
period of five months to date. During this test and evalua-
tion period, the EIVS has been operated in both short and
extended modes. Short modes, typically one hour to one
day, test the performance of some particular aspect of the
system such as data storage capacities, timing, or response
to lighting fluctuations. Overall system performance is

Fig. 3 1 . Reference image of a typical storage scene and difference image
resulting from scene change.
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tested in extended mode. Two extended mode tests have
been completed, each lasting one month. In both cases,
data produced by the system provided accurate detection of
slight changes experimentally introduced into the scene
and a low nuisance detection rate. The EIVS will con-
tinue to be developed and refined at Los Alamos National
Laboratory, with T&E activities continuing at ICPP. In
addition, two similar systems are currently being installed
at the SRS for evaluation in the upcoming year.

II. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACTIVI-
TIES

Although the ms\n mission of our Safeguards and
Security R&D program is the development and implemen-
tation of engineered systems for nuclear materials safe-
guards throughout the DOE complex and the world!—that
is, the transfer of state-of-the-science technology—we
have several tasks that are specifically directed to tech-
nology transfer activities.

A. Technical Support and Adjunct Require-
ments

This task supports quick responses to unplanned
requests for assistance throughout the year. It includes
direct technical support to DOE operations offices and
initial consultation with DOE facilities and contractors.

During 1991, we responded to many requests for
assistance from other DOE facilities and contractors.
Measurement and analysis of facility holdup, particularly
in process air ducts, is still an important area of concern.
More extensive support for RFP on determining and
propagating uncertainty holdup measurements, experimen-
tal confirmation of a new duct contact model for RFP, and
support for the duct holdup measurement program at Los
Alamos are described elsewhere in this report. Ad hoc
support activities include those for LLNL, RFP, SRS,
Oak Ridge, and Hanford and are described below:

1 . Support to the RFP

(a) The Los Alamos Safeguards Assay Group pro-
vided a peer review of the measurement
methodology used by the duct-holdup-meas-
urement program at RFP. The review con-
sisted of a survey of the calibration, measure-
ment, and data analysis procedures in use. a
written report, and an oral presentation to the
RFP DOE Office and EG&G management.

(b) We provided recommendations to RFP on neu-
tron verification measurements and NDA train-
ing. RFP plans to conduct a large number of
neutron coincidence verification measurements
of plutonium metal samples, and we will pro-
vide appropriate data analysis algorithms, meas-
urement equipment, and software programs.
Los Alamos and RFP also reviewed options

for specialized training courses on gamma-ray
assay and plutonium holdup measurements.

(c) Los Alamos Safeguards Assay Group members
provided support to RFP for inventory verifica-
tion measureme <ts of solution tanks and plu-
tonium metal sariples. We identified several
portable gamma-ray or x-ray measurement
techniques for the tanks, which contain pluto-
nium and uranium solutions with a wide range
of concentrations.

(d) At the end of the fiscal year, we began to
provide support to the RFP Duct Remediation
Program in the area of duct-holdup-measuic-
ment uncertainty propagation. We are working
closely with the Safeguards Measurements
Group at RFP, the DOE/RF, and the Defense
Nuclear Facility Safety Board to identify and
quantify measurement uncertainty components
and obtain overall measurement uncertainties
to mitigate the level of required duct cleanouL

2 . INEL MC&A Reviews (K. E. Thomas,
J. T. Markin, N. R. Zack, and J. S. Dreicer,
N-4). At the request of DOE/ID, Safeguards Systems
Group members visited the Test Reactor Area and the
ICPP to review MC&A practices. We reviewed proce-
dures and practices for materials surveillance, performance
testing, measurement control, and control limit calcula-
tion. A close-out briefing was held and an informal report
was left with DOE/ID.

3 . SRS Inventory Difference Review

At the request of the DOE's Savannah River Opera-
tions Office (DOE/SR), members of our Safeguards Sys-
tems Group participated in a review of IDs at Savannah
River. We identified several IDs requiring additional
study.

Los Alamos Safeguards Assay Group personnel
toured the FB-line process area and reviewed the duct
holdup measurement program underway there. We also
toured a small plutonium facility at the Savannah River
Laboratory and provided DOE/SR with an estimate of the
level of effort that would be required to measure the
holdup in this facility.

Safeguards Systems Group and Safeguards Assay
Group members toured the NSR Facility and the Pluto-
nium Storage Facility to review their NDA equipment and
MC&A systems. Before these facilities start up, the
NDA instrumentation, which was installed three years
ago, will require recalibration and checkout.

4 . Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant

Los Alamos and Y-12 personnel established a joint
project to evaluate the new, miniature, hand-held MCA
that Los Alamos is developing to see if it can be used for
holdup measurements at Y-12. Efforts centered on the
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feasibility of interfacing the MCA to the gamma-ray
detectors and bar code readers in use at Y-12.

5 . Hanford Site

Los Alamos Safeguards Assay personnel provided
support for a safety assessment of the Hanford waste tanks
by applying the following equipment and skills to radia-
tion and temperature monitoring of the tanks: portable
safeguards assay instrumentation previously developed
under the DOE/OSS R&D program, associated expertise
in irradiated fuel monitoring, and the software for remote,
unattended data collection and review.

trol
6 . Support to DOE Office of Arms Con-

At the request of the DOE Office of Arms Control,
we provided support to the US Department of State on the
removal from Iraq of material usable in nuclear weapons.
Los Alamos technical experts from the Nuclear Emer-
gency Search Team and the Safeguards R&D Program
provided information on options for surveying sites, iden-
tifying radioactive materials, and assaying fresh or spent
reactor-fuel assemblies.

7. LLNL

Los Alamos Safeguards Assay Group personnel
reviewed NDA measurement options for the LLNL nuclear
materials storage facility. New techniques, instruments,
and standards are needed for verifying inventories, assaying
scrap assay, screening waste, and performing shipper/
receiver confirmation measurements.

B. Industry Interactions: Joint Development
and Transfer of NDA Technology

The objective of this task is to transfer NDA tech-
nology by developing commercial suppliers of NDA
instrumentation, enlisting industry participation in NDA
detector and instrumentation development, and providing
consultation and design information on assay systems to
commercial vendors.

1 . Application Notes and Guides

a. Segmented Gamma-ray Scanner (T. E.
Sampson, N-l). During 1991 we published an Appli-
cation Note on the SGS. These notes are intended to give
a brief description (4 pages) of the use, application, meas-
urement characteristics, and commercial sources for typical,
widely used NDA instruments.

Copies of the SGS Application Note may be
obtained from the Safeguards Assay Group at Los Alamos
by calling the N-l group leader, George Eccleston, at
(505) 667-2448. Technical information or. SGS systems
may be obtained from Thomas Sampson at (505) 667-
6968.

b . Californium Shufflers (P. M. Rinard,
N-l). We prepared the first draft of an applications guide
to shufflers. It reviews the historical development of
shufflers and the diverse applications found for them. In-
formation is presented to help a potential user understand
the capabilities of shufflers and the important parameters
that should be considered in applying a shuffler to a new
assay problem.

2. Specification Packages

a. Passive/Active Shufflers (M. M.
Pickrell and L. L. Pollat, N-l). We have com-
pleted a detailed specification and drawing package for the
passive/active shuffler. The design is identical to that of
two shufflers delivered to the Portsmouth GDP. This
purchase order will procure two shufflers for use at Los
Alamos: one for the TA-5S Plutonium Facility and the
other for the Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Building.
The specification package has been approved by the Los
Alamos customers and purchasing group and will be
submitted to potential vendors for solicited bids.

b. Shipper/Receiver Confirmatory Sys-
tem (C. R. Hatcher, G. A. Sheppard, R. Siebel-
ist, J. K. Sprinkle, Jr., and T. R. Van Lyssel,
N-l). We prepared a specification package for the SRCS
hardware and sent it out for bid in April 1990. The fabri-
cation and assembly job was awarded to Canberra Indus-
tries of Meriden, Connecticut, in May 1990. Two accep-
tance tests were scheduled for the deliverable, one at the
factory and one at the customer's site, because the instru-
ment was never expected to be delivered to Los Alamos.
The factory test was performed successfully in October of
1990. It was delivered to the customer, WSRC, in late
1990 and passed the second acceptance test in the facility
in January of 1991. After WSRC completes their con-
struction and produces a shipment of HEU, we will use
this instrument and the one at Oak Ridge to confirm that
the shipments from WSRC have not been tampered with.
That is, we will demonstrate materials control for the
shipments.

3 . Evaluation of Commercial, Prototype
Compact Nal(Tl) Detectors (P. A. Russo, C. W.
Bjork, D. R. Close, R. W. Likes, M. C. Miller,
G. A. Sheppard, H. A. Smith, Jr., and T. R.
Wenz, N-l). The commercially procured versions of
the Los Alamos compact sodium iodide detectors79-80

were tested in plant-holdup-measurement applications and
in training applications during 1991. Both activities
required extended use of up to 12 detectors simultaneously.
The two test applications also involved several dozen
users.

The Los Alamos National Laboratory Phase I! duct
holdup measurements began in the late spring of 1991
(see Part 3, Section I.B.3). These activities were sched-
uled for portions of Los Alamos facilities in which the
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Phase I (survey/semi-quantitative) low-resolution holdup
measurements indicated the presence of holdup. The low-
resolution option was acceptable for the Phase II holdup
measurements of these areas because of the known and
defined isotopic compositions.

Holdup assays of 235U were performed for a 30-day
period beginning in April 1991. We used the 1.3-cm-
thick NaI(Tl) detectors in these applications to measure
gamma-ray net count rates in the energy range from 50 to
300 keV. Holdup assays of 239Pu and 241Pu were per-
formed for a two-week period. The gamma-ray net count
rates were measured in the 200- to 450-keV energy range.
We used the 5-cm-thick NaI(Tl) detectors for these meas-
urements. The measurement control tests performed
throughout these periods indicated stable gains (to ±1%)
for the constant-temperature environments and constant
detection efficiencies.

We presented a new training course on the NDA of
SNM holdup at Los Alamos in February (see Part 3,
Section III.A.2.a). The uranium and plutonium holdup
measurement exercises for this course required quantitative
determination of holdup simulated by sealed uranium- or
plutonium-bearing reference materials inserted into ducts,
pipes, and other equipment. Most of the measurements
performed in the holdup exercises involved low-resolution
gamma-ray detectors. We used the 1.3- and 5-cm-thick
NaI(Tl) detectors for uranium and plutonium holdup meas-
urements, respectively. Including the extended periods of
setup and testing for the new measurements exercises, the
course activities represented approximately four weeks of
continuous simultaneous use of 12 detectors. The meas-
urement control tests that were performed regularly to
monitor the stability of the gain, resolution, and net
response gave satisfactory results throughout this period.

Additional recent measurements that involved the
new compact Nal(Tl) detectors were the acquisition of
spectra at varying count rates using variable-burnup plu-
tonium reference samples for the evaluation of digital
gain-drift compensation techniques for NaI(Tl) detectors
(see Part 1.I.E.3). These measurements included a rigor-
ous monitoring of the reproducibility of the system gain
upon returning to the reference amplifier gain setting,
which provided a good opportunity to examine the system
stability/reproducibility, including that of the detector.

We expect to continue testing the compact NaI(Tl)
detectors through 1992. The tests will include additional
Phase II duct-holdup measurements at Los Alamos and
further applications to training in holdup measurements.
The compact detectors will also be incorporated into the
prototype holdup assay system based on the new, minia-
turized, portable MCA.89

III. SAFEGUARDS TECHNOLOGY TRAIN-
ING

A. Safeguards Technology Training

The DOE Safeguards Technology Training Program
is a major vehicle for technology transfer to both the do-

mestic and international nuclear communities. Since
1973, the program has grown from a single course to the
present available curriculum (which includes eight formal
course offerings and a special lecture series) and has ser-
viced over 2100 students. The program is very successful
both in informing participants of the latest nuclear mate-
rial control and measurement technology and in keeping
Los Alamos Safeguards R&D personnel abreast of the
needs and experiences of facility operators and safeguards
inspectors. The training program enjoys an excellent rep-
utation throughout the domestic and international nuclear
communities.

1 . Temporary Training Facility Upgrades
(H. A. Smith, Jr., N-l). The Los Alamos Safe-
guards and Security R&D program has been using a tem-
porary training facility that was required, because of phys-
ical security considerations, to accommodate most of our
SNM measurement exercises. This new training facility
is located in an existing security area where the proper
physical security measures can continue during course ses-
sions. The placement of this additional training space
within an existing protected area has the added benefit that
die SNM used in the class sessions is no longer trans-
ported to the classroom by escort over public roads. In-
stead, the material is brought to the training area, as
needed, from secure vault storage within the same
protected area.

The facility required extensive preparations to meet
current environment, safety, and health (ES&H) require-
ments. Over the past year and a half, the facility has been
fitted with automatic sprinkler fire suppression and light-
ning protection. In addition, a formal hazards analysis, a
hazard classification, and emergency plans have been de-
veloped for the facility. Finally, formal Los Alamos
management approval has been obtained for temporary and
limited training operations until more permanent facili-
ties, in the form of the Nuclear Safeguards Technology
Laboratory, can be obtained.

2 . Training Presented (H. A. Smith, Jr.,
N-l). Our Safeguards Technology Training Program at
Los Alamos from January through December 1991 con-
sisted of three formal courses and one workshop:

• In-Plant Measurement of Nuclear Materials
Holdup

• Fundamentals of Nondestructive Assay of Nu-
clear Materials

• Materials Accounting for Nuclear Safeguards
Variance Propagation and Systems Analysis
Workshop

The above courses, together with the NDA school for
IAEA inspectors and the State's Systems of Accounting
and Control (SSAC) training, accounted for six offerings
in the 1991 training schedule (see Fig. 32). See Part 4 for
a report on the presentation of the 1991 SSAC Interna-
tional Training Course and Part 5 for discussion of the
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CY1991 LANUDOE
Safeguards Technology Training

January

May

I 2«-3 MCtACouraa

(s-24 SSACCour— J

September

17-19 Variance
Propagation W> Shop .

February

4-8 In-Plant Holdup

June

October

March

5-15 IAEA Inspectors

July

November

April

August

12-16 Fundamental*

December

Figure 3 2 . Summary of safeguards training activities during calendar year
1991. Unshaded entries are the DOE-sponsored courses. The shaded entry
corresponds to the IAEA Inspector Tralnisg Course (see Part 5) that was
part of the International Safeguards activities. The SSAC Course is dis-
cussed in Part 4.

1991 IAEA Inspector Training Course. Table XII sum-
marizes the training course attendance for 1991, and the
course presentations are described in more detail below.

a. A New Course on the NDA of SNM
Holdup (P. A. Russo and H. A. Smith, Jr., N-
1). The Safeguards Assay Group presented a new training
course on the measurement of in-plant nuclear material
holdup in Los Alamos from February 4 to 8,1991. A to-
tal of 25 students from 9 US facilities spent 5 days deal-
ing first-hand with holdup measurement problems.*'

The course emphasized gamma-ray spectroscopy
techniques and provided three days of laboratory measure-
ments of simulated plutonium and uranium holdup. The
laboratory exercises included calibrating detectors for assay
of GGH deposits, followed by measuring holdup in simu-
lated tanks, glove boxes, pumps, piping, and ducts (see
Fig. 33). Participants worked in three- or four-person
teams to measure gamma rays from the simulated holdup,
apply corrections to the data, compute the holdup
quantities, and compare their results with those of their
colleagues and with the known quantities of material
hidden in the equipment.

The new holdup measurement course was based in
part on an earlier DOE Attributes Measurements Course
that included 1 1/2 days of exercises in measuring uranium
holdup. The new course was devoted entirely to holdup
measurements and was designed to meet the current needs
of DOE in this important area. An initial half-day
laboratory exercise was provided for new personnel that
emphasized the fundamental principles and techniques of
gamma-ray spectroscopy. The new course added pluto-
nium measurement exercises, emphasized duct measure-
ment geometries, and concluded with a 1-day workshop
(organized by Los Alamos and RFP safeguards personnel)
on measuring holdup in ducts.

Evaluation comments from the students were uni-
formly positive and offered several very useful suggestions
for improving future presentations of the course. The
next scheduled offering of the Holdup Course will be in
May 1992.

b . Fundamentals of Nondestructive A s -
say of Nuclear Materials (H. A. Smith, Jr.,
N-l). After more than a year and a half, we presented the
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Table XII. Summary of Attendance at LANL/DOE Safeguards Technology Training
Courses, 1991

Attendee Affiliation

Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne West (Idaho)
Babcock & Wiicox
Brookhaven National Laboratory
DOE (AU field offices)
DOE Headquarters

EG&G (Idaho)
EG&G (Mound)
EG&G (Rocky Flats)
INEL
LLNL
Los Alamos (Pu Facility)
Los Alamos (Other areas)

Martin Marietta, Oak Ridge K-2S
Martin Marietta, Oak Ridge Y-12
Martin Marietta, Piketon
Mason & Hanger (Amarillo)
New Brunswick Lab
NFS Erwin

USNRC

SAIC
SandiaLabs, Albuquerque
Westinghouse Hanford
Westinghouse Idaho
Westinghouse Savannah River
West Valley Nuclear Services

Japan
Mexico

TOTALS

In-Plant
Holdup
2/4-8

1

4

1
1
3

2
3
3

1
i

3

4

26

Materials
Accounting

4/29-5/3

1
1

1
7
3

1
4

1
2

1

3
2

1

28

Fundamentals
8/12-16

1
1

2

10

4

1
1
2
1
2
1

1

2
3

2
34

Variance
Propagation

1

1

1
1

2

2

6

14

Totals

2
1
1
1
8
4

2

14
1
1
7
8

3
5
7
1
2
2

4

2

3
2

16
2

1
2

102

Fundamentals of Nondestructive Assay of Nuclear Materi-
als Course from August 12 to 16, 1991, following exten-
sive ES&H preparations for the temporary training fa-
cility. Thirty four students from 14 US facilities and two
international students participated. The course consisted
of lectures, "The Rest of the Story: Other NDA Appli-
cations," and laboratory exercises in gamma-ray and
neutron interactions, uranium enrichment measurements,
transmission-corrected gamma-ray assays, and neutron
singles and coincidence counting. The course concluded
with a lecture and two demonstrations: a demonstration of
neutron multiplicity counting and a demonstration of
252Cf shufflers.

The large remaining waiting list of 100 interested
participants for this course suggests strongly that it
should be offered more than once next year. We plan to
present the next session of the course in March 1992 and
possibly a second offering later in FY 1992.

c. Materials Accounting for Nuclear
Safeguards (W. D. Stanbro and N. R. Zack,
N - 4). The Materials Accounting for Nuclear Safeguards
course was presented from April 29 through May 3 in the
J. R. Oppenheimer Study Center at Los Alamos to 29
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Fig. 3 3 . Students in the In-
Plant Holdup Course use high-
resolution instruments for
gamma-ray spectroscopy meas-
urements of holdup In narrow
pipes.

participants from 16 organizations. The organizations in-
cluded West Valley Nuclear Services, DOE/Nuclear Pro-
duction Reactor, DOE/SR, DOE/OSS, DOE/CTA/
Wackenhut, ANL, INEL, BNL, Y-12, WSRC, NRC, Los
Alamos, NBL, Portsmouth GDP, and Japan's Power Re-
actor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC).
Instructors came from several groups at Los Alamos. In
addition, Joseph J. Britschgi from WINCO gave a facili-
ties perspective on safeguards. The course was enthusias-
tically received by the students.

d. Variance Propagation and Systems
Analysis Workshop (E. A. Kern, N-4). The third
annual Variance Propagation and Systems Analysis Work-
shop was held at the Los Alamos Study Center September
17-19, 1991, with the course maximum of 14 students in
attendance. The workshop provides the participants with
the methodology and tools for performing off-line variance
propagation and systems analysis of MC&A systems.
Emphasis is placed on the practical rather than the more
theoretical aspects of variance propagation. For this year's
workshop, we completely rewrote the course manual to
reflect the needs and suggestions of previous workshop
participants. We also upgraded the VP code, which serves
as the main software tool for the workshop, to include a
graphical output capability.

3 . Training Planned—Measurement Con-
trol (G. L. Barlich, N-4). We have developed
course materials for the first offering of a new course in
measurement control to be held in Los Alamos June 2-4,
1992. The tentative schedule for this course is:

Tuesday. June 2
Opening remarks and introductions
Introductory material

What is measurement control?
Why do measurement control?

Sources of information

Records and administration
Analyst and method selection and qualification
Site presentation

Wednesday. June 3
Review of probability and statistics
Calibration

Error models
Standards
Linear and nonlinear calibration
Recalibration

Statistical control
Error models
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Calculation of uncertainty
Control charts and tests

Thursday. June 4
Method considerations

Tanks
Balances
Destructive chemical analysis
Gamma-ray nondestructive analysis
Neutron nondestructive analysis

Wrap-up and course critique

This course is designed for, and will be limited to, safe-
guards professionals with university or work experience in
a laboratory environment.

B. MC&A Training Coordination at the CTA

1 . Measurement Control Course (T. E.
Sampson, N-l). In February 1991 a Safeguards Assay
Group staff member instructed students in a Measurement
Control Workshop presented at the CTA. We were asked
to present a portion of the course discussing measurement
control for gamma-ray and neutron NDA techniques.
Other measurement techniques were discussed by represen-
tatives of other DOE facilities: volumetric (BNL), mass
(Savannah River), analytical chemistry (NBL), calorimetry
(Mound), process monitoring (INEL), and administration
(Mound).

Preparation for this course has provided the founda-
tion for further study on the application of measurement
control in the field of NDA. We are investigating the
type and usefulness of the information that can be ob-
tained from NDA measurement control and hope to use
this information to assist the DOE in preparing more
meaningful orders on this subject

2. Working Groups (H. A. Smith, Jr.,
N-l). The DOE Safeguards and Security Training Advi-
sory Committee (TAC) has been reorganized. Its mem-
bership now consists primarily of training managers at the
various DOE facilities, with representation from the CTA
and DOE Headquarters. A number of training issues are
being addressed in designated working groups that report
to the new TAC and have been chartered to develop guid-
ance for the CTA and DOE in developing and implement-
ing a safeguards and security training curriculum.

The coordinator of the Los Alamos Safeguards
Technology Training Program is serving on the MC&A
Training Working Group. The membership of this work-
ing group is similar to the earlier working group that was
associated with the old DOE TAC from 1989 to 1990.
The present working group held its first meeting from
October 29 to November 1, 1991, at the CTA to estab-
lish the CTA's FY 1992 MC&A training curriculum, to
determine existing MC&A training resources throughout
the DOE complex, and to recommend curriculum devel-
opment needs for future fiscal years.

Los Alamos Safeguards R&D Program representa-
tion on the working group will ensure thai the established
NDA and MC&A courses offered at Los Alamos have
their proper place in the evolving MC&A training regime
in the DOE complex. Additional representation on the
working group from the Los Alamos Operational Safe-
guards Division provides the necessary connection be-
tween the CTA and the Los Alamos personnel who will
need much of the MC&A training being developed
through this process.
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PART 4. INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS

I. SYSTEMS STUDIES AND SAFEGUARDS
DESIGN

We have several ongoing tasks to provide support
for international safeguards by developing improved
methodology, instrumentation, and system designs for
major processing facilities. These tasks include transfer of
state-of-the-art safeguards technology to the international
community.

A. International Safeguards for Enrichment
Plants

The objective of this task is to assist the IAEA and
Member States in developing safeguards equipment and
approaches for large commercial enrichment plants.

1 . International Safeguards for the
AVLIS Process (M. C. Miller and T. K. Li,
N-l). The AVLIS process has recently completed a
series of enrichment runs that generated representative
samples that we can use to develop NDA methods. Sam-
ples of feed, product, and tails will either be shipped to
Los Alamos or we will send equipment to LLNL to carry
out experiments in support of this activity. We are cur-
rently planning to make neutron measurements with a
modified AWCC that will include a multiplicity circuit.
Data obtained from these measurements will allow us to
evaluate the active multiplicity technique. We also will
make gamma-ray measurements on these materials. Re-
sults of these tests will provide the basis for instru-
mentation to be fielded during the AVLIS full-scale
demonstration.

2 . Enrichment Plant Safeguards Review
Group (EPSRG) Meeting Activities (M. C.
Miller and T. K. Li, N-l). We participated in the
EPSRG meeting that was held at LLNL in May. The cur-
rent status of the AVLIS program was updated by the
LJ.NL personnel, with an emphasis on activities that
would impact NDA development efforts as well as the
overall safeguards approach. A briefing on the current
classification status and issues was also given. The con-
cepUial design review was projected to be available some-
time during the year. One conclusion of the May meeting
was that BNL should coordinate a meeting that focuses on
specific treaty requirements for international inspection of
an AVLIS facility by the IAEA. (This meeting was held
in July at BNL.) The AVLIS program was scheduled to
perform a series of enrichment runs which would demon-
strate the capabilities of the AVLIS process. Los Alamos
was encouraged to participate by making use of sample
materials that would be available as well as fielding
equipment during the latter phase of the demonstration.

B. International Safeguards for Reprocessing
Plants

The goal of this task is- to assist the IAEA and
Member States in developing safeguards equipment and
approaches for large commercial reprocessing plants.

1 . Estimation of Pulsed Column Inven-
tories (E. A. Hakkila, N-4; A. Beyerlein and
J . F . Geldard, Clemson University; R. Weh,
GNS, Germany; and K. Eiben and T. Dander,
WAK, Germany). Last year, under the US DOE-
Germany Bundesministerium fuer Forschung und Tech-
nologie (BMFT) agreement for cooperation in reprocessing
plant safeguards, we obtained data from DWK (Deutsche
Gesellschaft fuer Wiederaufarbeitung von Kembrennstof-
fen) on experimental pulsed columns at their TEKO fa-
cility in Karlsruhe. We used the data, which included
measured uranium concentration profiles for first-cycle
columns during normal and abnormal operating condi-
tions, to validate techniques developed at Clemson Uni-
versity for estimating inventory in pulsed columns. This
project was completed with the presentation of a paper
entitled "Experimental Validation of Pulsed-Column
Inventory Estimators" at the Fourth International Con-
ference on Facility Operations-Safeguards Interface,
September 29-October 4,1991.91 The study indicates that
the use of theoretical models with a minimum number of
process data (concentration in process feed tanks) may be
an acceptable approach to column inventory estimation for
near-real-time accounting (NRTA).

2 . Field Test of Densitomeiry Using In-
ternal Gamma Rays (M. Collins, S.-T. Hsue,
N-l). Intrinsic densitometry is an assay technique that
requires no external radioactive sources or x-ray generators,
but relies only on natural radiation from the plutonium
isotopes. The method exploits the differential absorption
of gamma rays or x-rays above and below the K-absorp-
tion edge of plutonium. We have completed proof-of-
principle experiments for this technique for both low-
burnup92 and high-burnup93 plutonium solutions and
found that the technique can determine plutonium concen-
trations to ~2% in a 1-hour counting period. The method
is ideal for monitoring plutonium concentrations in pipes
or tanks without drawing samples and is intended for rela-
tively pure plutonium solutions with concentrations in
the range of 150 g/L to 300 g/L.

The Tokai Reprocessing Plant of the PNC is inter-
ested in applying the technique to monitor a pipe of flow-
ing plutonium nitrate solution without sampling. The
concentration range is from 180 g/L to 200 g/L for a
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high-burnup plutonium solution. As a part of the DOE -
PNC collaboration agreement, we are collaborating with
PNC in a demonstration study of the technique.

The pipe to be monitored is located in a glove box;
the monitoring device needs to view the pipe through the
glove. A special detector has been purchased for this
purpose. We have designed a lead collimator and lead
shielding to clamp around the pipe as shown in Fig. 34.
The collimator is in the shape of a rectangular slot with
dimensions of 1 cm by 3 cm; the distance from the surface
of the detector to the pipe is 6.S cm. Construction of
hardware vjt the system is underway.

There are two ways of calculating the response of
intrinsic densitometry as a function of the plutonium con-
centration (the response for high-burnup plutonium solu-
tions is the 111/148 photo peak ratio). The first method
of calculation uses the far-field approximation; the solu-
tion is assumed to have the geometry of a slab and the
absorption of the gamma ray through the solution can be
easily calculated. The calculated response in this case
may not be correct because in most cases the detector-to-
solution distance may not be large compared to the colli-
mator dimension; to have a reasonable count rate, the
detector needs to be near the solution. Based on our pre-
vious experiment, the distance needs to be at least twice
the largest dimension of the collimator for the far-field
approximation to be applicable. The second method uses
the Monte Carlo partieie transport code MCNP. This
method can account for the "near" geometry, which is used

because of count rate considerations, but the calculation
requires expertise in applying the technique, and the calcu-
lation is not straightforward to accomplish. However, if
successful, the calculation can be used to validate the far-
field approximation.

We used both methods for the pipe geometry as
shown in Fig. 34. The results are summarized in Fig. 35
and in Table XIII.

In this table, there is an uncertainty in the MCNP
calculation because a number of source photons are
launched from the solution and subsequently detected at
the same energy. Figure 35 shows that the difference
between the two methods is 2% from 150 g/L to 250 g/L.
However, if we limit our concentration range to 175 g/L
to 225 g/L, the difference is only 0.8%. This shows that
we can use the far-field approximation to calculate the
intrinsic densitometry response if we limit ourselves to a
smaller concentration range.

Actual measurements are planned for the summer of
1992.

3 . Rapid Chemical Separation of Ura-
nium and Plutonium in Dissolver Solutions
(Y. Rogers, B. Smith, and D. D. Jackson,
CLS-1). We are developing methods for separating plu-
tonium and uranium in dissolver solutions. An approach
using reversed-phase liquid chromatography followed by
post-column colorimetric reaction and spectrophotometric
detection has given good results on an analytical scale.

Lead Shielding

Plutonium Solution

Inside Glove Box Collimator

Glove Port

Fig. 34. Top view of the intrinsic densltometer designed to monitor a pipe in
the glove box.
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Table XIII. Response of the Intrinsic Densitometer

Plutonium
Concentration

(K/L)

150
175
200
225
250

Far-Field
Approximation
(111/148) Ratio

0.569
0.586
0.603
0.618
0.634

MCNP Calculation
(111/148) Ratio

0.575 ± 0.01
0.589 ± 0.01
0.602 ± 0.01
0.616 ± 0.01
0.628 ± 0.01

Difference
(%)

-1.04
-0.51
0.17
0.32
0.95

Alpha-hydroxyisobutric acid in the mobile phase com-
plexes Pu(IV) and U(VT) and provides good separation of
uranium and plutonium from fission products. The
maximum resolving power using our analytical system
was 2000 ppm uranium, 20 ppm plutonium, and 133
ppm gadolinium when eluted with 0.3 M HIBA/0.2 M
ammonium chloride. This corresponds to approximately
2.5 ng of plutonium. The analytical column capacity is
too small to separate the required 1 mg plutonium.

Using a preparative column with packing similar to
the analytical column, we found gadolinium, uranium, and
thorium (used as a stand-in for plutonium) all eluted with
a profile similar to the analytical system and we separated
them. Because the preparative liquid chromatograph
(PLC) does not have a post column derivatization detec-
tion system similar to the analytical system, the separa-
tions were confirmed by analyzing fractions collected from
the PLC and then analyzing the fractions using the ana-
lytical system. Thus, it was possible to load 1 mL of an
aqueous solution of 100 g/L uranium, 6 g/L gadolinium,

and 1 g/L thorium onto the column and obtain complete
separation. One mL of a 1 g/L solution translates into
1 mg of actual plutonium that can be collected for
isotopic analysis.

Because technetium and ruthenium are often a prob-
lem in the gamma-ray counting for plutonium isotopes,
we evaluated this separation further. Using our analytical
high-precision liquid chromatograph (HPLC) system and
the conditions previously established, we have demon-
strated the separation of technetium and ruthenium from
plutonium. The separations were confirmed by collecting
fractions from the HPLC and analyzing them.

4 . Third US-German Workshop on
NRTA for Reprocessing Plants (E. A. Hakkila,
N-4). The one-month timeliness goal for detecting the
loss of nuclear material from sensitive bulk-handling fa-
cilities can only be met by techniques that can determine
in-process inventory without shutting down the process.
Techniques that have been proposed to determine this

o
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Fig. 35 . Calculation of the re-
sponse of the intrinsic den-
sitometer as a function of the
plutonium concentration.
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inventory in reprocessing plants include running book in-
ventory, cumulative flux, adjusted running book inventory
(ARBI), and NRTA. Over the past 14 years, intensive ef-
fort on the part of safeguards experts arid the inspectorates
has developed and refined the concept of NRTA so that it
can be applied to reprocessing plants. Experimental work
on NRTA has been carried out by the UK at the Dounreay
fast breeder reprocessing plant, by Japan at the Tokai
reprocessing plant, and by Germany at the Karlsruhe
reprocessing plant.

In an effort to bring technology developers together
to discuss progress in the field, the US DOE and the
BMFT sponsored a series of workshops on the topic of
NRTA. The first workshop was held in Hanover,
Germany, in May 1986,94 and the second was held in Los
Alamos, New Mexico, in December 1987.95 A third
workshop was organized to review accomplishments dur-
ing the past three years and to identify possible areas of
future concern. Progress made since the first workshop
can be summarized by looking back at the summary report
from the first meeting, which stated "Neither European
Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM) nor the IAEA
inspectorates have made official or binding statements as
to the acceptability of the method for future facilities."
Today both inspectorates are planning to use NRTA at the
British Nuclear Fuels Limited reprocessing plant at Sel-
lafieJd, and the IAEA is planning to use it at the Japan
Nuclear Fuel Services (JNFS) plant at Rokkasho-mura.

This third workshop was organized with informal
discussion as shown in Table XIV.

5 . Safeguards for Large-Scale Reprocess-
ing (LASCAR) Plants (E. A. Hakkila and P. L .
Anderson, N-4; R. H. Augustson and G. E.
Bosler, N-l ) . LASCAR is a multinational group com-
prising the US, UK, FRG, France, Japan, EURATOM,
and the IAEA; it is studying the status of safeguards tech-
nology available for the large reprocessing plants sched-
uled to be operating by the turn of the century. We have
prepared US input and reviewed input from other partici-
pants for meetings of Working Group 2B (main process
area) and Working Group 3 (product storage). We partici-
pated in a meeting of these Working Groups in Munich
and the plenary meeting in Williamsburg, Virginia. Los
Alamos organized this plenary meeting.

6 . An Assessment of the Proliferation
Potential and International Implications of the
Integral »-ast Reactor (IFR) (K. K. S. Pillay,
N-4). A new fast reactor concept based on metallic fuel
and nonaqueous fuel reprocessing and fabrication is being
developed by ANL for DOE. The novelty of the fuel
recycling process being developed for this reactor raises
questions about the inherent resistance of this new type of
process to potential diversion of fissile material and about
safeguarding the recycling plant and its contents. Both
absolute resistance to proliferation and proliferation resis-
tance relative to alternative reactor types and fuel cycles

that might be used instead of the IFR concept are of
interest.

A panel of experienced fuel cycle and actinide chem-
istry experts and nuclear and non-proliferation foreign
policy experts was assembled to carry out the study. The
Safeguards Systems Group of Los Alamos contributed to
this study through our participation and by writing a sepa-
rate chapter on international safeguards measures necessary
to minimize the proliferation potentials of this tech-
nology.

The general conclusion of the study is that it may
be possible to develop a safeguards system for the IFR
fuel recycling system that will make diversion from such
a regime extremely difficult and detection of such diver-
sions possible with a reasonably high degree of confi-
dence. However, this will require detailed analyses of
diversion paths, possible modifications to equipment lay-
out, addition of special features to the facility to improve
C/S, and development of new techniques to improve the
estimates of plulonium flow and inventories.

7 . Isotope Dilution Gamma Ray Spec-
trometry for Dissolver Solutions (T. K. Li and
J. L. Parker, N-l) . Isotope dilution mass spectrome-
try (IDMS) has long been the most accepted technique for
determining the plutonium content of input spent-fuel dis-
solver solutions in reprocessing plants. However, IDMS
is time consuming, requiring lengthy times for sample
preparation and high costs for equipment and operation.
To avoid IDMS's disadvantages, but yet deliver acceptable
measurement accuracy and precision and to complement
the hybrid K-edge/K-XRF measurement of plutonium
concentration, we are developing a new technique—
isotopic dilution gamma-ray spectronietry (IDGS)9^"98—
to simultaneously measure the plutonium concentration
and isotopic composition of highly radioactive fuel-dis-
solver solutions. The method is similar to IDMS except
that the isotopic distribution of both unspiked (unknown
dissolver solution) and spiked (by adding to the dissolver
solution a spike of well-characterized plutonium) samples
are measured by high-resolution gamma-ray spectrometry
rather than mass spectrometry, and sample preparation is
simpler. IDGS appears to be nearly unbiased when com-
pared to IDMS results; for 10 independent samples, the
average ratio of lengthy IDGS concentration measure-
ments to routine IDMS measurements was 1.0005.
Because of the low count rates from the very small
amounts of plutonium involved, the IDGS method re-
quired fairly long count times to achieve good precision.
With the current detector and sample size, 100-min.
counts of both spiked and unspiked samples give concen-
tration values with an RSD of about 1%.

IDGS measurements of highly radioactive dissolver
solutions from reprocessing plants require rapid separation
of plutonium from fission products and other actinides and
efficient recovery of purified plutonium. To improve
sample preparation, we performed the 3rd joint IDGS ex-
periment at the Tokai Reprocessing Plant (TRP), Japan.
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TABLE XIV. NRTA WORKSHOP PRESENTATION

Tuesday, September 24, 9 am

Opening Remarks
A. Hakkila
R. Weh

Practical Performance of NRTA. R. Weh, Chairman
T. Jones, Dounreay "The UK's Reprocessing Plant Safeguards Program"
E. Omori, PNC "NRTA Development Status at the Tokai Reprocessing Plant"
J. Lausch, Germany "Operating Experience with NRTA at WAK"

"IAEA Application of an NRTA System at PFPF'
"IAEA Application of an NRTA System at TRP"

S. Johnson, IAEA "Part 1. Procedural Implementation"
D. Sellinschegg, IAEA "Part 2. Results and Problems"
T. Jones, Dounreay "An Alternative View of a Reprocessing Plant"
G. Hough, U.S. "The Adjusted Running Book Inventory Approach"
Y. Kawada, JNFS "NRTA Simulation Model Development"

Wednesday, September 25,8:20 am

Quality of Measurements. A. Hakkila, Chairman
T. K. Li, Los Alamos "IDGS Measurement of Reprocessing Plant Input Solutions"
Barbara Smith, Los Alamos "Studies on Rapid Chemical Separation of U and Pu from Dissolver

Solutions"
A. Beyerlein, Clemson "Pulsed Column Inventory Estimation"
S.-T. Hsue, LOS Alamos "The Poor Man's Densitometer"

Statistics. M. Canty, Chairman
R. Avenhaus, Germany "Decision Theoretical Foundation of Optimization Criteria for

NRTA"
R. Avenhaus, Germany "The Independent Transformation in NRTA"
R. Picard, Los Alamos "Automating Large-Scale LEMUF Calculations"
R. Seifert, KfK "Memo and Prosa as Software Tools in International Safeguards"
R. Seifert, KfK "Experience in Establishing Detailed Measurement Models for Real

NRTA Balance Data"
M. Canty, Julich "Inspection Games over Time"

Thursday, September 26,8:30 am

Design Verification. M. Ehinger, Chairman
M. Ehinger, ORNL "Use of Process Monitoring for Design Verification"
J. Prommel, I-os Alamos "Use of Intelligent Systems for Evaluation of
J. Howell, Los Alamos Process Monitoring Information"

Authentication of Instruments. R. Augustson, Chairman
J. Halbig, Los Alamos "Authentication of Remote Instrumentation"
H. Menlove, Los Alamos "Authentication of Instruments at PFPF'

Other Topics
J. Regnier, COGEMA "Some Comments on EURATOM Application of Safeguards at

UP-3"
G. Hough, US "Further Comments on ARBI"
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The improvement includes using ion-exchange filter pa-
pers (instead of using resin beads as in two previous ex-
periments) for better separation and recovery of plutonium
from fission products.

TV filter paper, which is 2 in. in diameter, is made
by aie Sumitomo Chemical Industry in Japan. Six dis-
solver solutions were measured in this experiment. Each
dissolver solution was individually spiked by two large
size dry (LSD) spikes to make two duplicate, spiked dis-
solver solutions. Two unspiked samples were also pre-
pared from each batch of dissolver solutions. The
unspiked and spiked dissolver solutions were saved from
the leftover (waste) materials during the international and
national inspections at TRP. For each batch of dissolver
solution, TRP routinely prepares aliquots of one unspiked
and two spiked samples for IAEA inspection, national
NMCC (neutron multiplicity coincidence counter) inspec-
tion, and TRP plant accountability measurement by
IDMS. Only very small portions (approximately 0.1 mi)
of both spiked and unspiked dissolver solutions are taken
for this purpose.

Table XV shows the gamma-ray piutonium iso-
topic compositions (in weight percent) for the dissolver
solutions as determined by IDGS. Table XVI shows the

comparison of the plutonium isotopic compositions of
dissolver solutions as determined by IDGS and IDMS.
The agreement between IDGS and IDMS for dissolver
solutions is very good, especially for the 24OPu/239Pu
ratio (average IDGS/IDMS ratio is 0.998) and the weight
percent of fi9Pu (average IDGS/IDMS ratio is 0.998),
which are important for calculating the total plutonium
concentration.

In the first experiment, the separation of plutonium
was not quite complete so that some samples were con-
taminated by fission products. The unseparated fission
products i the sample may affect the accuracy of the
measurement by the direct interference of their K x-rays
with the plutonium low-energy gamma rays. Further-
more, the dramatically increased continuum background
produced by higher energy gamma rays from fission
products reduces the precision of measurement for a given
counting time and geometry for the same mass of pluto-
nium. No low-energy gamma rays from fission products
interfered in the second experiment and the most recent
experiment. This may be a result of die double amount of
8 M HNO3 solution used in the fission-product washings.
However, some weak high-energy gamma rays from

TABLE XV.
Solutions as

Batch No.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Plutonium Isotopic Abundances (wt %) of
Determined

238pu

1.341
1.147
1.164
1.377
1.204
1.140

by the 3rd IDGS Experiment

239pu

60.558
63.012
64.829
61.668
63.717
64.134

240pu

22.686
21.582
20.880
22.260
21.380
21.017

241pu

11.044
10.579
9.960

10.690
10.246
10.331

Dissolver

242pu

4.4
3.7
3.2
4.0
3.5
3.5

TABLE XVI. Comparison of Plutonium
Determined by IDGS and IDMS for the 3rd

Isotopic Abundances as
Experiment

IDGS/IDMS

Batch No.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Average

23«p u

1.011
i.011
1.018
1.010
1.021
1.006

1.013

239pu

0.998
1.000
1.002
0.996
1.000
0.994

0.998

240pu

0.998
0.996
0.992
1.002
0.997
0.993

0.996

24iPu

1.006
1.002
1.009
1.014
1.007
1.046

1.014

240Pu/239pu

1.000
0.996
0.990
1.007
0.997
1.000

0.998
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ruthenium, antimony, and cesium, which produce a higher
continuum background, were observed in spectra in both
experiments.

To keep possible fission products from affecting
the relative efficiency determination and to reduce uncer-
tainties in the isotopic ratio determination, we used fixed
relative efficiencies in our analysis of plutonium isotopic
compositions. The fixed relative efficiencies are deter-
mined by analyzing the internal spectral information from
a long-counted spectrum of a resin-bead sample spiked
with a pure LSD spike. By using fixed relative efficien-
cies, we assume that die measurement geometry, sample
sizes, and sample thicknesses are nearly identical. Some
subsamples of spiked dissolver solutions in the first
experiment were not used for the final analysis because
incompletely separated fission products were identified in
the spectra. We re-analyzed these samples by using fixed
relative efficiencies. Table XVII lists the 54OPu/239Pu
ratios of these subsamples found by using fixed relative
efficiencies and calculated relative efficiencies from each
spectrum and comparisons to IDMS results. The average
IDGS/IDMS ratios of 240Pu/ 239Pu are 1.003 for fixed
relative efficiencies and 1.024 for calculated relative
efficiencies.

The results of the plutonium element concentra-
tions from IDGS and IDMS are compared in Table XVIII.
The average plutonium concentration obtained by IDGS in

this experiment agrees with that obtained by IDMS vithin
0.1% in Table XVIII(C). This is consistent with the
results of the previous two experiments shown in Table
XVIII(A) and XVIII(B). The average IDGS/IDMS ratio
for 16 samples from the 3 experiments is 0.9999 and the
sample RSD of the average ratio is 0.2%, indicating that
any bias between IDMS and IDGS methods is less than
0.2%.

The IDGS technique may provide useful account-
ability and verification information on intermediate-
process and hot-waste streams, which are important for
NRTA at reprocessing plants. It could also be a potential
on-site verification method for international inspections.
At present, spiked and unspiked aliquots from each dis-
solver batch are prepared by the plant operators and given
to the inspectors for shipping to the Safeguards Analytical
Laboratory (SAL) for IDMS analysis. The turnaround
time in getting the results of these analyses is usually
more than a month because of difficulties in shipping
plutonium-bearing samples. A simple, prompt verifica-
tion analysis for each dissolver batch that could be done at
reprocessing plants would save time and money." By
implementing the IDGS technique for on-site verification,
domestic and international inspectors could promptly
detect anomalies and significantly reduce the number of
samples sent to the SAL for IDMS analysis.

TABLE XVII. 240pu/239Pu Ratios of
the First Experiment

Subsample

LSD la
lb

LSD 2a
2b

LSD 3a

LSD 4a
4b
4c

Average

IDMS

0.061613

0.061672

0.061937

0.061817

*IDGS(A) - 24OPu/239Pu ratios
**IDGS(B) - 24OPU/239PU ratios

IDGS(A)*

0.06271
0.06407

0.06638
0.0641

0.06222

0.06191
0.06204
0.06247

Fission Product

IDGS(A)/IDMS

1.018
1.04

1.076
1.039

1.005

1.002
1.004
1.01

1.024

Contaminated

IDGS(B)**

0.06095
0.06172

0.06393
0.06253

0.06131

0.06048
0.06194
0.06234

determined by calculated relative efficiencies,
determined by fixed relative efficiencies.

Subsamples from

IDGS(B)/IDMS

0.989
1.002

1.037
1.014

0.990

0.978
1.002
1.008

1.003
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TABLE XVIII. Comparison of Total Plutonium Concentrations
of Dissolver Solutions as Determined by IDGS and IDMS

A.

B .

C.

Sample

First

1
2
3
4

IDGS
(ePu/L)

Experiment

0.9702
0.9750
0.9838
0.9811

Average

Second

1
2
3
4
5
6

Experiment

1.2968
1.2933
1.3852
1.3776
1.2713
1.2708

Average

Third

1
2
3
4
5
6

Experiment

1.603
1.491
1.490
1.550
1.311
1.506

Average

IDMS
(RPU/L)

0.9769
0.9778
0.9822
0.9806

1.298
1.298
1.375
1.375
1.266
1.266

1.586
L.496
1.481
1.591
1.306
.502

IDGS/IDMS

0.9931
0.9971
1.0016
1.0005

0.9981

0.9991
0.9964
1.0074
1.0019
1.0042
1.0038

1.0021

1.0104
0.9966
1.0061
0.9742
1.0041
1.0020

0.9989

C . International Safeguards for MOX Fabri-
cation Facilities

The goal of this task is to develop appropriate safe-
guards approaches for MOX fuel fabrication facilities,
including nuclear materials measurement techniques and
methods for processing and interpreting MOX materials
accounting data.

1 . System Studies (K. K. S. Pi Hay and
J. F. Hafer, N-4; R. R. Picard, A-l). Presently
die recycling of plutonium in nuclear reactors is achieved
by using fuels fabricated from mixtures of uranium and
plutonium oxides. Modem MOX fuel fabrication facili-
ties for recycling plutonium in power reactors are designed
to fabricate nuclear fuels for several types of power reac-
tors, including liquid metal fast breeders and a variety of
thermal reactors. This requires the production facility
design to include features that allow the manufacture of
MOX fuels of various configurations and compositions.
Designing safeguards systems for such facilities to com-
ply with the requirements of an international safeguards

regime offers unique challenges. Our recent examination
of these issues is an extension of our previous work ex-
amining the materials accounting system for safeguarding
a MOX fuel fabrication process patterned after the Secure
Automated Fabrication (SAF) line at Hanford.

The SAF line, as originally conceived, was capable
of producing a variety of reactor fuels for several types of
reactors using mixed oxides of piutonium and uranium.
During this study, we assumed that the SAF line would
be used for fabricating fuels for a fast breeder reactor
(FBR). The process operations described here and the
materials accounting systems are typical of processes that
may be carried out at the SAF line or similar modern
MOX fuel fabrication facilities.

Previous work by the Safeguards Systems Group at
Los Alamos100103 presented the results of an operator's
materials accounting system at such a MOX fuel fabrica-
tion facility. The reference facility used in one of the
reports (Ref. 102) was the SAF line. Based on the opera-
tor's materials accounting practices, which represent cur-
rent industrial practices, estimates ot flows and inventories
of SNM together with detection probabilities for abrupt
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and protracted losses were estimated assuming a single
MBA structure for the process area.

We also are involved in a long-range program for
developing a near-real-time material accountancy system
for the PFPF of the PNC of Japan (see Part 5.IV.C).
Many of the materials accountancy and verification
systems we examined earlier for the SAF line have been
valuable in the NRTA system development for PFPF
During this study, our examination of a verification
scheme for the SAF line to maximize the use of IAEA
inspection resources is another example of consolidating
knowledge to improve safeguards system development

During the present study, we examined resource op-
timization for IAEA's verification of the safeguards
regime for a modern MOX facility patterned after the SAF
line. Tc facilitate the design of accounting systems for
such facilities, we developed a computer program to emu-
late the operation of the fuel fabrication line to produce
data files for input to error propagation software. These
files contain detailed information on inventories and trans-
fers, including weights, concentrations, and uncertainties
of measurements useful for materials accounting and error
propagation. Using this computer program, we generated
a data file for a typical period of operation for the FBR
line. Sample-size calculations were made using a com-
puter program developed at Los Alamos to minimize the
standard deviation of MUF-D, assuming a fixed resource
allocation. This data file was used for further analysis and
to develop a sampling plan for IAEA inspection assuming
a fixed resource allocation. The principles of facility ma-
terial accountancy, resource optimization for verification,
etc., discussed in our recent report may be readily adapted
for safeguarding a number of modern MOX fuel fabrica-
tion facilities now under IAEA safeguards.104

2 . Consultants Meeting on NDA Data
(R. H. AugusCson, N- l ) . A Los Alamos staff
member participated in the IAEA Consultants' Meeting
on Authentication of Operator Provided Equipment as &
member of the US delegation. This meeting studied
authentication issues related to the use, by the IAEA for
safeguards purposes, of in-plant equipment not always un-
der IAEA control. The consultants meeting was attended
by 20 experts from five countries and EURATOM. A
report, which contains recommendations for the Agency,
was prepared by the group.

The discussions and the Agency working paper em-
phasized developing a definition of the term "authentica-
tion," rather than specific methods for authenticating sys-
tems. The final definition, after much discussion, is as
follows:

Authentication is the process of assuring that
genuine information is obtained for safeguards pur-
poses using equipment for which the IAEA lacks
sufficient control or knowledge.

This definition contains most of the words and con-
tent of the version suggested in the US paper. The fact

that the wording of the definition received so much atten-
tion and that terms like re-authentication were not accept-
able to some delegations indicated that there are underlying
concerns about authentication in these countries.

3 . Evaluation of Holdup Measurements
at a MOX Facility

a. Neutron Measurements (H. O. Men-
love, M. C. Miller, and P. A. Russo, N-l).
We have designed a new glove-box assay system (GBAS)
to measure the plutonium holdup in process area glove-
box lines at the PFPF in Japan. The detector systems are
large slabs of polyethylene (7.5 x 100 x 160 cm), each
containing twenty 3He tubes. A pair of slabs is placed
(one each) on the opposite sides of the glove box to
count, in coincidence, the spontaneous fission neutrons
from the effective 240Pu mass inside the glove box. A
12-step scanning procedure is used to measure the large
(18 nP) glove bores uniformly. This scanning procedure
should give a spatial response uniformity of ±10% for all
MOX holdup locations inside the glove boxes.

The GBAS was calibrated by introducing four to
six MOX standards into the glove box close to the major
holdup regions. Each MOX standard was contained in a
polyethylene bottle holding -500 g PuO2 mixed with a
similar quantity of UO2.

For the measurements, each glove box was scanned
from either 6 or 12 positions depending on the size of the
glove box. We performed the scanning measurement both
before introducing the standards to determine the holdup
and room background and after introducing standards to
measure the calibration coefficients. For some of the
glove boxes, we varied the number and location of the
standards and measured the glove box to check the lin-
earity of the calibration.

The GBAS counters are subject to low-level back-
ground coincidence counts from adjacent glove boxes.
Neighboring boxes thai are more than one standard dis-
tance away (~2 m) contribute negligibly to the measure-
ment If we define the plutonium mass in the target glove
box as mi, the mass in the left-side adjacent box as m^,
and the mass in the right-side adjacent box as ^13, the
measured coincidence rate is

R\ = A\ m\ + A2 /M3 ,

where A\, A2, and .A3 are the calibration coupling coeffi-
cients. Experiments in which known masses of plulo-
nium were placed in adjacent glove boxes were performed
to measure the coupling coefficients.

The GBAS calibration measurements show a re-
markable independence from the particular glove box. The
new scanning procedure averages out differences in the
scattering between boxes containing hoppers, blenders,
calciners, grinders, and fillers. Figure 36 shows a com-
parison of the calibration coefficients (normalized to 12
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CALIBRATION CONSTANTS FOR PFPF GLOVEBOXES
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Fig. 36. Linear calibration slopes (full-size
glove box equivalent) for the glove-box
lines included in the initial calibration of
GBAS. The calibration slopes had a standard
deviation ot only ±5.1% from the average.

matrix positions) for all of the glove boxes. We get the
remarkable result that the average variation in the separate
calibrations is only ±5%.

With this new measurement capability for glove-
box holdup, IAEA inspectors can treat the holdup as veri-
fied inventory. A sample identification number will be
assigned to each glove box. During routine monthly
inspections at the facility, the IAEA will include these
glove-box samples as part of the measured inventory.
Thus, a large source of inventory uncertainty will be
eliminated, and criticality control during process opera-
tions will be improved.

b . Gamma-Ray Measurements. (P. A.
Russo, T. R. Wenz, M. C. Miller, and H. O.
Men love, N-l). We have used portable, low-resolu-
tion gamma-ray spectroscopy to assay high-bumup pluto-
nium holdup in a MOX fuel fabrication facility.'0^ The
gamma-ray measurements were made simultaneously with
the neutron coincidence measurements described above,
which used large slab 3He detectors to measure the
(holdup) inventory of plutonium in individual glove boxes
that contain automated bulk-processing equipment. The
simultaneous measurements by two different techniques
allowed each technique to verify the other, to a degree.
However, the greater accuracy of the neutron technique
(better than 10% in these applications) allowed us to
examine improvements in the simpler gamma-ray assay
techniques (accurate to no better than 25% in these appli-
cations) to make the gamma-ray techniques more generally
useful in holdup and attributes measurement applications,
particularly those in which the thickness of the process
equipment is uniform and known (ducts, tanks, pipes,
etc.).

The 239Pu, 400-keV, low-resolution, gamma-ray
assay signal for high-brrnup plutonium, or for plutonium
with high (1-10%) 241Am content, includes a significant
2 4 1 Am component. Unless the isotopic distribution,
including 24*Am, is constant, large systematic effects
from the relative 241Am component can bias the assay
results. The original comparisons of the neutron and
gamma-ray assay results from the MOX holdup measure-
ments were made for gamma-ray assays whose ca^ation
was selected from several calibrations performed with
reference standards of varying isotopic distributions. The
selection of a calibration standard was based on its spectra!
similarity to the measured gamma-ray spectra of the
process-holdup material. This qualitative evaluation re-
quires multiple calibrations and a good range of reference
materials, representing the range of the isotopic distribu-
tion of the process materials available to the user.

Because of this requirement, we developed a new
procedure for low-resolution spectral analysis using
gamma rays that uses calculated isotope activity ratios and
the measured net counts in three spectral regions of inter-
est to evaluate and remove the 241Am contamination from
the 239Pu assay signal on a spectrum-by-spectrum basis.
The calibration for the new procedure requires only a sin-
gle plutonium reference standard. The procedure can also
provide a measure of the bumup and age attributes of
holdup deposits.

We applied the new procedure to the assay of plu-
tonium from the holdup measurements performed previ-
ously at the MOX fuel fabrication facility. Three hundred
gamma-ray spectra archived fron. these holdup measure-
ments were re-analyzed. Comparisons of the new gamma-
ray assay results with the neutron assays gave agreement
equivalent to that obtained in the original comparisons.
However, there was no subjectivity associated with the
choice of the calibration standard. A detailed report on the
new procedure and on the comparisons of gamma-ray and
neutron assay results has been completed.1"5

4 . Test and Evaluation of NDA Equip-
ment for MOX Fabrication Facilities (H. O.
Menlove and M. C. Miller, N-l). For the safe-
guards inspection of large, automated fuel-handling facili-
ties, the measurement instrumentation must be adapted to
the facility. In-line NDA systems are required to measure
the difficult- to-access nuclear materials both to reduce radi-
ation exposure to the inspectors and to reduce the intru-
siveness to the normal plant operation. In addition, full
consideration of data authentication problems must be
given to in-plant NDA systems.

The NDA systems at the PFPF MOX plant in
Japan cover the entire scope of MOX operations including
the input, output, process area, storage, and waste
streams. Six NDA systems based on passive neutron
coincidence counting of the plutonium have been in
continuous or regular use since September 1988. The
unattended NDA systems in continuous operation have
not lost inspection daia since installation.
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The mean time between failure (MTBF) of the
JSR-11 shift registers has been 2.8 years and the MTBF
of the COMPAQ computers has been 2.2 years. Thus far
one detector tube has failed and no AMPTEK amplifiers
have failed. Because we have two electronic systems run-
ning in parallel for redundancy on each detector, the
system has not failed during the 3-year period.

Periodic measurements of a sealed neutron source
( ^ ^ f ) placed in the detectors makes it possible to moni-
tor the operational status and precision of the instruments.
The excellent stability of the NDA systems was demon-
strated by repeated measurements of the neutron source.
The average scatter of the points is 0.5%, which is consis-
tent with the counting statistics.

5 . Appl icat ion of Cont inuous Unat-
tended Operation of NDA Equipment to Include
Authenticated Remote Data Readout (R. H.
Augustson and J. Halbig, N-l ) . Authentication of
operator-owned or operator-supplied equipment is becom-
ing a topic of increased interest to die IAEA as large
automated facilities come on stream around the world.
With knowledge of technology that had earlier been incor-
porated into the Darlington Core Discharge Monitor, we
are studying how to adapt the authentication features into
data transmission systems appropriate to MOX fabrication
facilities. We prepared a paper for presentation at an Insti-
tute of Electronics and Electrical Engineering meeting held
in Santa Fe, New Mexico, in November 1991.

6 . Waste Drum Assay System for a
MOX Fuel Fabr ica t ion Faci l i ty (H. O.
Menlove, J. Baca, K. Kroncke, and M. C.
Miller, N- l ) . As part of the joint DOE/PNC coopera-
tive safeguards program, we have developed a new type of
55-gal. waste drum counter and installed it at the PFPF
facility in Japan. The detector system shown in Fig. 37

uses the classical NDA method of passive neutron coinci-
dence counting of plutonium but has a new "add-a-source"
feature to improve the accuracy for matrix corrections and
new statistical techniques to improve the low-level
detectability limits.

The add-a-source technique introduces a minute
source of 2 5 2Cf ( 1 0 8 g) to the external surface of the
sample drum and the perturbation by the drum of the
^ ^ f coincidence counting rate provides the data to make
a matrix correction for the plutonium inside the drum.
The errors introduced from matrix materials in 208-L
drums have been reduced by an order of magnitude using
the add-a-source technique. In addition, the add-a-source
method can detect the presence of unexpected neutron
shielding material inside the drum that might hide the
presence of SNM. Figure 38 shows the relative response
from 208-L drums containing a wide range of matrix ma-
terials both with and without the add-a-source correction.
The sensitivity, or detectability limit, of the new waste
drum assay system is better than prior NDA systems for
actual waste materials. For the in-plant installation at the
PFPF MOX facility in Japan, the detectability limit is
0.4 mg 240Pu (or 1.3 mg plutonium) for a 15-min meas-
urement. For a drum containing 100 kg of waste, this
translates to about 4 nCi/g. This excellent sensitivity
was achieved using a special low-background detector de-
sign, good overhead shielding, and statistical techniques in
the software to selectively reduce the cosmic-ray-neutron
background.

The waste drum assay system shown in Fig. 37 is
in operation at PFPF to improve the safeguarding of
SNM and to better control the disposal of low-level
nuclear wastes.

7 . Safeguards Instrumentation for the
New Siemens LWR MOX Fuel Fabrication Fa-
cility (J. E. Stewart, C. R. Hatcher, R. H.

Fig. 3 7 . Photograph or WDAS
showing the open sample cavi ty
and a 208-L drum.
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Fig. 3 8. The measured reals and the add-a-source-corrected reals for
various matrix materials in 55-gal. drums.

Augustson, G. W. Eccleston, S. F. Klosterbuer,
and H. O. Menlove, N-l). Significant progress has
been made in constructing the new Siemens LWR MOX
fuel fabrication facility at Hanau, Germany.107 Full pro-
duction capacity for the plant will be 120 metric tons of
heavy metal per year (120 tHM/y). A smaller plant (25
tHM/y) has been in operation on the site for several years.
The two production lines in the new plant will be heavily
automated. It is anticipated that all processing steps will
be automated and computer controlled, including the stor-
age of pellet trays and pin bundles in specially protected
stores and the assembly of finished fuel elements.
Because 5% (average) of the heavy metal will be pluto-
nium, the design capacity throughput is 6 tPu/y. IAEA

and EURATOM inspectors will be continuously on site
to verify the safeguards for the production process.

We have been working with the IAEA,
EURATOM, and Siemens personnel to define and specify
integrated NDA instrumentation and software for the new
facility. Both unattended and attended systems will be
required. It is planned that Los Alamos will be the devel-
oper/supplier of special-purpose passive NCCs for verifi-
cation of pellet trays and fuel-pin bundles. Other NCCs,
developed by Los Alamos, will be provided by commer-
cial suppliers. For high-resolution gamma-spectrometry
(HRGS) systems, the LLNL MGA software will be used.

A summary of the systems planned for implemen-
tation in the new facility is given in Table XIX.

TABLE XIX. Summary of NDA Instrumentation Planned for the New Siemens MOX-II
Fuel Fabrication Facility

Measurement Station

Input P11O2 Canister

Pellet Trays

Pin Bundles

Finished Assemblies

Number
of Units

1
1

4

1

1

Measurement Type

PNCC (attended)
HRGS (attended)

PNCC (unattended)

PNCC (attended)

PNCC (attended)

Developer/Supplier

Los Alamos/Canberra-Jomar
LLNL/Canberra-Jomar

Los Alamos/Los Alamos

Los Alamos/Los Alamos

Los Alamos/Commercial
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D. International Safeguards for Spent Fuel II. TECHNICAL EXCHANGES

The goal of this task is to develop appropriate safeguards
for spent fuel at nuclear reactors, spent-fuel reprocessing
plants, and long-term fuel storage facilities, including
nuclear materials measurement techniques and instrument
calibration.

1 . Unattended Monitoring of Spent-Fuel
Assemblies Underwater (H. O. Menlove, J. K.
Halbig, and S. F. Klosterbuer, N-l). The hard-
ware and software to monitor the movement of spent
liquid-metal fast breeder reactor fuel was installed at the
JOYO reactor in Japan in March 1991. This activity was
part of the DOE/PNC cooperative safeguards program to
enhance IAEA safeguards.

The detectors included 3He tubes, 10B tubes, ioa
chambers, and Nal crystals. GRAND* electronic units
were used to supply the high voltage and power the detec-
tor systems as well as to collect the data.

We designed the software, which is based on the
core discharge monitor in use by the IAEA, to operate in
the unattended mode for periods of up to 35 days. An up-
graded software data collection and review program will be
installed at the JOYO reactor at the time of the MONJU
installation in the spring of 1992.

2 . Joint Efforts with Brazil in Measur-
ing Spent Fuel (T. D. Reilly, N-l). In 1984, the
US DOE and Brazil's Comissao Nacional de Energia
Nuclear (CNEN) began a program of technical cooperation
related to safeguarding nuclear materials. The resulting
cooperation between CNEN and the Safeguards Assay
Group at Los Alamos involves exchanges of personnel
and equipment to evaluate NDA instrumentation. Meas-
urement activities include using a neutron coincidence col-
lar to measure fresh fuel assemblies at the Resende Fuel
Fabrication Facility and using a FORK/ION-1 system to
measure spent fuel at the ANGRA-I reactor. The loan
agreement for both instruments was renewed during the
past year.

One activity involves measurement of spent fuel at
the ANGRA-I reactor, which is located approximately 150
km south of Rio de Janeiro near the town of Angra dos
Reis. A FORK detector, which contains ion chambers to
measure fission-product gamma rays and fission chambers
to count neutrons, and an ION-1 electronics unit were sent
to Brazil for this work, which was performed to study the
change in fission-product gamma-ray and curium-neutron
activities as a function of cooling time. The radiation
characteristics of 40 fuel assemblies have been studied
since 1985. Los Alamos personnel participated in one of
the measurement exercises at Angra in November 1990.

*D. S. Davidson Co., 19 Berhard Rd., North Haven, CT
04673.

A. Support for International Cooperation in
the Development of International Safeguards at
Spent-Fuel-Management Facilities

This task provides for participation and cooperation
in multilateral research efforts to develop and evaluate
technologies for material accountancy verification useful
in international safeguards at spent-fuel-management facili-
ties.

1 . International Safeguards for Spent
Nuclear Fuels (K. K. S. Pillay, N-4; R. R.
Picard, A-l) Twenty-five countries worldwide now
generate electricity from nuclear power plants. During
July 1991, there were 412 operating reactors with 101
more under construction. Four more nations will soon
join this group of nations producing nuclear power. Since
1967, 57 nuclear reactors have been decommissioned
world-wide. At the beginning of 1992, there will be
100 000 tonnes of heavy metal, representing over a quar-
ter of a million spent-fuel assemblies in storage. The
generation rate of spent fuels at the present time is about
9 000 tonnes/yr. At the present rate of growth of the
inventory of spent fuels and with the number of reactors
projected to increase by 25% in the near future, the prob-
lems of maintaining safeguards for spent fuels can be
extremely challenging. The techniques presently used by
the IAEA, such as visual observation and monitoring by
optical devices, would be totally irrelevant in the context
of new dry-storage systems and mushrooming inventories
of spent fuels.

It is recognized that spent fuel will be either stored
and later disposed of in deep geologic repositories or stored
and then reprocessed to recover its valuable resources.
Both scenarios have common safeguards requirements dur-
ing an interim storage phase that may range from 5 to 50
years, with distinctly different safeguards requirements dur-
ing reprocessing and geologic storage.

In our current study, we reviewed various strategies
being pursued for the long-term management of spent
fuels and identified key issues in maintaining safeguards
for spent fuels during interim and long-term storage.
Using realistic scenarios, we examined the problems of
verifying nuclear material contents of spent fuels as an
integral part of maintaining international safeguards.

An Examination of Verification Problems.
The fundamental requirement of international safeguards is
the "assurance" that they are effective by the ability to
demonstrate the continued presence of nuclear materials
contained within designated boundaries. This requires
establishing a system of accounting for and controlling
the nuclear materials in spent fuels, thereby enabling State
and international regulatory agencies to verify the safe-
guards system. Large quantities of plutonium are involved
in spent-fuel safeguards within a State.
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To place the issues in context, we considered and
analyzed an idealized State system with 12 nuclear power
plants and examined two distinct verification ap-
proaches.108 The example illustrated the verification
problem for spent fuels in storage for a state system with
a small number of operating reactors, which is typical of
many Member States of the IAEA. Simply stated, the
combination of realistic measurement uncertainties, large
plutonium inventories, and likely resource limitations on
inspection coverage only leads to a modest ability to
verify spent fuels in interim storage.

The 1991 IAEA Consultants' Report. Re-
cently, under the auspices of the IAEA, a select group of
Member States have begun to examine the safeguards
issues of spent nuclear fuels to be discarded as wastes in
geologic repositories.109 A number of IAEA Member
States, including the US, consider spent fuel to be a ma-
terial form for which safeguards cannot be terminated at
any time, even after permanent disposal in a geologic
repository. Items of the consensus reached at the consul-
tants meeting were as follows:

• to recommend development of spent-fuel con-
solidation facilities so that they can be safe-
guarded as "item rebatching facilities," rather
than as bulk-handling facilities;
to develop safeguards systems for spent-fuel
geologic repositories predicated on maintaining
item integrity, item accountancy, and item
transfer throughout the system, including sur-
face storage, transportation, consolidation, and
repository placement;
to consider whether the timeliness component
of the inspection goal for spent fuel should be
changed; and

• to consider items of nuclear materials emplaced
in a geologic repository to be safeguarded as
nuclear material inventory contained by the
geologic medium.

Safeguards Issues that Need Re-examina-
tion. The on-going discussions of spent-fuel safeguards
under the auspices of the IAEA have not matured to a
stage at which all the important issues of safeguarding
spent nuclear fuels are directly addressed. It is appropriate
at this time to include the following topics as part of an
overall discussion of international safeguards for spent
nuclear fuels:

establishment of a separate, graded safeguards
regime for spent nuclear fuels based on a prop-
erly defined attractiveness level, considering,
among other things, bumup and decay time;

• adoption of a safeguards regime for spent fuels
that makes verification easier through item
accounting and seal verification;

• modification of "goal quantity" and "time-
liness" for spent fuels in the graded safeguards
regime;

• development of an NDA measurement system
to measure fissile contents of spent fuels with-
out having to rely on operator-provided data;
and

• development of a spent-fuel management
regime that relies more on C/S rather than
quantitative measurements of fissile contents
of spent fuels.

2 . Safeguards and US Spent-Fuel-Man-
agement Strategy (K. K. S. Pillay, N-4; R. R.
Picard, A-l) The US has been operating nuclear power
plants for the past four decades and in the process has gen-
erated large quantities of spent nuclear fuels. At the
beginning of 1990, 22 000 tonnes of spent fuels (or
77 000 fuel assemblies) were stored in various locations
in the US. It is anticipated that by the year 2010, when
the first geologic repository is tentatively scheduled to
open, ihere will be nearly 60 000 tonnes of spent fuels—
even assuming no new commercial reactors come on line.
Under similar assumptions, the inventory is expected to
increase to 75 000 tomres by the year 2020.63

The US spent-fuel management system is the
largest in the world with inventories distributed over 70
reactor sites. An increasing number of away-from-reactor
storage locations and intermediate facilities are being
developed and used for conditioning, packaging, shipping,
and storage. For the purposes of our study, we assumed
that the US spent fuels and their long-term management
facilities will be under both domestic and international
safeguards.

Reprocessing capacities in the civilian sector in the
US are non-existent, and there is the continuing saga of
selecting a suitable site for geologic disposal. Present US
strategy is to dispose of spent fuels in deep geologic
repositories. All the storage options and the geologic
disposal scenario create new and difficult problems for
maintaining safeguards for spent fuels and continuity of
knowledge of the nuclear material contained within spent-
fuel assemblies.

Until the late 1970s, spent-fuel assemblies dis-
charged from US commercial reactors maintained their in-
tegrity as a unit. Item accounting was the primary
method of keeping track of spent-fuel assemblies in stor-
age in water basins at reactor sites and at a few intermedi-
ate storage facilities. However, technology developments
during the last decade have allowed reactor operators to
maximize the use of reactor fuels through a variety of
techniques, including the reconstitution of fuel assem-
blies. This option often changes the initial fissile content
of fuel assemblies and makes it difficult to keep track of
fuel assemblies as integral units.

For state systems with a large number of reactors,
such as the US, the verification problem can be extremely
challenging and resource intensive. An earlier Los
Alamos paper illustrated this problem using a simplified
version of the US spent-fuel management system.110
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Desirable Features of a Disposal Strategy.
At the State level, some of the desirable features of a
spent-fuel disposal strategy that can enhance safeguards
implementation and reduce the cost of such programs are
as follows:

• maintain the integrity of fuel assemblies
throughout the disposal system and design a
tamper-safing seal that can be verified at vari-
ous stages as the spent fuel moves from reac-
tors to the geologic repository,

• verify the fissile material content of spent-fuel
assemblies before or during fuel pin consolida-
tion or before encapsulation of spent-fuel pins
in disposal canisters,

• verify the contents of sealed canisters and ship-
ping containers throughout the system with
attributes measurements using, for example,
weighing or radiation monitoring,
assure the presence of fuel canisters in bore-
holes through radiation fingerprinting,
use penetration monitoring devices to detect
intrusion into closed drifts (tunnels) within the
geologic repository,

• install remotely monitorable earth movement
and penetration detection devices at closed geo-
logic repositories with provisions to indicate
tampering with such devices. A satellite-based
communication system could be part of the
intrusion detection system for geologic reposi-
tories that have been decommissioned, and
make adequate provisions for periodic and "ad
hoc" inspections of a repository site part of the
safeguards agreements for geologic reposi-
tories.

Our examination of the safeguards issues of geo-
logic disposal suggests that a concerted effort is required to
resolve the major issues involved in maintaining viable
safeguards for the long-term management of spent fuels.
The potential of spent fuels to become more valuable and
attractive for diversion with time requires a unique safe-
guards regime for spent fuels without the present limita-
tions of "goal quantities" and "timeliness of detection"
used for other types of nuclear materials.

B. Bilateral Technical Exchanges

The purpose of this task is to assist the IAEA,
EURATOM, and IAEA member States in improving the
effectiveness and efficiency of international safeguards.

1. Technical Cooperation with Argentina
(T. D. Reilly, N-l). The US DOE cooperates
informally with the Comision Nacional de Energia
Atomica (CNEA) of Argentina in the field of nuclear
materials control and accountability. This involves
personnel exchanges and participation in safeguards
training courses and in nuclear material measurement
experiments. CNEA provided an instructor, the Director

of the Division of Nuclear Material Control, to help
develop and present the SSAC training course in May.
They also sent two inspectors to participate as students in
the course. One inspector stayed two weeks after the
course in Los Alamos to obtain an overview of the
available nuclear material measurement instrumentation
and technology. This inspector is now presenting a
course in nuclear energy and materials measurements to
the Material Control Division (approximately 20 people).
He is also promoting a nuclear safeguards specialization at
the Institute Balsiero in Bariloche. Los Alamos also
assembled a library of books and reports on nuclear
material measurement technology, which has been set up
in the Nuclear Materials Control Division's offices in
Argentina

It is hoped that the information provided will be of
use as Argentina and Brazil develop the common System
for Nuclear Material Control and Accountability required
under the Bilateral Safeguards Agreement signed in
Guadalajara, Mexico, in July. Personnel from the Divi-
sion of Nuclear Material Control will form the backbone
of the Joint Agency for Control and Accountability of
Nuclear Materials, ABACC, that will soon inspect the
nuclear facilities of both countries. Los Alamos may be
asked to help develop the required nuclear material
"measurements system." The US government supports
increased cooperation between Los Alamos and the Ar-
gentine and Brazilian nuclear materials control agencies.

Another area of cooperation involves the develop-
ment of safeguards technology for the 20%-enriched fuel
used in research reactors. The US strongly promotes the
use of this fuel because of its low proliferation risk.
Argentina is becoming a major supplier of research reac-
tors and fuel to the third world. Los Alamos is cooperat-
ing with the Nuclear Science Study Center at Bariloche to
study the radiation characteristics of irradiated 20%-
enriched fuel The experiment will study radiation signa-
tures to distinguish 20% from 93% fuel and measure plu-
lonium production. Fuel plates, fabricated in Argentina,
will be irradiated in Los Alamos. At appropriate inter-
vals, the plates will be moved to a transfer pond for
gamma-ray and neutron measurements. These will be
compared with computations from bumup and radiation
transport codes. Argentine scientists will participate in ail
measurements and computations, and a student from the
Balsiero Institute will participate to satisfy her doctoral
thesis requirement.

2 . Technical Cooperation with Brazil
(T. D. Reilly, N-l). Los Alamos and CNEN have
been exchanging instructors for the SSAC training
courses that each presents. CNEN sent two instructors,
including Dr. Jose Luiz Santana de Carvalho, CNEN
Chairman, to the US course presented in May 1991.
Brazil has offered to coordinate and present tlie Third Latin
American Regional SSAC Course in the spring of 1992.
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The Agreement on Nuclear Energy, signed
November 28, 1990, by the Presidents of Argentina and
Brazil at Iguazu, calls for bilateral inspections of all
Argentine and Brazilian nuclear facilities. Both countries
must now develop national systems of nuclear material
control. At the spent-fuel measurement exercise in Angra
and again at the SSAC course in Santa Fe, CNEN offi-
cials emphasized that safeguards have an increased impor-
tance under the Commission's new structure. Future
activities that were discussed include hosting a CNEN
staff member for an extended visit to Los Alamos,
completing the spent-fuel study described in Part I.D.2,
providing a UFg cylinder assay system, and presenting
NDA courses in Brazil to safeguards and facility person-
nel. The course would emphasize the measurement of
UF6 and research reactor fuel. These courses would last 3
to 5 days and involve at least three technical experts from
the United States. The existing collaborations may allow
Los Alamos to help Brazil and Argentina with the meas-
urement problems that will arise as they work to develop
a credible and independent safeguards inspectorate.

3 . Technical Cooperation with France

a. Materials Accounting in a MOX
Conversion/Fuel Fabrication Plant (C. A.
Coulter, N-4). Computer programs to simulate the
operation of nuclear material processing facilities have
been developed at both Cadarache (Fil d'Ariane) and Los
Alamos (FacSim). One of the objectives of the joint
effort under Action Sheet III of the US/French bilateral
agreement is to use these two computer programs to
evaluate anomaly detection and diagnostic methods that
can be used at nuclear material processing facilities. Dur-
ing discussions at Cadarache in October 1989, it was
agreed that this objective could be reached by applying Fil
d'Ariane and FacSim to simulate the operation of a generic
facility that reprocesses spent nuclear fuel and uses the
recovered uranium and plutonium to fabricate MOX fuel.
This hypothetical fabrication facility has been given the
name "GRAPE," for Generic Reprocessing Analysis Pro-
cedure Emulation. Fil d'Ariane is to be used to model the
part of the facility from the irradiated fuel storage pond
through the concentrators for the uranium and plutonium
solutions, and FacSim is to be used to model the remain-
der of the material processing and fuel fabrication steps.
To link the two parts of the model, Fii d'Ariane is to gen-
erate data files that can be transferred by means of diskettes
between the computers on which the two programs
operate.

We have developed a FacSim model of the MOX
conversion and fuel fabrication section of the GRAPE fa-
cility and have used it to estimate plutonium ID variances
for an assumed set of measuring instruments, MBAs, and
balance closure intervals in the facility. The design of the
MOX fuel fabrication section of the facility is derived
from Ref. 102. In this facility area, MOX is formed into
pellets, the pellets are loaded into fuel rods, and the fuel
rods are fabricated into fuel assemblies. Between the

MOX fuel fabrication line and the reprocessing area, there
is a MOX conversion line in which the uranium and plu-
tonium solutions from reprocessing are converted to
MOX. The model of the intermediate MOX conversion
line used in the model is based on a design provided by
Mike Ehinger of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (private
communication).

A brief description of the facility and its assumed
measurements and balance area structure is given in the
next section, and the simulated plutonium IDs and
estimated ID variances are presented in the final section.
A more detailed discussion of the study can be found in
Ref. 111.

MOX Conversion and Fuel Fabrication.
As noted above, the reprocessing section of the model fa-
cility produces concentrated uranium and plutonium solu-
tions that serve as the input to the MOX fuel section of
the facility. In the MOX fuel section, the solutions are
mixed and convened to an oxide, the oxide is formed into
pellets, the pellets are loaded into fuel rods, and most of
the fuel rods are combined into fuel assemblies for use in
reactors. The MOX fuel rods and fuel assemblies are the
final products generated by the facility. The facility has
been sized to provide a throughput of 100 metric tons of
heavy metal per year, of which 5 metric tons are pluto-
nium.

The MOX conversion and fuel fabrication section
of the facility is assumed to operate two eight-hour shifts
a day, five days a week. In addition, the operations of fill-
ing and sampling the uranium and plutonium account-
ability tanks are assumed to begin two hours before each
of these daily shifts, and certain automated processes run
into the night after the completion of the second shift.
This section of the facility contains the individual
processes shown in Table XX. The processes from the
uranium and plutonium accountability tanks through ox-
ide blending convert the uranium and plutonium solutions
to a MOX, the processes from jet milling and blending
through pellet grinding form the oxide into fuel pellets,
and the processes from fuel pin assembly through fuel
assembly fabrication incorporate the fuel pellets into fuel
rods and fuel assemblies. The remaining processes in the
table recover scrap generated at various points in the
process operations. Where more than one unit of a tank
or process is present, the number of units is shown in
parentheses.

A variety of measurements are performed on mate-
rials as they move through the process steps, both for
accounting and for quality control.

Chemical analysis is used to measure the pluto-
nium concentrations of uranium and uranium-plutonium
solutions and of MOX. The assumed uncertainties are

Uranium and plutonium solution concentration
measurement

random error: normal distribution with 1.02%
RSD
correlated error: normal distribution with 0.2%
RSD
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Table XX. Processes in the MOX Conversion/
Fuel Fabrication Section of the Facility

Uranium Accountability Tank
Plutonium Accountability Tank
Uranium-Plutonium Blend Tank
Concentrator Feed Tank
Concentrator
Rotary Calciner
Oxide Blending
Jet-Milling and Blending
Compaction and Granulation
Pellet Press
Debinding and Sintering
Broken Pellet Grinding
Outgassing
Pellet Grinding
Fuel Pin Assembly
Fissile Assay
Fuel Assembly Fabrication
Condensate Treatment

Scrubber
Off-gas Treatment

Mixed-oxide plutonium concentration measurement
random error: normal distribution with 0.44%
RSD
correlated error: normal distribution with
0.05% RSD

The larger error for solutions is a result of including the
sampling error, which can be significant in the large tanks
from which these samples are drawn.

Solution assay is used to measure the plutonium
concentrations of scrap solutions such as condensate and
scrubber solutions. The assumed uncertainties are

Scrap solution plutonium concentration measure-
ment

random error: normal distribution with 2.0%
RSD
correlated error: normal distribution with 1.5%
RSD

A gamma-ray counter is used to measure the pluto-
nium content of the filters that collect plutonium-contain-
ing dust. The assumed uncertainties are

Filter plutonium content measurement
random error: normal distribution with 1.0%
RSD
correlated error: normal distribution with
0.75% RSD

The volumes of the uranium and pluionium ac-
countability tanks must be measured with considerable
accuracy to obtain good input values for the material
processed by the MOX fuel fabrication portion of the
facility. The assumed uncertainties are

Plutonium accountability tank volume measure-
ment

random error: normal distribution with additive
standard deviation of 0.25 L
correlated error: normal distribution with addi-
tive standard deviation of 0.125 L

Uranium accountability tank volume measurement
random error: normal distribution with additive
standard deviation of 5 L
correlated error: normal distribution with addi-
tive standard deviation of 2.5 L

The volumes of scrap solutions may be measured
with less relative accuracy than is required for the account-
ability tank volumes, and the volumes measured are also
much smaller. The assumed uncertainties are

Scrap solution volume measurement
random error: normal distribution with additive
standard deviation of 0.1 L
correlated error: normal distribution with addi-
tive standard deviation of 0.05 L

Balances and scales are used to measure the masses
of various containers with additive uncertainties that
depend on the maximum mass that the instrument is de-
signed to measure. Because these uncertainties are typi-
cally on the order of grams or less and contribute negligi-
bly to the measurement variances of interest, we do not
list them individually here.

The MOX fuel fabrication section of the facility is
assumed to be divided into two process MB As and five
vault/storage MBAs; only the two process MBAs are of
interest to us here. The MOX conversion line processes
from the uranium and plutonium accountability tanks
through oxide blending are grouped together into the
MOX conversion MBA; the fuel fabrication line processes
from jet milling through fuel assembly fabrication are
grouped together into the fuel fabrication MBA. ID val-
ues are calculated for each of these MBAs during simula-
tions, and the simulated IDs are used to estimate ID
variances for the MBAs.

ID Variance Estimates. We assumed that ma-
terials balance closures for the facility are made at bi-
monthly intervals. Only the plutonium is accounted for
in these inventories because the uranium is at most low-
enriched (and possibly natural or depleted). The analytical
laboratory measurements and radiation instruments are
assumed to be recalibrated at bimonthly intervals, but the
scales/balances and tank volume measurements are not
recalibrated. The inventories are conducted during normal
process operations, with in-process materials accounted for
at book value. However, the IDs are throughput domi-
nated, so results for shut-down inventories would be simi-
lar to those given here.

We made simulation runs for operating periods of
two years, three years, and five years. In each case the
simulation-start date was selected so that the facility oper-
ated for a few weeks to establish a "steady-state" before the
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first balance closure occurred. The individual IDs that
were obtained for the MOX conversion and MOX fuel
fabrication MBAs during the five-year run are given in
Tables XXI and XXII, along with the ID variance esti-
mates that were inferred from them. The results from the
two-year and three-year simulation runs agree with the
variance estimates given here to within a few percent.
The variances correspond to a standard deviation for each
of the MBAs of about 2 to 2.1 kg of plutonium—about
0.22% of throughput for the balance period. However, it
can be seen that the individual inventory balances vary
widely, with one difference outside the two-standard-devia-
tion range for each of the MBAs during the five-year
period—about what one would expect for distributions
that should be approximately normal in form.

b. Spent Fuel (P. M. Rinard and R.
Augustson, N-l; and K. Coop, N-2). The coop-
erative work on spent-fuel instruments between the US
and France has concluded with a joint paper given at the
4th International Conference on Facility Operations-Safe-
guards Interface in Albuquerque (September 29-October 4,
1991). Detailed reports were also prepared by each
country.112-113 The data collected during joint experi-
ments allowed comparing responses to the neutrons and
gamma rays emitted by spent fuel.

The features of the Los Alamos "fork" detector and
the French PYTHON detector were reviewed and com-
pared. The most obvious differences resulted from the
different goals of each nation. Our work supported the in-
ternational inspection effort of the IAEA and EURATOM,
and the need was for a transportable instrun><;nt with rapid
measurement capability. The French need was for an in-
strument that would remain in a single plant and confirm
the characteristics of assemblies before loading into a
shipping cask for reprocessing.

Table XXI. MOX Conversion
MBA ID (kg), 5-Year Simula-
tion

1153
2883
3888
1691
1111

-1901
-1091
1875

-1328
^47

1294
-1189
^t30
2320

-2465
2736
1882

-11
-1277
-138

-1582
968

1221
-3403

-750
-832
-392
1623
2567

-5103

Sample variance: 4 100 000 kg2

Standard deviation: 2.0 kg

Table XXII. MOX Fuel Fabrica-
tion MBA Inventory Differences
(grams), 5-Year Simulation

-1968
-2537
-4608
-1683
-700
2166
1289

-2342
1124
-115

-1372
712
703

-2117
2627

-1844
-2600
-135
912
553

1064
-2111
-1554
3900
1467
441
458
-862

-2599
4696

Sample variance: 4.4 kg2

Standard deviation: \UkK

c. Information Exchange (P. M. Rinard
and R. Augustson, N-l; K. Coop, N-2; and E.
A. Hakkila, N-4). An exchange of technical informa-
tion was held at Los Alamos during a visit by French per-
sonnel. Many reports and papers were made available by
both countries and discussions on technical problems were
held on a variety of NDA instruments and techniques.

4 . Technical Cooperation with Germany
(S.-T. Hsue, N-l). We are working with Dr. Herbert
Ottmar of Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe on the hybrid
densitometer. Dr Ottmar spent one week in September
at Los Alamos to collaborate on the design of the hybrid
densitometer and discuss the analysis of both the densilo-
metry and XRF data. We are designing two hybrid sys-
tems, one for uranium-plutonium mixed solutions and one
for plutonium mixed with small amounts of neptunium or
thorium. Technical exchanges between the US and
Germany on this activity will continue during the next
year.

5 . Technical Cooperation with EURATOM
(H. O. Menlove, N-l). The initial planning with
EURATOM was completed for a joint Los
Alamos/EURATOM collaboration in the area of opti-
mized NDA for the new on-site laboratories (OSLs) to be
built in Europe. The purpose of an OSL is to reduce the
transportation and costs associated with the chemical
analyses of inspection grab samples. The analysis time
and the nuclear material wastes generated by the present
procedures also should be reduced

To make the OSL approach useful it will be neces-
sary to employ state-of-the-art NDA methods at the OSLs
to give an accuracy that is comparable with the traditional
chemical methods.

The INVS and the combined INVS/GeLi NDA sys-
tems are important components of the OSL concept. A
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considerable effort to prepare accurate NDA standards will
be performed by EURATOM to obtain the best possible
NDA accuracies.

6 . Randomization of Inspection at Item
Facilities (J. T. Markin, N-4). Anticipated increas-
es in the size, complexity, and number of nuclear facilities
under international safeguards will require innovations in
the current inspection regime to continue attaining safe-
guards goals. One proposed strategy is the adoption of
randomized inspections.

The scope of randomization of facility inspections
may be a single facility, a collection of similar facilities
such as all reactors in a State, or all of the facilities in a
State's fuel cycle and may address all types of inspections
or be limited to only selected ones such as flow verifica-
tion or interim inspections. The chosen combination of
number and type of facility and type of inspection is the
population from which inspections will be randomly
selected. We assume that the inspection opportunities for
the population are either selected from a list of future
scheduled inspections known to the operator or chosen at
times that are a priori unknown to the operator. In either
case, the operator receives short notice of the inspection.

We consider idealized item facilities in which veri-
fication is based on random sampling of items and the ap-
plication of an attribute test, which detects an item defect
with a probability of one. In this context, the report iden-
tifies optimal randomization strategies for an inspectorate.
A representative result is as follows: assuming A' identi-
cal inspection opportunities and a fixed inspection budget,
the optimal (with respect to detection probability) strategy
is to randomly select a fixed member K of the opportuni-
ties for inspection and apply equal inspection effort at each
opportunity. The number K will in some cases be less
than A; depending on parameters such as the cost to travel
to a facility, the cost to verify each item, and the total
inspection budget. In addition to results of this type, the
report examines the tradeoff between detection probability
and timeliness at item facilities.

7 . Change-of -S ta t ion A s s i g n m e n t at
Ispra, Italy (J. K. Sprinkle, Jr. , N-l). The ma-
jor part of this change-of-station assignment was an
updated performance assessment for active neutron
counters.'14 Between July of 1990 and June of 1991, us-
ing three PHONID-3b instruments, measurements were
made on large uranium oxide standards. The mass range
was larger than a previous study, and it was now possible
to consider four enrichments instead of one. The new
hardware gave significantly better results."5-116 The
concept of a correction based on the operator's declared en-
richment looks feasible.117 The theoretical basis for this
correction wili be studied by Joint Research Center per-
sonnel. A valid theoretical treatment should apply to both
the AWCC and the PHONID techniques. By comparing
the response from the two instruments, we expect to gain
insight into some of the geometrical and isotopic effects

that influence these measurements. We plan to continue
this assessment by making measurements with an AWCC
in 1992.

8 . Study of Advanced Systems Ap-
proaches to Improved Reliability of Safeguards
(A. Zardecki, E. A. Hakkila, and J. T. Markin,
N-4). We proposed a new method,118 based on the
notion of fuzzy sets, to evaluate system performance.
This method is applicable to an arbitrary system com-
posed of components that describe the system hierarchi-
cally. As an illustration, we introduce a new figure of
merit, consistent with the recommendations of the Advi-
sory Group Meeting on Containment and Surveillance.
The fuzzy attributes, such as no-diversion, assurance, and
reliability, replace the subjective characterization parame-
ters of individual components.

The purpose of this study is to characterize the
system performance, and also the system risk, by using an
approach based on the notion of fuzzy sets and linguistic
variables. The idea is to represent a fact as an evaluation
and to represent a production rule as a transformation of
evaluations. A fuzzy set can be regarded as a function
mapping the universe of discourse to a continuum of pos-
sible choices; such a function can be used to describe
imprecise terms. Fuzzy sets, seen as states of fuzzy sys-
tems, thus become an algebra of approximate reasoning.
The elements of this algebra are linguistic variables whose
values are words or sentences in a natural or artificial
language.

Fuzzy set theory was originally developed by Zadeh
to generalize classical set theory and allow the possibility
of partial membership in a set. In everyday life, one can
find many examples of sets for which membership is not
well defined. Some examples are the set of all tall men,
the set of very large trees, or the set of all protective
mechanisms that provide security against a certain threat.

We propose the use of fuzzy sets as useful in CIS
problems and in safeguards, based on linguistic variables.
In many cases of practical interest, this may be a more
adequate description of performance than the description
employing numeric variables. Future research will focus
on refining our model and applying it to realistic fa-
cilities.

9 . Participation in Safeguards Bilateral
Discussions with Germany, Japan, France, the
UK, and EURATOM (E. A. Hakkila, N-4; G. E.
Bosler and R. H. Augustson, N- l ) . We con-
tributed to discussion papers in the areas of safeguards for
reprocessing and MOX fuel fabrication facilities and in
joint research and development programs for bilateral
meetings with Germany, Japan, France, the UK, and
EURATOM. We also participated in these discussions.

10. Technical Cooperation with the
People's of Republic of China (PRC) (R. H.
Augustson, H. O. Menlove, P. M. Rinard,
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E. L. Adams, N-l; E. A. Hakkila, E. Kern, J.
T. Markin, and J. F. Hafer, N-4). A scientific
collaborator from the PRC Institute of Atomic Energy in
Beijing, Mr. Zhengzhong Qiao, concluded a one-year visit
to Los Alamos to study NDA for nuclear safeguards, con-
centrating on neutron and gamma-ray assay. During his
visit, Mr. Qiao

performed quality control checks of the high-
level NCC purchased by IAEA for PRC;
assisted with cold fusion experiments, includ-
ing testing neutron counting tubes;

• assisted with performance checks of seven neu-
tron coincidence collars for the IAEA;

• assisted EURATOM and IAEA inspectors with
tests of neutron coincidence collars;

• performed applications research on neutron
coincidence collars, including evaluating the
effect of DU rods, europium poison rods, and
cadmium lineri, and performed statistical
analyses; and

• performed experiments on the californium
shuffler for assaying 55-gal. drums of waste,
including calibration, and studied the effect of
cadmium and polyethylene, the effects of plu-
tonium and uranium on each other, and matrix
effects.

In May a second collaborator, Mr. Jincai Jiang,
started a one-year visit to learn safeguards systems design.
After participating in the SSAC course, Mr. Jiang has
learned advanced statistical techniques as applied to safe-
guards systems design, fundamentals of safeguards sys-
tems design, and safeguards systems design for repro-
cessing plants.

During this period, one Los Alamos safeguards ex-
pert was invited to Beijing to lecture at the Institute of
Atomic Energy and the Beijing Institute of Nuclear Engi-
neering on safeguards systems design and safeguards for
nuclear fuel reprocessing plants.

11. American Nuclear Society (ANS)
Topical Meeting on Facility Operator—Safe-
guards Interface. The fourth ANS Topical Meeting on
the important theme of the crucial interactions between
the operators and the inspectors required to make safe-
guards work was held in Albuquerque in September and
October 1991. Los Alamos played a major role in orga-
nizing and running the meeting. The Technical Program,
Publications, and Local Arrangements Chairpersons were
all Los Alamos safeguards staff.

More than 160 persons attended the meeting to hear
85 technical papers addressing the issues from all view-
points, including operators, inspectors, governments,
IAEA, and technical developers. Keynote speakers in-
cluded the IAEA Deputy Director-General for Safeguards,
the EURATOM Director for Safeguards, a DOE Undersec-
retary for Energy, and an NRC Commissioner. The pro-
ceedings of the conference will be published by the ANS.

12. European Safeguards Research and
Devlopment Association (ESARDA) Meeting
and Working Group Activities.

a. ESARDA Meeting. The ESARDA meet-
ing in Avignon, France, was attended by four Los Alamos
staff members who presented six papers (see Publications/
Presentations).

b. ESARDA Working Group Activities.
Los Alamos is an official observer on the ESARDA NDA
working group and in this role attended a meeting in
Petten, the Netherlands, in March 1991. As part of this
meeting, a presentation was given to the full working
group on the status of current NDA R&D activities at Los
Alamos. The working group is actively organizing two
workshops, one on Measurements of Waste for Safeguards
(1992) and a second on Advanced Neutron Coincidence
Counting (1992-1993). Los Alamos is helping with the
organization and plans to participate. The working group
continues to work on target values for NDA measure-
ments.

III. NUCLEAR NONPROLIFERATION ACT
TRAINING (E. A. Hakkila, K. K. S. Pillay,
N-4; T. D. Reilly, L. Robinson, and H. A.
Smith, Jr., N-l)

We held the Eighth International Training Course
on State Systems of Accounting for and Control of Nu-
clear Material, May 6-24, 1991, in Santa Fe and Los
Alamos, New Mexico, and in Richland, Washington. The
course was attended by 32 participants representing 23
countries—ranging from Argentina and Brazil to South
Africa and Zaire. The lecture material covered the general
topics of IAEA safeguards requirements and interface to
the IAEA, State safeguards requirements, and safeguards
from the view of process operators (see Figs. 39 and 40).

The invited instructors represented the IAEA,
EURATOM, Argentina, Brazil, Canada, France, the So-
viet Union, and Japan in addition to US lecturers from the
DOE, Department of State, the NRC, SNLA, Los
Alamos National Laboratory, and the Advanced Nuclear
Fuels Corporation.

The students and instructors are involved in nuclear
power development programs, often in very responsible
positions, in their home countries. The procedures they
learn will help them work with international inspection
teams to verify that none of a country's nuclear materials
are being diverted for possible weapons production. The
course is mandated by the Nuclear Nonproliferation Act of
1978 and co-sponsored by the Departments of Energy and
State and the IAEA. It promotes the Treaty on the Non-
proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and provides instruction
on how to meet the treaty requirements. The course offers
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Fig. 3 9. Jose Lulz San tana de
Carvalbo (right), Chairman of the
Brazilian Nuclear Energy Commis-
sion, and Bernadino Pontes (center),
Foreign Affairs Advisor to the Chair-
man, before their lectures at the
recent International Training Course
in Santa Fe. Doug Reiily (left) is
co-director of the course.

Fig. 40 . Los Alamos National Laboratory Fellow, Dr. Howard Menlove, demon-
strates fuel assembly measurement.
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a unique opportunity for the more than 140 IAEA Mem-
ber States to share safeguards knowledge and experience
among people with differing professional and cultural
backgrounds. Past participants have often commented that
participation in the course assists them in negotiating
safeguards agreements with the IAEA and designing a
national control system to facilitate IAEA interactions.

In response to a suggestion from the IAEA after the
sixth course in 1987, the emphasis of this course and fu-
ture courses is on safeguards for bulk-handling facilities.
It is felt by the Agency that the Soviet course and various
regional courses adequately cover item-handling facilities.
Safeguards for item facilities are included during a one-day
workshop at the Los Alamos research reactor and one day

of lectures, including a summary description of the Soviet
course on SSAC for item facilities. The MC&A work-
shop continues to be rated highly, reflecting favorably the
extensive effort of Sam Pillay to revise the workshop and
the pre-workshops earlier in the course.

Changes introduced for the eighth presentation of
this course were well received by the participants and
instructors alike. These included more workshop and sub-
group discussions, three summary lectures on the generic
elements of an SSAC, and weekend tours that emphasized
the natural beauties of the US west. We feel that the
educational coherence of the course has been improved
significantly.
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PART 5. RELATED SAFEGUARDS PROJECTS

In this part, we highlight research and development or imple-
mentation activities that are related to our domestic safeguards
programs supported by DOE/OSS or our international safe-
guards programs supported by the DOE/Enternational Safeguards
Division of the Office of Arms Control and Nonproliferation
but which are sponsored by others.

I . Support to the RFP

A. Rocky Flats Working Group (J. J.
Malanify and P. E. Fehlau, N-2). The RFP was
shut down in late 1989. Since that time, the operating
contractor has been changed from Rockwell International
to EG&G/Rocky Fiats, and the DOE oversight role was
moved from DOE/AL to the new DOE/RF. An intense
examination of ES&H and other compliance issues by the
DOE and other agencies has resulted in the continued
shutdown of the plant, examinations of the future role of
the plant, and the loss of a significant fraction of the
knowledgeable operating expertise. As a result of the
needs at RFP, the DOE asked Los Alamos to establish a
presence at Rocky Flats with the goal of providing techni-
cal assistance to DOE/RF; the Los Alamos Technology
Office (LATO) was formed at Rocky Flats.

Among the compliance topics that have consumed
the RFP staff is its operational safeguards and security
status. Our Safeguards and Security R&D program has
sought over many years to provide technical assistance to
RFP and to gain operational experience, and much of this
assistance has been related to nuclear materials account-
ability and control. We have now formed a technical work-
ing group to support resolution of safeguards issues at
RFP. During this year, specific tasks included reviewing
SNM monitoring applications at the plant, helping to
prepare documentation for maintaining and testing the
monitors, and evaluating confirmation instruments pur-
chased by the plant. In addition, we provided a full-time
Los Alamos safeguards representative to the LATO to
help coordinate MC&A assistance to the plant. At the
request of DOE/RF, our support included coordinating and
participating in a Los Alamos review of EG&G duct
holdup measurement methods and their proposed im-
provements to the duct measurement program. We also
coordinated and guided the development of a broad, long-
term safeguards assistance project with EG&G. We are
assisting the DOE/RF Safeguards Branch in the develop-
ment of a Strategic Management Plan.

B . Support to RFP (K. E. Thomas, N-4).
Under a support contract to EG&G Rocky Flats, we
provided MC&A assistance in preparation for a survey.
We reviewed daily administrative checks, measurement

control procedures, and performance testing. Long-term
assistance is being negotiated.

II. A R M S CONTROL
TECHNOLOGY

VERIFICATION

A. Neutron Multiplicity Counting for Veri-
fication of Dismantled Weapons Components
(G. E. Bosler, M. S. Krick, and N. Ensslin,
N-l)

Neutron multiplicity counting is an outgrowth of
conventional neutron coincidence counting, which is used
for assaying SNM. For safeguards purposes, multi-
plicity counters are designed to measure bulk quantities of
plutonium and uranium that are not well characterized.
Multiplicity counting technology shows promise in
measuring weapons assemblies or components for which
detailed information would not be available. Measurement
results could constitute an assay, a verification, a signa-
ture, or a flag, depending on the size of the assembly and
the associated neutron scattering and moderation effects.

We are starting a program to investigate the appli-
cability of multiplicity counting for weapons compo-
nents. In the program, an existing passive neutron
multiplicity counter system consisting of a customized
detector head and prototype multiplicity electronics will be
used to measure a variety of material configurations.
Measurement data will be analyzed to determine the re-
sponse and performance of the detector, to gain a more
thorough understanding of the physics of multiplicity
counting, and to develop appropriate mathematical
models.

Passive neutron multiplicity counting is suitable
for measuring plutonium. As our program expands,
active neutron multiplicity counting techniques, using
AmLi sources or neutron generators, will be developed to
measure uranium. The physics associated with active
multiplicity systems is more difficult, but we have made
some active measurements of materials containing ura-
nium (see Part I, Section I.C.I.c). We are analyzing the
available data and are proposing more measurements with
multiplicity counters modified to operate in an active
mode.
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B. Chemical Weapons Verification (M. F.
Mullen and W D. Stanbro, N-4; K. E. Apt,
N-DO; W. L. Earl and P. H. Hemberger, CLS-1)

Through negotiations at the Conference on Disar-
mament in Geneva, there has been substantial progress in
recent years toward a multilateral Chemical Weapons
Convention (CWC) that would establish a global ban on
the production, possession, and use of chemical weapons.
In addition to these multilateral negotiations, there also
have been bilateral chemical weapons negotiations be-
tween the US and the Soviet Union. On June 1, 1990,
President Bush and President Gorbachev signed an agree-
ment designed to begin the destruction of US and Soviet
chemical weapons stockpiles. The agreement also com-
mits both parties not to produce chemical weapons and to
cooperate on a series of measures to facilitate the multilat-
eral CWC. Although events in the Soviet Union have
caused some delays, implementation of the agreement is
expected to proceed over the next few years.

One of the principal challenges arising from both
the bilateral and multilateral chemical weapons agreements
is to develop and implement verification procedures and
technology. In 1991, our Safeguards Systems Group
worked on various facets of the chemical weapons verifica-
tion problem. The work is partly an outgrowth of our
many years of experience and involvement with the IAEA
safeguards system, which verifies compliance with the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. Although there are sig-
nificant differences between IAEA safeguards and chemical
weapons verification, there are also important similarities
that have provided a useful starting point for the chemical
weapons verification system.

In 1990, at the direction of Congress, the Depart-
ment of Defense initiated a CWC Compliance Monitoring
Program. The US Army's Chemical Research, Develop-
ment, and Engineering Center (CRDEC) was assigned the
responsibility for a portion of the program concerned with
the development and testing of verification procedures and
equipment. The testing, which began in 1990 and will
continue into 1992, is being carried out by means of a
series of field demonstrations and exercises at US facili-
ties. The Safeguards Systems Group, in collaboration
with Los Alamos staff from the Chemical and Laser
Sciences Division, is supporting this CRDEC program.
In 1991, we participated in a wide variety of field demon-
strations as team leaders and key contributors, working
closely with staff from the Army, other DOE and defense
laboratories, and other government agencies such as the
On-Site Inspection Agency. Exercises were held at civil-
ian chemical manufacturing facilities, chemical weapons
storage depots, small-scale chemical agent production fa-
cilities, former production facilities, and chemical
weapons demilitarization and destruction facilities. The
program involves not only developing inspection ap-
proaches but also testing and evaluating inspection
equipment, some of which was developed at Los Alamos.
Two Los Alamos equipment items evaluated as part of
this program are particularly noteworthy: a novel non-

destructive testing method known as acoustic resonance
spectroscopy and a transportable chemical analysis
technique known as a gas chromatograph/ion trap mass
spectrometer.

C . Application of Safeguards Technologies
in Support of a Nuclear Arms Control Treaty
Regime (K. K. S. Pillay, N-4)

Introduction. During the past four decades, the
United States and the former Soviet Union advanced a
variety of proposals to limit the nuclear arms race. For
discussion, we assumed a treaty regime between the US
and the USSR, wherein a large number of deployed war-
heads will be dismantled under supervision and SNM will
be disposed of in a verifiable regime. It is suggested that
verification schemes similar to ones presently used for in-
ternational safeguards may be adapted to satisfy the parties
involved that the SNM from warheads dismantled under
the treaty does not reenter the weapons fuel cycle.

Safeguardable Disposal Scenarios. There
are several options for disposal of the SNM recovered
from dismantled warheads, and the final choices may be up
to the state having title to the SNM. Just as the alterna-
tive strategies for disposal are numerous, so are the safe-
guards requirements for each of those strategies. Detailed
safeguards system studies of strategies considered for
dismantling and disposal are necessary to develop strategy-
specific safeguards schemes and verification requirements.

Realistic scenarios for the disposal of SNM recov-
ered from warheads include

• permanent geologic disposal under supervision,
• extended (or permanent) storage/disposal of fis-

sile materials,
• civilian use of plutonium within the state,
• alternative uses of plutonium for power genera-

tion outside the state, and
• disposal of HEU.
We described these scenarios in detail in a recent In-

stitute of Nuclear Materials Management paper.119 None
of the disposal scenarios we considered involves deliberate
destruction of SNM.

Safeguards Technologies. Over the past two
decades, a variety of systems and technologies have been
developed for both domestic and international safeguards.
Nuclear material safeguards regimes embody both assur-
ance and deterrence. Almost 95% of all nuclear materials
in peaceful applications in the non-nuclear-weapons states
are subject to international safeguards, and there have been
no reported diversions of any nuclear material under inter-
national safeguards. The most recent experience of identi-
fying clandestine production of fissile materials by Iraq in
undeclared facilities is an aberration and is not normally
covered by IAEA inspection.

One of die primary measures of international safe-
guards is materials accountancy. There are well-estab-
lished procedures for reliably estimating quantities of
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nuclear materials by means of both destructive assay and
NDA techniques. Some of these methods can be mini-
mally intrusive and acceptable to parties engaged in con-
trolling nuclear materials. The amounts of nuclear mate-
rials recovered from warheads can be quantitatively
estimated through simple, highly reliable, non-intrusive
NDA techniques because of their unique radiation signa-
tures. In addition, a variety of well-developed attributes
and variables measurements can be judiciously combined
to conclusively identify and quantify fissile materials in a
variety of matrices and bulk geometries.

Destructive chemical analysis of small quantities of
SNM can conclusively identify and quantify SNM regard-
less of its initial chemical or physical characteristics. A
variety of volumetric, gravimetric, potentiometric, and
coulometric methods are routinely used for assay of fissile
and fertile materials.

Another, complementary measure used in interna-
tional safeguards is the application of C/S. Here again,
developments over the past two decades have provided a
variety of systems and technologies to meet both short-
term and long-term requirements of safeguarding nuclear
materials recovered from warheads.

Summary and Conclusions. Nuclear materi-
als recovered under a bilateral agreement to reduce the
number of deployable warheads can be safeguarded to
prevent their reentry into the weapons fuel cycle. Known
safeguards technologies can be used directly to safeguard
nuclear materials entering the fuel cycle for nuclear power
generation. Alternative scenarios for managing nuclear
materials can also use existing safeguards technologies or
their modifications to assure parties concerned that the nu-
clear materials removed from the weapons fuel cycle under
bilateral agreement remain outside the weapons fuel cycle.
The precise character of verification agreements will reflect
the concerns of parties involved and must include redun-
dant measures to minimize perceived concerns. Safeguards
technologies can make a positive contribution toward
establishing and maintaining such stability in nuclear
arms control.

III. PROGRAM FOR TECHNICAL ASSIS-
TANCE TO IAEA SAFEGUARDS (POTAS)

POT AS activities this year included
• upgrading the Core Discharge Monitor System

by adding enhanced reviewing software
(REVIEW), monitoring performance
capability, and preparing user's manuals;

• designing, fabricating, and delivering a neutron
coincidence measurement system for verifying
CANDU fuel bundles containing plutonium;

• teaching die 26th IAEA new inspector training
course;

• assisting in the presentation of an IAEA
Physical Inventory Verification (PIV) training
course given in Ispra, Italy;

• developing methods for verifying design in-
formation using process information;

• reporting randomization of inspection activi-
ties; and

• participating in the Consultants' Meeting on
authentication of in-plant equipment.

A. NRTA Data Analysis (R. R. Picard, A-l)

In die near future, the IAEA may be receiving/
handling inspection information from some facilities on
computer diskettes. This would allow more efficient
processing of data than has been possible. Current IAEA
software must be expanded to deal with this circumstance
and to provide capabilities (for example, for propagating
measurement uncertainties) that go beyond the present
ones.

The purpose of this task is to provide the IAEA
with software for inspection-related computations, includ-
ing the familiar MUF, LEMUF, D, and LED calculations.
Constraints on inspectors in the field (related to available
PC hardware, time limitations on-site, etc.) must also be
accommodated.

In 1991, we determined system requirements and
functional specifications and completed a report describing
related statistical methodology. We have begun the neces-
sary computer programming. In 1992 (tentatively), a
software package will be delivered to the IAEA, field
tested by inspectors, and completed.

B. Randomization of Interim Inspections at
LWRs (J. T. Markin, N-4; S. P. Pederson, A-l)

Introduction. Although the IAEA usually has
adequate resources for verifying safeguarded materials,
future increases in the size, complexity, and number of
nuclear facilities combined with limitations on inspection
resources could degrade safeguards effectiveness. Antici-
pating these possible conditions of reduced safeguards per-
formance, recent studies have developed the notion of
randomized selection of facilities for inspection.
Although this innovation in IAEA inspection procedures
is not now, in general, needed to attain safeguards goals, it
is a potential means for addressing anticipated future short-
falls in inspection resources.

We have completed a report that considers one po-
tential application of randomized inspections, the random
selection of interim inspections at LWRs, and determines
the benefits in resource savings and the disadvantages in
terms of reduced timeliness of verification and needed ad-
ministrative and operational changes.120 Throughout we
assume that the annual PIV at a reactor is maintained,
while the pattern of interim inspections is randomly
varied.
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Randomization of Interim Inspections.
Random selection of the time to cany out an interim in-
spection can be based either on a planned schedule known
to the operator, from which inspections are randomly se-
lected, or on an unscheduled basis at times that are a priori
unknown to the operator. In either case, the operator
would riceive short notice of the inspection. Current
planning for inspections of facilities is based on an ex-
tended schedule of about six months that is negotiated
with a State to accommodate a facility's operational
schedule. This schedule could be the basis for randomized
interim inspections with those inspections to be carried
out as randomly selected from the scheduled dates. Under
this regime, the facility operator would know the dates of
potential inspections but not those to be actually imple-
mented. This procedure has the advantage of accommodat-
ing an operator's need to prepare for interim inspection
activities.

Alternatively, the dates of interim inspections could
be chosen randomly without the operator's knowledge of
the potential dates. In effect, the IAEA could maintain its
own confidential schedule of inspection dates and ran-
domly choose from that schedule. This procedure would
limit the amount of time available to the operator to
prepare for the inspection.

Within the framework of either an announced or
unannounced schedule from which interim inspections are
randomly selected, the inspectorate will need some mecha-
nism for selecting inspections to be implemented. There
are two general methods for this selection process when a
fraction p of the inspections are to be implemented:
(1) at the beginning of an inspection period, randomly
select a fraction p of inspections for implementation from
the inspection schedule or (2) as each inspection date
approaches decide with probability p to implement the
inspection.

The first method of selecting inspections has the
disadvantage of the operator knowing when the last in-
terim inspection during a year has occurred unless the
number of randomly selected interim inspections is kept
confidential. The second method will result in a fluctua-
tion of the number of inspections to be carried out in an
inspection period, which would complicate IAEA plan-
ning for inspection resources.

Timeliness Criterion. The IAEA goal for
timeliness of inspections for spent fuel is three months.
Any strategy for selecting interim inspections that departs
from the current practice of one inspection each three
months will prevent attaining the timeliness goals for
spent fuel. In that case, the IAEA could eilher accept not
attaining the goal or redefine the goal to be consistent
with a randomized interim inspection strategy.

Because the lime between inspections becomes a
random variable when inspection dates are randomly
selected, the statement of a timeliness goal revised for
consistency with random inspections would need to incor-
porate a statistical basis for attainment. Examples of such

timeliness goals are (1) a stated expected time between
inspections or (2) a stated probability that the time be-
tween inspections is less than a given number of months.
Under timeliness goals such as these, there would be no a
priori certainty about the timeliness in any inspection
period, only an expectation that would be realized on
average over multiple inspection periods.

Surveillance. For each interim inspection at an
LWR, the typical inspection activities are examining
records, updating the inventory list, counting items, and
changing the surveillance camera film or television tape.
Among these activities, surveillance is most sensitive to
interference by randomization and most critical to meeting
the timeliness goal for spent fuel. Indeed, if an interim
inspection was not carried out, the failure to retrieve and
evaluate the surveillance record would result in non-
attainment of the timeliness goal as currently defined in
the Safeguards Implementation Report (SIR) Criteria.
Further, because the Criteria require a reverification of the
inventory when surveillance is not successful for any
three-month period, additional inspection resources would
be required that would reduce the savings gained by
randomizing.

If technology advances could extend the current
lhree-month-maximum interval for unattended operation of
the surveillance device, randomized inspections could be
accommodated. A longer surveillance period could be
achieved by using multiple closed-circuit television
(CCTV) units and automatically sequencing the initiation
of recording by each unit; increasing the storage capacity
of the CCTV devices by using optical disk storage media;
introducing front-end processing of surveillance data and
selectively recording only those scenes in which motion
has occurred; or randomly increasing the interval between
surveillance recording of images to extend the recording
life of the medium. An alternative to extending the stor-
age capacity of a CCTV unit is to develop units that can
continue to record over previously recorded images. All of
these technological options allow the inspector to random-
ly eliminate some interim inspection while maintaining
continued surveillance until the next interim inspection.

An alternative to developing technology to make
surveillance compatible with randomization is to replace it
with other verification methods. Indeed, the SIR Criteria
specify the Cerenkov measurement device as an alternative
method for verifying assemblies in the spent fuel pond,
and methods for NDA of spent fuel assemblies continue to
be developed.

Clustering of Facilities. In States with mul-
tiple LWRs, the interim inspections are typically carried
out on lours in which reactors that are geographically
clustered are inspected on the same trip. This procedure
reduces the amount of travel time relative to the number
of facilities that are inspected. This procedure is clearly
more efficient than individual trips for each interim
inspection at a reactor. Depending on the strategy chosen.
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randomization of these inspections may reduce the benefits
of inspecting in tours by making the travel schedule inef-
ficient

The two general strategies for randomizing interim
inspections at LWRs in a clustering situation are to
(1) randomize over clusters, i.e., to randomly select clus-
ters to be visited and inspect all LWRs in the selected
clusters, or (2) to randomize within clusters; i.e., to visit
all clusters but randomly select LWRs within each cluster
for inspection.

Each strategy has disadvantages. The first strategy
would give some LWR operators advance notice that an
inspection would not be carried out through observations
that other LWRs in the cluster were not being inspected at
the usual interim time. The second strategy would create
inefficiencies in the use of inspection resources when
inspectors travel to a cluster but only inspect a few
LWRs, or when the random selection of LWRs creates
additional travel days because there are longer distances
between LWRs as compared to the optimized travel route
of current practice.

Summary. Our report presented the advantages
and disadvantages of adopting a random strategy, as
opposed to the current deterministic strategy, for interim
inspections at LWRs. Under ideal conditions, randomized
inspections could detect an anomaly in less time than a
deterministic strategy. However, in realistic situations
where it is possible for a divertor to have knowledge of
the inspector's randomization strategy, these improve-
ments in detection time are negated. In addition, adoption
of randomized interim inspections would require signifi-
cant changes to administrative and operational procedures
now practiced by the Agency, including a need for confi-
dentiality in inspection planning, modifications in the
timeliness criteria, changes in travel schedules for inspec-
tion tours, and technological innovations in inspection
equipment

The principal conclusions of our report are as
follows:

• conditions for the validity of safeguards con-
clusions based on randomized inspections can
be met provided there is technology for validat-
ing the time and integrity of an operator's
declaration;
because interim inspections are carried out in
tours of reactor clusters, randomized inspec-
tions could introduce inefficiencies in the
application of inspection effort by disrupting
the current optimized travel routes; and

• randomized inspections will require innova-
tions in surveillance technology for extending
the service period of surveillance devices be-
yond the current three-month period to avoid
loss of surveillance data.

C . Use of Process Monitoring for Verifying
Facility Design for Large-Scale Reprocessing
Plants (E. A. Hakkila and N. R. Zack, N-4;
M. H. Ebinger, ORNL; and F. Franssen, IAEA)

Design information must be verified for interna-
tional safeguards as practiced under INFCIRC-153. Re-
processing plants are complex facilities in which much of
the process equipment is inaccessible after facility start-
up. Required design verification activities are complex
and time consuming. Most reprocessing plants in opera-
tion or under construction will have some form of process
monitoring system for process control, and it may be
possible to use this system to assist in verifying designs.

A study funded by POT AS addressed
(a) the minimum data set necessary to verify fa-

cility design with respect to the requirements
of conventional accounting and NRTA;

(b) methods to evaluate transfer mechanisms and
the completeness of the information in die
design inventory questionnaire (DIQ) with
respect to declared plant equipment and pro-
cessing operations;

(c) methods to reduce inspection-manpower re-
quirements during the cold commissioning
phase by applying process monitoring to
validate cold checkout operational tests; that
is, volume calibration, sampling, and mix-
ing (these tests are the basis for parameters
associated with measurements required for
conventional accounting and NRTA during
hot operations);

(d) the importance of interfaces between
Agency-supplied computer systems and the
instruments and process-control computer
systems under control of the operator (this
aspect will discuss possible methods for
validating information supplied by the opera-
tor's system during cold commissioning,
which should be the basis for validating
information supplied during hot operation);

(e) the mechanisms and training necessary for
Agency personnel to follow up on indica-
tions of discrepancies between DIQ informa-
tion and the results of the various preventa-
tive applications for design information
validation; and

(0 the possibility of collecting data on uranium
holdup during the cold commissioning
phase. These data could form the basis for
estimating the quantity of nuclear material
contained in the immeasurable part of the
interim inventories or for applying NRTA.
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D. Authentication of Reprocessing Plant
Safeguards Data Through Correlation Analysis
(M. F. Mullen, N-4). In large reprocessing plants,
such as those expected to come under IAEA safeguards in
the next few years, the quantity of data expected to be
potentially available for safeguards will be far greater than
in current plants. Not only is it like.'y that more parame-
ters will be monitored, but the frequency of data collection
will be greater than has been the case in traditional safe-
guards. It is possible, for example, that IAEA safeguards
will have access to process monitoring data for a large
number of plant operating parameters, and these data may
be updated every few minutes. To make best use of the
available data, the IAEA needs data authentication and
analysis methods that are tailored to the particular charac-
teristics of the facilities and that take full advantage of
these characteristics.

The objective of this POTAS task, which began in
the fall of 1991, is to investigate the feasibility and bene-
fits of several new approaches to analyzing safeguards data
from reprocessing plants. The goal is to identify one or
more methods that can be used to help authenticate repro-
cessing plant safeguards data by taking advantage of inher-
ent correlations, either empirical or theoretical, between
different subsets of the data. Examples of such relation-
ships include those between concentration, density,
acidity, and temperature; between volumes/weights trans-
ferred among different tanks; and between fuel fabricator's
data, burnup, and measured concentrations of uranium and
plulonium.

The study will assess the feasibility and benefits of
new methods for analyzing reprocessing plant data.
Methods to be examined will include process fault-detec-
tion techniques used in chemical engineering applications,
fuzzy logic, time series analysis, and fractal analysis. The
final report will include recommendations on the methods
that are most promising for future implementation and
will indicate the steps required for implementation.

E. Guidelines for Large Reprocessing/Con-
version Plant Inspection Data System Specifica-
tions (M. F. Mullen, N-4). This is a new POTAS
task, begun in May 1991, aimed at developing the
specifications for an inspection data system to be used at
large reprocessing/conversion plants. The IAEA requires
assistance in designing the on-line data collection system,
the consistency checking system, and the database
management system for such plants. The system will
require communication or coordination with the following
elements:

• the operator's process control system,
• the operator's accounting system,
• the IAEA's in-plant instruments,

the IAEA's on-site computers and database,
• the IAEA's on-site laboratory equipment,
• the IAEA's off-site data systems (at headquar-

ters, SAL, field offices, etc.), and
• the IAEA's on-site terminals, printers, dis-

plays, data storage devices, etc.

The task is a joint effort with the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. Part of the first phase of the task will be a
survey of typical control system vendors to characterize
the basic capabilities provided with distributed control sys-
tems that are likely to be installed in a large reprocessing
plant.

IV. SUPPORT TO JAPAN

A. K-edge Densitometer Upgrades for Tokai
(S.-T. Hsue, T. Marks, and J. K. Sprinkle, Jr.,
N-l) . The state of the art in computer hardware is
changing very rapidly; the hardware in the Los Alamos-
designed K-edge densitometer121 in the reprocessing plant
in Tokai-mura, Japan, is no longer available from the
manufacturer. We view the necessary upgrade of this
hardware as an opportunity to build into the software the
decisions and hardcopy forms needed by the inspector for
measurements and the authentication of the system. We
also will change to a modem windows-driven "C" code
with a user-friendly interface identical to the interface the
IAEA inspectors use in the Los Alamos-supplied instru-
ments currently in use in the Tokai-mura fuel fabrication
facility.122 By providing identical user-interfaces in the
software for all the instruments, we should significantly
reduce the training challenges facing IAEA inspectors.
After a generic session on the software, the instrument
training can focus on the measurement technique and its
application to specific sampler.

B. Hybrid Densitometer for Japan (S -T.
Hsue, N-l) We have been contracted by the Nuclear
Fuel Cycle Safety Engineering Research Facility
(NUCEF) of the Japanese Atomic Energy Research Insti-
tute to develop a hybrid densitometer for their facility.
The NUCEF is a new facility to study the criticality of
uranium and plutonium solutions of various concentra-
tions and mixtures. The facility is scheduled to be com-
pleted in 1992.

The design goal of the instrument for NUCEF is to
assay a wide range of uranium and plutonium concentra-
tions (10 g/L to 500 g/L) without requiring sample prepa-
ration. In addition, the instrument also w>)3 assay mixed
uranium/plutonium solutions with plutonium being the
dominant element. This problem has not been studied be-
fore and is a challenge because the presence of plutonium
x-rays will excite the uranium x-rays making the problem
more complicated than when uranium is the dominant
element.

Figures 41 and 42 show top and side views of the
hybrid instrument for NUCEF. The instrument, which is
built around a square stainless steel tube that is an exten-
sion of the glove box designated for the instrument,
consists of an x-ray generator with the x-ray beam colli-
mated so that it only shines through the solution to be
assayed. The densitometer detector on die opposite side of
the x-ray generator measures the transmitted beam through
the solution. The XRF detector, located 150° from the
collimated beam, measures the fluorescent uranium or
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Fig. 4 1 . Top view of the hybrid system designed to measure mix-
tures of uranium and plutonium solutions.
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Fig. 4 2 . Side view of the hybrid system designed to measure mixtures of uranium
and plutonium solutions.
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plutonium x-rays from the solution. A sample tray
accommodating up to six samples of solution moves
samples through the beam in sequence (Fig. 41). The
sample tray is controlled by a Compumotor for precise
positioning of each sample in the beam. Measurement
control vials can be inserted into a slot in the shielding for
the densitometer detector external to the glove box (Fig.
41).

Several safety features are designed into the system.
A tungsten plate is attached to the end of the sample tray
to stop the x-rays scattered into the glove box. An inter-
lock shuts off the x-ray generator when the tray reaches
the end of the square tubing.

The system is being fabricated, and testing will
start in March 1992. Installation will begin in the
summer of 1992.

C . Systems Analysis Studies of NRTA for a
Mixed-Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility (K. K. S.
Pillay and J. F. Hafer, N-4; R. R. Picard, A-l)

Introduction. As part of a joint agreement
between the PNC and the US DOE, a cooperative effort in
systems analysis studies was initiated to study NRTA at
the PNC PFPF in Japan. The Safeguards Systems Group
at Los Alamos is responsible for the technical aspects of
this study. The work reported here is part of a continuing
joint effort to develop a good computerized materials
accounting system for the PFPF.

During Phase-I of this cooperative effort, we devel-
oped some idealized material flows and a few simplifying
assumptions for measurements for materials accountancy
for the FBR line in consultation with PFPF personnel.
In describing computerized materials accounting, it is best
to illustrate concepts and software in the environment us-
ing design values, so we used the design-basis information
to compute MUF, LEMUF, and covariance matrices for
sequences of MUFs.

We completed Phase-II of this study during this
reporting period. In it, we considered systems work
related to non-steady-state material flows, which represent
real operating conditions in the plant. We used our basic
materials accountancy program MAWST for the NRTA
calculations. During Phase-II, we also developed a new
tool known as "Data Generator" to study and evaluate
various alternatives for material flow and process varia-
tions. The Data Generator can use operator-specified
material flows to produce MAWST-compatible data files
for NRTA-related calculations. Each operation of the pro-
cess can be custom-designed as specified by the operator,
and its impact on materials accounting can be examined
well before the process scenario is put into operation.
This feature should be valuable to process operation.

In addition, we developed a dynamic programming
algorithm to obtain the cost-optimal inspection scenario
for the NRTA system at PFPF and made several im
provements and modifications to the software developed
for PFPF to make the computer programs more user

friendly and efficient. Two major reports described the
work completed during Phase-II of the cooperative
study.123-154

Continuation of the NRTA Studies. Phase-
Ill of the investigation is now underway. We are using a
computer program that we developed previously to
simulate a MUF sequence using a designated covariance
structure and calculate detection sensitivities. We included
in this program the ability to cany out CUMUF
(cumulative material unaccounted for) and GEMUF
(estimated material unaccounted for—also the German
word for estimated) tests, in addition to the Page's test67

capability the program already contained. The revised
software is currently undergoing detailed tests. In addi-
tion, Phase-Ill will explore

• modifying the process to include holdup mate-
rial in inventory,

• adding a diversion scheme in Data Generator to
examine the effect of diversion on materials
accountancy, and

• improving the software to be even more user
friendly as well as to have new capabilities as
requested by PFPF personnel.

V. OTHER PROJECTS

A . Evaluation of Borehole Logging for Envi-
ronmental Restoration (M. M. Pickrell, N-l;
and J. G. Conaway, EES-3)

We completed a study evaluating the technology
and application of borehole logging to the environmental
restoration program at Los Alamos. Borehole logging has
three potential applications to environmental restoration:
long-term monitoring, reducing the frequency of costly
chemical sampling, and improving the quality of sam-
pling data. The borehole technology we recommend
already exists; the Sandia/Grand Junction Projects Office
multi-element tool should work nicely for measuring a
broad range of contaminants at Los Alamos waste sites.
This tool consists of a neutron generator to produce the
interrogating nautron flux, neutron detectors to measure
changes in the hydrogen content of the soil (the water con-
tent), and a high-resolution gamma-ray detector to meas-
ure, typically, the gamma-ray spectra induced by thermal-
neutron capture. In addition, the tool can measure the
spectra from passive gamma rays and inelastic scattering
gamma rays. These measurements can be used to
determine the types and quantities of radionuclide
contaminants.

Although the radiation-based measurement is
strongly affected by the soil and rock lithology, the water
content, and the chemical composition of the subsurface,
these bias effects can be eliminated by calibrating in situ
against chemical samples. In addition, chemical analysis
alone is subject to uncertainties from sampling errors;
specifically, it may violate the Nyquist criterion.125 The
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borehole logging measurement naturally satisfies the
sampling criterion because the sampled volume is large
compared to the sample distance. Chemical analysis at a
few points combined with borehole logging will result in
a more accurate overall characterization because the
Nyquist criterion is satisfied by the borehole measure-
ment, which is less expensive because fewer chemical
analyses are necessary.

Another natural application of borehole technology
is long-term monitoring. Used with in-situ calibration,
the radiation-based borehole tool can accurately measure
changes in contaminant concentration. Therefore, it can
accurately monitor the dispersion of the contaminant
plume.

B. Device Verification for DOE/AL (P. E. Feta-
lau, D. R. Millegan, and K. L. Coop, N-2)

We designed a hand-held SNM monitor that is a
complete radiation measurement and analysis system and
can be easily modified for related applications. One modi-
fication is a neutron verification instrument for confirm-
ing that NELAs used in testing are not war reserve (WR)
weapons.126 During this year, we continued to participate
with SNLA in a program supported by the Weapons
Quality Division of DOE/AL to implement a program
that uses our neutron verification instrument to provide
last minute preflight verification that NELAs being tested
are nut WR weapons. We participated in a lengthy peer
review of the instrument at SNLA and supported their
fielding of the instruments by calibrating and maintaining
them, consulting on modifying them for lower electro-
magnetic emissions to meet Navy requirements, and com-
pleting and publishing a review of field measurements
obtained by SNLA during a one-year period.127 We also
conducted a training course in NELA nonnuclear verifica-
tion for a team at the Sierra Army Depot in California
that had been tasked to perform verifications for Army
tests. Finally, we reviewed in a conference paper128 our
neutron instruments and versions of them that could be
applied to treaty verification.

C . T ranspor t a t i on C o n t a i n e r (TRUPACT)
Safety Analysis (K. L. Coop and R. J . Estep,
N-2)

Early in the year, we formally described our remote-
handled (RH) PAN assay system in a Los Alamos publi-
cation.129 This document was required for use in the
safety analysis being performed for the TRUPACT of RH
waste that will be used to send such waste to the WIPP.
We developed, built, and used this system in 1989/1990
to assay the fissile contents of some 364 cans of RH
waste generated at a facility in Los Alamos. The device
was located in a hot cell, and the waste cans were handled
remotely. This was the first (and is still the only) system

in the DOE complex used to certify RH waste for ship-
ment to and storage at WIPP. It is similar in principle to
the PAN assay systems widely used for assaying contact-
handled waste, but the RH device contained a greatly
reduced number of heavily lead-shielded neutron detectors
and was designed to assay 20-L cans. The assay results
were used for both criticality safety and SNM account-
ability purposes for the mixed plutonium/uranium con-
tents of the waste. Because the entire inventory of RH
cans was assayed, the system has now been dismantled.
Funds for this work were provided by the facility and
WIPP.

D. Anomaly Detection for the Department of
Defense (B. Hoffbauer, J. M. Prommel, H. S.
Vaccaro, N-4; Dr. Paul Helman, University of
New Mexico; Dr. Gunar Liepins, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory)

In our W&S project, we develop methods for
detecting anomalies by searching data sets for anomalous
behavior, that is behavior that deviates from normal be-
havior by being statistically rare. W&S does so by com-
paring behavior characterized in current data sets against
rule bases that are of one of two kinds,

• Expert rule bases, which are manually entered
using the knowledge of individuals expert in
the audit trail being monitored, and

• Automatic rule bases generated using a statisti-
cal approach to determine the rarity of items in
the data set. These data-set items can be
viewed individually or combined in a wide
variety of simple or complex ways.

The automatically generated rule bases of W&S are
built using what we refer to as historical data, that is, data
representing normal behavior. Rule bases so generated ate
called models of normal behavior.

During this reporting period, we concentrated our
effort on two areas: (1) developing prototype software
and (2) establishing a formal model for the statistical
foundation of the W&S approach.

1. Prototype Software. We have added major
enhancements to W&S that are needed to support Depart-
ment of Defense proof-of-concept testing. We also pro-
duced a prototype code, V/&S version 3.0, that has the
following key modules:

• Communications - gathers useful audit data
from all feasible sources in native form;

• Transaction Decoding - translates raw data into
a usable form;

• Events Processing - extracts substance from
transactions;
Threads Processing - computes, transforms,
and aggregates information from related events
into security-relevant-feature vectors;
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• Behavior Model Development - generates rule
sets comprising behavior models and creates
expert rule sets where possible;
Analysis - determines agreement between new
transaction activities and behavior models;

• Anomaly Detection - detects anomalous events
and trends and notifies the user, and

• Maintenance - rebuilds behavior models as
needed

During the past year, we implemented prototype
software for all of these modules, although much of the
software still needs thorough testing. We are now in the
process of applying it to Department-of-Defense-like data
to prove the concepts and to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of the concepts, algorithms, design, and
implementation.

a. Communication Module. As we applied
W&S to various data sets, we repeatedly ran into the same
problems: how to move data from the source to the
computer running W&S and where to store the huge quan-
tities of historical data. Each test seemed to use different
hardware and software protocols. Furthermore, security or
performance issues kept us from running W&S on the
computers generating the data.

For these reasons, we developed a portable commu-
nications software module that is optimized to move data
from various source computers to a UNIX host computer
running W&S. The software uses either Ethernet or serial
port hardware and software.

Overall, this module is of high value to our T&E
efforts, and we are continuing to develop it In particular,
we want to improve its error recovery and performance—
two seemingly competing but essential requirements. The
communications module is an essential component of the
multi-audit-trail, multi-host, networked anomaly detection
system we are developing.

b . Events and Threads Subsystems De-
sign. Developing the events and threads subsystems
revealed important generalizations to W&S's view of data
necessary for detecting anomalies in complex systems
such as heterogeneous data from network security audits.

The W&S design differs from many other ap-
proaches by analyzing individual transactions. We created
the concept of "threads" and "thread members" to allow
W&S to aggregate data, such as the number of file-access
errors in a user's computing session. Threads are a very
powerful concept and allow W&S to handle fine-grained
analysis (which most other systems cannot) and coarse
analysis at the same time. But W&S's threads design was
just a proof of concept and was not adequate for continued
R&D.

We have now completely redesigned transaction
handling in W&S. Transactions now generate what we
call events, and events in turn have threads and thread

methods that operate on the data in both the event and the
thread-member data structure to produce a class-feature vec-
tor that contains state and state-change data. The feature
vector is what a knowledge domain describes, so rule
bases analyze the contents of the feature vector.

Several different formats of incoming transactions
might generate the same event in a network of computers.
The event will be handled in the same way, regardless of
its source. Furthermore, a single transaction might gener-
ate more than one event for W&S to analyze. Finally,
each event can have several threads, each creating a feature
vector, and those feature vectors can be analyzed by multi-
ple knowledge domains.

A major portion of the Department of Defense test-
ing revolves around designing the application-specific
"methods" that define the way in which data will be
manipulated to produce threads.

c. Behavior Model Development. We
have continued refining rule-base-generation algorithms
(especially rule pruning and continuous data-clustering
methods). This research and evaluation should lead to fur-
ther reductions in false alarm rates, while improving detec-
tion rates.

2. Formal Model for the Statistical
Foundation of the W&S Approach. This year we
produced a paper entitled "Statistical Foundations of Com-
puter Security" that addresses data aggregation and at-
tribute projection. Specifically, we

• established the statistical founda'bn for mis-
use/anomaly detection,

• determined the theoretical performance limits,
• determined the necessary theoretical conditions

that misuse/anomaly detection must satisfy to
be optimal subject to the information limita-
tions,

• established conditions that W&S must satisfy
to be consistent with Bayesian analysis,
determined a variety of heuristics for selecting
attributes and aggregating values,

• established several testing schemes for misuse/
anomaly detection,

• implemented simulation to analyze detection
based on the likelihood ratio under different
projection heuristics and misuse models,

• implemented heuristics for singleton reduction,
and
extended the mathematical framework to help
analyze and justify heuristics.

We propose to continue this work in FY 1992.

Plans for FY 1992. W&S 3.0 is a research
tool designed to show the feasibility of using statistics to
model normal behavior using logs of audit trails for com-
puter security and to use that model to detect misuse.
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W&S has grown greatly in capability, flexibility, and
complexity over earlier versions. Our current and future
research requires additional significant enhancements to
further the field of computer research in detecting misuse.

We developed W&S using the techniques of rapid
prototyping, an approach that served well in testing the
feasibility of new concepts and algorithms. Software of
such complexity reaches a stage at which the design must
be reviewed in light of (1) the analysis of the concepts
and algorithms that proved to be most successful and
(2) new requirements and goals. In the coming year, a
major goal will be to take the current W&S 3.0 software
and produce a stable baseline prototype so that we can ef-
fectively and efficiently enhance and improve the software
as dictated by our ongoing R&D efforts.

E. Application of Neutron Activation
Analysis t o Confirmatory Measurements
(M. M. Pickrell, N-l)

We have submitted a proposal to the Environmental
Restoration Program at Los Alamos for numerical simula-

tions of expected gamma-ray spectra from neutron activa-
tion by borehole logging tools. The proposed work will
evaluate the detection limits and the sensitivity of meas
urements to porosity and saturation. The intent of this
research is to evaluate the measurement capabilities of a
borehole tool, consisting of a neutron generator and a
high-resolution gamma-ray detector, to measure the radio-
logical contaminants typically found in Los Alamos waste
sites. In particular, the simulations will evaluate meas-
urement capabilities for plutonium, uranium, strontium,
and cesium.
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PUBLICATIONS/PRESENTATIONS

D. I. Bailey, "Can One Use Formal Methods to Evaluate
Arbitrary Software?" presented at the EIVR 49 Meeting,
Aldermaston, England, October 11-12, 1990, Los Alamos
National Laboratory document LA-UR-90-3423 (1990).

No abstract.

D. J. Bailey, "Managing Computer Security: How Can
Research Help?" presented at Esorics 90, Toulouse,
France, October 24-26, 1990, Los Alamos National Labo-
ratory document LA-UR-90-3145 (1990).

This paper points out significant problems in
managing the security of large systems. Addressed
to the research community, it suggests research
questions whose solution would benefit the people
charged with protecting i tual systems, and, hence,
would create real improvements in system security.
The problems of managing connection-rich dis-
tributed systems are discussed, and a research direc-
tion leading to a solution for the problems of dis-
tributed systems is suggested.

J. Ballman, R. Bearse, and J. Marchi, "The Design of the
NESTOR System: Material Transaction Pre-authorization
Software for ARGUS," Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Safeguards Systems Group, report N-4/91-531 (April
1991).

NESTOR is a prototype system for the pre-autho-
rization of material transactions designed to work
with the ARGUS material accounting/material con-
trol system. The system will allow plant supervi-
sory personnel to approve SNM transfers and
processing in advance. The near-real-time account-
ing built into ARGUS allows transactions to be
checked for anomalies at the time of entry. Pre-
authorization works with the standard operating
procedures determined by the processing personnel
to ensure that deviations from routine operation are
detected. Data entry errors can be reduced by auto-
matically generating partial or complete transac-
tions from the plans. The following document
describes NESTOR's purpose, capabilities, and
limitations.

G. L. Barlich, "Function Allocation in Distributed Safe-
guards and Security Systems," Nucl. Mater. Manage. XX
(Proceedings Issue), 917-918 (1991).

Computerized distributed systems are being used to
collect and manage data for activities such as mate-
rials accounting, process control, laboratory coordi-
nation, and security. Poor choices made in allocat-
ing functions to individual processors can make a
system unusable by burdening machines with

excessive network retrievals and updates. During
system design phases, data allocation algorithms
based on operation frequencies, field sizes, security
information, and reliability requirements can be
applied in sensitivity studies to mathematically
ensure processor efficiency. The Los Alamos
Network Design System (NDS) implements such
an allocation algorithm. We analyzed a large, ex-
isting distributed system to test the cost functions
and to compare actual network problems with NDS
results. Several common configurations were also
designed and studied using the software. From
these studies, some basic principles for allocating
functions emerged. Recommendations for function
allocation in generic systems and related design
options are discussed.

B. Barnes (IAEA) and D. Close, "GCMAIN: Verification
of UFg Enrichment; Cascade Header Enrichment Monitor
(CHEM)," Department of Safeguards, International
Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria, report SG-
NDA-34, REV. 0 (March 1991).

This Standard Procedure is one of a set of guide-
lines covering NDA measurements of nuclear
material. The intent of these guidelines is to ar-
rive at a standard method of making measurements
in a manner which makes best use of the equipment
in fulfilling its intended function. Although pri-
marily an instrument procedure, the document also
discusses other steps in the verification process.

This procedure is for the verification of U-235
enrichment in gaseous UF6 in centrifuge cascade
header pipes using the Davidson Portable Multi-
Channel Analyzer, PMCA, coupled to an Intrinsic
Germanium Detector and a portable computer. U-
23S enrichment is verified only as being low
enriched (less than 20% enriched in U-235).

The procedure is written in two forms, an abbrevi-
ated one in the form of a detachable checklist for
the more experienced inspector and a detailed proce-
dure suitable for training and reference. For ease of
referral, the checklist steps are numbered to be
consistent with those of the detailed procedure.
Suggested Working Papers with instructions for
use are provided.

As this verification procedure is applied in a limited
number of facilities, facility specific procedures
have been written to detail the procedure in particu-
lar facilities to date. Annex 1 references the
facility-specific procedures. This procedure gives
the common elements of the verification process in
a rewritten and somewhat condensed form, and dis-
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cusses the reporting. It also expands on some
required auxiliary operations with the PMCA.

G. Bignan, J. Capsie, J. Romeyer Dherbey, and P.
Rinard, "A Comparison of Spent Fuel Assembly Control
Instruments: The Cadarache PYTHON and the Los
Alamos Fork," presented at the American Nuclear Soci-
ety, Fourth International Conference on Facility Op-
erations-Safeguards Interface, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
September 29-October 4, 1991, Los Alamos National
Laboratory document LA-UR-91-2765.

Devices to monitor spent fuel assemblies while
stored under water, with nondestructive assay meth-
ods, have been developed in France and in the
United States. Both devices are designed to verify
operator's declared values of exposures and cooling-
time but the applications and thus the designs of
the systems differ. A study, whose results are pre-
sented in this paper, has been conducted to compare
the features and the performances of the two
instruments.

G. E. Bosler and P. M. Rinard, "Bumup Measurements
with the Los Alamos Fork Detector," Nucl. Mater.
Manage. XX (Proceedings Issue), 509-512 (1991).

The fork detector system can determine the burnup
of spent-fuel assemblies. It is a transportable in-
strument that can be mounted permanently in a
spent-fuel pond near a loading area for shipping
casks, or be attached to the storage pond bridge for
measurements on partially raised spent-fuel assem-
blies.

The accuracy of the predicted burnup has been
demonstrated to be as good as 2% from measure-
ments on assemblies in the United States and other
countries. Instruments have also been developed at
other facilities throughout the world using the same
or different techniques, but with similar accuracies.

D. A. Bums, L. E. Wangen, P. Mendoza, M. Randow, E.
Lujan, D. J. Temer, and D. D. Jackson, "Automated
Analysis of Plutonium Solutions Over A Wide Range,"
Fourth International Conference on Facility Operations
Safeguards Interface, Albuquerque, NM, 29 September - 4
October 1991, Los Alamos National Laboratory document
LA-UR-91-183.

A system has been assembled that automates the
spectrophotometric analysis of plutonium solutions
over the concentration range 40 - 250 g/L. Seg-
mented Flow Analysis (SFA) has been employed
with the following system components: 1SCO
autosampler, Alpkem multichannel peristaltic
pump, Vitro Technologies flow cell, Hewlett-
Packard diode array spectrophotometer, IBM-com-
patible computer, and fiber optics. Operation is

completely automatic including aspiration of sam-
ple, reagent addition, mixing, reaction, reading of
absorbance, calculation of sample concentrations,
and output of results. Each analysis consumes
about 86 (iL of sample or standard, and generates
about 2.5 mL of liquid waste. Precision for stan-
dards range from 0.4 to 0.9% RSD. Fiber optics
have been incorporated so the flowcell (which
comes into contact with plutonium) can remain
inside a sealed glovebox along with the sampler and
pump. The high degree of automation provides for
important features of waste minimization and
reduced radiation exposure.

D. A. Close, J. L. Parker, D. L. Haycock, and T.
Dragnev, "Isotopic Distributions, Element Ratios, and
Element Mass Fractions from Enrichment-Meter-Type
Gamma-Ray Measurements of MOX," proceedings of the
Fourth International Conference on Facility Operations-
Safeguards Interface, Albuquerque, NM, September 29-
October 4, 1991. Los Alamos National Laboratory
document LA-UR-91-3104 (September 3991).

The gamma-ray spectra from "infinitely" thick
mixed oxide samples have been measured. The
plutonium isotopics, the U/Pu ratio, the high-Z
mass fractions (assuming only plutonium, ura-
nium, and americium), and the low-Z mass frac-
tion (assuming the matrix is only oxygen) can be
determined by carefully analyzing the data. The
results agree well with the chemical determination
of these parameters.

C. A. Coulter, "US-French Bilateral Agreement, Action
Sheet III: Design of a MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility,"
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Safeguards Systems
Group, report N-4/9I-497 (May 1991).

No abstract.

C. A. Coulter, R. Whiteson, and A. Zardecki,
"Simulating Materials Accounting Activities in Repro-
cessing Plants," presented at the Fourth International
Conference on Facility Operations-Safeguards Interface,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, September 29-October 4,
1991, Los Alamos National Laboratory document LA-
UR-91-3168.

We are using the simulation program FacSim to
model the operation of a combined reprocessing/
mixed oxide (MOX) fuel fabrication facility with an
annual throughput of 100 metric tons of heavy
metal (5% plutonium). In this paper we describe
the results obtained by using FacSim to estimate
the inventory difference variances for the MOX
conversion and the MOX fuel fabrication sections
of the facility. For the assumed measurement
uncertainties and a bimonthly inventory balance
closure period, each of these facility balance areas is
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found to have a plutonium inventory difference
standard deviation of about 2 kg.

J. S. Dreicer, L. Stoltz, and W. A. Smith, "Network
Security and the Graphical Representation Model,"
Proceedings 13th National Computer Security Conference,
Vol. I (National Computer Security Center, Ft. George G.
Meade, Maryland, 1990), pp. 243-252.

This paper describes the underlying conceptual
design and investigative approach used during the
development of the Prototype Graphical Represen-
tation Model. The initial problem was to character-
ize and develop the fundamental theoretical founda-
tion for modeling the features of computer net-
works. This research was influenced by the desire
to investigate graph theoretical problems, in gen-
eral, that are common to many different systems
and disciplines. A computer network is a specific
graph theoretical problem. This paper provides
details on die early research into the relation be-
tween computer networks and graph theory and the
optimal representation of computer networks for
security analysis.

J. S. Dreicer and L. Stoltz, "A Network Security Case
Study: The Los Alamos National Laboratory Integrated
Computer Network," Nucl. Mater. Manage. XX (Pro-
ceedings Issue), 954-957 (1991).

A study to validate the Graphical Network Repre-
sentation (GRPHREP) model is being conducted on
the Los Alamos National Laboratory Integrated
Computer Network (ICN). The GRPHREP model
is a software system application based on graph
theory and object-oriented programming method-
ologies. It codifies the Department of Energy
(DOE) Order 5637.1, which is concerned with clas-
sified computer security policy, restrictions, and
requirements. The Los Alamos ICN is required to
control access to and support large-scale scientific
and administrative computing. Thus, we felt that
this large, complex, and dynamic network would
provide a good test for the graphical and functional
capabilities of the model. Furthermore, the ICN is
composed of multiple partitions that reflect the
sensitivity and classification of the computation
(data) and designate the required clearance level for
the user. The determination of the sufficiency of
these classification and clearance restrictions in con-
junction with the ICN partitions supplied an excel-
lent opportunity to exercise the implementation
(codification) of Order 5637.1. During the study,
we corrected the shortcomings of the model that
were demonstrated; most were minor implementa-
tion issues. However, we discovered one major
deficiency, the lack of specific network security
servers; we incorporated this feature into the model.

M. H. Ehinger, N. R. Zack, E. A. Hakkila, and F.
Franssen, "Use of Process Monitoring for Verifying Fa-
cility Design for Large-Scale Reprocessing Plants," Los
Alamos National Laboratory report LA-12149-MS,
ORNL/TM 11856 (ISPO 331) (June 1991).

During the decade of the 1990s, the International
Atomic Energy Agency faces the challenge of
implementing safeguards in large, new reprocessing
facilities. The Agency will be involved in the
design, construction, checkout, and initial operation
of these new facilities to ensure effective safeguards
are implemented. One aspect of the Agency in-
volvement is in the area of design verification. The
U.S. Support Program has initiated a task to
develop methods for applying process data collec-
tion and validation during the cold commissioning
phase of plant construction. This paper summa-
rizes the results of this task.

N. Ensslin, M. S. Krick, D. G. Langner, and M. C.
Miller, "Active Neutron Multiplicity Counting of Bulk
Uranium," Nucl. Mater. Manage. XX (Proceedings Issue),
433-437 (1991).

This paper describes a new nondestructive assay
technique being developed to assay bulk uranium
containing kilogram quantities of *35U. The new
technique uses neutron multiplicity analysis of data
collected with a coincidence counter outfitted with
AmLi neutron sources. We have calculated the
expected neutron multiplicity count rate and assay
precision for this technique and will report on its
expected performance as a function of detector de-
sign characteristics, 235U sample mass, AmLi
source strength, and source-to-sample coupling.

R. J. Estep, "Assay of Heterogeneous Radioactive Wastes
by Low-Resolution Tomographic Gamma Scanning,"
paper presented at the American Nuclear Society's Winter
Meeting, Washington, D. C , November 11-15, 1990,
Los Alamos National Laboratory document LA-UR-90-
2054 (1990).

No abstract

R. J. Estep and Kenneth B. Sherwood, "A Prototype To-
mographic Gamma Scanner for Assaying 208-L Drums,"
paper presented at the Fourth International Conference on
Facility Operations-Safeguards Interface, Albuquerque,
NM, September 29-October 4, 1991, Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory document LA-UR-91-61 (January 1991).

No abstract

P. E. Fehlau, "1990 Update for the Applications Guide to
Pedestrian SNM Monitors," Los Alamos National Labora-
tory report LA-11971-MS (November 1990).
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The physical principles of special nuclear ma-
terial (SNM) monitoring have not changed in the
five years since the writing of Los Alamos report,
"An Applications Guide to Pedestrian SNM Moni-
tors (LA-10633-MS)." However, during those
years, there has been evidence for the start of sig-
nificant change in the practice of SNM monitoring.
Recently revised Department of Energy (DOE)
orders allow flexibility in selecting material-control
measures by addressing both abrupt and protracted
theft or diversion of SNM and by grading the mate-
rial according to its attractiveness. Other new
guidelines on how to apply, test, and maintain
SNM monitors and metal detectors are becoming
available from the American Society for Testing
and Materials. But perhaps the most noticeable
change to the Applications Guide is in Part 3, the
catalog of commercial pedestrian SNM monitors,
where many obsolete entries have been replaced by
new monitors. This update report for the Applica-
tions Guide catalogs new pedestrian SNM monitors
and discusses what is new and what is changing in
the practice of SNM monitoring.

P. E. Fehlau, "Comparing a Recursive Digital Filter with
the Moving-Average and Sequential Probability-Ratio De-
tection Methods for SNM Portal Monitors," Proceedings
of the 1990 IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium,
Arlington, Virginia, October 23-26, 1990, Los Alamos
National Laboratory document LA-UR-9O-33O5 (October
1990).

We compared a recursive digital filter proposed for
French special nuclear material monitors with our
detection methods, which employ a moving-average
sealer or a sequential probability-ratio test. Each of
our nine test subjects repeatedly carried a test source
through a walk-through portal monitor that had the
same nuisance-alarm rate with each method. We
found that the average detection probability for the
test source is also the same for each method.
However, the recursive digital filter may have one
drawback: its exponentially decreasing response to
past radiation intensity prolongs the impact of any
interference from radiation sources or radiation-pro-
ducing machinery. We also examined the influence
of each test subject on the monitor's operation by
measuring individual attenuation factors for back-
ground and source radiation, then ranked the sub-
jects' attenuation factors against their individual
probabilities for detecting the test source. The one
inconsistent ranking was likely caused by that sub-
ject's unusually long stride when passing through
the portal.

P. E. Fehiau, "Field-Trial Results for Pre-Flight Non-
Nuclear Verification in Air Force NELA Flight Tests,"
Los Alamos National Laboratory report LA-12006-MS
(January 1991).

The nuclear-explosive-tike assembly (NELA) veri-
fication program provides last minute confirmation that
NELA test units do not contain nuclear materials when
they are launched for flight testing. The program, which
is funded through the Weapons Quality Division of DOE's
Albuquerque Operations Office, uses instruments devel-
oped and maintained by Los Alamos in field operations
conducted by Sandia and Air Force personnel. During the
period covered here, the goal was to evaluate the instru-
ments in the field and to further develop them for possible
routine use by Air Force personnel. A review of more
than a year's data from field measurements using two gen-
erations of neutron verification instrument shows that the
measurements agree well with expected results. Reference
measurement!; of real weapons are proportional to similar
in-plant confirmation measurements by Pantex Plant per-
sonnel using different, less portable instruments. Results
for NELA Joint Test Assembly verification have all been
close to background results and well below the correspond-
ing results for real weapons. The two instrument failures
that occurred were recognized at the time of failure. The
few personnel failures that occurred were a result of insuf-
ficient time for training and a lack of comprehensive
written procedures.

P. E. Fehlau, "Hand-Held Instruments as Confirmation
Tools," Proceedings of the Fourth International Con-
ference on Facility Operations-Safeguards Interface,
Albuquerque, NM, September 29-October 4, 1991, Los
Alamos National Laboratory document LA-UR-91-2658
(August 1991).

Hand-held instruments used as confirmation tools
in nuclear safeguards, security, and safety programs
measure the radioactive emissions of nuclear mate-
rials to confirm bare or encapsulated materials.
Less penetrating radiations are useful for bare or
canned material, while fast neutrons and penetrating
gamma rays cover a broad range of encapsulation.
Some instruments are commercially available, and
more are being developed for use in the near future.
Users of the instruments have the responsibility to
demonstrate their suitability in each application.
For easy and effective use, operators need suitable
training in nuclear material attributes and proce-
dures for confirmation and measurement control.

J. B. Glick, F. X. Haas, A. G. Garrett, G. A. Sheppard,
P. A. Russo, M. C. Miller, E. C. Piquette, and T. R.
Wenz, "A New Approach to Performing Holdup Meas-
urements on Glove Box Exhausts," Nucl, Mater. Manage.
XX (Proceedings Issue), 64-67 (1991).

A new measurement technique has been developed
for quantifying plutonium holdup in process glove
box exhausts. This technique has been imple-
mented at Rocky Flats with a shielded, coUimated
bismuth germinate (GBO) gamma-ray detector.
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Measurements along the duct are made in pairs.
The detector is positioned for an upward view of the
deposit from two inches below the duct, and for a
downward view from two inches above it. When
the detector is placed in the bottom assay position,
the area of the holdup material is assun :\ to extend
beyond the detector field of view. A model has
been developed that relates the deposit width to the
ratio of the count rates measured at two positions,
above and below the duct. Once a deposit width
has been deduced, it is multiplied by the area-source
assay result from the bottom measurement to yield
a mass-per-unit-length at that duct location. Total
piutonium (Pu) mass is then determined by multi-
plying the duct length by the average of the mass-
per-unit-length assays performed along the duct.
The technique's applicability is presented in a com-
parison of field measurement data to analysis
results on material removed from the ducts.

A. S. Goldman, P. De Ridder, and Gabor Laszlo,
"Comparison Between Calorimeter and HLNC Errors,"
Nucl. Mater. Manage. XX (Proceedings Issue), 767-774
(1991).

This paper summarizes an error analysis that
compares systematic and random errors of total
piutonium mass estimated for high-level neutron
coincidence counter (HLNC) and calorimeter meas-
urements. This task was part of an International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) sti'dy on the
comparison of the two instruments to determine if
HLNC measurement errors met IAEA standards and
if the calorimeter gave "significantly" better preci-
sion. Our analysis was based on propagation of
error models that contained all known sources of
errors including uncertainties associated with MGA-
processed piutonium isotopic measurements.

A. Goldman, P. De Ridder, G. Laszlo, R. Weh, and H.
Dratschmidt, "Comparisons Among Calibration Instru-
ments in the CALDEX Accountancy Tank Calibration,"
presented at the American Nuclear Society, Fourth Interna-
tional Conference on Facility Operations-Safeguards
Interface, Albuquerque, New Mexico, September 29-
October 4, 1991, Los Alamos National Laboratory
document LA-UR-91-3172.

An experiment known as the CALibration Demon-
stration EXercise (CALDEX) has tested volume,
weight, and level measurement instruments in a
12 500-L annular vessel. Data from this experi-
ment were statistically analyzed in the following
ways:

• Data from various high-precision differential
pressure gauges, liquid-level determination
instruments, and weighing devices were ana-
lyzed and compared.

• Incremental inputs to the tank, determined by
a high-precision balance and rotary piston me-
ter, were compared with load cell measure-
ments and found to agree.

• Data from precision pressure gauges did not
vary significantly among gauges; data from
capacitive level measurement instruments did
not vary either. However, data from the sonic
probe were not consistent enough to make
comparison meaningful.

S. Guardini and J. K. Sprinkle, Jr., "The Preparation of
Large Standards for NDA Measurements," Nucl. Mater.
Manage. XX (Proceedings Issue), 995-997 (1991).

The accuracy of a material balance determination is
dependent on the reference materials used to cali-
brate. The calibration needs of nondestructive assay
techniques differ from the needs of destructive tech-
niques: nondestructive techniques use the reference
materials more than once and can require larger
masses of special nuclear material. Therefore, the
expertise inherited from destructive methods is not
simply applicable to acquiring reference materials
for nondestructive measurements. The procurement
process for reference materials is expensive and
complex. Careful specification of the desired at-
tributes defines the • /quired quality measures. A
detailed procurement plan, agreed upon and docu-
mented before acquisition starts, is crucial to
obtaining a set of high quality reference materials.
The acquisition of some recent Los Alamos stan-
dards and the Ispra PERLA (PERformance LAbora-
tory) standards are following such plans. To date,
piutonium oxide standards of three burnups ranging
to 2.5 kg and uranium oxide standards of four
(high) enrichments ranging to 1.5 kg are in routine
use for calibration, performance evaluation and
training. Independent certification of these reference
materials by several analytical laboratories gives
traceability to the international measurement sys-
tem. It was extremely expensive to produce these
reference materials. Not every user can purchase
such a set. We discuss an alternative.

R. G. Gutmacher, "Measurement Uncertainty Estimates
for Reprocessing Facilities," Los Alamos National Labo-
ratory report LA-11839-MS (ISPO 315) (October 1990).

This report attempts to provide realistic estimates
of measurement uncertainties in reprocessing facili-
ties from an in-depth search of the literature. These
estimates were critically selected; they met the twin
criteria of being technically defensible and being
derived from actual plant experience under operating
conditions. The core of this report is an annotated
bibliography of published papers, reports, and
meeting proceedings in which such estimates were
found. The comments following each citation con-
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tain a precis of the measurement uncertainty data.
To make the information in the bibliography more
accessible and useful, summaries have been pre-
pared for a number of item/measurement combina-
tions. A subject index for the bibliography is also
provided.

E. A. Hakkila and N. R. Zack, "A Study of Process
Monitoring to Verify Process Design of Reprocessing
Plants," presented at the ANS 1990 Winter Meeting,
Washington, DC, November 11-15, 1990, Los Alamos
National Laboratory document LA-UR-90-2032.

No abstract

E. A. Hakkila, N. R. Zack, M. H. Ehinger, and F.
Franssen, "Use of Process Monitoring for Verifying Fa-
cility Design of Large-Scale Reprocessing Plants," 13th
Annual Symposium on Safeguards and Nuclear Material
Management (Joint Research Centre, Ispra, Italy, 1991),
ESARDA 24, pp. 615-620.

During the decade of the 1990s, the International
Atomic Energy Agency faces the challenge of
implementing safeguards in large, new reprocessing
facilities. The Agency will be involved in the
design, construction, checkout, and initial operation
of these new facilities to ensure effective safeguards
are implemented. One aspect of the Agency in-
volvement is in the area of design verification. The
U.S. Support Program has initiated a task to de-
velop methods for applying process data collection
and validation during the cold commissioning phase
of plant construction. This paper summarizes the
results of this task.

E. A. Hakkila, A. L. Beyerlein, J. F. Geldard, R. Weh, K.
Eiben, and T. Dander, "Experimental Validation of Pulsed
Column Inventory Estimators," presented at the Fourth
International Conference on Facility Operations/Safe-
guards Interface, Albuquerque, New Mexico, September
29-October 4, 1991, Los Alamos National Laboratory
document LA-UR-91-2872.

Near-real-time accounting (NRTA) for reprocessing
plants relies on the timely measurement of all
transfers through the process area and all inventory
in the process. It is difficult to measure the inven-
tory of the solvent contactors; therefore, estimation
techniques are considered. We have used experi-
mental data obtained at the TEKO facility in
Karlsruhe and have applied computer codes devel-
oped at Clemson University to analyze this data.
For uranium extraction, the computer predictions
agree to within 15% of the measured inventories.
We believe this study is significant in demonstrat-
ing that using theoretical models with a minimum
amount of process data may be an acceptable

approach to column inventory estimation for
NRTA.

E. A. Hakkila, J. T. Markin, and M. F. Mullen, "Future
Issues in International Safeguards," presented at the Fourth
International Conference on Facility Operations-Safe-
guards Interface, Albuquerque, New Mexico, September
29-October 4, 1991, Los Alamos National Laboratory
document LA-UR-91-3188.

The introduction of large bulk-handling facilities
into the internationally safeguarded, commercial
nuclear fuel cycle, increased concerns for radiation
exposure, and the constant level of resources avail-
able to the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) are driving new and innovative approaches
to international safeguards. Inspector resources
have traditionally been allocated on a facility-type
basis. Approaches such as randomization of in-
spections either within a facility or across facilities
in a State or the application of a fuel-cycle
approach within a State are being considered as
means of conserving resources. Large bulk-han-
dling facilities require frequent material balance clo-
sures to meet IAEA timeliness goals. Approaches
such as near-real-time accounting, running book
inventories, and adjusted running book inventories
are considered as means to meet these goals. The
automated facilities require that safeguards measures
also be automated, leading to more reliance on
operator-supplied equipment that must be authenti-
cated by the inspectorate. New Non-Proliferation
Treaty signatory States with advanced nuclear pro-
grams will further drain IAEA resources. Finally,
the role of special inspections in IAEA safeguards
may be expanded. This paper discusses these issues
in terms of increasing safeguards effectiveness and
the possible impact on operators.

L. M. Harris, D. J. Bailey, and R. B. Strittmatter,
"Security Evaluation of the NWCnet WBCN Gateway
Software," Proceedings 14th Department of Energy
Computer Security Group Conference (US Department of
Energy, Washington, DC, 1991), pp. 7-1-7-16.

This paper reviews the procedures and methodology
associated with the security evaluation of the Nu-
clear Weapons Complex Network (NWCnet) Wide-
Band Communications Network (WBCN) Gateway
software. NWCnet, built by the DOE Albuquerque
Operations Office and the Computer Integrated
Manufacturing (CIM) Program Office, was an early
attempt by the DOE to build a complex-wide net-
work for classified data processing. The develop-
ment of NWCnet broke new ground in DOE com-
puter security management and identified several
complex security issues for which new security
design and planning techniques were developed.
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The requirement for a comprehensive security
evaluation of each NWCnet service component was
established by the CIM Program Office in conjunc-
tion w>th the DOE Office of Safeguards and Secu-
rity. The goals of the activity were to establish the
network's overall security and to provide a technical
basis on which to certify and accredit the network.
In the process of designing and evaluating the
WBCN Gateway software, significant knowledge
was gained regarding the function of the software
and the security evaluation process. Not only did
the evaluators learn how to test software in the face
of continual change, but they also began to under-
stand how to evaluate the security of a network.
This paper is designed to communicate the lessons
learned from the evaluation activities. It focuses on
the problems (and solutions) encountered in testing
a long-term project undergoing continual, major
change.

L. M. Harris, "Report on Security Issues in Database Sys-
tems," Los Alamos National Laboratory report LA-11938-
MS (April 1991).

This report reviews the procedures and methodology
associated with the security evaluation of the Nu-
clear Weapons Complex Network (NWCnet)
WBCN Gateway software. NWCnet, built by the
DOE Albuquerque Operations Office and the Com-
puter Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) Program
Office, was an early attempt by the DOE to build a
complex-wide network for classified data process-
ing.

The development of NWCnet broke new ground in
DOE computer security management and identified
several complex security issues for which new
security design and planning techniques were devel-
oped. The requirement for a comprehensive secu-
rity evaluation of each NWCnet service component
was established by the CIM Program Office in
conjunction with the DOE Office of Safeguards and
Security. The goals of the requirement were to
establish the network's overall security and to pro-
vide a technical basis on which to certify and ac-
credit the network. The DOE Center for Computer
Security served as the focal point for this activity,
functioned as a liaison between the NWCnet project
development team and the security examination
teams, and was responsible for coordinating, plan-
ning, and conducting the software reviews.

In the process of designing and evaluating the
WBCN Gateway software, significant knowledge
was gained regarding the function of the software
and the security evaluation process. Not only did
the evaluators learn how to lest software in the face
of continual change, but they also began to under-
stand how to evaluate the security of a network.

This report documents the lessons learned from the
evaluation activities and communicates this knowl-
edge. The report focuses on the problems (and
solutions) encountered in testing a long-term pro-
ject undergoing continual, major change.

L. M. Harris, J. Ballman, J. A. Howell, J. Prommel, H.
Vaccaro, and R. Whiteson, "Report on Design and Testing
of Computer Security Technologies Integrated into a
Generic MC&A System," Los Alamos National Labora-
tory, Safeguards Systems Group, report N-4/91-1157
(September 1991).

No abstract.

L. M. Harris, J. A. Howell, and D. J. Bailey, "Report on
the Certification of Application Software," Los Alamos
National Laboratory, Safeguards Systems Group, report
N-4/CS/91-1169 (September 1991).

No abstract.

J. A. Howell and R. Whiteson, "An Application of Neural
Networks to Process and Materials Control," Nucl. Mater.
Manage. XX (Proceedings Issue), 911-916 (1991).

Process control consists of two basic elements: a
model of the process and a knowledge of the desired
control algorithm. In some cases the level of the
control algorithm is n\?.rely supervisory, as in an
alarm reporting or anomaly detection system. If
the model of the process is known, then a simple
set of equations can often be solved explicitly, pro-
viding the control algorithm. Otherwise, the model
has to be discovered through empirical studies.
Neural networks have properties that make them
useful in this application. They can learn (make
internal models from experience or observations).
The problem of anomaly detection in materials ac-
counting systems fits well into this general control
framework. To successfully model this process
with a neural network, a good set of observabJes
must be chosen. These observables must in some
sense adequately span the spa ? of representable
events so that a signature metric can be built for
normal operation. In this way, an abnormal event,
one that does not fit within the signature, can be
detected. In this paper, we discuss the issues in-
volved in applying a neural network model to
anomaly detection in materials accounting systems.
These issues include data selection and representa-
tion, network architecture, prediction of events, the
use of simulated data, and software tools.

S. -T. Hsue, S. M. Simmonds, V. L. Longmire, and S.
M. Long, "Design and Fabrication of SGS Plutonium
Standards," presented at the American Nuclear Society,
Fourth International Conference on Facility Operations-
Safeguards Interface, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
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September 29-October 4, 1991, Los Alamos National
Laboratory document LA-UR-91-2646.

This paper describes our experience of fabricating
four sets of pluionium segmented gamma scanner
(SGS) can standards. The fabrication involves care-
ful planning, meticulous execution in weighing the
plutonium oxide while minimizing contamination,
chemical analyses by three different national labora-
tories to get accurate and independent plutonium
concentrations, vertical scanning to assure mixing
of the plutonium and the diluent, and finally the
nondestructive verification measurement. By fol-
lowing these steps, we successfully fabricated 4
sets or 20 SGS can standards.

W. J. Hunteman, "Computer Security Evaluation of the
Westinghouse-Hanford Restricted Data Transmission
Controller," DOE Center for Computer Security report
CCS-90-006 (October 1990).

No abstract.

W. J. Hunteman, "A Methodology for Performing Com-
puter Security Reviews," Nucl. Mater. Manage. X X
(Proceedings Issue), 917-918 (1991).

DOE Order 5637.1, "Classified Computer Secu-
rity," requires regular reviews of the computer secu-
rity activities for an ADP system and for a site.
Based on experiences gained in the Los Alamos
computer security program through interactions
with DOE facilities, we have developed a method-
ology to aid a site or security officer in performing
a comprehensive computer security review. The
methodology is designed to aid a reviewer in defin-
ing goals of the review (e.g., preparation for in-
spection), determining security requirements based
on DOE p o l i c i e s , de termin ing
threats/vulnerabilities based on DOE and local
threat guidance, and identifying critical system
components to be reviewed. Application of the
methodology will result in review procedures and
checklists oriented to the review goals, the target
system, and DOE policy requirements. The review
methodology can be used to prepare for an audit or
inspection and as a periodic self-check tool to
determine the status of the computer security pro-
gram for a site or specific ADP system.

W. J. Hunteman, "Knowledge-Based Computer Security
Advisor," Proceedings 14th National Computer Security
Conference (National Computer Security Center, Ft.
George G. Meade, Maryland, 1991), pp. 347-356.

The rapid expansion of computer security informa-
tion and technology has included little support for
the security officer to identify the safeguards needed

to comply with a policy and to secure a computing
system. Los Alamos is developing a knowledge-
based computer security system to provide expert
knowledge to the security officer. This system in-
cludes a model for expressing the complex require-
ments in computer security policy statements. The
model is used as part of an expert system which
allows a security officer to describe a computer
system and then determine compliance with the
policy. The model contains a generic represen-
tation which contains network relationships among
the policy concepts to support inferencing based on
information represented in the generic policy
description.

W. J. Hunteman, M. Brownstein, and R. Evans, "Security
Plan Assistant (SPA) User's Manual," Los Alamos
National Laboratory, Safeguards Systems Group, report
N-4/CS/91-182 (February 1991).

No abstract

E. A. Kern, "Material Accounting System Development
Using Client/Server Architecture," Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Safeguards Systems Group report N-4/91-654
(June 1991).

No abstract.

E. A. Kern and K. K. S. Pillay, "Nuclear Materials Ac-
counting: Variance Propagation and Systems Analysis
Workshop," Los Alamos National Laboratory, Safeguards
Systems Group, report N-4/91-833 (September 1991).

No abstract.

E. A. Kern and K. K. S. Pillay, "Variance Propagation
Code User's Manual," Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Safeguards Systems Group, report N-4/91-978 (August
1991).

No abstract

E. A. Kern, "Variance Propagation Using the VP Code,"
presented at the Fourth International Conference on Fa-
cility Operations/Safeguards Interface, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, September 29-October 4, 1991, Los Alamos
National Laboratory document LA-UR-91-2822 (1991).

The VP (Variance Propagation) Code has been de-
veloped at Los Alamos in the Safeguards Systems
Group to provide offline variance propagation and
systems analysis for nuclear material processing
facilities. VP provides a flexible, menu -driven user
interface. Outputs from the code are in the form of
tables and graphs. The code runs on IBM PC or
compatible computers.
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E. A. Kem, L. P. McRae, P. B. O'Callaghan, and D.
Yearsley, "Material Accounting System Development at
the Westinghouse Hanford Company Using Client/Server
Architecture," presented at the Fourth International Con-
ference on Facility Operations/Safeguards Interface, Albu-
querque, New Mexico, September 29-October 4, 1991,
Los Alamos National Laboratory document LA-UR-91-
3069.

A generic nuclear material accounting system that
takes advantage of the latest advances in computer
software and hardware technology is being devel-
oped jointly by Los Alamos and the Westinghouse
Hanford Company. This new system will be built
with microcomputers and can be easily scaled and
configured to the needs and preferences of the indi-
vidual sites. Hardware and software implementa-
tion costs will be relatively low.

M. S. Krick, L. Cowder, V. Maltsev, A. Chernikov, P.
Mokeenko, A. Lagatlu, Y. Lopatin, and K. Czock,
"Active Well Coincidence Counter Measurements of En-
riched Uranium Fuel AssembUes in Scanning and Station-
ary Modes," in Proc. 13 th ESARDA Symposium on
Safeguards and Nucl. Mater. Manage. (Joint Research
Centre, Ispra, Italy, 1991) ESARDA 24, pp. 413-418.

Enriched uranium fuel assemblies were measured
with an Active Well Coincidence Counter (AWCC)
at the Beloyarskaya Nuclear Power Plant. Special
AWCC inserts, electronics, and software were used.
Stationary and scanning measurements were per-
formed to establish calibrations and performance
specifications for the assay of 235U and 235U/cm
for BN600 fuel.

D. G. Langner, N. Dytlewski, and M. S. Krick,
"Pyrochemical Multiplicity Counter Development," Nucl.
Mater. Manage. XX (Proceedings Issue), 438-442 (1991).

Impure plutonium-bearing materials from pyro-
chemical processes often display both significant
self-multiplication and variable (CM) reaction rates.
Standard neutron coincidence counting techniques
usually fail to accurately measure these materials.
Neutron multiplicity counters measure the third
moment of the neutron multiplicity distribution
and thus make it possible to deduce the fertile plu-
tonium mass of a sample even when both the self-
multiplication and the (a,n) reaction rate are
unknown. A multiplicity counter suitable for
measuring pyrochemical materials has been de-
signed and built. This paper describes the results of
characterization studies for the new counter. The
counter consists of 126 helium-3 tubes arranged in
4 concentric rings in a polyethylene moderator; the
average spacing between the tubes is 1.59 cm. The
end plugs for the counter are made of graphite, and
the 24.1- by 37.5-cm sample cavity is cadmium

lined. The counter consists of two distinct halves
from which the neutron counts are summed. The
counter is capable of operation in either a freestand-
ing mode with the two halves coupled together by
an external cabinet or in a glove-box mode with the
two halves placed around a glove-box well and then
mated. For a ^ ^ f source centered in the sample
cavity, the measured efficiency of the new multi-
plicity counter is 57.7% and its die-away time is
47.2 us.

D. G. Langner and P. A. Russo "Geometry-Based Multi-
plication-Corrected Analysis for Neutron Coincidence
Assay of Impure Plutonium Materials," presented at the
American Nuclear Society, Fourth International
Conference on Facility Operations-Safeguards Interface,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, September 29-October 4,
1991, Los Alamos National Laboratory document LA-
UR-91-3138(1991).

We have developed a technique to assay impure,
plutonium-bearing materials using passive neutron
coincidence counting. The technique can be applied
to any impure, plutonium-bearing material category
whose matrix constituents are approximately con-
stant, whose self-multiplication is low-to-moderate,
whose plutonium isotopic composition is known
and not substantially varying, and whose bulk ge-
ometry is measurable or can be derived. The tech-
nique requires a set of reference materials with well-
characterized plutonium contents. The reference
materials are measured once to derive a calibration
that is specific to the neutron detector and the mate-
rial category. This technique has been applied to
four categories of material: molten salt extraction
residues; plutonium fluoride samples having a vari-
able salt matrix; impure plutonium oxides; and, for
comparison, pure plutonium oxides. Assays accu-
rate to 4% (Is) were obtained for these impure
materials measured in an HLNCII. Better results
should be obtainable with neutron detectors with
better response characteristics.

D. G. Langner, M. S. Krick, N. Ensslin, G. E. Bosler,
and N. Dytlewski, "Neutron Multiplicity Counter Devel-
opment," in Proc. 13th ESARDA Symposium on
Safeguards and Nucl. Mater. Manage. (Joint Research
Centre, Ispra, Italy, 1991) ESARDA 24, pp. 285-290.

We have designed and built two multiplicity coun-
ters to test the usefulness of multiplicity counting
for the safeguards assay of plutonium-bearing mate-
rials. The first prototype counter has been charac-
terized and a variety of plutonium-bearing materials
have been measured with it. Assays accurate to
~0.7% have beer, obtained for both pure and impure
plutonium oxide samples in reasonable measure-
ment times. Assays accurate to ~ 5 % have been
obtained for meial samples. A second multiplicity
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counter has been designed using experience gained
from the first as well as Monte Carlo simulations.
The second counter was designed to be more suit-
able for in-plant measurement of pyrochemical pro-
cess materials. This paper presents the results of
characterization studies of the two instruments.

T. K. Li, Y. Kuno, S. Sato, J. L. Parker, M. Kamata, and
T. Akiyama, "Further Development of IDGS—Isotope
Dilution Gamma-Ray Spectrometry," Nucl. Mater.
Manage. XX (Proceedings Issue), 253-259 (1991).

The isotope dilution gamma-ray spectrometry
(IDGS) technique for determining the plutonium
concentration and isotopic composition of highly
radioactive spent-fuel dissolver solutions has been
further developed. Both the sample preparation and
the analysis have been improved. The plutonium
isotopic analysis is based on high-resolution, low-
energy gamma-ray spectrometry. The plutonium
concentration in the dissolver solutions then is cal-
culated from the measured isotopic differences
among the spike, the dissolver solution, and the
spiked dissolver solution. Plutonium concentra-
tions and isotopic compositions of dissolver solu-
tions analyzed from this study agree well with
those obtained by traditional isotope dilution mass
spectrometry (IDMS) and are consistent with the
first IDGS experimental result. With the current
detector efficiency, sample size, and a 100-min
count time, the estimated precision is -0.5% for
239Pu and 240Pu isotopic analyses and - 1 % for the
plutonium concentration analysis.

T. K. Li, Y. Kuno, S. Sato, J. L. Parker, A. Kurosawa,
and T. Akiyama, "Development of Isotope Dilution
Gamma-Ray Spectrometry for Plutonium Analysis," in
Proc. 13th ESARDA Symposium on Safeguards and
Nucl. Mater. Manage. (Joint Research Centre, Ispra, Italy,
1991) ESARDA 24, pp. 175-180 (May 1991).

We are studying the feasibility of determining the
plutonium concentration and isotopic distribution
of highly radioactive, spent-fuel dissolver solutions
by employing high-resolution gamma-ray spec-
trometry. The study involves gamma-ray pluto-
nium isotopic analysis for both dissolver and
spiked dissolver solution samples, after plutonium
is eluted through an ion-exchange column and ab-
sorbed in a small resin bead bag. The spike is
well-characterized, dry plutonium containing -98%
of 239Pu. By using measured isotopic information,
the concentration of elemental putonium in the
dissolver solution can be determined. Both the
plutonium concentration and the isotopic composi-
tion of the dissolver solution obtained from this
study agree well with values obtained by traditional
isotope dilution mass speclrometry (IDMS).
Because it is rapid, easy to operate and maintain,

and costs less, this new technique could be an alter-
native method to IDMS for input accountability
and verification measurements in reprocessing
plants.

J. T. Markin, R. H. Augustson, G. W. Eccleston, and E.
A. Hakkila, "Development of Nuclear Materials Account-
ing in International Safeguards: The Past - The Present -
The Future," Nucl. Mater. Manage. XX (Proceedings
Issue), 125-131 (1991).

Nuclear materials accountancy was introduced as a
primary safeguards measure in international safe-
guards at the inception of the EURATOM safe-
guards directorate in 1959 and in IAEA safeguards
in 1961 with the issuance of INFCIRC 26. As
measurement technology evolved and safeguarded
facilities increased in both number and size, meas-
urement methodology requirements increased as
reflected in INFCIRC 66 (Rev 2.) in 1968 and later
in INFCIRC 153 in 1972. Early measurements
relied heavily on chemical analysis, but in the
1960s the measurements evolved more and more
toward nondestructive assay. Future nuclear mate-
rials accountancy systems will increase in
complexity, driven by larger and more complex fa-
cilities; more stringent health, safety, and environ-
mental considerations; and unattended automation
in facility operations.

J. T. Markin and S. P. Pederson, "Randomization of
Interim Inspections at Light-Water Reactors," Los Alamos
National Laboratory, Safeguards Systems Group report N-
4/91-1012 (September 1991).

No abstract.

H. O. Menlove, J. E. Stewart, S. Z. Qiao, T. R. Wenz,
and G. P. D. Verrecchia, "Neutron Collar Calibration and
Evaluation for Assay of LWR Fuel Assemblies Contain-
ing Burnable Neutron Absorbers," Los Alamos National
Laboratory report LA-11965-MS (ISPO-323) (November
1990).

The neutron coincidence collar is used to verify the
uranium content in light water reactor fuel assem-
blies. An AmLi neutron source actively interro-
gates the fuel assembly to measure the *3 5U con-
tent and the 2 3 8 U content can be verified from a
passive neutron coincidence measurement This
report gives the collar calibration data for pressur-
ized water reactor (PWR) and boiling water reactor
(BWR) fuel assemblies both with and without
cadmium liners. Calibration curves and correction
factors are presented for neutron absorbers (burnable
poisons) and various fuel assembly sizes. The data
were collected using the Los Alamos BWR and
PWR test assemblies as well as fuel assemblies
from several fuel fabrication facilities.
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H. O. Menlove, M. A. Pociotti, T. N. Claytor, H. R.
Maltrud, O. M. Rivera, D. G. Tuggle, and S. E. Jones,
"Reproducible Neutron Emission Measurements from Ti
Metal in Pressurized D2 Gas," paper to be published in the
Proceedings of Anomalous Nuclear Effects in Deuterium/
Solid Systems Conference, Prove, Uiah, October 22-24,
1990, Los Alamos National Laboratory document LA-
UR-91-339 (1991).

During the past year, we have measured neutron
emission from samples of titanium (Ti) metal and
sponge in pressurized D2 gas. In January 1990, we
improved our sample preparation procedure and our
detector sensitivity level so that the neutron-emis-
sion measurements are now reproducible, but not
yet predictable. We have measured excess neutron
emission from the majority of our most recent
samples using our high-sensitivity neutron detec-
tors. The improved sensitivity in our new detector
system was obtained by using low-radioactive-
background stainless steel tubes, a small detector
volume with high efficiency, and additional cosmic-
ray shielding. Our most sensitive detector consists
of two independent segments making up inner and
outer rings of 3He tubes. The combined total effi-
ciency is 44%. In addition to inner and outer ring
segments, we have three separate detector systems
operating in parallel control experiments to moni-
tor environmental change. We have measured
neutron bursts from a variety of samples containing
Ti metal and D2 gas. The low-multiplicity bursts,
emitting from 2 to 10 n, occur much more fre-
quently than the higher multiplicity bursts. By
measuring high-mass samples (300 g Ti) over sev-
eral weeks, with many liquid nitrogen temperature
cycles, we have detected neutron emission above
the background from most of the samples with a
significance level of 3 to 9 a.

H. O. Menlove, M. C. Miller, T. R. Wenz, J. Baca, K.
E. Kroncke, and C. Delegard, "CANDU MOX (CMOX)
Counter Design And Operation Manual," Los Alamos
National Laboratory report LA-12191-M (ISPO-336)
(October 1991).

A neutron coincidence counter has been assigned to
measure the amount of plutonium in the fuel ele-
ments or bundles of CANDU reactors. The
CANDU MOX counter was designed to have a uni-
form profile along the length of the bundle. A fuel
bundle transfer mechanism was designed to move
fuel bundles into and out of the counter. This
manual describes the counter hardware, operating
characteristics, and calibration.

M. C. Miller, H. O. Menlove, and P. A. Russo, "A
High-Efficiency Neutron Coincidence Counter for Small
Samples," presented at the American Nuclear Society,

Fourth International Conference on Facility Operations-
Safeguards Interface, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
September 29-October 4, 1991, Los Alamos National
Laboratory document LA-UR-91-3081 (1991).

The inventory sample coincidence counter (INVS)
has been modified to enhance its performance. The
new design is suitable for use with a glove box
sample-well (in-line application) as well as for use
in the standard at-line mode. The counter has been
redesigned to count more efficiently and be less
sensitive to variations in sample position. These
factors lead to a higher degree of precision and accu-
racy in a given counting period and allow for the
practical use of the INVS counter with gamma-ray
isotopics to obtain a plutoniutn assay independent
of operator declarations and time-consuming chemi-
cal analysis. A calculational study was performed
using the Los Alamos transport code MCNP to
optimize the design parameters.

M. C. Miller, H. O. Menlove, A. Abdel-Halim, B.
Hassan, and A. Kestleman, "The Improved Inventory
Sample Counter INVS Mod-Ill," Los Alamos National
Laboratory report LA-12112-M (ISPO-329) (May 1991).

The Inventory Sample Coincidence Counter (INVS)
has been modified to enhance its performance. The
new design can now be used with a glove box
sample-well (in-line application) in addition to the
standard at-line mode. The counter has been
designed to have more counting efficiency and be
less sensitive to variations in sample position.
These factors lead to a higher degree of precision
and accuracy in a given counting period. A calcula-
tion^ study was performed using the Los Alamos
transport code MCNP to optimize the design
parameters. The counter underwent performance
testing and precalibration at Los Alamos and was
then shipped to the Plutonium Fuel Production
Facility in Japan where final calibration was done
using mixed oxide powder and pellets.

W. S. Murray and K. B. Butterfield, "Portable Neutron
and Gamma-Radiation Instruments," Proceedings of the
1990 IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium, Arlington,
Virginia, October 23-26, 1990, Los Alamos National
Laboratory document LA-UR-90-3501 (October 1990).

Since 1985, we have been designing and building
smart neutron and gamma-radiation detection sys-
tems with embedded microprocessors programmed
in the FORTH language. These portable instru-
ments can be battery-powered and can provide many
analysis functions not available in most radiation
detectors Local operation of the instruments is
menu-driven through a graphics liquid crystal dis-
play and hex keypad; remote operation is through a
serial communications link. While some instru-
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merits simply count particles, others determine the
energy of the radiation as well as the intensity.
The functions we have provided include absolute
source-strength determination, Feynman variance
analysis, sequential-probability ratio test, and time-
history recording.

A. J. Nelson, G. E. Bosler, R. H. Augustson, and L. R.
Cowder, "Underwater Measurement of a 15 x IS MOX
PWR-Type Fuel Assembly," Los Alamos National Labo-
ratory report LA-11850-MS (ISPO-316) (December 1990).

Underwater measurements have been made on a
fresh, mixed oxide, 15 x 15 fuel assembly to evalu-
ate various nondestructive assay techniques for de-
termining the plutonium content in the assembly.
For these laboratory measurements, best results
were obtained with assays using multiplication-
corrected neutron coincidence count rates.

J. L. Parker, "Relative Probabilities of the Uranium Iso-
topes for Thorium X-Ray Emission and Fluorescence of
Uranium X-Rays," Nucl. Mater. Manage. XX (Pro-
ceedings Issue), 245-248 (1991).

Both thorium x-rays from decaying uranium iso-
topes and self-fluoresced uranium x-rays are promi-
nent in high-resolution gamma-ray spectra of
uranium-bearing materials. Useful application of
the information carried by those x-rays has been
curtailed because the probabilities of the uranium
isotopes for thorium x-ray emission and for ura-
nium x-ray fluorescence have not been known. By
analyzing enrichment-meter geometry spectra from
uranium oxide standards whose enrichments ranged
from 0.7% to 91%, relative values, primarily,
have been obtained for the probabilities of both
processes. Thorium x-ray emission is very heavily
dominated by 2 3 5 U. In all ordinarily occurring
uranium isotopic distributions, thorium x-rays may
be used as a valid 2 3 5 U signature. The probability
for a thorium Ka] x-ray to be emitted in the decay
of a 2 3 5 U atom is 0.048 ± 0.002. In infinitely
thick uranium oxide materials, the relative ratios of
effectiveness for self-fluorescence, on a per unit
mass basis, are approximately 2 3 4 U : 2 3 5 U : 2 3 6 U
: 2 3 8 U = 1.13 : 1.00 : 0.52 : 0.028. On a per
decay basis, the approximate ratios are 0.00039 :
1.00 : 0.017 : 0.18. These results imply that,
contrary to what has often been stated, gamma rays
are far more important than alpha particles in the
self-fluorescence of uranium. Because of the im-
portance of gamma-ray self-fluorescence, the ura-
nium x-ray yield will be somewhat influenced by
the size, shape, and composition of the materials.

R. R. Picard and J. F. Hafer, "Materials Accounting
Software for Evaluation of Inventory Differences," Nucl.
Mater. Manage. XX (Proceedings Issue), 563-567 (1991).

As a consequence of facility efforts to better under-
stand inventory differences (IDs) and the desire to
comply with related regulatory requirements, prop-
agation of uncertainties has received much attention
in recent years. This paper reviews several issues
regarding software for ID evaluation. Some of
these issues are generic (e.g., the importance of
identifying individual measured values and individ-
ual special nuclear material items by name and the
generality needed to handle a wide variety of
accounting problems) and others are facility-specific
(e.g., interfacing the facility's database to a variance
propagation "engine" and subsequent uses of that
engine). The history of a Los Alamos engine,
MAWST, is briefly reviewed and some of the
lessons learned during its development are de-
scribed. Major hurdles to implementation do not
involve shortcomings in software or in statistical
theory.

K. K. S. Pillay, "A Safeguardable Resource Management
Scenario for Spent Fuel," ANS Transactions 62,173-174
(1990).

No abstract.

K. K. S. Pillay, R. R. Picard, and J. F. Hafer,
"International Safeguards: Verification Approaches for a
Generic MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility," Los Alamos
National Laboratory, Safeguards Systems Group, report
N-4/91-675 (June 1991).

No abstract.

K. K. S. Pillay, "Safeguards for Long-Term Management
of Radioactive Wastes," Nucl. Mater. Manage. XX (Pro-
ceedings Issue), 522-526 (1991).

In nuclear material safeguards parlance radioactive
wastes are "measured discards." However, the ac-
cumulation of large amounts of fissile materials in
wastes over a period of time can be a safeguards
concern like waste inventories in the US, which
may contain more than 10 Mt of fissile materials.
In addition to conventional radioactive waste forms,
such as high-level wastes, transuranic wastes, and
low-level wastes, spent nuclear fuel from commer-
cial fuel cycles is now considered a radioactive
waste form in the US. Spent nuclear fuels, placed
in underground repositories, have the potential to
become plutonium mines of the future and attrac-
tive targets for diversion or theft because of their
valuable material content and decreasing radioac-
tivity. In the context of present strategies for the
disposal of these radioactive waste forms, this paper
identifies some of the domestic and international
safeguards issues relevant to the various proposed
scenarios for the long-term management and per-
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manent disposal of radioactive wastes in geologic
repositories. Present knowledge of inventories is
presented to illustrate the enormity of the problem
of verifying special nuclear material contents of
waste inventories in the US. Good materials
management practices during the disposal phase of
nuclear wastes should have elements to address
issues that are identified here.

K. K. S. Pillay, "Application of Safeguards Technologies
in Support of a Bilateral Treaty to Reduce Nuclear War-
heads," Nucl. Mater. Manage. XX (Proceedings Issue),
791-795 (1991).

The recently concluded Strategic Arms Reduction
Treaty (START) between the US and the USSR is
likely to lead to a reduction in the number of de-
ployable warheads and delivery systems. One way
of maintaining stability under this regime could be
to control fissile materials within the defense com-
plex of the parties involved and to assure separation
of commercial and defense fuel cycles. A verifiable
production scheme and a stable fissile material in-
ventory can prevent a "breakout" and its conse-
quences. Some of the well-established principles
and practices of nuclear material safeguards can be
brought to bear on this problem and help maintain
a stable inventory of nuclear materials and indi-
rectly a limit on the number of warheads. For the
purpose of discussion, this paper assumes a treaty
regime wherein a large number of deployed war-
heads will be dismantled under supervision and the
disposal of recovered nuclear materials will be in a
verifiable regime so that they may not reenter the
weapons fuel cycle. This paper examines a prag-
matic scenario for dismantling warheads so that the
declared special nuclear material contents can be
verified without compromising design information.
Also, we discuss several scenarios for the disposal
of nuclear materials recovered so that they can be
safeguarded to prevent their reentry into the
weapons fuel cycle.

K. K. S. Pillay and R. R. Picard, "Safeguards for Spent
Fuels: Verification Problems," presented at the Fourth
International Conference on Facility Operations/Safe-
guards Interface, Albuquerque, New Mexico, September
29-October 4, 1991, Los Alamos National Laboratory
document LA-UR-91-3148.

The accumulation of large quantities of spent
nuclear fuels world-wide is a serious problem for
international safeguards. A number of International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) member states,
including the US, consider spent fuel to be a
material form for which safeguards cannot be termi-
nated, even after permanent disposal in a geologic
repository. Because safeguards requirements for
spent fuels are different from those of conventional

bulk-handling and item-accounting facilities, there
is room for innovation to design a unique safe-
guards regime for spent fuels that satisfies the goals
of the nuclear nonproliferation treaty at a reasonable
cost to both the facility and the IAEA. Various
strategies being pursued for long-term management
of spent fuels are examined with a realistic example
to illustrate the problems of verifying safeguards
under the present regime. Verification of a safe-
guards regime for spent fuels requires a mix of
standard safeguards approaches, such as quantitative
verification and use of seals, with other measures
that are unique to spent fuels.

K. K. S. Pillay, "Safeguards Issues of Long-Term Waste
Management at DOE Sites," Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Safeguards Systems Group, report N-4/91-994
(September 1991).

No abstract.

M. Randow, D. D. Jackson, "An Advanced Automated
Titration System for Pure Plutonium Metal," Fourth
International Conference on Facility Operations
Safeguards Interface," Albuquerque, NM, September 29 -
October 4 1991, Los Alamos National Laboratory
document LA-UR-91-204.

The advanced automated titration system described
in this report is the second in a series of automated
instruments designed for the determination of plu-
tonium in pure plutonium metal. The instrument
has an analysis rate of 10 min. per sample and
covers a plutonium range of 20 to 70 mg in 10 ml
or less of solution. The measurement precision of
the instrument is 0.05% relative stanc ard deviation
(RSD) at the 20-mg level and 0.03% RSD at the
70-mg level. The method is based on titration of a
Pu(IlI) solution to Pu(IV) with Ce(IV) titrant to a
photometric end point. The advanced instrument
uses titanium(III) as a chemical reductant instead of
the traditional lead reductor column. Sample size
has been reduced from 250 mg to 40 mg, and the
amount of liquid waste generated for each analysis
has been cut from 175 ml to 35 ml. The advanced
instrument maintains the good precision of the
original instrument.

P. M. Rinard, K. E. Kroncke, C. M. Schneider, R. S.
Biddle, E. T. Sadowski and R. V. Studley, "A Shuffler for
Uranium Billets," Nucl. Mater. Manage. XX (Proceedings
Issue), 449-454 (1991).

A shuffler has been designed, fabricated, and in-
stalled at the Westinghotise Savannah River Site to
assay the "3 5U content of uranium-aluminum
billets. Assay results are part of the materials
accountability and quality control information on
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the billets that are destined to be extruded into reac-
tor fuel tubes.

The shuffler alternately irradiates a billet with neu-
trons from ^ ^ f and then counts delayed neutrons
emitted from the billet. The neutrons from 2 S 2Cf
are sufficiently energetic to penetrate a large, dense
billet and uniformly assay the 2 3 5 U throughout the
billet's volume. An assay is completed in 8 min.

A computer code controls the assay process and pre-
sents a limited menu of options to an operator and
more expansive choices to supervisors. Each assay
includes internal diagnostics that can warn an opera-
tor if an aspect of the measurement is outside
normal bounds. Various measurement control
assays can be taken in addition to the normal assay.

During the acceptance test, the relative standard de-
viations of sets of repeated assays on billets were
found to be 0.31% with 1050 g of 2 3 SU and 0.23%
with about 1400 g. The calibration curve generat-
ed for a set of billets was linear through the origin.

P. M. Rinard, "Shuffler Instruments for the Nondestruc-
tive Assay of Fissile Materials," Los Alamos National
Laboratory report LA-12105 (May 1991).

A shuffler is a nondestructive assay instrument used
to determine the fissile content of materials. It
places an isotopic source of neutrons near the mate-
rial to induce fissions, withdraws the source, and
counts the delayed neutrons. The source is shuffled
until a sufficient number of delayed neutrons have
been counted.

The shuffler technique is generally applied to diffi-
cult assay cases. The amount of material present
may be very small (a few milligrams), and thus it
does not spontaneously emit neutrons of conse-
quence; the amount of material is also below an
active well counter's level of sensitivity. On the
other hand, the fissile amount may be fairly large,
but the rate of spontaneously emitted neutrons may
still be low (so a passive neutron count will not
work) or the highest assay precision may be desired
(favoring a shuffler over an active well counter)
even if the material is inhomogeneous (making it
difficult to interrogate with thermal neutrons). In
all these cases, gamma-ray backgrounds, self-shield-
ing, or matrix effects can make gamma-ray assays
impractical.

Materials ranging from highly radioactive speiit-
fuel assemblies to low-level waste drums have been
assayed with shufflers, as have leached hulls, vari-
ous process materials, scrap, and waste.

This report presents a theoretical background for
shufflers and describes techniques for practical
applications. Procedures for assaying mixtures of
fissile isotopes, inhomogeneous materials, and
flowing liquids are discussed. It is shown how the
precision and limits of detection of a shuffler can be
calculated for a given neutron background rate. A
section on data analysis gives a stepwise procedure
for converting the measured counts into an assay
value, including random, systematic, and total
uncertainties.

H. Rosenblum, "Report on Computer Security Bulletin
Board Activities," Los Alamos National Laboratory, Safe-
guards Systems Group, report N-4/CS/91-797 (June
1991).

No abstract

E. T. Sadowski, J. C. Griffin, and P. M. Rinard,
"Comparison of the Savannah River Site Billet Active
Well Coincidence Counter and Two Californium Shuf-
flers," Nucl. Mater. Manage. XX (Proceedings Issue),
460-465 (1991).

A Scrap Californium Shuffler at the Savannah
River Site (SRS) was calibrated to assay the U-Al
cores of billets (an intermediate step in the SRS
reactor fuel fabrication cycle). The precision of the
Scrap Shuffler over several years has been ap-
proximately 0.50%. A typical total uncertainty for
the assay of a core on the Scrap Shuffler is ap-
proximately 0.33% for a twelve minute assay. The
precision over several months and a typical total
uncertainty for the Billet Active Well (neutron) Co-
incidence Counter (BAWCC) are approximately
1.0% and 1.9%, respectively, for a fifteen minute
assay. A new Billet Californium Shuffler specifi-
cally designed for assaying SRS billets has yielded
precision (over one month) and total uncertainty
results of 0.40% and 0.69%, respectively, for an
eight minute assay. The introduction of a meas-
urement point into the fuel fabrication cycle to
replace estimates based upon material weight will
greatly enhance material and process control in the
Reactor Materials area of SRS. The use of all three
instruments provides a comparison of the relative
merits of Active Well (neutron) Coincidence Coun-
ters (AWCCs) and shufflers for the assay of homo-
geneous and geometrically simple material contain-
ing 2 3 5U. The measurement precisions, systematic
and random uncertainties, as well as the procure-
ment and operation of each instrument will be
compared.

T. E. Sampson, "Bias in Segmented Gamma Scans Aris-
ing from Size Differences Between Calibration Standards
and Assay Samples," Nucl. Mater. Manage. XX (Pro-
ceedings Issue), 235-239 (1991).
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Recent advances in segmented gamma scanning
have emphasized software corrections for gamma-
ray self-absorption in participates or lumps of
special nuclear material in the sample. Another
feature of this software is an attenuation correction
factor formalism that explicitly accounts for differ-
ences in sample container size and composition
between the calibration standards and the individual
items being measured. Software without this
container-size correction produces biases when the
unknowns are not packaged in the same containers
as the calibration standards. This new software
allows the use of different size and composition
containers for standards and unknowns, an enor-
mous savings considering the expense of multiple
calibration standard sets otherwise needed. This
report presents calculations of the bias resulting
from not using this new formalism. These calcula-
tions may be used to estimate bias corrections for
segmented gamma scanners that do not incorporate
these advanced concepts.

T. E. Sampson, "Measurement Control: Principles and
Practice as Applied to Nondestructive Assay,1' presented at
the American Nuclear Society, Fourth International Con-
ference on Facility Operations-Safeguards Interface,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, September 29-October 4,
1991, Los Alamos National Laboratory document LA-
UR-91-2879.

"Tiis paper discusses the principles and practice of
measurement control for nondestructive assay
(NDA) instruments. The NDA is not always
blessed with the highly controlled samples that are
assumed in the analytical laboratory. This
adversely affects the use and applicability of the
historical error information from instrument sta-
bility checks to estimate measurement uncertainties
for the broad range of sample characteristics pre-
sented to most NDA instruments. This paper em-
phasizes the methods used to perform instrument
stability checks and discusses the resulting uncer-
tainty information that can be derived.

G. A. Sheppard, P. A. Russo, T. R. Wenz, M. C. Miller,
and E. C. Piquette, F. X. Haas, J. B. Glick, ar.J A. G.
Garrett, "Models for Gamma-Ray Holdup Measurements
at Duct Contact," Nucl. Mater. Manage. XX (Proceedings
Issue), 68-73 (1991).

The use of gamma-ray measurements to nondestruc-
tively assay special nuclear material holdup in DOE
processing facilities has increased recently. A
measurement approach that is relatively insensitive
to deposit geometry involves withdrawing the
detector from the holdup-bearing equipment far
enough to validate an assumed point-, line-, or area-
source deposit geometry. Because of facility con-

straints, these generalized geometry procedures are
not always followed, and some ducts are measured
at contact Quantitative interpretation of contact
measurements requires knowledge of the width of
the deposit transverse to the duct axis. Rocky Flats
personnel have introduced a method to obtain data
from which this width can be deduced. It involves
taking measurements in pairs, with the detector
viewing the holdup deposit at contact from above
and below the duct. The interpretation of the top
and bottom measurements to give the deposit width
at each location requires a model for the detector's
response to radial source position and a model for
the deposit geometry. Vv'e have derived a relation-
ship between the top-to bottom count rate ratio and
the deposit width that approximates the detector
response and models the deposit geometry as a uni-
form strip. The model was validated in controlled
experiments that used thin foils of high-enriched
uranium metal to simulate duct deposits.

H. A. Smith, Jr., C. W. Bjork, D. A Close, N. Ensslin,
R. N. Likes, M. C. Miller, P. A. kusso, and G. A.
Sheppard, "New In-Plant Holdup Course," Nucl. Mater.
Manage. XX (Proceedings Issue), 59-63 (1991).

This paper will describe a new DOE-sponsored
laboratory course on the nondestructive assay of
special nuclear material holdup in a simulated plant
situation. The course was presented at Los Alamos
for the first time on the days of February 4-8,
1991. The course emphasized gamma-ray spec-
troscopy techniques and provided three days of labo-
ratory measurements of simulated plutonium and
uranium holdup. The laboratory exercises included
calibrating detectors for assay of generalized-geome-
try holdup deposits, followed by measuring holdup
in simulated tanks, glove boxes, pumps, piping,
and ducts. Attendees worked in two- or three-
person teams to measure gamma rays from the
simulated holdup, apply corrections to the data,
compute the holdup quantities, and compare their
results with those of their colleagues and with the
known quantities of material hidden in the equip-
ment. The new holdup measurement course was
based in part on an earlier DOE Attribute Meas-
urements Course that included 1-1/2 days of
uranium holdup measurement exercises. The new
course was devoted entirely to holdup measure-
ments and was designed to meet current needs of
DOE in this important area. An initial half-day
laboratory exercise was provided for new personnel
that emphasized the fundamental principles and
techniques of gamma-ray spectroscopy. The new
course added plutonium holdup measurement exer-
cises, emphasized duct measurement geometries,
and concluded with a 1-day workshop (organized by
Los Alamos and Rocky Fiats safeguards personnel)
on measuring holdup in ducts.
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S. T. Smith and M. L. Jalbert, "LAVA/CIS Version 2.0:
A Software System for Vulnerability and Risk Assess-
ment," Proceedings 13th National Computer Security
Conference, Vol. II (National Computer Security Center,
Ft. George G. Meade, Maryland, 1990), pp. 460-469.

LAVA (the Los Alamos Y.ulnerability/Risk
Assessment system) is an original systematic
approach to risk assessment developed at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory. It is an alternative to
existing quantitative methods, providing an
approach that is both objective and subjective, and
producing results that are both quantitative and
qualitative. LAVA was developed as a tool to help
satisfy federal requirements for periodic vulnera-
bility and risk assessments of a variety of systems
and to satisfy the resulting need for an inexpensive,
reusable, automated risk assessment tool firmly
rooted in science. LAVA is a three-part systematic
approach to risk assessment that can be used to
model a variety of application systems such as
computer security systems, communications secu-
rity systems, information security systems, and
others. The first part of LAVA is the mathematical
model based on classical risk assessment, hierarchi-
cal multilevel system theory, decision theory, fuzzy
possibility theory, expert system theory, utility
theory, and cognitive science. The second part is
the implementation of the mathematical risk model
as a general software engine executed on a large
class of personal computers. The third part is the
application data sets written for a specific applica-
tion system. The user of a LAVA application is
not required to have knowledge of formal risk
assessment techniques. Ail the technical expertise
and specialized knowledge are built into the soft-
ware engine and the application system itself.
LAVA application systems, including the popular
computer security application, have been in use by
federal government agencies since 1984; the pre-
vious computer security version-LAVA/CIS,
Version 1.01—is used by over 100 agencies at
more than 500 sites.

S. T. Smith and M. L. Jalbert, "LAVA/OPSEC: An
Expert System Tool for Operations Security Vulnerability
Assessment," Proceedings for Seventh Joint Government-
Industry Symposium and Exhibition on Security
Technology (American Defense Preparedness Association,
Arlington, Virginia, 1991), pp. 52-58.

No abstract.

S. T. Smith and M. L. Jalbert, "Imaginative Uses for
LAVA: The Los Alamos Software System for Vulnera-
bility and Risk Assessment," presented at the 14th Na-
tional Computer Security Conference, Washington, DC,

October 1-4, 1991, Los Alamos National Laboratory
document LA-UR-91-583.

LAVA (the Los Alamos V_ulnerability/Risk
Assessment system) is an original systematic ap-
proach to vulnerability and risk assessment devel-
oped at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. The
original reason for developing LAVA was to pro-
vide a tool to help satisfy Federal requirements for
periodic vulnerability and risk assessments of a
variety of systems and to satisfy the resulting need
for an inexpensive, reusable, portable, automated
risk assessment tool firmly rooted in science.
When the LAVA project began in 1983, there was
no such tool; LAVA was designed to fill that gap.
Since 1984, LAVA's computer- and infonnation-
security application, LAVA/CIS, has been used by
over 100 organizations and government agencies at
over 500 sites around the world.

In its original role as a vulnerability/risk assess-
ment tool, LAVA is an alternative to existing
quantitative methods, providing an approach that is
both objective and subjective, and producing under-
standable and believable results that are both quanti-
tative and qualitative. However, some of LAVA's
users have, through their own initiative and ingenu-
ity, devised several other innovative ways to use
this software system. LAVA now is used by some
agencies as a design tool when proposing new
installations, as a self-testing aid in preparing for
inspections, as a self-evaluating device for testing
compliance with the various orders and criteria that
exist, and as a certification device by inspection
teams. Still other agencies use LAVA/CIS to
assess physical security and personal computer se-
curity. In this paper we discuss the LAVA system
and how to adapt LAVA to some of these innova-
tive uses.

J. K. Sprinkle, Jr., R. Bardelli, L. Becker, L. Lezzoli,
W. Matthes, R Rochez, P. Schillebeeckx, U. Weng,
"The Capabilities of PHONID 3b" presented at the Ameri-
can Nuclear Society, Fourth International Conference on
Facility Operations-Safeguards Interface, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, September 29-October 4, 1991, Los
Alamos National Laboratory document LA-UR-91-3084.

This paper describes the newest model in the
PHONID series of nondestructive assay instru-
ments. The measurement technique is active inter-
rogation of the sample by a photoneutron source.
The measured signal is proportional to the number
of induced-fission neutrons. The measurement
samples are product materials such as uranium or
plutonium oxide from the nuclear fuel cycle.
Results from an evaluation using the Performance
Laboratory calibration materials at the Joint Re-
search Center (JRC)-Ispra demonstrated that
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straight-line calibration functions were adequate for
most users. We present in-field measurements that
confirm the JRC-Ispra results. Long-term stability
of 0.2% was achieved in laboratory conditions,
while 0.5% was achieved in the field.

W. D. Stanbro and P. W. Henriksen, "THIEF: Version
1.0, An Interactive Simulation of Nuclear Materials Safe-
guards and Security," Los Alamos National Laboratory
report LA-11981-MS (February 1991).

This is a users manual for the prototype of THIEF:
an interactive simulation of safeguards and security
at a nuclear facility. The program puts the user in
the position of an insider trying to steal special nu-
clear material from a facility. The program runs on
IBM PC compatible microcomputers with a mini-
mum of 640K of RAM, an EGA or VGA graphics
card, and preferably a color monitor.

C. A. Steverson and M. I. Angerman, "Experimental
Inventory Control System: An Application of Image
Processing to Nuclear Safeguards," Nucl. Mater. Manage.
XX (Proceedings Issue), 900-904 (1991).

As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA)
goals and Department of Energy (DOE) inventory
requirements are frequently in conflict at facilities
across the DOE complex. We wish, on one hand,
to verify the presence of correct amounts of nuclear
materials that are in storage or in process; yet on
the other hand, we wish to achieve ALARA goals
by keeping individual and collective exposures as
low as social, technical, economic, practical, and
public policy considerations permit. The Experi-
mental Inventory Verification System (ElVSystem)
is a computer-based, camera-driven system that uti-
lizes image processing technology to detect change
in vault areas. Currently in the test and evaluation
phase at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,
this system is to provide materials control infor-
mation to nuclear safeguards personnel. The
ElVSystem continually monitors the vault, provid-
ing proof of changed status for objects stored
within the vault. These data could provide the
basis for reducing inventory requirements when no
change has occurred, thus helping implement
ALARA policy; the data will also help describe the
target area of an inventory when change has been
shown to occur.

C. A. Steverson and M. I. Angerman, "Report on Soft-
ware Development Efforts for Image Processing Projects,
1990-1991," Los Alamos National Laboratory, Safeguards
Systems Group report N-4/91-676 (June 1991).

No abstract.

J. E. Stewart, R. R. Ferran, H. O. Menlove, E. C.
Horley, J. Baca, S. W. France, and J. R. Wachter, "A
Versatile Passive/Active Neutron Coincidence Counter for
In-Plant Measurements of Plutonium and Uranium," in
Proc. 13th ESARDA Symposium on Safeguards and
Nucl. Mater. Manage. (Joint Research Centre, Ispra, Italy,
1991) ESARDA 24, pp. 317-323.

A new, well-type neutron coincidence counter has
been developed for nondestructive assay of a wide
variety of items containing plutonium, uranium, or
both. The instrument will be used in several loca-
tions at the Los Alamos National Laboratory Plu-
tonium Facility (TA-55). Both active and passive
measurements can be made using the same instru-
ment by simply changing the well inserts. By
combining results of active and passive measure-
ments, assay of some impure plutonium-bearing
items can be accomplished.

L. A. Stoltz and J. S. Dreicer, "Status Report: Graphical
Network Security (GNETS) System Testing Phase," Los
Alamos National Laboratory, Safeguards Systems Group,
report N-4/91-1155 (September 25,1991).

No abstract.

R. B. Strittmatter, "Management Report: FY91 Accom-
plishments of the Los Alamos National Laboratory Com-
puter Security Science and Technology Base Program,"
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Safeguards Systems
Group, report N^/CS/91-1194 (October 1991).

No abstract.

K. E. Thomas, S. P. Pederson, N. R. Zack, S. Jones, and
B. McGinnis, "Holdup Data Analysis for Portsmouth
Building X705," Nucl. Mater. Manage. XX (Proceedings
Issue), 79-82 (1991).

The Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant's Build-
ing X705 contains equipment for recovering
uranium from other facility process equipment and
materials. Measurements of holdup have been
made at 825 locations within the building, includ-
ing tanks, columns, pipes, and dissolution/leaching
process equipment. These measurements have been
made by the Applied Nuclear Technology Group of
the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant. Measur-
ing holdup is strenuous and labor intensive, and it
is desirable to reduce manpower requirements while
maintaining some knowledge of facility holdup.
The Los Alamos Safeguards Systems Group has
helped analyze ihe data for total holdup and its
uncertainty and developed a sampling plan to reduce
the manpower requirements. This plan provides
assurance that the process equipment has been
flushed out, allows a statement of the total holdup
and its uncertainty, and permits fewer measure-
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merits. The details of the data analysis and the
sampling plan and its application to other facilities
are discussed.

T. R. Wenz, P. A. Russo, M. C. Miller, H. O. Menlove,
S. Takahashi, Y. Yamamoto, and I. Aoki, "Portable
Gamma-Ray Holdup and Attributes Measurements of
High- and Variable-Bumup Plutonium," presented at the
American Nuclear Society, Fourth International
Conference on Facility Operations-Safeguards Interface,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, September 29-October 4,
1991, Los Alamos National Laboratory document LA-
UR-91-3323.

High-burnup-plutonium holdup has been assayed
quantitatively by low-resolution gamma-ray spec-
trometry. The assay was calibrated with four plu-
tonium standards representing a range of fuel
burnup and 241Am content Selection of a calibra-
tion standard based on its qualitative spectral simi-
larity to gamma-ray spectra of the process material
is partially responsible for the success of these
holdup measurements. The spectral analysis
method is based on the determination of net counts
in a single spectral region of interest (ROI). How-
ever, the low-resolution gamma-ray assay signal for
the high-burnup plutonium includes unknown
amounts of contamination from 241 Am. For most
needs, the range of calibration standards required for
this selection procedure is not available. A new
low-resolution gamma-ray spectral analysis proce-
dure for assay of 239Pu has been developed. The
procedure uses the calculated isotope activity ratios
and the measured net counts in three spectral ROIs
to evaluate and remove the 241Am contamination
from the 239Pu assay signal on a spectrum-by-spec-
trum basis. The calibration for the new procedure
requires only a single plutonium standard. The
procedure also provides a measure of the bumup and
age attributes of holdup deposits. The new proce-
dure has been demonstrated using portable gamma-
ray spectroscopy equipment for a wide range of
plutonium standards and has also been applied to
the assay of 239Pu holdup in a mixed oxide fuel
fabrication facility.

N. R. Zack and G. F. Warner, "Integrated Safeguards and
Security for the INEL Special Isotope Separation Plant,"
ANS Transactions 62, 191-192 (1990).

This paper describes the development of the safe-
guards and security system that was to be used for
the Special Isotope Separation (SIS) Production
Plant. The U.S. Department of Energy has post-
poned the construction of the SIS Plant that was to
be built at the Idaho National Engineering Labora-
tory (INEL) site near Idaho Falls, Idaho. The Plant
was designed to produce weapons-grade plutonium
from DOE-owned fuel-grade plutonium by convert-

ing off-spec, plutonium dioxide into metal buttons
that would meet required chemical and isotopic
specifications. Because this was to be a completely
new facility, there was a unique opportunity to
provide an in-depth, state-of-the-art safeguards and
security system without attempting to overlay
upon an existing, older system. This facility was
being designed to be in complete compliance with
the new DOE Orders by integrating safeguards and
security into the plant operating system and by
providing graded protection to the areas of varying
sensitivity within the plant.

N. R. Zack, K. E. Thomas, J. T. Markin, and J. W. Tape,
"Safeguards Systems Analysis Research and Development
and the Practice of Safeguards at DOE Facilities," Nucl.
Mater. Manage. XX (Proceedings Issue), 420-425 (1991).

Los Alamos Safeguards Systems Group personnel
interact with Department of Energy (DOE) nuclear
materials processing facilities in a number of ways.
Among them are training courses, formal technical
assistance such as developing information man-
agement or data analysis software, and informal ad
hoc assistance especially in reviewing and com-
menting on existing facility safeguards technology
and procedures. These activities are supported by
the DOE Office of Safeguards and Security, DOE
Operations Offices, and contractor organizations.
Because of the relationships with the Operations
Office and facility personnel, the Safeguards Sys-
tems Group research and development (R&D) staff
have developed an understanding of the needs of the
entire complex. Improved safeguards are needed in
areas such as materials control activities, account-
ability procedures and techniques, systems analysis
and evaluation methods, and material handling pro-
cedures. This paper surveys the generic needs for
efficient and cost effective enhancements in safe-
guards technologies and procedures at DOE facili-
ties, identifies areas where existing safeguards R&D
products are being applied or could be applied, and
sets a direction for future systems analysis R&D to
address practical facility safeguards needs.

A. Zardecki and E. A. Hakkila, "Fuzzy Methods for
System Performance," 13th Annual Symposium on
Safeguards and Nuclear Material Management (Joint
Research Centre, Ispra, Italy, 1991), ESARDA 24, pp.
667-676.

We propose a new method, based on the notion of
fuzzy sets, to evaluate system performance. This
method is applicable to an arbitrary system com-
posed of the components that describe the system
hierarchically. As an illustration, we introduce a
new figure of merit, consistent with the recommen-
dations of the Advisory Group Meeting on Con-
tainment and Surveillance. The fuzzy attributes,
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such as no-diversion, assurance, and reliability re-
place the subjective characterization parameters of
individual components. Our methodology should
be advantageous both in safeguards and in contain-
ment and surveillance problems.

A. Zardecki and J. T. Markin, "Fuzzy Resource Optimiza-
tion for Safeguards," presented at the Fourth International
Conference on Facility Operations/Safeguards Interface,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, September 29-October 4,
1991, Los Alamos National Laboratory document LA-
UR-91-3002.

Authorization, enforcement, and verification—three
key functions of safeguards systems—form the
basis of a hierarchical description of the system
risk. When formulated in terms of linguistic rather
than numeric attributes, the risk can be computed
through an algorithm based on the notion of fuzzy
sets. Similarly, this formulation allows one to
analyze the optimal resource allocation by maxi-
mizing the overall detection probability, regarded as
a linguistic variable. After summarizing the neces-
sary elements of the fuzzy sets theory, we outline
the basic algorithm. This is followed by a sample
computation of the fuzzy optimization.

A. Zardecki and J. T. Markin, "Defence in Depth and
Resource Optimization for Safeguards," Nucl. Mater.
Manage. XX (Proceedings Issue), 426-431 (1991).

The resource allocation problem for safeguards is
solved by using dynamic programming. The exist-
ing program RAOPS (Resource Allocation Opti-
mization Program for Safeguards) is extended to
include both divergent and convergent configura-
tions of activities. The new algorithm is applicable
to any configuration that can be described in terms
of a tree data structure. To treat the problem of de-
fense in depth, a stochastic optimization—in which
the optimization applies to expected values—is uti-
lized. Numerical examples illustrating the general
theory are given.

A. Zardecki, R. Whiteson, and A. Coulter, "Pattern
Recognition Methods for Anomaly Detection," Los
Alamos Nalional Laboratory, Safeguards Systems Group
report N-4/91-420 (April 30, 1991).

No abstract.
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